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ABSTRACT

Stirrups used for shear reinforcement in concrete members ate notmally located as an

outer reinforcement with respect to the flexural reinforcement and therefore are more

Susceptible to Severe enviroÍmental effects because of the minimum conclete cover

provided. The use of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) reirforcement in conctete slructures

has increased rapidly over the last ten years. The conosion-free characteristìcs and high

strength-to-weight ratio of FRP reinforcement significantly increase the service life of

structures. Several expelimental and analltical research prograûìs have been conducted

to investigate the flexural behavior of concrete members reinfolced and/of plestressed by

FRP reinforcemeú. The use of FRP as shear reinfolcement for concrete süuctures has

not yet been fully explored and the cunently available data are insufficient to formulate

rational design guidelines. Due to the diagonal nature of shear cracks, the induced tensile

forces are tlpically oriented at an angle with respect to the stinups and consequently the

stirlups' tensile strength in the direction of the fibres catulot be developed. Bending of

FRP stirrups to develop sufhcient anchorage may also lead to a significant reduction in

the strength capacity ofthe stirttps.

A tw-o-phase experimental program undefiaken at the University of Manitoba to exat¡ine

the structural petformance of FRP stirrups as shear reinforcement for concrete structures

is r.eported. The first experimental phase, designed to evaluate the sfength capacity of a
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single FRP stiflup as influenced by bending of the FRP bars 1o achieve the appropriate

anchorage and by the diagonal shear cracks that have an angle to the direction of the

fibres. is described. The variables considered are the type of material. bar diameter.

co¡lÌguration of the stirrup anchorage, ernbedment length, tail length. and angle of the

stinups. The second experimental phase, including ten large-scale leinforced conclete

beams tested to failure to investigate the behavior and contribution of the FRP stirrups in

beam action, is also described. The shear deformation, crack width. and stirrup strain are

reported. The valiables considered are the material type of the stirrups, the matedal type

ofthe flexural reinforcement, and the stirmp spacing.

An analltical investigation to describe the various factors affecting the strength capacity

of FRP stinups and the shear.strength of beams reinforced with FRP is reported. The test

results of the experimental prograln are compaled to dilferent anal¡ical models used to

predict the shear strength and behavior of the test specimens. Based on the findings of

this investigation. design guidelines for concrete beams reinfolced witli FRP as

longitudinal and/or shear reinforcement are proposed. Shear design equalions for

concrete beams reinforced with FRP using the American concrete Institute (ACI) and the

Canadian Standards Association (CSA) design approaches ale proposed. Expressions for

the minirnum FRP shear reinforcemeff ratio are also proposed. The reliability of the

proposed equations fol the ACI and CSA codes is evaluated by comparing the measured

and the calculated values ofthe tested beams and beams tested by others. Strain limits foi'

the FRP stiruups to conÍol the shear crack width in concrete beams are also proposed.
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NOTATION

shear span

ct/d : shear span-to-depth ratio, equivalent to (lttt,,/V,,tl)

h : cross sectional area of longitudinal reinforcement

A, = total cross sectional area of stinup u,ithin distance s

An : cross sectional area ofFRP longitudinal reiuforcement

A,¡, : total cross sectional area ofFRP stirrup within distance s

b., : web width of the beam

d : effeclive depth ofcross-section

do - rna¡,inlum aggregate size

d6 = diarneter of the reinforcing bar

(1" ellective bal diameter. ,44=
E, : reference elastic modulus of steel, 200 GPa

E1 : elastic modulus of FRP shear reinforcement

EÍ = elastic modulus of FRP longitudinal reinforcement

.li",a : stlengtl.t capacity ofthe bend poftion ofthe FRP stirrup

f, : conclete compressive strength

Ji, - guaranteed tensile strength of the FRP parallel to the hbres

1r,,,, - guaranteed tensile strength ofthe FRP stirrups parallel to the fibres

f"r : yield strength ofsteel stiffups

.f¡, : effective stress in the FRP stirrups at ultimate load

h : overall depth ofthe beam cross-section

ht - height of the FRP bar (h¡: d¡ for round bar')

jd : shear depth, defined as the distance between the compressive force

and tensile force acting on the cross-section

I¿ : embedment of the bend portion of the FRP stirrup

t; : tail length beyond the bend portion of the FRP stinup
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Mo : the decompression moment

lV,, : moment conesponding to ultiulate sltear capacig

spacing of the shear reinforcement

s: : crack-spacing parameter for members without shear reìlfolcemenl

(CSA Standards)

s)1,f, s nt\,. s,t0 : crack spacing in longitudinal, transverse and inclined directions.

resPectivelY

I/a) : shear component resisted by the aggregate ìnterlock along the shear

crack

L', : shear-resisting folce provided by concrete

Vcþcù - shear-resisting force provided by concrete, as detennined using ACI

equation

Vc.t - shear-resisting force provided by concrete in beams reinforced with

FRP for flexure

V", : shear f'orce at diagonal tension cracking

Vr. : shear component resisted by the compressiolr zone

V¿t - shear component resisted by the dowel action of longitudinal

reinforcement

f, : shear-resisting force provided by steel stirrups

V¡ : shear-resisting force provided by FRP stirrups

L',, : nominal shear strength

V*n : measured sheal stlength based on test lesults

V, = factored shear force due to applied loads

l : shear stress, I7å,,,d

r1r : cr-ack r.vidth

d" : angle of the stinups with the longitudinal axis of the beam

P : strength factor used to determine I/c in the CSA general method

Tt : member safety factor



sfl = slrain in FRP shear teinforcement at ultimate

ø - strength reduction factor

ó,, ó, (y,, y") : resistance safety factors for concrete and steel, r'espectively

ó¡ : strength reduction factor for shear design of members reinforced

with FRP

1 : 1.0 for normal weight concrete (CSA Standards)

p, : shear reinforcement ratio, 1,,/å,,s

p,6, : FRP shear reinforcem ent raTio. A.¡,/b.,,,s

Pl',,r, : llinimum FRP shear reinforcement

pr : longitudinal reinforcement ratio, A/b.,d

pn = FRP longitudinal reinforcement nlio, A¡/b,,d

p,i : p¡ (E¡/8,) = ratìo ofthe shear reinforcement. modihed by the elastic

modulus ratio

p; = pn @¡/8") -;::,::::lîî;l:"u''**""nt' modilÌed b)' the

0 = angle of the shear crack n'ith the longitudinal axis of the beam

X : strength reduction factor for FRP stinups

o.¡ : average axial compressive stress on the beatD sectiou
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Chapter

I

lntroduction

1.1 General

Deterioration of concrete structutes due to the coffosion of steel reinforcement has led to

the need for an alternative type of reinfblcement such as fible-r'einfol ced-polymer (FRP)

reinfolcement. Stirrups used for sheal reinfotcement ale normally located as an outer

reinforcement with respect to the flexural leilforcement and therefore are more

susceptible to severe environmental effects because of the minimurn concrete cove[

provided. FRPs ale corrosion-1ì'ee materials and have recently been used as

reinforcement to avoid the deterioration of conclete structures caused bv corosion of

steel reinforcement.

Use ofFRP as reinfolcement for concrete structures has increased lapidly over the last ten

years. FRP reinforcement is made from high-tensile-strength fibres such as carbon. glass,

aramid and othets embedded in polymeric matrices and produced in the lotm of bars,

strands. ropes, tendons and grids, in a wide variety of sl,apes and charactet'istics. FRP

reinforcement is nsed as prestressed, non-prestressed and sheat reinforcemet.tt for

concrete structures. Several experimental and anal¡.tical research programs have been

conducted to investigate the flexru'al behavioul of conclete members reinf-orced and/or
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prestressed by FRP leinfolcement. The use of FRP as shear reinforcement for concrete

structules has not yet been fully explored and the currently available data are not

sufficient to lormulate rational design guidelines.

Since FRP reinforcement is characterized by a linearly elastic stress-strain relationship up

to failure, shear failure of reinforced concrete members will occul due either to rupture of

FRP stinups or to crushing of concrete in the compression zone or in the web. Failure

due to rupture of FRP stirlups will occur suddenly when one or more FRP stinups reach

their strength capacity. This type of shear failure is brittle wlien compared to that of a

beam reinforced with steel stinups. The other mode of fàilure, shear-compression failure,

occuls when the diagonal shear cracks propagate tou'ards the compressiou chotd,

reducing the depth of the conpression zone and causing crushing ofthe concrete. Such a

nrode of failule is nruch r.nole comparable to thal ol a conclete beam with steel stirrups.

Concrete members leinforced with steel stirrups are r.romally designed for shear to allow

yielding ofthe steel stinups before crushing olconclete.

Due to the diagonal lature o1' sheat clacks, the induced teusile lorces ale typically

oriented at an angle with respect to the stirrups (Figure 1-1. kink effect) and consequently

the stirrups' tensile strength in the direction of the fibres may not be developed. Bending

ofFRP stinups to develop sufficient ancholage (Figure 1-1, bend effect) may also lead to

a significant reduction in the strength capacity ofthe stinups.
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1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this ilvestigation is to examine the structulal perforrnalce ofFRP

stirups as shear reinlorcement for concrete stÌLtctures. The valious specific objectives

are:

1. To evaluate the strength capacity ofa single FRP stinup as influenced b¡':

i- Bending ofthe FRP bars to achieve the appropliate anchorage (bend effect)

ii- The elfect of the diagonal shear cracks at an angle to the direction of the fibres

(kink effect)

2. To evaluate the contribution of the FRP stirrups to the shear lesisting mechanisrn of

col'lcrete beams.

3. To investigate the modes of failure and the shear stlength of concrete beams

reinforced with FRP as sheal and/or longitudinal leinforcenent.

4. To examine the shear cracking behavioul ofconcrete beans reinforced with FRP

5. To study the influence of FRP longitudinal reinfol'cer.nent on the sheal strength and

cracking behavioul of concrete beams.

6. To propose design guidelines for the shear design of concrete members reinforced

with FRP.

1.3 Scope and Contents

This study comprises experimental and analytical investigations. Based on the findings

of the investigations. design guidelines are proposed to pledict the shear stlength of

concrete beatrs reinforced with FRP. Equations are also ploposed to control the shear'
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crack width in concrete beams reinforced with FRP. Each parl of this study is discussed

bliefl¡ in thc lollou ing subsectious:

Experimental lnvestigation: The experimental program cousisted of tu'o phases. The

first experitrental phase. Phase I, was designed to evaluate the strength capacity of a

single FRP stin'up as irfluenced by bendirig of tlie FRP bars to achieve the appropriate

anchorage and by the diagonal shear cracks, which are at an augle to the direction of the

hbres (Figure 1-1). Ninety-three specially designed panel specimens were tested to

investigate the bend effect, and twelve specially designed panel specimens q'ere tested to

investigate the hink effèct. The second erperimental phase, Phase II. included ten large-

scale reinforced concrete beams tested to f'ailure to investigate the modes of failulc and

the contribution of the FRP stinups in the beam action mechanism. The beam specìmens

were designed to lail in shear u'ithout premature lailure due to bor-rd.

Analytical Modellins: This part of the investigation included analysis of the tesL results

to desclibe the various factors affecting the strength capacity ofthe FRP stìrrups. The test

results of the first experimental phase were cofirpared to difïefent equations fi'om the

literature to evaluate tl.re strength capacity of a sir-rgle FRP stirrup as irifluenced by the

bend and kink efl'ecrs. The results of the second experitneutal phase were compared to

difïetent analltical models used to predict the sheal strength ar.rd behaviour of reinforced

colrcrete beams.
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Design Guidelines: Based on the results for the beans tested in this stud,v and an

additional 1 18 beams tested by others, design guideliles are proposed fol tl.re use of FRP

as shear reinforcement in concrete structures. The design guidelines covel the ultimate

and serviceability linit states for concrete beams reìnforced rvith FRP. The proposed

shear provisions ale provided in a convenient format for the cunent development of

design codes lor concrete rrerrbels reinforced rvith FRP.

The following is a brief descliption of the contents of the thesis:

Chanter 2: This chaptel presents thc currently available theories f'ol plediction of the

shear behavionr and strength of colclete beams reinforced with steel. The Canadian"

American. European and Japanese design approaches fot shear are also preseuted.

Charrter 3: This chaptel plesel'rts the available literature on the behaviour ofFRP stinups

in concrete membels. The availablc design guidelines fol concrete members reinforced

with FRP, proposed by Japanese, Canadian and European task committees are also

presented.

Chapter 4: This chapter describes the experimental program conducted at the University

of Manitoba to test 113 specially designed panel specinens and ten concLete beaurs

reinfolced i¡'ith FRP.
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Charlter 5: This chapter presents the test lesults and analysis for the panel specimens.

Test results are compared to equations available in the litelature. Design guidelines for

the detailing and the strength capacity of a single FRP stinup are presented.

Chapter 6: This chapter presents the test results and analysis for the beam specimens

The behaviour of concrete beams reinforced with FRP, in tetms of FRP stirrups'

contribution. modes of faìlure and shear cracking, are described in this chapter'. Test

results of the beam specimens are compared to different shear models.

Recommendations are given for the analysis ofconcrete beaurs reinforced with FRP using

the currently available sl.rear theolies. A simple equation ìs proposed to predict the shear

clack width in concrete beatls reinforced with FRP stinups.

Chapter 7: This chaptel presents design guidelines for the use of FRP as sheal

reinforcement in concrete structures. The ploposed pro,,'isions are based on the design

approaches in the currenl ACI3l8 and CSA23.3 codes lor concrete metnbers reinfolced

with steel. The chapter also proposes strain limits for the FRP stirups to control the

shear- crack width in concrete beams.

Chanter 8: A summary of this investigation is given. Several conclusious are introduced

to give an understanding of the behaviour of concrete metlbers teinforced with FRP. The

design guidelines fol concrete members reinfolced u,ith FRP proposed in thìs

investigation are sumlar-ized in this chapter.
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Chapter

),-

Shear Behaviour of Concrete Beams: Background and Review'

2.1 General

The flexulal behavioul of reinforced and prestressed concrete rlembers has been

extensively researched and rationalized into simple equilibrium and compatibilitl,

eqLlations in most of the current codes. Howerrer- thc shear mcchanisn is l.lot well

defined and is considered to be one ofthe most complex mechanisms fol rationalization

into a simple model. Several models are introduced by díffèrent codes using several

assumptions related to the material properties and the intelnal mechanism.

In general, shear failure of reinforced and prestlessed concrete members is catastrophic in

nature, and therefore a considelable margin of safety is typically used. In spite of man¡'

decades of experimental resealch and the use of highly sophisticated anal¡ical tools.

shear failure is not yet fully understood. Shear tlansfer in concrete beams relies heavily

or the tensile and compressive stlength of the concrete. Thus, it is not suprising that a

failure due to shear in general is brittle. Furthemrole, if shear reinforcement is not

appropriately provided for reinfolced or prestressed concrete beams, sheal failure is

I All equations in chapter'2 use n'ìetrjc urìits (Newton, trlnr) unless othenvìse specìfied
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lìkely to occur suddenly. aÍìd wilhout advance waming of distress. "fherefore. concrete

beams are generally reinforced with shear leinforcement to ensure that flexural failure

will occul before shear faiìure in case ofoverloading conditions to ensure ductile failure.

The literature on shear behaviour of concrete beams is very extensi\ie as it dates from the

beginning of this century. Thus, jt is beyond the scope of this study to encompass all

preceding works related to this topic. A comprehensive review is provided by the ASCE-

ACi Task Committee 426 (1973).

This chapter focuses on the role of and requirements lol steel shear reinforcement in

concrete members as well as new theoretical concepts tl-rat have been recentìy irfi'oduced

to describe the shear mechanism of reir.rforced o[ prestressed col.rcrete beams. Shea¡'

provisions in the Caladian Standald CSA .A23.3-94. the Amelican Conclete lnstjtute

Building Code ACI 318-95, EurocodeEC2 (1992), the British Standard 8S8110 (1985)

and the Japanese Standards.fSCE (1996) are briefly reviewed to provide a bench mark to

evaluate the effectiveness ofthe shear reinlorcement in concrete members. This chapter

is focussed on steel stinups. The literature on the use of FRP as shear reinforcement is

discussed in chapter 3.

2.1,1 Factors affecting shear behaviour and capacity of concrete beams

It is known that the shear behavioul and capacity of concrete beams are affected by the

following palameters:

1 . the shear span-to-depth raTio. o/d. which affects the shear capacity and sheal mode of

failure;

L the courpressive streugth oftlre concrete..l :
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5.

6.

J. the longitudinal reirflol'cement rafío, psÌ, which lefers to the dowel component of the

concrete contfibution, I.'", and controls the opening of the flexural shear cracks

the shear reinforcement ratio, pr, , r'hich introduces the shear component, K. and also

affects the concrete contribution. I/.:

the type ofloading. that affects the crack distribution in the shear-critical zones:

size effect of the beam cross-section: It was observed that as the beam depth

increases, the ultimate shear stress reduces as a I esult of the increase in the dissipated

fracture energy; and

7. the magnitude of effective prestressed force and the ve(ical component of dlaped

tendons.

2,l,2Internal forces in a beam with shear reinfo¡cement

Inclined cracking rnay reduce the strength capacìty of concrete beams; therefore, concrete

beams should be reinforced with stirlups to ensufe the full deveiopment Õf the flexural

capacity. The internal forces in a typical concrete beam r.vith steel stinups ìntersecting an

inclined crack are shown in Figure 2-1a. Shear is transfelred across line A-B-C tllough

the shear in the compression zone, /.., the verlical cor.nponent of the shear tlansfened

across the crack by intellock of the aggregate particles on the two faces of the crack. I,'.,

the dowel action of the longitudinal reinforcement, I/./i. and the shear tlar.rsfeued by

tension in tl-re stinups, tr'". The loading histoly of such a beam is shou,n qualitativel¡' in

Figure 2-1b. The componelts of the intemal shear tesistance must equal the applied

sheaÌ as indicated by the upper 45n line. Prior to flexural crackilg, all shear is canied by

the uncracked concrete. After initiation of the flexulal cracks and prior to initialion of

10
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irclined shear cracking. the extemal shear is resisted by the concrete compolents; 2...

Vor,, and I/¿. After initiation of inclined shear cracks. the external shear is resisted by the

concrete, V,, and the stirrups. I/". as shown in Figure 2-1b. Eventually. the stinups

crossing the crack yield, and Z, remains constant for higher applied shears. Once the

stirrups yield. the inclined cracks open rapidly. As the inclined crack widens. Zo,,

decreases further', forcing I/¿¡ and I/¿, 1o increase at an accelerated rate until either a

splitting (dowel) failule occuts, or the compression zone cl..ushes due to combined shear

and compression. Anothel possible failure may occur by lupture of the stiruups when

stirups with low sfrain at ultimate are used.

Each of the sheal resisting corrrponents of this process except I/" has a brittle load-

defornration response. As a result, it is difficult to quantiff the contributions of V"_, V¿¡,

and fq, aI ultimate. In design, these are lumped together in 2., referred to as "the shear'

carÍied by the concrete". Thus the nominal strength, I'1,, is assumed to be

(2-1)

Traditionally in Nofih American design practice, 4 is taken equal to the shear force at

the iritiation ofinclined shear cracking, I/.,.

2.2 Shear reinforcement

2.2,1 Role of shear reinforcement in concrete beams

Shear reinforcement in the folm of stirrups contributes to the sÍength of the shear

mechanisms by the following nreans:
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Improving the contribution ofthe dowel action. A stiuup can effectivelv suppoÍ the

longitudinal leinforcetlent that crosses a flexural shear.crack close to the stirrup.

Liniting the opening of inclined shear cracks. thus enìrancing and preserving shear

transfer by aggregate interlock.

lJsing sufhciently closely spaced stirrups provides conl'tnement of the concrete,

leading to an increase in the complessive stlength and colsequently er. rances zones

affected bv arch action.

4. Enhancing the bond by reducing the splitting clacks that develop due to dowel forces.

In summary. shear leinforcement is used in concrete beams to preserve the overall

integrity of the concrete contlibution tr/,.. allowing tlre development of additional shear

forces tr/.. through the well-known truss mechanisr.n adopted by rnany codes.

2.2.2 Anchoragc of stirrups in concrete beams

Due to the relatively short length of the stinups. the desired tensile capacity of a steel

stirrup is typically developed using appropriate anchorage length and bending of the

stiruups into a 90o. 135n or 180n hook. According to section 7.1 ofthe ACI 318-95 code.

a 90o bend plus a 6d¿ extension at the free end of the bar is required. The inside diameter

of bend. according to the ACI 31 8-95 code, should not be less than 4rl¿,. According to

sectjonAI2.2.2ofCSAStandard,A23.3,eithela90oor135obendplusanextensionofat

Ieast 6d6. but not less than 60 mm, is required at the ftee end of the bar .
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2.2.3 "Kinking" of stirrups at the shear crâck location

In addition to a tensile fot'ce. tlre stiffup is subjected funher to a dowel action ât irs

intersection rvith the sheaÌ crack. opening ofthe inclined shear c¡ack at the location of

the stirup induces a kinking action in the dilection of the crack.

Pang and Hsu (1995) investigated experimentally the stress-strain relationship of

reinforcing bars in concrete panels subjected to rnembrane shear. Pang and Hsu

concluded that local kinking at the crack location has two effects on tlle average stress-

strain relationship ol steel bars:

1. The induced bending stress at the location of the inclined shear crack is supetimposed

on the tensile stress in the steel bar, leading to a decrease of the apparent yield

strength ar.rd the ultimate stlength ofthe steel bar, as illustrated ìn Figure 2-2.

2. The local bending of a steel bal at the crack location causes fufther damage of bold

between concrete and steel, increasing the plastic zone of the bal at the crack. Tliis

longer plastic zone contlibutes additional defomation to the average elongation of a

steel bar.

Based ol their- investigation, Pang and Hsu (1995) introduced a kinking factol to modify

the typical stress-strain curve of the steel bars, as shown in Figure 2-2. Tlie kinking

factor was assumed to vary linearly with the crack angle Éfrom 45 to 90 degrees.

The proposed coDstitutive law ofreinfo¡cing bars was utilized by Pang and Hsu (i996) in

the fonnulation of the f,rxed-angle softened truss model (FA-STM) that is capable of

predicting the response of concrete elements subjected to membrane forces. However.

the "kinking" effect has not yet been incorporated into any code ofplactice.
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2.3 Shear mechanism in reinforced concrete beams

Dnring the last 25 ¡rears, since ASCE-ACI Com¡rittee 426 published its report in 1973.

several attempts have been made to rationalize the shear mechanism in reinf-orced and

prestressed concrete beams. ASCE-ACI Comr-nittee 445 ( 1 998) recently publìshed an

extensive repod revie\\ring some of the shear models for. concrete metnbers that lìaye

evolved since 1973. The shear models fol reinforced concrete :nembers with shear

reinforcement presentcd in the ASCE-ACI reporl ( I 998), include:

a- compression field theory (CFT) (Collins 1978);

b- modified compression field theory (MCFT) (Vecchio and Collins 1986):

c- valiable angle truss model (EurocodeEC2 1992);

d- truss nrodels witl-r clack frictiol (Dei Poli et al. 1990):

e- rotating-angle softened-truss model (RÀ-STM) (Hsu 1993); and

f- fìxed-angle softened-truss niodel (FA-STM) (Hsu 1993).

TIie historical development of the above-mentioned shear models is presented in

section2.3.1. A description of the MCFT that is currently integrated into many design

codes. is given in section 2.3.2. A recently developed shear model based on the shear

friction theory (Loov 1998) is described in section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Historical development of shear models

Early shear design for reinforced concrete beams was based on a tluss analogy developed

by Ritter in 1899 and Molsch in 1902. This theory was based on the assuniption that

concrete reinforced with longitudinal and transverse steel bars would develop inclined

cracks when subjected to shear as shown in Figure 2-3. These shear cracks ale assumed

)4
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to be straight and at an inclined angle á to the horizontal direction. The concrete struts

between these cracks cany a compressive stress induced by the applied shear..

The web region within the effective depth.id (Figure 2-3a) is assumed to resist the shear

force. Figure 2-3b shows the axial force N induced by the shear force; this is shared

equally between the top and bottom chords.

Based on the equilibrium in the vertical direction (Figure 2-3c). the total shear resistance

of the stirrups spaced at.s with a yield folce of 1,,,.fu,,, can be calculated as lollows:

A f icÌ cot 0
r/ i '\ìì J

's 1)-)t

Rjtter and Morsch proposed that the angle d be assumed to be 45 degrees. I{owever.

research in the past tluee decades has shown that the angle d tnay r.rot always be 45

degrees once cracking occurs (Nielsen I 984).

Collins (1972) intloduced compatibility equations to the truss model in order to

detemrine the angle ofinclination ofthe concrete strut. This theory was referred to as the

"compression held theory (CFT)". In 1978. Collins hypothesized tliat the principal stlain

directions in the concrete coincided with the corresponding principal stress directior.rs.

Based on conpatibility, equìlibdum and constitutive material relationships, the CFT was

abie to predict the response of a reinfolced concrete member subjected to sheal.

However, the CFT was based on the uniaxial compressive stfess-strain curve of concLete

and was found to be inacculate in predicting the strength and defo¡mation of reinfolced

concrete members.

Fuúhel tests by Vecchio and Collins (1981 arid 1982) found that it is necessary to take

into account the reduction of the concrete compressive capacity due to the principal
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tensile strain in cracked concrete. This improvement led to the "modified compÌessiolt

field theory (MCFT)" (Vecchio and Collins 1986 and 1988). The MCFT takes in account

the contributìon ofthe tensile stresses in the concrete between cracks. As a consequence,

a "concrete contribution" term. tr/.. has been introduced to the shear resisting mechanism.

The concrete contlibution. 2,, was assumed to diminish as the principal tensile sû.ain jn

the cracked web increases. The MCFT is integlated into the latest l.evision of the shear.

provisions in the Canadian code (CSA 423.3-94). as discussed in section 2.5.2.

Hsu (1988, 1993 and 1996) documented independent research that resulted in a theory

similal to the MCFT called the "softened tluss model theor)¡". The rotatir.rg-angle

softened-t¡uss model (RA-STM) was based on the simplifying assulnption that the

concrete struts are inclined at a rotating angle that varies with the applied shear (Pang and

Hsu 1992). In 1996, Pang and Hsu developed the fìxed-angle softened-truss rnodel (FA-

STM) on the basis of smeared cracks using a fixed angle determined by the direction of

the hrst batch of cracks initiated at the shear cracking load. The FA-STM allows lor the

derivation of the concrete contribution term 4, while the RA-STM is incapable of

predicting 4.

2.3.2 Modified compression field theory (MCFT)

Figure 2-4 summarizes the basic aspects of the MCFT. As mentioned in the previous

section. the MCFT is a further development ofthe CFT that accounts for the influence of

tensile stresses in the cracked concrete. It is recognized that the local stresses in both the

concrete and the reinforcement vary from point to point in the clacked concrete, with

high reinlorcement stresses but low concrete tensile stresses occurring at crack locations.

l6
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The shear stress. ì). applied to the cracked reinforced collcrete causes tensile stresses in

the longitudinal reìnforcemert, .Á.¡. tensile stresses in the transverse leinforcement, 
"/],,.

compressive stresses in the cracked concrete^ -É. and tensile stresses in the uncracked

concrete between the cracks, f. The equilibrium conditions, which relate the concrete

stresses and the reinforcement stresses to the applied loads. can be delived from Figures

2-4a and 2-4b. as f'ollows:

p,,,.f,, = f,,.=vtan0-.ft (2-3)

p,tf,t = .f* =v cot9 - J, (2-4)

.¡. = t, (tan? + cot?)- f, (2-5)

where p,r and p,,, ale the ratios of the longitudinal and transverse reinfolcement;

respectively.

The compatibility conditions relating the strains in the cracked concrete to the strains in

the reinforcement are expressed in terms of avelage strailrs. where the strains are

rneasuled over base lengths that are grealer than crack spacing (Figure 2-4c). Due to the

anisotropy of tl.re cracked conclete, the principal stress direction may not be the same as

the principal stlain direction. I{owever. the MCF-T assumes that the angle of inclination.

d, of the diagonal compressive stress,.fr. coincides wjth the angle of inclination of the

principal complessive strain, e1. The angle 0 ca¡ be derived from Figule 2-4c. as

follows:

,unt g-€'r€z
c, + t1

(2-6)

Based on Mohr's circle ir Figure 2-4c, the principal strail and the shear strain in the

cracked concrete element can be derived as follows:

t'7
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The stless strain relationships for the reinforcement and the concrete are required for

relating the stress components in Figure 2-4ato tlte strain cornponents in Figur-e 2-lc. It

is assumed that the reinforcement strains are related to the reinforcement stresses by the

usual simple bilinear apploximations shown in Figur.e 2-4d. Based on the test results of

reinfolced concrete elements in pure shear, Vecchio and Collins (1986) found that the

principal compressive stress in the concrete,.[. is a function not only of the principal

compressive strain, e2, but also of the coexisting tensile strain, e1. They proposed the

Ll - !r

y,, -2(e,+t.)cot0

ft,,,,, _ 1

f ,: o.8 + 170e,

ft = E"et

t d,dr.f ,,/' =1*'ßõo"'

(2-7)

(2-8)

(2-e)

(2- I 0)

following stress-strain relationships

,. - ,. .17", l-l'i '' 
]'11"., ttlj

t.0

Equations (2-9) and (2-10) are presented in Figure 2-4e. Il should be noted that aÍr

increase in r¡ results in a decrease nt rt,,,", f,. Based on their tesl results. Vecchio and

Collins (1986) proposed the follou'ing equations for the average tensile stress versus

average tensile strain relationship:

if €t ! € ,.,.
(2-11)

(2-12)

wlrere -8, is the elastic modulus of the uncracked concrete in tension (8", : E. in

compression), r{, and e", are the tensile stÌess and stl-ain at cracking, respectil/ely, and a/

18
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aÍd cr2 arc factors accounting for the bond cl.raracteristics of the reinforcelnent and the

type of loading; respectively. To limit the principal tensile stress in the concrete against

the possibilit¡r of failure of the aggregate interlock mechanism. which is responsible for

transmitting the interface shear stress. v¿¡! across the crack sutface, Bhide and Collins

\¡"'here 4 ìs the maximum aggregate size and w is the shear crack width. Equatiori (2-13)

is based on the assumption that at high shear loads, tl.re a\rerage strain in the transvetse

leinforcement (p.,<p.,t) exceeds the yield strain and therefore l-,:.f,,.,:.f"". The shear

crack width, ¡,, required for equation (2-13) can be determined using the following

equations:

(1989) proposed the following equation

. o.t8^l f ønol.< ?
lo.* r4" 

I

I d,, +to )

11) = €tS Dta

',, =/(":::. 
ï:')

,,,,, =z(,,*fr)*ozx,lt

",,,, 
= 2[,, * fr)* o zsr,4.

(r- r i)

(2-14)

(2-t s)

(2-16)

(2-17)

where s,,,p is the diagonal clack spacing, s,7/ arrd s,n, are the crack spacings indicative of

the crack control charactelistjcs of the longitudinal and tl'ansverse reinfolcement:

respectively; ct and ct are the concrete covers for the longitudinal and transverse

reinfolcement, respectively; .r¡ âûd s,, are the spacings between the reinfolcing bars in the

19
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longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively; dtt and d¡.. are the bar diametels of

the longìtudinal and transvelse reinforcenent, respectively; and p"1 and p,,, are the ratios

of the longitudinal and transverse reinfol-cement, respectively (Figure 2-4a). The stress-

strain relationship for the conclete in tensìon is presented in Figure 2-4f as given by

equations (2-11). (2-12) and (2- 1 3).

Figure 2-5 shows the equilibrium and conpatibility conditions in a reinforced concrete

beam subjected to shear. Equations (2-3) to (2-8), which are derived based on

equilibriun and compatibility conditions lor a concrete element subjected to pure shear,

can be used to determine the behaviour of a reinforced concrete beam loaded in shear.

How-ever, p,7 is defined as tl,e flexural reinforcernent ratio and p,' as the shear

reinforcerrrelt ratio (1,,,ró,,..r), whele s is the stinup spacing. Based on the equilibrium

equation (2-3) and the free body diagram in Figure 2-5. the shear force. V, can be

determined as follows:

It = ./,b,, jd cor0 + p.,.f,"b,, jd coI0 (2- 1 8)

where ó,,, is the web width,/d is the shear depth..f,,, is the average stress in the stilrups and

á is the shear cracking angle (Figure 2-5).

Collins and Mitchell (1991) described two solution tecll-riques to predict the behaviour of

a beam section subjected to shear and bending moment using the MCFT. as shown in

Figure 2-6. A detailed "dual-section" analysis reqr"rires dividing the cross section ìnto

rnany layers, as shown in Figure 2-6a. A lengthy iterative procedure to determine the

shear stress, r,, the longitudinal strain, á'-, the stiüup stress, 1,, and the angle, á. is

performed for each layer and thelefore the equilibrium conditions are examined for the

whole cross section. It is reported by Collins and Mitchell (1991) that the dual-section
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analysis is very time consuming. A rnole direct and sirnplihed procedure was proposed

by assuming an average shear stress distribution over the web of the beam. as sho\m in

Figure 2-6b. To determine the shear stress. v, the stirup slress,.Á". and the angle, d.

Collins and Mitchell (1991) corisidered the longitudinal strain, r.. at the mid-deprh of the

u'eb to apply the goveming compatibility conditions. Using tliese simplifications, an

iterative procedure consìsting of five steps was implemented into a computer progranl

"RISPONSE" to predìct the behaviour of a beam section subjected to shear and bending

rnornerrt . As indicated by Collins and Mitchell (1991) and Felber ( 1990). tlie

"RESPONSE" program was eramined against several test results and shou'ed good

performance. Further details legarding the dual-section ar.ralysis and the "RESPONSE"

prograln can be 1'ound in the textbook authored by Collins and Mitchell (1991) alid 1l1e

thesis by Felber' (1990).

2.3.3 Shear friction model (SFM) for concrete beams

The SFM is based on the behaviour ofthe shear and longitudinal reinforcement crossing

a shear crack plane. As tl.ìe concrete interfaces on both sides of the crack separate and

slip due to loading applied to the member. the reinforcement crossirlg the clack will be

subjected to dowel action and tension, causing the concrete interfaces to press against

each other (Krauthamrner 1992).

Loov (1998) proposed that the shear resistance. v,,. translened across a crack is limited by

the sh'ess that can be sustained by bond and anchorage and can be pfedicted as follou's:

v = k^lo* t',l \l (2-1e)
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\vhere o. is the normal stress or1 the plane and k is the shear-friction factor that equals

2. l.f,'n ' , according to Loov and Peng ( I 998)-

Loov (1998) asserted that the SFM could predict the shear strength of beams that have

major shear cracks u'here slip could occur- Theoretical equations u'ere derived from the

free-lrody diagram shown in Figure 2-7.

The total no¡mal force acting on the inclined plane is designated as R ar.rd the total shear

force acting across the same plane is designated as S. The tension force in the

longitudinal reinforcement is represented by 7 and the sum of the verlical stirrup forces

crossirlg the inclined crack is given b¡' I,,. The vertical shear force acting on the free

body is I{,. Equiliblium eqìiations for the fiee-body diagrarn parallel arld perpendicular

to the shear plane carl be formulated as follows:

R =T sin7 -lv, -r,lcos?

S=Zcosd+1,-r,lsine

Equation (2-19) can be re-written as follows:

(2-20)

(2-21)

(2-22)

whele I is the area of the inclined plane (Figure 2-7).

Hence, solving for I¡,,. the following equation was derived for the shear stlength of a

bean:

(2,23)

22
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where C,,. : f',b,,h is the limiting folce in the colcrete web based on au overall depth Z,

å,, is the web width ofthe beam ald À is the overall depth oflhe beaur as shown in Figure

1'7

The shear strength Ínust be detemined by trial-and-elror since all possible lailure planes

between the inside edge of tlìe support plate and the inside edge of the load plate to a

marinurn angle of 90" should be checked (l,oov 1998). The plane with the lowest

calculated tr/,, value gives the goveming shear strength of the beam.

Krishi and Loor' (1996) and Loov (1998) perfonned shear'-friction analyses on beams

tested by Clark (1951), Kani et al. (1979), Sarsam and Al-Musawi (1992) and themselves

in order to evaluate the accuracy of the SFM. Based on their study. they concluded that

the shear fi-iction equation (2-23) is expected to be very uselul for unusual situations

because it can be used where the stìrrup spacing or any of the othel design parameters is

variable along the length of the mer.nber.

2.4 Stirrup effectiveness

Desigr.r procedures for shear provide simple superposition of stirrup capacity. I/,. and

concrete contribution, I,'., hence ignoring the influence of the stirups on the conclete

contribution to the shear resisting mechanisms. Most of the design codes (such as the

ACI 318-95), assume that the concrete contribution, I,'., is equal to the shear cracking

force, V,,.. The conclete contribution. l,'". consisting of the beam action and al'ch action

contributions, interacts with shear reinforcement in diffelent ways. This interaction

results ir.r variable truss mechanism contributions (Il" and V") and in some enhancement of

beam action contlibution.
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The stirrup elfectiveness function. dehned as the ratio of effective inclease in shear stress

due to stirrup inclusion and the conventional stirrup contribution based on the 45-deg

truss model. was first introduced by Haddadin et al. (1971). They ìntroduced a concept

to evaluate the effectiveness ofthe stirrups as given in the following discussion.

The following equations were proposed to detelmine the ultimate shear capacìty ol

concrete beams with stirrups:

f
+ l. /)o 1

b,,d b,,d
units :

lD ,t ld
b,,\u

for 50psi < p.,,./,,, <0.06f. 
\

lb. in.

units : lb, in

(2-24)

rt-)5\hI*-osn'{ oo75t"J: ,1
It t,

0.06 1. . ' .' ^ln 
. r, ./ ,. s 630 psi

! ¿r,, \r ¿/

wlrere ó¿ is the width of the flar.rge of T-beams and b¡/b.,. should not be taken more than

3.5. Equations (2-24) and (2-25) proposed by Haddadin er al. (197lr'l included the stirrup

effectiveness factor that is affected by the shear failure modes and sheal span-to-depth

ratio. In these equations the concrete contlibution, V¿¡¿¿¡, ca.t1be determined accoldiug to

the ACI 3l 8-71 code.

The use ofthe stilrup eiTectiveness factor was also recomnended by Mphonde (1989) to

account for the increase in sheal capacity of beams over the capacities predicted by the

cunent design approaches. Based on tests by Mphonde and Frantz (1985), the stin'up

contribution was found to be 60 percent higher than that predicted by the ACI code.

Hence, Mphonde proposed a constant effectiveness factor of 1.60 for stirrup capacity.

lor
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A rational model was recently developed by Russo and

inleraction of sheal resisting mechanisms and the stin'up

following equation was proposed to determine the shear

reinforced with steel stirrups:

v"''' =o.ltiÉ 'r, o *l.67 lJ D {
b,l '4\r '\ I "'

Puleri (1997). based on the

effectiveness colcept. The

strength of concrete beams

(2-26)

,^I ,t' -:so1r. llI
u'here d,, is the maximum aggregate size. The stinup cffectiveness function. proposed by

Russo and Puleri (1997), was derived to include the el'fect of Lhe flexural reinf'orcement

ratio, the shear span-to-depth ratio and the concrete strength on the stirrup contribution to

the shear capacity of colcrete beams.

2.5 Design procedures

Although there are significant efforls to rationalize sheal behaviour in concrete beams

many cunent code requirements ale based on ernpirical fonnulas for estinating the shear

strenglh of concrete beams. The following subsections pÍesent the different sJrear design

approaches used in national and intemational codes ofpractice. Other codes of practice

are similar to or sliglrtly different from the aforementioned approaches.

25
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2.5.1 American Concrete Institute, ACI 318-95

The ACI code adopts the 45-degree truss model with an additional term for the concrete

contribution. as follows:

v,Ì: øv,,

V,, -V, +ï,

/ ., , \,
v =l . t' -ìto, V d l!.'4' 1," ' "'M,, ) 7

Afdv-
s

< 0.3 Jr" b., d

(2-27)

(2-28)

(2-2e)

(2-32)

where / is tlre strength reduction factor f-or shear' (/ : 0.85) and V,,, and M,, are the

applied shear force and Ínoment at the critical seclion.

The V,d/M,, ten.n is generally srlall. Thelefole ACI 318-95 allorvs the use of the

lollowing simplihed equation :

I/ =().17 "l f' b d! !r'r n
(2-30)

Equations (2-29) and (2-30) for Z. are applied for V,d/Ìt4,, values higher thar-r 1.0.

However, the ACI code uses a multiplier to Z. lor deep flexural beams. as given by:

( trL,r =tii-_'j l0t-.t f h J
I, 1,1 ) 

! (r-3 r )

For the stirrup contribution to sheal, the conselvative 45-degree truss model is used as

foìlows:

The stirrup contributior.r. Ir,. given by equation (2-32). is deteunined based on the 45-

deglee truss model assuming that all the stirrups crossirg the sheal crack have reached

yield and hence equation (2-32) governs the sheal'-),ield (shear+elsiol) mode of failure.

to
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To avoid shear failule initiated by crushing of the concrete befole utilization of the full

capacity of the shear reinforcement, the ACI 318-95 lirrits f" ïo 
2^ 

^8b..d; hence. the
i"'

upper bound condition of ACI equation (2-28) for shear'-compression lailure may be

l ewritten as follows:

() ,. I
r',, = r'. + 

\1^1.r, 
n,,a y (l-i3)

The 1995 ACI 318 code lequìres a minimum amount of shear reinl'orcement for

nonprestressed members reinforced with steel, as given by the f'ollowing equation:

A O iA\
1r' .'Jtì

(2-34)

2.5.2 Canadian Standards Association, CSA-M23.3-9,1

The Canadian code CSA-M23.3-94 pennits two altematìve methods of shear design of

reinforced conclete beams. namely, the simplified method and the genelal method. The

simplified method is based on the traditional "concrete plus steel contributions" approach

whereas the general method is derived from the modified complessior.r field theoly.

2.5.2.1 Simplifred method

The simplifìed method is based on the 45-deglee truss lnodel with an effective depth of r/

Tlre shear resistance V¿ cutbe determined by the following equation:

l'. =l- -r

The concrete contribution is given by:

2',1

(2-3s)
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\À,-here 2 equals 1.0 tbr non¡al density concrete arrd øc is the material safety facto[ for

corlcÌete (ø,:0.60).

The steel contribution is given by:

¿)A f d

s
0.82ø, I f ,b,,cl

_ o o61|7a
P-" b,,s f ,,,

where /, is the rnaterial safety factor lor steel (/" - 0.85).

The 1994 CSA23.3 code requires a minimurn arnount of sheal reinlorcement for

nonprestressed members reinlorced with steel, as given by the following equation:

d < 300 mrn

¿1 > i00 mnr
(2-36)

(2-37)

(2-39a)

(2-3eb)

(2-38)

2.5.2.2 General method

The general method is based on the MCFTI however'. it is lormulated in the fomr of a

concrete contribution plus steel contribution approach. Designing ol analyzing using tl.re

general method requires the determination of the effective shear depth.id, wliich is

assumed in the Canadian Standard as being not less than 0.9d.

The noninal shear strength of a bean cal be detelmined by the follou'ing equation:

I/u = I/,u + 1",

v,,1:ß )'ø"p{f\b,,jd

< 0)5 f .b., ìd
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wheÌe B and e are determined from Figure 2-8 for sections \,ith shear leinlorcement. 4.is

the factored shear stress (v¡- V,"tb"jcl) and r, is the longitudinal strain of flexural tension

chord of the menber. which can be estimated as:

¡r..,: !4:J::: 
¡d coú

.l

M / id +0.5V cot 0

' FA"\-.\/

(2-3 9c)

(2-40)

where M, is the moment at the critical section, ljl is the closs-sectional area of

longitudinal steel in the flexural tension side of a beam and E, is the elastic modulus of

longitudinal steel in tl.re flexural tension side of a beam.

The determination of ¿- is dependent on the location of the critical section that dictates

tlre values of l¡4,, and tr/,,. Visualìzing the beam as a variable-angle tluss. the yielding of

shear reinforcement occurs over a length ofjd coT d(Collins et cl. 1996). It is leasonable

to consider the section in the middle of this length as being critical. Theref'ore, the

critical section r.nay be taken at a distance of 0.5.¡d cot d fi'om a concentrated load or

support. In simplifyilg, the distance of 0.5/ cot d is takel as approximately equal to 7d.

The d values given by Figure 2-8 have been chosen to insure that the stinup strain a,,, is

at least 0.002 and to insure that, 1'or highìy sttessed rlembers, the principal conpressive

stress in the concrete does not exceed the crushing strength (Collins et al. 1996).

p and 0 are detemiined lrom Figure 2-9 fol' sections without sheal reinforcemenl, where

^s, is the spacing of the cracks perpendicular to the longitudinal reinforcement. This

spacing is a function of the maximum distance between longitudiral bals ol longitudinal

bars and the flexural compression zone. Fol beams with less than the minimum shear

29
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teinforcement and no intemediate layers of longitudinal clack control reinforcement. the

crack spacing palaneter',r: may be taken as id (or 0.9ct).

There is no direct solution to 1Ìnd the shear strength of a beam using the genet'al method.

First, the applied shear load I,l, has to be assumed and the design shear strength Vd caîbe

determined by equation (2-39). This process is iterated until It,, eqttals V¿.

2.5.3 Eurocode ,, EC2 Part I

The Eurocode (EC2 f992) is par1ly based on the theory of plasticity by Nielsen (1984).

Two methods ofdesign are given:

i. The Standard Method. which combines a concrete contribution and a stilrup

contribution based on the 45-degree truss rnodel.

ii. The Variable Strut lnclination Method.

Slreal design is based on three values of shear resistance, stated as Vdt, V,,1t and I/,.,6.

lj.¿7 refers to the shear capacity of a concrete member without shear reinforcement,

determined from an empirical formula

r,.,,, - fr,,,k,, p(1.2 + +o p,,)]n,,a (l-41)

where ø.¿ is tlre basic design shear strength (r,¿ - 0.25 .f,¡rc t¡y'T,),.Íarc.0: is the lower 50%

fractile characteristics tensile strength (f,¡k¡.os - 0.7 .f,r,),.f,,,,, is the mean value of the

tensile coÍìclete stl'ength (f,il,,: 0.30 (f')t':), rc is the material safety factor for concrete

(¡. - 1.50), Ê¿ is the size effect factor (k¿: 1.6 0.001r/ > 1.0), p,, is the ratio of the

longitudinal steel reinforcement þ,¡10.02) and p-2.5d/a (1.0 < p < 5.0).
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The resistance I/,.¿ is the shear capacity of a beam when web crushing occurs according

to the plasticity tlieory (f.lielsen 1984). The Ìnaxirnurn I,',,¡2 value that can be attained is

limited by the effective stress in the compressioÌ1 süut such that:

V o.(max) = 0 5{ 
"àb,. 

(0.9 d)

t' - (l-41)
v=0.7- " >0.50

200

wlrere d,¿ - ¡'o/y", and 7: 1.50.

Tlre minimum shear reinforcement. Ar,,r,. is specified by the Eulocode2 (1992) in a table

format. as a functjon of the concrete strength. f, . and )-ield strength of the stinups, f,.,.,,.

The difference between the Standard Method and the Variable Strut Inclination Method is

in tlre detenlination of the resistance V,.¿:. The altemative methods olcalculatìng (..6 ale

discussed belorl,'.

2.5.3.1 Standard method

The Standard Method is similal to the pr:ovisions of the ACI 318-95 rvith the total shear

resìstance given as follows:

V^. =V., +L', < V,.,.þnax)

V., : V,,, (2-43)

t l¡ ,, I
i.,_"',t, r'l\.gdl

s

where I/.¿ is the design concrete contrìbutìon ir sheal. li.¿¡ is given b,v equation (2-41).

V,.,n(nax) is given by equatior.r (2-42) aú y, is the material safety factor lol steel (1. :

1 . 15).

3l
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2.5.3.2 Variable strut inclination method

The variable strut ir.rclir.ration method is based on a t iss with an ansle 0 chosen within

the ranges oi

i. 0.4 < cot á< 2.5 for beams with constant longitudinal leinforcement, or

ii. 0.5 < cot d< 2.0 for beams with cufiailed longitudinal reinforcement.

Tl.re shear resistance based or.r the crushing of the compressive strut is:

.. b(oq¿\,(t'y)I,,,= ", ' ll-41)
(cord - rand)

The shear resistance based on a truss model with stirrups .vielding is:

t (r n )
I,,, -rytl.9d)cot? (2-15)

.t

A limitation based on the plasticity theoly is placed on thc effectiver.ress of the shear

reinforcement such that:

(r-46)

2.5.4 British standard BS8l10

Simìlal to the ACI code. the BS81l0 code adopts the 45-deg û-uss model n'ith an

additional term f-or the concrete contribution. The following equations are used for shear

design of beams reinforced with steel:

V, =V,o +I/*, < 0 s0 vt;i', .i < 5.0 t).,c] (2-41)

v,,r=0.s2s(100p,)' '(4,,¡+o¡ '(+oo¡a)' "b,,,rt /y" (2-48)
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The 1985 858110 code requires a minimum amount of shear reinforcement for

nonprestressed members reinforced u'ith steel, as given by the following equation:

Afd
ft \ì n1,,,, - y)

$'here l;,, is the concrete cube strength (f,,, :

concrete (y, : 1.25), ¡" is the material

ana (¡,,, l+O)t 
I 

should not erceed L0.

(2-4e)

1.2if,), y, is the material safety factor for

safety factor 1'ol concrete (r/s : 1.15)

I )- 501

(2-s2a)

(2-52b)

(2-s2c)

(2-s2d)

2.5.5 Japanese code, JSCE standards

The Japanese society for civil engineers (JSCE) standald specifications for design and

construction ofconcrete structures (JSCE 1986) adopts the 45-degree truss model u,ith an

additional term fol concrete contribution.

v, - l/., +v, (2-51)

4¿ is tl-re design shear capacity of beam menbers without shear reinforcement and is

given b¡':

V, = þo þ,/3,.f,,,,|t,'d i Y,,

f,,,, =o,z(.f',,,)"

p,,=(tooota)'' ;if

;if

þ,, >1.5 thenP/ = 1.5

ß >1.5 then B =1.5
'l'']

33
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/1,,=1+M,,/ M,t for N,, >0

þ,,=1+2M,,i M,t for N,, <0
(2-s2e)

u,lrere./'.¿ is the design compressive strength of the concrete (f ',¿ : .f '/y"). À'.7 is the design

axial conrpressive force (or prestressing force). Ìttí¿ is the desìgn bending moment. il.1o is

the decompression moment. ¡¿ is the membel safèty factor (yb - 1.3)" ¡ is the material

safety factor of concrete (y, - 1.3 for l. <50 MPa and ì.5 olhelwise) and p,, sliould be

withirr Llre linrits: 0 < P, <2.0.

tr/,¿ is the design shear capacity borne by shear reinforcetnenl and is given by

v,,, =lA.(¡,,, ¡y.)('i"", + cosa,) / sf ¡d / y,, (r-53)

where a, is the angle between the shear reinforcement aud the member axis. jd is the

shear depth çd : d11.15). i/" is the material safety factol for steel (f, : 1 .0) ar.rd ¡¿, is the

menrber safety factor (y6: 1.15).

Tlre sl.rear force in concrete menbers sl.rould not exceed the design shear capacily V,¡,,,",,

detelmined based on the diagor-ral compressive capacity of web couct'ete, and given by

the follou,irg equation:

I' =f bJ/v.
'1 ,,

f,,,,,-lzsffi
(2-s4)

7.8 MPa

where ¡¡ is the member safety fàctor (yb:1.3).

2,6 Control of shear cracking

The control of crack widths at the selvice load level is an inrportant serviceability

c¡iterion lor reinforced concrete structues. Allhough design codes include proposals for
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the calculation and the control of the r','idths oftensile and flexural cracks. none of them

contains provisions for shear cracks- However, the conlrol of sheal cracking has been

introduced implicitly il the desigl codes by limiting design yield stress and the spacing

of the stiffups.

2.6.1 Design code åpproâches

The ACI 3 18-95 code limits the design yield stlength of shear reinforcemelt to a

maximum of 420 MPa, and to 550 MPa for welded defolmed wire fabric. According to

the ASCE-ACI Committee 426 (1973), fol stinups havir.rg a yield strength of 420 MPa

and a load factol of 1.6 and an upper limit on the stinup contribution of ZrA; f:, the

stin'up stress at service load 1.O(D+L) will be about 220 MPa (a stlair.r value of 0.11%).

corresponding to a maximurl crack width oÍ about 0-32lnnl. However, in the

ACI 31 B-95 code, the limitation on the design yield strength was raised to 550 MPa since

recent reseai'ch has indicated that the perfolmance of higher strength steel as shear

reinforcement has been satisfactory. The ACI 3 l8-95 code limits the stirrup spacing to a

nraximunr of tÌ12 (or 600nln) if f : < 0 3iffc hr,,tl . ard Ío dl4 (or 3O0mm) if

1/.>-0 Tl f '"b,,d. Similarly. the CSA23.3-94 standard limits the stinup spacing to 0.7d

(or600nrm)ifV,,<01Àó,f',b,,d,andto0.35d(or300mm)ifV,,>0.1^þ,f',h,,d.

The Eurocode-92 controls the shear cracking by limiting the stimr"rp spacing to values

between 50 and 300 mm, according to the applied shear load and the sheal cracking load.
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2.6.2 Calculation of shear crack rvidth

A few lesearchers have attempted to compute the u'idth of inclined sheal cracks by

integrating strains along a stiffup in the cracked web of a beam. The crack width. v'. was

determined as a function of the stinup strain e,, and the distance between cracks along

the stiuup.

Based on strain integration along the stirrup and test data. Placas and Regan (1971)

proposed the following equation for the maximum shear crack width at any load stage

(lt>1",):

. /-. -. \,rsrna ll-1,,. 1

ì,1 -- ro"p,,(f' )'l Àd ,
units : lb. in (2-55)

u,here y, is the shear crack lvidth in inches and I/",. is the shear force causing shear

cracking.

Another equation for the shear crack width was introduced by the CEB-FIP Model Code-

78 (1918) as follows:

y,-1.7k,,,w,,,

14| rü = €\,t,tnt

f rl
- _f,, , l(, I"''-F lr-l't "' .1

T' T'

b,. d p.,

>04 "'
E,

> 40MPa

(2-s6a)

(2-56b)

(2-s 6c)

(2-56d), =2i.',ol-,t r. l, 'o*
nhere È,,. is a coeflìcient to take into accouttt the inclination of the stirrups (1.2 1'or

vertical stinups), li", is the sl.rear I'orce at the selvice load level. ¡t,, - 2.5 ri-,t b1t d , 1,.d is
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given by equation (2-41), s,,, is the crack spacirìg, c is the concrete cover..r is the spacing

of tlre leinforcing bars. ifs >15d¿, take s:l5dh ,,t7 is a coefficient vnhich characterizes the

bond ploperties of the bars (0.4 f'ol def'ormed bars), ,t: is a coefficient representing the

influence of the form ofthe stress diagram (0.25 for pure tension and shear, and 0.125 for

/1

bending t. p -:,A,.,¡is the concrete area wlrere reinfolcing bars (1",,) can effectively
-1'.,1

influence the crack width, and is defined in section 15.2.3 of the CEB-FIP MC-78, and ;r

is the height of the compression zone in the clacked section. The allou'able crack width

given by the CEB-FIP MC-78 is 0.4 mm for mild exposure conditiols.

The shear crack widlh can be also detennined using the following equation, proposed b)

Hassan ¿1 al. (1991). as a function of the slip of the stir:rup at the clack locatior, , S¿. and

tlle concrele colnpressive slrerìgrh /. :

1. 8,S ,J.r4.= ",''i,, _ (l_57a)
10"(r'. lqt) pl,'

S,i = 8x10rs.,. + 2r1oóa,']., (2-57b)

whele e",, is the stlain in the steel stirrups and ¿/¡, is the bar diaureter of the stirrup.
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(a) Shear resisting mechanism

Flexural Sheal
cracking cracking

Yield of Failu¡e
stirrups

Applied shear

(b) Applied shear versus internal resisting shear

Figure 2- 1 . Internal lorces in a cracked beam with stirrups (ASCE-ACI
committee 426 - 1973)
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crack opening
dìreclion \

Case A
(uni-axial tension)

orthogonally reinfol ced concl ete
panel subject to pule shear

lr

+l

+

I

Y
A'f'

Case A : steel bar at
perpendicula r cråck
(similar to bare bar) Câse B : steel bâr ât

diagonal crack

+
AJ,,

,_____/___ -.
q/
c)

c) / rr'
o

I
I

Case B : proposed stress strain curve to
account for the kink effect

steel stra¡n e"

Figure 2-2. Average stress-strain relationships of mild steel bars (Pang and
Hsu 1995)
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I
'- '' {a) Truss Analog.r

I

---)À7-'-r,-/
.:t f,
/. Ìd lb) Equiliblirrrr lol slrear

N7t l

------>-L

.T

td

J

(c) Vertical equilibrium

Figure 2-3. Truss model for shear in a beam panel
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initial
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Ìater

cracks
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Free body diagra m

(a) Equilibrium in terms of average stresses

{"-

Free body diagram

(b) Equilibrium in terms of local stresses at a crack

Strains in cråcked element

(c) Compatibility relationships

Mohr circle

Mohr's circle

Mohr's circle

Figure 2-4. Aspects of modihed compression field theory (Collins and
Mitchell 1991)
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El

longitudinal reinforcemert

É:

Transverse reinforcement

fi

I

(d) Stress strain relationships for reinforcemenl

-l

{

(e) Stress-strain relatiouships for cracked concrete in compresston

11.:: â ts,¡e 0

f,
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.,,lrlóçi....:ì''{È
Q..', Q
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0.4

0.2

0

oË::l

€." €l €,
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(f) Stless-strain relationships fol clacked concrete in tension

Figule 2-4(cont'd). Aspects of modified compression held theory (Collins
and Mitchell 1991)
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var.iatiOnOftenSile Zerol-llonlelll

stre\s in concrete \ec(ion

t: V/(b,,jct) ]'

Cross section

s

Free body diagram

Mohr's circle lor strains Mohr's circìe for stresses

Figure 2-5. Modified compression field theory for a concrete beam
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(a) Detailed analysis
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(b) More direct procedure

Figure 2-6. Different solution techliques for the MCFT modeling of a
bearn section subjected to shear and moment
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Figure 2-7. Shear friction model in a concrete beam (Loov 1998)
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,/0.6,r:)

Figure 2-8. Values of p and e for sectìons with shear reinforcement
(CS423.3- I 994 general method)
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Figure 2-9. Values of B and e for sections without shear reinforcement
(CS423.3- I 994 general method)
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Chapter

3

Shear Behaviour of Concrete Beams Reinforced with FRP:

Background and Reviewl

3.1 General

Detelioration of concrete stluctures has become a serious ploblem in the last 25 years due

to conosion of steel bars used as reinforcement for concrete structules. Cost estimates

for repair and rehabilitation of existing concrete infi'astmcture are over billions of dollars

[Bedard 1992 and Fickelhorn 1990]. As a result. thele is a growing interest in building

structures being more durable, having a service life exceeding 100 years. Fible-

reinforced polyn-rers (FRP) are considered to be the materials for construction of new

structures as well as f-ol lepair and strengthening of existing structures and blidges. FRP

have been ertensively used lol aerospace and defense industlies. The current challenge

ís to use these materials in civil elgineering applicatiols.

This chaptel provides brief inlolmation on the FRP materials. their characteristics and

applications in stluctural engìneering, The chapter is focussed on the use of F-RP as shear

I Aìl equations in chapter'3 use Ínetric unirs (Newton, mm) unless otherwise specjfied

4'7
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reinforcemer'ìt for concrele structut'es. The researclr programs conducted to investigate

the strer.rgth capacity of FRP stirrups and the shear stt ength of concrete beams reinfor.ced

with FRP are reviewed. Design guidelines for concrete members leinforced wilh FRP.

recently introduced il Japan. Europe and Canada, are also discussed.

3.1.1 Definition of FRP

Fibre-reinforced composite materials consist of fibres that are of high strength and

modulus of elasticiry enbedded in a polymer matrix with distinct interfaces to achieve

âdequate bond. The new composite materials have rnique propefties that cannot be

achieved wilh eitheÌ of the constituents acting alone. In general. the filrres are the

principal load-calrying nembers, while the sunounding rnalrix keeps them in the desired

location and orientatior.r. acts as a load transfel medium between them, and protects them

fi'om environmental damage due to elevated temperatures and humidity.

The valious types of fibres are glass, carbon. and Kevlar 49. All these fibres are

available conrmerically as continuous lengths. The matlix r.naterial may be polymer or

ceramic. Polymers, which are comnonly used, are available as two categories,

themrosetting polymers such as epoxìes. polyester. phenolics. and polyimides. and

thelmoplastic polymers such as nylons. and polyamide-imide (PAI). The cher.nical

colllpositions and mechanical plopelties of the various types of fibres aud polymels are

given in Ìnany textbooks [Mallick 1993 ald Murpliy 19981.

48
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3.1.2 General characteristics of FRP

Composites have become moÌe popular and accepled b1' engineers. desìgnets.

manufactulers. nTarketing and managernent, due to combination of the following unique

characteristic s:

1. High strengtlt: By proper rdxing of the matrix and selectiou of the fibres. composite

materials can provide significantly high strength properlies in comparison to cul'1etlt

conventional construction materials. However, FRP materials ale also characterized

by elastic behaviour up to failure, while theil elastic moduli depend or.r the type and

the volumetric ratio of the fibres. Typical stress-strain diaglams for dillerent types of

FRP materials compared to mild and high strength steel are shown in Figure 3-1.

2. Ligltt weight: Composite rnaterials have significantly higher str ength-to-weìght latio

thatr n]etals and otl.rer constructiotl materials.

3. Corrosion resislance: Composite matedals ate non-corrodible. f'here ale a uumber

of matrix naterials that can provide long-tenn tesistance to most chemical and

lernperature errr i |ollments.

4. Design flexiáiftþ.' Cornposites can be formed into virtually any shape a designer may

have in rnind: complex or sirnple. lalge ol small, structural or architectulal.

5. Dimensional stabili4t: Under sevele mechanìcal and environtnental sûesses

composites are less susceptible to the viscoelastic charactelistics of polymers.

6. High dielectric strength: Composites have outstanding electrical insulating

properlies.

7, Otlter characteristics: Easy fìnishing, loq, tooling cost, proven history of successful

applications in aerospace industry are among the many benehts of composites.
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3.1.3 Applications of FRP in structural engineering

The use of fibre-reinforced polymers in the structural engineering held has grorvn in the

last decade. FRP comes in the fomr of laminates, structural sectìons. leinforcing bars and

grids, ald prestressing tendons. FRP is not intended to substitute for other materials bnt

should be selected based on its own parlicular qualities. FRP encourages designers to

create stl'uctural systenls that could not be built usìng conventional naterials.

One of the major factors that reduces the life of concrete structures is the colrosion of

steel reinforcemenl. This problem ìs more serious in cold climates whele de-icing agents

accelerate the corrosion. The non-conodible characteristics of FRP leinforcement are

desirable fol conclete structures in this severe cold environlnent. FRP has st1'eDsth-to-

u'eight latios ranging fi-om three to five times higher than reinforcing steel. The light

weight ofFRP provides easier handling and installation and reduces the assembly costs.

3.1.4 Behaviour of concrete members reinforced rvith FRP

Since FRP reinforcement is characterized by a linearly elastic stress-strain relatior,ship

up to failure, failule of reinforced concrete members may occur. due either to rupture of

the FRP reirfolcing bars or to clushing of the concrete. In both cases. the failure is brittle

when compared to that of a similar member reinfolced with steel. Concrete members

reinforced with steel ale normally designed to folce yielding of the steel before ctushilg

of the concrete. f'o increase the margin of safety against brittle failule due to rupture of

tlre FRP bars, the Japanese design guidelines USCE 1997, Machida et al. 1995 and
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Sonobe ¿/ al. 19971 use a liigher material safety factor. jl,, (where design strength :

nominal stlength/1,,) for FRP leinfolcement than that for steel.

Several experimental and analytical research programs have been conducted to

investigate the flexural behaviour of concrete membels reinforced and/or prestressed by

FRP reinforcement. It ll'as concluded that the use of fundamental princìples including

equilibrium of the cross section, compatibility of strains, plane sections remaining plane

after defoln.ration and constitutive behaviou¡ of concrete and FRP matelial. are adequate

to predict the load-deflection behaviour. the ultimate flexural capacity and the mode of

failure ofconcrete members reinfotced or prestressed by FRP reìnforcement.

3.1.5 Factors affecting shear behaviour of concrete beams reinforced with FRP

Due to the unique chalacteristics of FRP. the following parameters rrray affect the

behaviour of concrete members reinforced with FRP as longitudinal and/or shear

reinfolcement:

1. The longitudinal stiffness of the FRP flexural reinforcenent, E¡ A17. which affects the

flexural and shear clack width and consequently the concrete contribution in shear.

2. The transverse stilfiress of the FRP flexural reinforcenent which alfects the do*'el

actior.r component of the longitudinaì bars.

3. Tlre longitudinal stiffness ofthe FRP sheal reinfolcem ent, E¡, A1;,. which controls the

widtl-r of the diagonal cracks.

4. The strength capacity of the FRP shear reinforcer.nent. which is affected by bending

the bars into stirups and the nature of the shear cracks having an angle with the

direction of the hbres.
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3.2 Behaviour of FRP as shear reinforcement for concrete members

Since FRP reinforcement is non-ductile. shear failure of reinfolced conclete members

occurs either due to rupture of the FRP stirrups or due to clushing of the conclete in the

compression zone or in the web. Failure due to rupture of FRP stirlups occurs suddenly

when one or more FRP stiffups reach the ultimate capacity. This type of shear failure is

brittle when compared to that of a bean reinfo¡ced with steel stirups. The other failure

mode, shear-compression failure, occurs when tl.re diagonal shear cracks propagate

diagonally toward the compression zone and cause crushing of the concrete. Snch a

mode of failure is comparable to that of a concrete beam with steel stirups. Howevel,

reinforced concrete members u'ith steel stirrups are normally designed to allow yielding

ofthe steel stinups befole crushing of concrete.

3.2.1 Classification and fabrication of FRP shear reinforcement

IRP bars have been used as shear reinforcemenl for concrete beams in four different

configurations, as illustrated in Figure 3-2. The fablication process of the FRP shear

reinforcement used in various experinental studies has been reported by the researchers

as follows:

1, Pre-hent open stirrups: ln this case the stinups are terninated in the compression zone

by a standard hook or overlapped ends. FRP stinups are nolmally delivered

prefabricated to the construction site ot testing laboratories. The two tlethods ol

bending, reported by Maruyarna e/ al. (1993). are as follou's:
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i- Bend the pre-pregnated bars over metal bals to the required radius and allo\À, the

epoxy resin matrix to be hardened by heat. This process causes collapse and

flattening of the bend zone.

ii- Heat-harden the pultruded FRP bars after bending them ovel semi-cilculal

grooved metal molds with a ladius apploxilately equal to the bar diametet. This

process retains the circular cross section olthe bal witliin the bend zone.

2. Pre-bent closedJoop stirrups: These stirrups are fabricated using filanerlt winding

techniques. Duranovic et al. (),997) reported the 1àbrication of GFRP closed-loop

stirrups used to reinf'orce concrete bearns. The GFRP stirrups have a rectangular cross

seclion of 10x4 mm. The stirrups are made by winding continuous glass fibres around

a wooden n.rould, producing a hollow rectangular seclion having a wall thickness of

4 mm. After removal of the wooden mould. the GFRP hollow sectiot.t is cut into the

desired stinup width (10 mm). 1'he cutting process causes cutting of number of fibres

and a consequent reduction of the effective area of the stirrup. The loss of eiTective

area is related to the angle at which the fibres are wound during the manulaclure

pÍocess.

3. Pre-formed spirals: In this case. the stillups are rnade by winding FRP pre-pregnated

bars contir.ruously into the desilable lonn according to the beant section, as shown in

Figure 3-2.

4. On-site fabricafed shear reinforcemenf: Okumura e/ al. (1993') repofted a new process

to fabricate CFRP bars with a curued shape. This process utilizes the joule heat of

carbon hbtes to cure the impregnated theÍntosetting [esi1 of a rope-shaped pre-

pregnated bar. The ìmpregnated thermosetting resin used is a foruulated epoxy resin
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u,ith special hardeners to provide enough latency at room temperature coupled with

rapid cure at 120-i50oC. The pre-pregnated bar used has a 10 mm diameter and a 60%o

fibre volumetric ratio. The curing process is conducted by means of an electric current

of 13-l5A to heat the pre-pregnated bar to about 150oC for 30 minutes. The voltage

applied is l0V per metre of the bar. ln their study. Okumura et al. (.1993) used the 10-

mm bar as shear reinforcement in the form of spìr'als.

5. Two dimensional and three dimensiotlal grids: FRP grids, cornlrerially named as

NEFMAC (Clarke 1993) are cunently produced in Japan and Canada. NEFMAC is

formed into flat or curved 2-D or 3-D grid shapes by the neu'ly developed pin-winding

process, which is a kind of hlament winding process. In a batch process, to form large

sized 2-D or.. 3-D grid shapes. fibres are inpregnated with a peloxide curing system,

and folmed into the grid shape at room temperature in successive layers. In the case of

a continuous plocess to form a 2-l) grid with a small cross-section- flbres are

implegnated with a resin incorporating an ultraviolet curing system. and formed into a

fìat grid.

6, Diagonal FRP å¿¡r; FRP bent-up bars are permitted for use as shear reinforcement in

the JSCE recommendatiolr fol FRP feinforced rlembers. Howevel. rvhen bent-up

reinforcement and stinups ate used together for shear reinforcenelÍ, the stinups

should not carry less than 50% of the shear force requiled to be bome by the shear'

reinforcement. Use ofFRP diagonal bals was examined by Sonobe et al. (1995).
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3.2.2 Strength capacity of FRP Stirrups

Due to the relatively lou' dowel resistance ofFRP reinforcing bars. the strength capacity

ofFRP stirrups is affected by two main factors. First, bending of FIìP stirups to develop

suff,icient anchorage leads to a signihcant reduction of the stinup capacity at the bend

zone. Second, due to the diagonal nature of shear cracks, the induced forces are typically

oriented at an angle with respect to the stinups and consequently the stirrr:ps' tensile

strength parallel to the fibres carulot be fully developed. The following sections revieu'

the research completed to investigate the strength capacity of single stinups, or bent bars

compared with the tensile strength parallel to the fibres.

3.2.2.1 Bend effect

The strength reduction due to bending of FRP bars u'as recognized by some researchers

and was found to limit the ultimate capacity of the FRP stirups. The bend capacity of

FRP bals is influenced by many factors such as the bending plocess, the l'adius of the

bend, r¡, the type ol'the reinforcir,g 1ìbres, and the bar diameter. d6 (or d"). A

photomicroglaph of an individual bent fibre, shown in Figure 3-3, ildicates large

deformation bands around the sharp bend that might cause reduction of the strength

capacity of the bend zone.

The tensile strength of FRP bent bars was investigated by Maluyama et a1. (1993), while

valying the type of material, the radius of bend. r¡. and the concrete strength../f . The

tested FRP bent bals wele made of 7-strand CFRP bals of 7.5-mm diameter, pultruded

CFRP bars of 6-mm dìameter. and braided AFRP bals of 8-rnm diameter. The internal
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radii of the ber.rd used in tliis study were 5 mm. I 5 mm, and 25 nm. Both high-strength

concrete of50 MPa, and ultla-high-strength concrete of 100 MPa were used. Steel bals

of 6-mm diameter were tested as control specimens. The FRP bent bar u'as er.nbedded in

concrete block wìth a 50-mm embedment length, and a tensile force was applied to the

bar via a hydraulic jacl<, as shown in Figule 3-4. The hndings of thjs lesearch can be

summarized as follows:

1. CFRP and AFRP bals all luptured at the bend. The rupture occurred at the tip ofthe

bent porlion on the loadìng side.

2. The bend capacity of FRP bars tends to decrease as the ladius of the bend, 16,

decreases. In the case of CFRP stlands, for exanrple. strength was about 65% ol

tensile strengtl, paralJel to the fibres for 25-mm bend radius, about 60% f,or 15-mm

radius of ber.rd and 50%o for' 5¡lm radius ol bend.

3. The differences in bend capacity seen for 50 MPa to 100 MPa concrete stlength

varied to some degree with the type of the bal and the results suggest that higher

strength concrete increases tlie bend capacity. However', this inclease in streugtl-r

night be also attributed to possible improvement of tire bond strength fol the 50-mm

stlaight portion prior to the bend portion (Figure 3-4).

The tensile streDgth of FRP bent bars was also ilvestigated experimentally by Miyata et

al. (1989). In this investigation. the tensile capacity of FRP bent bars and FRP grid

reinforcement in concrete nas examined by pullout tests. The FRP bar used in this stud¡'

was composed of continuous glass f-rbres impregnated u'ith epoxy lesin. The nominal

cross sectional area ofthe FRP bar was 88.4 nrrnr 1d"-10.6 mll). and its strength palallel
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to the fibres was 640 MPa. The variable considered was the bend radius, r.¿. The FRP

bars were pulled out of the concrete blocks usilg a centre hole.jack. Aftel failure. the

concrete blocks rvere broken and the failure mode of the FRP bat' was observed. The

findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. The bend capacity was obsened to be 60% of the strength palallel to the fibres for an

inner radius of bend, ¡'¡. of 10 nm,70%o for r¡ of 15 nnt,77%o f'or r'¿ of 20 nrn.'7510

for r¿ of 25 mm and 860/,' for r¿ of 30 mrrr. Clearly, the strength capacity tends to

decrease as the radius of bend, ró, decreases.

2. Ruptule ofthe fibres at the bend zone initiated from the inside surface of the bend.

3. The FRP flat grid reinforcenent failed at the transverse bar joint inside the corcrete.

and the tensile capacity was lower than the tensile strength parallel to the fibres.

The str-ength capacity and lailule modes of thermoplastic FRP stinups u'ere investigated

by Currier et al. (1994). Two 560x75-nm rectangular shaped stirups, anchored to

concrete blocks, were subjected to te sile force using a hydraulic.jack placed bet\\¡een the

two blocks as showl in Figure 3-5. The stirrups were formed by heating and bending the

thermoplastic bands into the desired dimensions rvith a heat gur.r. Hooks and bends were

shaped around a 12-mm-dianeter bar'. Thlee specimens were tested, one witl.r both

stimups made of Nylon/Carbon. one with both stin'ups niade of Nylon/Aramid. and one

u'ith a stin'up of each. Strain gauges were glued to the stinups' branches as shown in

Figure 3-5. The conclusions ofthis study can be summarized as follou's:

1. The bend capacity of the thermoplastic FRP stirrups was only about 25 percent of the

tensile strength parallel to the fibres.
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2. Failure for both the NylorVCarbon and Nylon/Aramid stirrups was due mainly to the

stress concentratiol at the bend porliol ofthe stirrup.

Tlre bond characteristics of hooked GFRP bars to concrete were studied by Ehsani et al.

(1995). Thifty-six 9O-deglee hooked reinforcing bars embedded in concrete blocks. as

shown in Figure 3-6, were tested under static loading. The specinens were tested to

exanine the influences of:

a- conclete compressive strength..f, . that \Ãas varied between 28 and 56 MPa;

b- bar diameter, dt ê d"), that was 9.5. 19.0 or 28.6 mm:

c- bend radius-to- bal diameter taIio. r¡id", that was eithel zero or three:

d- embedrnent length /¿, that was vatied between 0 and l5d"; alrd

e- tail lengtlr beyond the hook /¿- . that was either 12t1" or 20c1".

The FRP bars used in this study the eflective bar diameter a, t=.144¡ ) equals tlÌe

nominal bar diameter. d6.

The slip between the leinlolcing bars and concrete was measured at the loaded end for

various load levels. T'he tensile load was applied to the leinforcing bar until splitting of

concrete or fracture of reinforcing bar occuned. The test results included the loaded-end

slip. the failure load and the mode of failure. The loaded-end slip was corrected ir.r order

to exclude the elastic deformation of both unbonded pal1 (3 in.) and that part outside the

specimen (zl in.) fi'om the measured loaded-end slip. The findings of this study can be

summarized as follows:

1. Fol a bend radius, 16. of 3d". the stlength capacity of the bend was reduced to about

70%, 70% a;rtd 64Yo of the strength parallel to fhe fibres for specimens with ba¡
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diameters d" of 9.5. 19.0 and 28.6 mm. respectively. For a radius of bend, rb. of zeto.

these ratios fuither reduced Io 15%. 160/o and l8% for d, of 9.5, 19.0 and 28.6 mm.

respectively.

Higher concrete complessive strength increased the strength capacity ofbent bar.s.

A minimum bend radius-to-dianefer, r¡/do, ratio of thlee is recommended for GFRP

hooks.

An additional tail length beyond 12d, had no beneficial effect on the tensile strength

and the slip ofthe bar. Therefole. use of a tail lengtlr of 12rl" is adequate.

An increase in the straight embedment length, /¿, beyond the bend increases the

strength capacity and reduces the slip.

A theoretical investigation of the bend capacity of FRP stin'ups was colducted by

Nakamura and Higai (1995b). When a tensile force is applied to the FRP bend zone as

shown in Figure 3-7, and there is no bond between FRP and concrete. the FRP bar'

stretches â, in the stlaight pafi subjected to uniform axial force (Figure 3-7). lt was

assumed that the cross section rotates with an angle / maintaining the radius ofthe bend,

r¡ (Figure 3-7). Using the Ben.roulli assumption. the strain distribution in the ctoss

section was represented by a hyperbolic curve, alrd the stress distribution was therefore

obtained using the product ol'the elastic modulus, -Ðt and the stlain. Inlegrating the stress

distribufion over the cross section lesulted in the following equation for the stlength

capacitl, of FRP bent bars..f6",,¿:

f0,,,= f,,,+ r"[r.4)
ah \ /;/

i9

(3-1)
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where d¡ is the bal diameter (Figure 3-7). à:nd fi,,. ß the tensile sûength of FRP bars

parallel to the fibres.

The failule criteria and capacity of FRP closed stirrups were examined experimentally

and anal¡ical by Ueda et al. (1995). 'Iest specimens were designed to model a closed

FRP stirrup intersecting a shear crack as shown in Figure 3-8. The closed stirrup was

made of aramid FRP bal with nominal diametel and closs-sectional area of 6 mm and 25

mn2, respectively. The leported tensile strength parallel to the fibres of the FRP bar was

2560 MPa. The shear crack was modelled as an adificial crack created by inselting a

plastic plate of 0.5-mm thiclaress. The distance between the crack and bend portion was

selected as a paran'r.eter and was varied to provide 10-, 60- and 110-nm lengths. Parallel

to the experimental program, a 2-D nonlinear fìnite element analysis was caried out to

ìnvestigate the local stresses at the bend portion of the FRP bar. The frndings of this

study can be summarized as follows:

1. The stinup capacity was varied between 40 percent and 100 pelcent of the tensile

strengtb parallel to the libres, for specimens with er¡bedment lengths of 10 and 60

mm, lespectively. In both specimens, rupture of the FRP bar occulred at the bend

zone. For the specimen with embedment length of 110 mm. the FRP bal ruptured at

the atificial crack location at a stress level higher than the repolted tensile strength

parallel to the fibres.

2. At the bend poilion. it was observed that strains at the ìDner surface of the bend were

smaller than those at the outside surface.
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Finite element analysis combined with pilot tests were undefiaken b¡r Ishihala el al.

(1997) to evaluate the ultimate capacity of FRP stirrups as affected bv the bend. The

specimen and test setrÌp used in this study were similff to those used by Ueda et al.

(1995). as showx in Figure 3-8. The FRP bar used was "FIBRA.". which consists of

twisted hbre soaked in lesin and bonded sand on the surface. The two types of fibles

used were ararnid and ca[bon. The reponed tensile strength parallel to the fibres of the

AFRP bars was 1575 MPa and of the CFRP bars was 2260 MPa. The nominal bar

diameter, dt F d"), was 9 mm for both tlie AFRP and CFRP bars. The radii of the bend.

r¿, of both FRP bars were 9. 27 and 45 mm, corresponding to one, tln'ee and hve times

the bar diameter. respectively. The FRP bars were debonded fron-r the location of the

artificial crack to the stafiing point of the bend poúion. Bonded and debonded bars rverc

tested to examine the efïect of bond. Four specimens reinforced with AFRP stinups and

four with CFRP stirrups. were tested. A 2-I) nonlinear finite element analysis was

caried out to investigate local stless in the FRP trar at the bend zone. The findings of

this study can be summarized as follon's:

i. It was observed that the strength increases with increase of the radius of the bend, r¿.

Based on the bonded specimens, the strength capacity ralged from 60 to 86% of the

tensile strength parallel to the fibres for the AFRP stinups and 49 to 66% for the

CFRP stinups.

2. Based on the llnite element analysìs. tlte followìng equation for the prediction of the

bend streDgth. /e,rr1, was proposed:

fr,,,t = .f7* j n'Q+ t") (3-2)
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where lnl, = 0.90 + 0,73 h4L " andd¿ is the bar diameter
rt

3. The erperimental results indicated that the strength teductiol.l at the bend zone is

differenf among the different types of FRP bars. The authors concluded that the

difference in the strength reduction can be attributed to the difference in the bond

characteristics.

3.2.2.2 Effect of inclincd shear cracks

The efl'ect of the dowel forces induced on stinups due to a diagonal crack, as illus¡.ated

in Figure 1-1, was considered as an impoúalt factor that might affect tlie capacìtv ofFRP

stinups, and has been ilvestigated by a few lesearchers, as described below.

The strength characteristics and behaviour of FRP bals were examined by Maruyama et

al. (1989) as affected by the crack angle with the fibres. Experiments included applying

concrete block specin.rens, containing FRP stirrups to a telìsion force aftet'formation ofan

artificial crack at various angles with the stirrups. as shown in Figure 3-9. The three

types of FRP bals used in this study were calbon. aramid, and glass and were fabricated

using epoxy resin as a matrix. The reported tensile strength of the FRP bars was higher

than 1 500 MPa. and their nominal diameters u'et e between five and six mrlr. The

fìndings of this study can be sunülarized as follows:

1. The tensile capacity ofvarious FRP bars was reduced significantly wl.ren the bars were

tensioned at an angle with the fibres.
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2. The reduced strength /å, of the FRP bars, can be determined based on the angle áof the

crack with respect to the hbres (Figure 3-9) and the tensile strength parallel to tlie

lftres.f¡*, as follows:

./,,'=-f ,,,,(t-#') (3 -3)

where ¿ is the reduction factor and has a value range ol 1.9 to 2.3 for CFRP bars, 1.9

for AÞ-RP bars, 1.3 for GFRP bars, and 0.1 for steel. It should be noted that the angle

din equation (3-3) is limited to 30 degrees.

3. According to equatiol (3-3), the diagonal tensile stÌength at a 30o angle is

approximately 30% ofthe tensìle strength paralìel to the fìb¡es for CFRP bals. 45% for

AFRP bars, and 650/o for GFRP bars.

The failure criteria of FRP bars subject to tensile and shear forces were ir.rvestigated

expelimentally and analytically by Kanematsu et al. (.1993) and Ueda et al. (1995). The

research included Aramid FRP bals with a nominal diameter. d¡, of I mn. a tensile

strength of 1280 MPa and an elastic modulus of 65 GPa. Specially designed concrete

blocks separated into three parfs by stainless steel plates. as shou,n in Figure 3-10, were

used. The FRP bal was placed at the center. The tensile lorce was applied to the FRP

bal by pushing the two end blocks by hydraulic jacks. Aftel reaching the specified crack

width. the tw'o end concrete blocks were fixed to the supporting bed. While the crack

r.vidth was kept constaft, the central block was pushed vertically using an independent

hydraulic jack to appl¡' a shear- force o¡ a shear displacement to the FRP bar at the crack

location. The variable in this study $¡as the crack width between the end and central

blocks, which was achieved by varying the initial tensile force. Four specinrens were
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tested by Kanematsu et al. (1993). and an additional eight specimens were tested by Ueda

el al. (1995). Parallel to the experimental program. 3-D linear finite element and 2-D

nonlinear f rite element analyses were caried out to investigate local stresses in the FRP

bar at the crack location. The findings ofthis study can be summarized as follows:

1. The experimental program showed that the tensile sttength of the Aramid FRP bar,

used in this study, was reduced sigr.rificantly at the crack location under the action of

combined tensile and shear forces.

2. The failule criteria of FRP bars used as reinforcernent for concrete should consider not

only tensile and sheal forces in the FRP bar but also crack width and shear

displacement.

3. Accurate estimation ofthe shear modulus of the FRP bar, debonding length alound the

FRP bar at the crack location and the bond-stress-slip relation of the FIìP bar is

essential for predicting the strength at the clack location using the l'ìnite element

models. The shear modulus and shear stler.rgth of FRP bars are also inportant

parameters.

A theoretical investigation was conducted by Nakamula and Higai (1995b) to evaluate

the diagonal ter.rsile strength of FRP bars. The anal¡ical model is proposed for a given

length l, of a FRP bar and an applied diagonal tensile lorce acting on an angle d with

respect to tlie direction ofthe fibres. Based on the proposed niodel. the diagonal tensile

strength of an FRP bar can be determined by the following equatioll for al FRP bar.. with

rectangular cross-section:

f 1, = f ¡,,,.f (cos? +6sin? tan?)
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For FRP bars with circular cross-sections, the following equation was proposed

.l'r=./',,,,f (cos? + 8 sind tand)

Nakamura and Higai (1995b) compared their

results conducted by Maruyan-ra et al. (1989).

reduction due to diagonal tensile force can be

equations.

(3-5)

proposed equations with experinental

It was concluded that the strength

reasonably evaluated by the proposed

Based on the experimental and analytical investigations presented in the last sectiors, it

can be concluded that the diagonal tensile strength ofa FRP bar can be less than the bend

capacity of an FRP stirrup. The current investigation repoúed in this thesis includes

testing of ll3 specially designed specimens to evaluate the bend capacìty ar.rd the

diagonal tensile strength ofFRP stinups.

3.2.3 FRP as shear reinforcement for flexural members

'flre use of FRP as shear reinforcement for concrete beams has been leported by various

researchers in many countries. The najority of the work done has been devoted to

evalualion of the sheal strengthening of existilg concrete members using F'RP laminates

as external shear reinforcement. However'. the use ofFRP as internal sheal reinforcement

in the lorrlr of stin ups has not been fully investigated. The following seclions leview the

available results of research work conducted to evaluate the behavioul of FRP as shear

reinforcement for concrete members.
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3.2.3.1 Open stirrups

The shear behaviour of concrete beams reìnforced with GFRP bars has been investisaled

by Vijay et al. (1996). The work addresses the shear behaviour of concrete beams

reinforced with FRP bars and stinups. The experimental program examined the

applicability of ACI equations, the failure modes and the ductility factors based on

energy and deformability concepts. Six bearns were tested using a two-point loading

system. The palameters of this study were the concrete compressive sti-ength, f,. and the

stirrup spacing, J'. Dimensions, details and test results ol beams tested by Y4ay et al.

(1996) are summarized in Table 3-1. The findings of this investigafion can be

summarized as follows:

1. The ACI 318-95 shear equation is conservative and adequate lòr the design of FRP

stirrups. The followilg equation was used to predict the concrete contribuLion in sheat

v,t = o.t7 .l .f ',b,,(l (3-6)

2. The permissible design stress values in FRP stirrups should be based on their bend

capacity and the bond characteristics. In this study. the stlength capacity of the

stinups was observed to be 248 MPa, which conesponds to about 38 percerit of the

shength parallel to the fibres.

A design procedure for concrete beams reinforced fol shear and/or flexure with GFRP

bars r.r,as proposed by Alsayed et ol. (1996 anð, 1997). GFRP bars in the fonn of single

loop stirrups with overlapping ends were used as shear reinforcement. Seven beams rvere

designed to fail in shear and were tested under a two-point loading system. The
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parameters considered were the naterial type of the longitudinal reinforcement and the

naterial type of the shear reinforcement. Dimensions. details and test results of beams

tested by Alsayed er al. (1996 and 1997) are summalized in Tables 3-2 and 3-3. The

frndings of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. All beams lailed in shear. For the beams with GFRP stirrups. shear- failure was due to

the slippage ofthe stirrups rather than rupture.

2. The following modification to the ACI equation for shear was proposed:

V,,=k,V,+k.,V.
1-/, ='-\l-t ,
b

¡¡ - 
4,.1 

'u
.t

wlrere tlre values of k7 a]nd k2 are:

1.0 and 1 .0 for beams bv steel for' flexure and shear

0.5 and 0.5 for beans reinforced with GFRP for flexule and shear

(j-7)

1.0 and 0.5 for beams reinforced with steel for flexure and GFRP for shear

0.5 and 1.0 for beams reinforced with GFRP for flexure and steel for shear

3. The proposed modifications to the ACI equation \4¡ere checked against the measured

shear capacity and the results were found to be within the acceptable accuracy.

3.2.3.2 Closed-loop stirrups

The shear behaviour of colcrete beams reinforced witli FRP bars for flexural and shear

was exanrined by Zhao et al. (1995). In parlicular, the contlibution ofFRP stinups was

studied in terms of the strain in the stinups. shear crack openir.rg and shear deformation.

FRP stiruups were manufactuled continuously in the form of a closed loop. 'Ihe shape
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and dimensions of beam specimel.ìs are shown in Figure 3-1 1. A notch was provided at

the most probable location ol diagonal crack initiation in one half spar.r of the beam so as

to induce a diagonal crack wìthin the target region lor measurernents of crack opening

and stinup strain. Nineteen beams were tested witlÌ variation of the flexural

reirforcement ratio, the location and spacing of stirrups, the material lype of the stirrups

and the shear span{o-depth raTto, a/d. Dimensions, details and test tesults of beams that

failed in shear are summarized in Table 3-4. The findings of this study can be

sunmarized as folloq's:

l. All beam specimens except t$,o failed in shear. The failure was classified as shear-

compression 1àilule since none of the stirrìlps l'uptured except in one beam.

2. When the shear-compression fàilure was dominant. the highel stiffuess of stimrÌp

resulted in the higher shear capacity and smaller strain at ultimate.

3. The conclete contribution, 4¿ for beams reinforced wìth FRP as longitudinal

reinforcement was evaluated by the conventional code equations taking into account

the ratio ofthe stiffness ofFRP to that of steel, E¡/8,. The following expression was

used in this study to predict the concrete contribution:

,1, =0.:o(l + þ,- !,).10.75*t +,,,lr'' h d'l ,/\od)) '
/ ^\r lÞ, -¡toop '1 - I <0."t3 (3-8)

¡so = (ooo t a)" -t_/\
P¡-P',\E,' E,)

where,E¿ is the elastic modulus of FRP longitudinal reinf'orcement and E" is the elastic

modulus of steel (8" = 200 GPa).

4. The ratio of flexural reinforcement had insignificant effect on the shear capacity.
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5. The strain distribution along a diagonal crack can be expressed by a cubic linction as

illustlated in Figule 3- 12.

6- Taking into account the proposed strain distribution, showl in Figure 3-12. the

contlibution of FRP stinups f"/ was determined using the lollowing equation

t-, = E,,a,,l{y,,y,,y,,XL, / L,,)t '

where:

y, = o otzf þ60",, +1),

y,, =t tf (szop',, +t),

y,, =:.:l(o.u t a +t) ,

\y,y ,y..\t t,l ' ,l-* (1, ¿. )' ' .' L,,

p.,. = {Q,, +no)r(t,,r,,)\dr ,, r r,),

ú=p,,(n,,ln,),

a¡. is the cross sectional area of a stirrup, l¡, is the total cross sectional area of the

stirrups in the target region, and tl.re L,/L" ralio is defined in Figure 3- 12.

Tl.re size effect of the specirnens fol concrete beams leinforced q,ith FRP was

investigated by Maruyama and Zhao (1996¡. The contribution of FRP stirups was

studied in temrs of the strain of stinups, shear crack opening and shear deformation.

Carbon FRP grids were used for flexural reinforcement and Glass FRP bar.s of three

different sizes were used for shear reinforcement in the form ofclosed-loop stirrups. Tl-re

configuration of beam specimens was similar to that of those tested by Zhao et al. (1995),

(3-e)
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as showrl in Figure 3-1 1. The expelimental progral'ì'r consisted of testing of nine

specimens of thlee di1'ferent sizes of beams of rectangulal cross-section. 150 x 300 mm,

300 r 600 mm and 450 r 900 mm. The bearn length was selected to provide a shear

spal-to-depth ratio of 2.5. In addition to the effective depth. the test paraneters included

the amount of shear reinforcement and influence of the notch (Figure 3-11) on the shear

strength. The findings of this study cal be surlmarized as follows:

1. All beam specimens failed in shear. The failure was classified as one ofthe follou'ing

modes of failure: a) diagonal tension failure for beams without stirups, b) shear-

compression failure for beams with large amount of stirrups, c) r'upture of stinups and

d) shear-compression with rupture of stiruups (balanced mode of failure).

2. The following expression was used in this study for the concrete contlibution l'.¡;

v,, = 0.208,.p,,t0.75 +1.4 /(a / d)l.f':' n.,a (3 - 10)

wtrere B, =(loop;)' ' . þo=(ooora)' ' , p), -- 0,,(n,, t n,). and E¡ is rhe elastic

modulus of FRP longitudinal reinforcement.

3. It was observed that the difference in reinl'orcing materials does not significantly

influence the size effect as far as tlle concrete contribution for shear capacify, V"¡is

concerned. It should be mentioned that the size eflect is considered in equation (3-10)

by the factor p¿.

4. Based or the test results of this study. the strair.r distribution along a diagonal crack

was assumed to be proportional to ry¡ which is described in Figure 3-12 and defined by

the following function:

r7, =1-:.:(L i L" -0.7)' (3- 1 1)
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where ?/r equals 1 .0 at the point of intersection of the shear crack with the longitudinal

reinforcement and zero at the tip of the shear crack. and L,/L" ratio is defìned in Figule

3-12.

5. Taking into account the strain distribution of stimups, the contribution of stirrups Ii7

was determined using the following equation:

V,, = A,,8,,,e,,,jd / s (3-12)

where rj, is the ultimate strain of FRP stìrrups whìch was formulated as a function of

¿r'd and amount of shear reinforcement (similar to equatiorì 3-9), and E¡, is the elastic

moduÌus of the shear reinforcement.

Seven conclete beams leinforced for flexure and shear with GFRP bars were tested by

Duranovic et al. (1997) to examine the shear stlength and the mode of failure. GFRP

closed-loop stiüups of lOx4-n-rm rectangular cross-section wete used as shear

rein.lorcenrent. The trend capacity of the GFRP stinups was varied ûom 390 to 41OMPa.

Two beams leinforced with steel bars were tested as control specimeus. I'he l-rain

variable of this study u'as the stirrup spacing. Dimensions, details and test results of

beams failed in shear ale summalized in Table 3-5. The findings of this investigation can

be summarized as follows:

1. Failule of the beams was due to either diagonal shear for beams without shear

reinforcement- ol flexural compression or shear-ruptule for beams with shear

reinforcement. Tu,o beams reinforced rvith GFRP stiruups failed in sheal by ruptut'e ol

the stirups. However. stresses measured by means of strain gauges on the GFRP

stirrups never exceeded 270 MPa.
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2. The shear strength of the beams was predicted by using the modifications proposed

by the Eurocrete Project (1996) to Brìtish code 8S8110 (refel to sectioÌr 3.5.3). The

measured strain in the stirrups exceeded the design strair, value of 0.0025

recommended by Euroclete Project (1996). Therefore, the predicted values u,ere very

conservative when compared to the measured values.

3.2.3.3 Pre-formed spirals

The flexural and shear behaviour of reinforced and prestressed concrete beams usìng

carbon or Aramid FRP l¡ars were investigated b¡r Yonekura el al (1993). The objective of

tlris study was to examine the flexural strength. modes of lailure and sJrear strength of

reinforced and prestressed concrete beanrs using FRP as longìtudinal and shear

reinforcement. CFRP strands and AFRP bars were used as plestressing tendons and

longitudinal reinl'orcement. Beams prestressed by conventional steel bars were tested as

control specimens. AFRP spiral leinforcement was used as shear reinforcement. Twenty

I-shaped beams were tested in the flexural phase of this study and I 2 lreams were tested

in the shear phase. Details of the test specimens are shou'n in Figure 3-13. The

parameters selected for the expelimental program were the type of plestressing tendoÍìs.

the type of longitudinal reinf'orcement. quantities of prestressing tendons, the amount of

initial prestressing force and the amoult of shear reinforcement provided by varyilg the

pitch of the FRP spirals. Dimensions, details and test tesults of reinforced concrete

beams failed in shear are summarized in Table 3-6. The follou'ing equation was used to

predict the ultinate shear strength ofthe beams:

v, =I/, +v, +It,
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v4

rP

V,/

=oz{or*t /1" a¡}c"ì

= 2tr1,, / a

'f')'@/rooo)"b,,d (3-13b)

(3- 13 c)

(3 - 13d)

FRP longitudinal

= A,,(E,u/ E,).1 ,,,,(¡at')t',,a

where p,, = p ,(E u E,). pr, is the teinforcenent ratio of the

reinforcement, and Mo is the decompression rnoment.

The firidings ofthe shear phase ofthis investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. The beams tested for shear failed either by shear-compression ol by ruptule of the

spìral shear reinforcement.

2. The sheal strengths of prestressed concrete beams using FRP tendons and FRP spìral

stirups are smaller than those using steel tendons and steel stinups when similar shear

contribution was provided b¡' the stillups.

3. The proposed equation predicted safely the shear strength ofleinfolced and prestressed

beams tested fol shear'. The latios of observed to calculated shear strength were

greater than 1.0 for all beams; an average of 1 .23 was obtained.

4. The ultimate flexural and shear strengths ofpresíessed concrete beams using FRP bars

were improved by incleasing the prestress force.

The shear performance of specially designed concrete bearls leinforced with FRP

stinups was studied by Nagasaka et al. (1993). The objective was to ir.rvestigate the

elfect of ple-shaped FRP stinups on the shear behaviout of conclete beaurs. Four t¡'pes

of bars, braided CFRP bars, braided AFRP bars, hyblid glass and calbon FRP bars, and

steel bars were used as shear reinfolcement. These shear reinforcements were used in the
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form of rectangular spiral stirrups, except for the h¡rbrid bars that were in the form of

rectangular closed-loop stirrups. Tl-re FRP stirrups wele characterized by the tensile

strength parallel to the fibres,.fi^,, and the b€nd capacity of the stinup.fi",,¿. Thirly-five

beams of effective cross-sectional dimensions of were specially detailed and subjected to

anti-symmetrìcal loading. as illustrated in Figure 3-14. Tlie variables considered \4¡ere the

type and reinforcement ratio of stil'lups. the concrete compressive strength and the clear

span. Dimensions, details and test results of the beams tested by Nagasaka el al. (.1993)

are summarized in Table 3-7. The fìndings of this ìnvestigation can be summarized as

fo llows:

1. Shear failure ofthe beams with FRP stirrups occurred due to lupture ofthe stilrups at

the bend zone ol due to clushing of a concrete strut formed between diagonal cracks.

2. The shear strength of beans that failed due to rupture ofthe stirrups increased almost

linearly with increasing ratio of shear rejnforcement and decreased almost linearly

with the clear span of the beam.

3. The sheal strength of beams that failed due to cor'r.crete clushing increased witl'l

increasing ratio of shear reinforcement, but the rate of increase had a tendency to

reduce when the ratio was over l0l0.

5.

The shear strength of beams incleased roughll' linearly with the square root of p¡,8¡,

This demonstlates that she strength was affected by the axial rigidity of the shear

reinforcement.

The rupture and crushing modes rveere dìstinguished by the shea reinforcement

îactor pffi,,,¿/f,, and the critical value of the factor was lound to be about 0.30. For
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beams witl.r a small p^fb",,,j/f; factor. a rupture mode ol lailure occurs. and for beams

with higli p¡,1,",, ¿t_f, factor, cmshing mode of 1àilule occurs.

6. The ultimate shear capacity of FR? reinforced concrele beams was reasonabl)-

estimated by modifying Arakawa's fonlrula (AIJ 1987) as follows:

For a shear rupture rrrode offailure:

[olls¿¿'(r'rl8o) 'l

v.¡ -0875h..dt fu-rt-_.' +:.tlp r,, 
) 

urrirs:kg1.crn ri-l4r

r,r here k, -0.71 r,r hen d)40cm. alÅ k'r =0.82(100p,.8,. á.)0"

[o os:l r I r' -r8o) ']

v. =o815b,dlft;){r -:.11e,t, , 
l

units : kgf, cln (3- 1 5)

where /r,, = 0.82(100p/, )0 ']: .

For a shear compression mode offailure:

I o ltsl, lr' (r' -180)I' 0.875hJ '¡ ' +).7"] (V t/dl.ot2

where pn, -p,,@n/8,).

trtl

Based on the test results. equation (3-15) foL the sheal capacity of beams that failed in

shear-rupture resulted in a little better agreement with the rneasured values than

equation (3- 14).

The sl.real capacity of concrete beams using FRP as flexural and shear reinforcement was

investigated experimer.rtally by Tottori and Wakui (1993). CFRP composite cables were

used as longitudinal reinforcement. GFRP, AFRP, CFRP and Vinylon FRP bars wele

used as shear reinforcement in the form of spirals. Specially designed specimens were

units : kgf, cm (3- 16)
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tested to evaluate the dot'el capacity of CFRP flexural reinforcement. Shear tests of

reinforced concrete beams rvere conducted on several beams u'ith different types of shear

i-einforcement. The shear force contributed by the sheal leinforcement was measuted by

neans of strain gauges installed on the FRP spir.als. Dimensions. details and test results

for beams tested by Tottori and Wakui (1993) are summarized in Table 3-8. The findings

of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. The shear force carried by the compression zone and aggregate interlock was assumed

to be related to the tensile stiffness of the longitudinal reinforcement. Therefore, the

shear capacity of concrete beams without shear reinforcement was proposed to be the

larger of V¿¡¡ and V,¡2, given as follows:

v",, =0.2(f',)''(p.,,)" (1000/r/)' '(o zs* t 
/ø A)u,,a

t'. : =o )44t f' r''(]-r o t't -fii",1rt u,

(3-17a)

(3-17b)

2

J

-/\
r.rhele p, = p,¡\E,t E,)andr is the length of the loading plate in the direction of the

beam span.

The dowel capacity of the test specimens using FRP leinforcement is about 700% of

those using leinforcing steel with almost the saure diameter. This ratio happened to

correspond to the factor (E.fi/E¡'3. which is included in equation (3-17).

Tlre stinup strain value at ultimate was obsened to be more Íhan 1o/o, but did not reach

the guaranteed value ofthe rupture strain, conesponding to.fi^.

Based on the measured shear force contributed by the FRP spirals. the contribution of

concrete to the shear lesisting force was observed to be equal to the shear ctacking

ìoad of the beams-
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5. The stinup contribution to the shear capacity of concrete beams u'ith FRP spirals was

estimated using tlìe follou'ing equation

.. 4,,8,,id
rt ,, = ê 

¡,
J

(3-r 8)

where.Td is the shear depth of the beam (ld: d11.15) and Ø is the stirup strain al

ultimate. Based on the experimental results, the value of á¡, was recommended to be

0.01 as far as the mode of failure is shear-rupture. There was no colrelation observed

between r^. obrained by shear tests and a tl. p¡ and { .

3.2.3.4 On-site fabricated stirrups

A new process to fabricate CFRP stinups with a culved shape has been reported by

Okunura et dl. (1,993). Ten-mn-CFRP l'ope-shaped pre-pregnated bars were used as

shear leinforcement in the form of spirals. Tl-re strength ol the bend was evaluated

experimentally to be mole Than 0.9f¡,,, fot r6id6:3.0 and equivalent Ío.f¡,,, for r¡"/d6 > 6.0.

Tluee beams reinforced for shear with CFRÌ spilals wele tested under a two-point

loading system. The beams were reinforced for flexure with steel bals. A beam without

shear reinforcement was also tested as a control specimen. The variable considered was

the pìtch of the spirals. The shear capacity of the beams was predicted using Niwa's

equation (1986) as the sum of the coÍìcrete complession, I,'", and the shear reinfol'cement

contribution, 2.,¡ based on the truss model:

lt,.=0:pl,jtl000 ./lr' l".tb,,J-A t id
J

(3 - 1e)
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w1lere.i¿l is the sheal depth (7d: d11.15). ps¡ is the reinforcement ratio of the steel

longitudinal reinforcement and.r, is the stress in the FRP spilal at ultirnate.

The hndings ofthis research can be summarized as follon's:

1. Failure of beams occurred by rupture ofthe CFRP spirals. The spilal stress at ultimate

was 65% ofthe tensile strength parallel to the fibres.

2. The contribution ol the shear reinforcement was found to be between 55 and 70

percent of the calculated 2.. The reason for this was attributed to:

i- The tensile strength of the CFRP ple-pregnated bars was reduced due to the

kink effect at the crack location.

ii- Tl.re crack width was lalge and the concrete contlibution to the shear strength

was reduced.

3.2.3,5 Two-dimensional grids

The concept of using FRP planar grids lor shear reinforcement in concrete beams has

been investigated by Erki and Bakht (i996). Five 4-nr-long beams. having a 225x500-

nn cross-section, were tested to failure. Two configurations of CFRP grid. showr, ir,

Figure 3-15 and designated as Type I and Type II, were used to provide shear

reinlorcement for the beams. A modulus of elasticity of 71 GPa and tensile strength of

1200 MPa wele obtained in laboratory testing of Ur. arO, grids. The cross-sectional

area of the bars comprising the grids was 9.3 mm2. Multiple grids were stacked to

provide the necessaly cross-sectional area of the bars f'ol the beams. Conventional

reinforcement consisting of steel stirrups was used in one of the beams. The beams rvith

CFRP grids w-ere designed to pror,.ide the same tensile stiffness as the steel stirups. One
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beam rvas constructed using steel stitrups, two identical beams u'ere constrùcted using

Type I grid and two identical beams were constructed using Type II grid. All tested

beams lailed in flexule by concrete crushilg after yielding of the flexural steel. The

strains in the CFRP grids did not exceed the ultimate tensile strain, so that no failure of

the shear reinforcement occuned. The cross-bars of the grids also provided sulficient

anchorage for the gfids, so tl]at no pull-out occurred in these tests. Based on their study,

Erki and Bakht (1996) recommended the use of FRP plar,ar grids tbr shear reinforcement

in concrete beams as they requires less labor for preparation and installation.

It should be mentioned that the use of FRP girds as shcar leinforcement does not provide

confinement for the conclete in the compression and tension sides of tl-re beam and might

permit verlical delamination of the conclete in thin-webbed beams.

3.2,3.6 FRP diagonal bars

The flindamer.rtal performance of reirforced concrete beams with diagonal FRP bar.s was

investigated by Sonobe et al. (1995). Braided aramid FRP bars were used as

longitudinal, diagolal reinforcement and stirrups for tluee specimens. The guaranteed

tensile strength of the AFRP bars was 1320 MPa, ar.rd the elastic ntodulus was 59 GPa.

Two specimens with steel reinforcement were also constructed. Details of a typical

specimen and the test rig are shown in Figule 3-16. The pararneters included the ratio of

diagonal reinforcement to longitudinal reinlorcement. The specimens w'ere tested under

antisymmetrical cyclic load. Specimens with FRP diagonal reinforcement failed b¡r

rupture of stinups and longitudinal reinforcement. The shear strength of the beams was

calculated by the f'ollor'r ing equaLìon:
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V -I/. +I- +A .f ,..sina

I' +I' r
Jt,t)- ,

À t] + A t,t) COSA, - /11

(3-20a)

(3-20b)

where t'cl and I4l are the shear resisting force canied by the concrete and the stirrups.

respectively. which can be determined accolding to the modified Arakawa's

eqùations (3-15) and (3-16), A.^,D is the area of diagonal reinforcement. a. is tlie angle

between diagonal reinforcenent and longitudinal axis of the member,/i¡ is the stress of

diagonal reinforcement, 1- is the clear span length andjd is taken as 0.875d.

The findings of this study can be summarized as follows:

1. The shear strength of FRP reinforced specimens increases as the amount of diagonal

reinforcement increases.

2. Tlie proposed method predicted well tl,e shear strength of the specimens with FRP

diagonal reinforcement.

3.2.4 Änalytical studies

This section reviews the analytical work done to establish shear design guidelines for the

use of FRP as reinforcerlent in conclete r¡.embels. These ilvestigations used either

statistical analysis or theoretical models to predict tl.ìe shear strengtll of conclete bearns

reinforced with FRP and tested by other lesearchers.

The applicability of the JSCE shear equations to shear test results of concrete beanrs

reinfoÌced with FRP was examined by Yokoi et al. (1992). The foìlowing equatioD was
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proposed lor predicting the shear strength of concrete beams reinforced with FRP bars as

longitudinal and shear reinfolcement

vt)=uv +pv\ (3-21a)

., ,t-__ ,,1 t./ 0.10{100p"/ ) (1000 dl "10.75+'''1o ¡¡ib d for ¿rd >1.5 
(j_.b)

I/. =0.77(r0op',, ¡',)' '(ooora)' '(c,/,1)''uuh,,ct for a/d <2.5

V, = At'l t',,,(d /1.15)/ s (3-21c)

a =-39.7'' fn*, / 8,,, +1.08 for 0.002< fu,,,,t/E t,.<0.013
a = 0.80 lor 0.013<.1n,,,,,,/8,,, (3-21d)

/3 = 0.s0 (3-21e)

whele the factor øwas chosen to evaluate the shear force caried by concrete as a t'atio of

the shear cracking load tr/., the factor p was chosen to reflect the eflect of bend capaciq,

on the stinup contdbution, and p), = p n( E /t / E, )

Non-lirlear lurite elemenl analysis was canied out by Sato et al. (1993 and 1994) to

clarify the shear resisting mechanism of reinforced and prestlessed conclete beans

reinforced with FRP bars as flexural and slrear reinforcement. Seven rectangular beams

with a total depth ol 300 mm and a clear span of 1400 rrrm were anal¡,7s¿ undel static

loadfug conditions. Sato et al. (1993 and 1994) studied the effect of,the elastic modr"rlus.

E¡,, and the tensile strength of shear reinforcement..fi,,,, and the prestressing force on the

shear strength and the components of the shear resisting mechanisn. The findings of

these studies can be summarized as follows:

1 . A shear-compression mode of failure mode was predicted for the analyzed beams.

8Ì
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2. Li the case where the elastic modulus of flerural and/or shear reinforcement is low.

tlre shear resisting col¡ponent in the uncracked zone. v,=. is snaller and the shear

resisting component at the shear cracking zone, Vo, greater than those in a beam with

high-elastic-modulus reinforcement.

An anaJ¡ical model was proposed by Sato et al. (1995) based on finite element method

(FEM) results to predict the shear strength of concrete beams whicìr are expected to lail

in either shear-compression mode or shear-lupture mode. The proposed shear.resisting

mechanism for beams reinforced with FRP, r¡'hich is described in Figure 3-17, was based

on the nonlinear iinite element analysis by SaTo et al. (1993 and 1994). From Figure

3-17, the shear strength ol concrete beams reinforced u'ith FRP was determined as

lollows:

V,, =V,,,, +I/,"1, + y",, -I/-^ (3-22a)

(3-22b)

(3-22c)

(i-rrd)

V -h:¡ vLt'. L Lf:

t',,.t, =0 65./', sina cosø

V*^ = p nbL,,"nt,,,",,

t,,,.",,=E¡,.e¡,.

I rooo )

¿- = o.oo5i 'l t' . ' ' 
-oo' '

'' ,,lo , d +l

_ 1 r8./,,r r

\:
la/ d +I

= bL,,,.v

p,,8,, +70p,,.E,, 
+ O.ee ì ,.,, ,5000 ) '

tt / d +1
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I" - hl. ì'

r,",,,,, - (0 \s f ', )(d / a)

tl I-e "''l- = .r.t r" lt*tto.l ¡'lr//'' 
]

(i-lle)

where v.r,. is the average shear stress in the coDcÍete in the compression zone, r,1.c¡ is the

average tensile stress in the shear reinforcement. v"7,. is the avelage shear stress in the

concrete in the shear clacking zone, ycot, is the average conpressive stress in concrete at

the horizontal zone (Fìgure 3-17), a: tant çd/a¡. -t" is the depth of the compression zone,

x is the depth ofthe compressiol zone based on the bending theory and the lengths 2,,,n¡,

L,,,. and L"o,,, are taken as (h-x"'). (h-x") and (,r"a/r), respectively. as shown in Figure 3-17.

SaTo et al. (1995) tested their proposed model (equatiol 3-22) against the available

expelimental results. The shear strengths predicted by the proposed rnodel agreed well

with the experimental shear strengths of concrete beams not olly with shear

reinforcenent but also without shear reinforcernent.

The shear behaviour ofconcrete beams reinforced with FRP rvele predicted by Choi er a/.

(1997) using a lattice model, described in Figure 3-18. In the lattice model, the concrete

is modelled as a flexural compression member, a flexural tension member, a diagonal

complession member and an arch merrber'. The reinlorcement is nrodelled as a

horizontal member and a vertical member. Based on fraclure mechanìcs. the diagonal

tension member ofcoucrete u'as modelled by the one-fourth tension softening curve. The

compression softening behaviour rvas modelled similarly 10 the nodified compression

freld theory. The horizontal mernber in the flexural tension zone was modelled using the

tension stiffening of concrete. The stress-strain relationships were assumed to be elastic
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and perfectly plastic for the steel reinforcement and linearly elastic up to failure for the

FRP reinforcement. To examine the applicability of the lattice model. the prediction of

the applied shear-forceìisplacement relationship by the lattice model was compared to

the experimental results of four concrete beams reinforced witli either steel ol FRP. The

findings of this anal)'tical investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. For beams reinforced with FRP bars, the concrete contribution for shear. /,'.¡;

decreases with the inclease ìn stress in the stirup.

2. Fo¡ bearns reinforced with FRP bars, the shear strength increases with the increase it.r

the mechanical coefficient lp^fh",d./,1uhele beams lail due to the ruptule of stirrnps.

However. with values of the mechanical coefficienl higher than 0.07, the failule r.node

changes to the web concrete softenir.rg. and the sheal str:ength of beams maintains

alDrost constant value.

It should be mentioned that a liriting value for (p¡ft 
"*,.f ) of 0.30 was ploposed by

Nagasaka et al. (1993) based on an experimental irvestigation (see sectior.r 3.2.3.3). The

(p.ffi,*lf) valr:e proposed ìn the analltical study by Choi eÍ ctl. (1997) is very small

compared to that ploposed by Nagasaka et al. (1993).

Tlre expelimental results of Dulanovic et al. (1997) (refer to section 3.2.3.2) were

conpared to the results of FEM analysis using general commercial finite element

packages, as well as inhouse developed software, by Najj ar et al. (1997). Four GFRP

reinforced beams and four steel reinforced beams rvere analyzed using the ANSYS 3-D

FE model. Some beams were reanalyzed using a 1-D finite elemeut model and

comparisons we¡e nrade with results oblained fron the 3-D FEM and experiments. ln the
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3-D FEM, the steel and FRP bars were modelled as smeared reìDforcement within the 3-

D brick element. The behaviour was predicted well for all beams except two reinforced

with GFRP bars for flexure and steel or GFRP stinups for shear. In these two beams. the

FE solution stopped converging at an early stage of the analysis. Modification of the

properties of the stirrups ìmproved the situation and resulted in much better results.

However, other FE software (DIANA) was used to verify the analysis of these two

beams. The lìrrdings of this investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. Using commercial FE software lor the analysìs of FRP reinfolced nembers can

produce accurate predictions. However, 1-D approaches using simple anall.tical

models can provide quick and accurate solutions when dealing with problen-rs

dominated b¡ llex ural behaviour.

2. The main problem of tl.re analysis of FRP reinforced corcÌete was the concrete

nechanical characteristics and not the FRP mechanical chalacteristics. In parlicular,

the shear retention factor used by the ANSYS program to assess the capability of

shear transfer along the crack was found to have a signifìcant effect on the behaviour.

It was found that the sheal reterfion factor is affected by several parameters such as

the beam size, type of reinforcement and others. Therefore, there is no di1-ect $,ay of

establishing experimentally this parlicular païan:eÍer o pt'iori.

The effects of the elastic modr us, ð/, of the longitudinal and. E¡,, of the shear

teinforcement on the shear strength of concrete beams were investigated anal¡ically by

Nakamura and Higai (1995b). Nakamura and Higai (1995b) proposed different equations

to evaluate the bend capacity and diagonal tensile strength of FRP stirups (equations 3-1.
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3-4 and 3-5). Nakamura and Higai (1995b) complernented their study \\'ith an

expedmental investigation to verify tl.re ploposed analltjcal model. Nakamura and Higai

(1995b) reported testing of ten concrete beams witl.r stinups, and two beams wjthout

shear leinforcement. Parameters of the experiment wele:

a- material type ofthe longitudilal reinforcement (GFRP or steel);

b- material type oltlre stirlups (GFRP or steel);

c- spacing ofthe stinups; ar,d

d- radius ofthe bend, r¿, ofGFRP stirups.

The beams were tested under a one-point loading system with a shear span-to-depth latio

of 3.0. Dimensions, details and test results of beams tested by Nakamula and Higai

(1995b) are summarized in Table 3-9. The analysis of concrete beans leifforced r.r'ith

FRP as longitudinal and shear reinforcernent was performed using the extended modifred

compressiorl field theory (Nakamura and Higai 1995a). The frndings of the experimental

and anal).tical phases can be summarized as follows:

1. Failure of beaûs with GFRP stiuups occured by lupture at the bend portion ol the

stin'ups. The radius ofthe bend, r¡. was an important factor for the shear strength ofa

conctete bean-r with GFRP stirrups.

2. The anal¡ical lesults indicated that the shear strength is proportional to the one-

foufih power of the ratio of the elastic moduli (E¿lð.). Therefore. the shear strength

of the concrete bearn reinforced with FRP as flexural reirforcement can be evaluated

as follows:

r;, = r' (¿',/ Ã, ) 
r (3-23)
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where /, is the sheal stlength based on Niwa's equation 1'or conclete bean-rs rvithout

shear reinforcement (equation 3- 19).

3. The eflective stless in the FRP stinups was determined based on the bend capacity

using equation (3-l) ploposed by the authors. It should be noted that the author.s did

not utilize the design equations ploposed to detelmine the diagonal strength of FRP

bars (equations 3-4 and 3-5).

4. The contribution of FRP stirups, tr/"¡ in the shear strength of concrete beams, Ij,. was

detern-rined considering the bend capacity and the effect of shear deformation. as

follows:

y. -!:J).:4! 1n,, tr,),, (3-24)

wlrere 7d is the shear deplh (7d : d|l.15), and E¡, is the elastic modulus o1'the shear

reinforcement.

5. Based on the analltical results, the shear strength of concrete beams reinforced wìth

FRP stinups u'as predicted as V,=Vrt' Z,¡ where the mode of failule was considered

to be luptule of the FRP stirrups. The concrete contribution. ,/.,Ê was taken as the

shear strength of concrete beam without shear reinlorcement (equation 3-23).

3.2.5 Field application

Carbon FRP stinups u'ere used for the first time as shear reinforcement for tu'o girdets of

the "Taylor" bridge (Rizkalla et al. 1998). Construction of the Taylor bridge u'as

completed on October' 1997 in Headingley. Manitoba. Canada. CFRP was also used to

prestress four girders and to reinforce part of the deck slab of Taylol bridge. Two

different types of CFRP reinforcement wele used. CFCC cables of 15.2-mm diameter.
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produced by Tokyo Rope. Japan, were used to pretension tu'o girders \4'hile the other two

girders were pretensioned using 1O-mm-dianeter indented Leadline bars. produced by

Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation. Japan. Two of the four girdels wer.e r.einflorced for

shear with 15.2-mm-diameter CFCC stirrr"rps and Leadline bars of 10x5-mm rectangular

section. 'l'he other bridge girders were reinforced for shear q'ith 15-r-nm-diametel epoxy

coated steel stiffups. Cross-sections of the girders reinforced with CFCC, Leadline and

steel bars are shown in Figure 3- 19. Based on AASI-ITO code 1989. the gir.ders

reinfolced witli CFRP were designed for a stress level in the stirrups of 275 MPa at the

factored load level, compared to 200 MPa stress level used for the steel stinups. This

stress in the CFRP stirrups is lower than 33 percent of the bend capacity of the stirrups,

Due to a lack of design codes, several research projects wele conducted to examine the

performance of the bridge. One of these projects (Fanr et al. 1997) was to examine the

flexural and shear behaviour of five l-girders. 9.3 m each. reinforced for shear and

prestressed by CFRP, and one beam prestressed by conventional steel strands and

reinforced with steel stinups. Tl.re test beanls were I :3.6 scale models of the Taylor

bridge gilders. Various stin'up sizes and conf,igurations were used to study their effect on

shear and flexural behaviour. CFCC sttands of 5.0- and 7.5-mm diameter and CFCC

single *'ire of 5-mm diarletel were used as shear leinfolcelneut in the lolm of double-

legged open stinups. Leadline bars of 10x5-mm rectangulal section *'ere used as shear

reinforcement in the form of single- and doubleJegged open stirlups. The beams u'ere

subjected to four. concentrated loads to simulate an equivalent tluck loading cor.rdition.

All beams failed in flexure except for one that failed in shear. Shear failule of the beam
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with doublelegged Leadline stinups occüred due to an inappropriate configuration of

the stirrups. The hndings of this study can be summarized as follor,vs:

1. The stress level induced in the stirrr"rps and the dìagonal crack width were not directly

proportional fo the shear reinforcement latio.

2. Due to the relatively high elastic modlllus of CFRP compared to that of other FRP

feinforcement, the effect of the elastic modulus on the induced strain in the stinups

and the diagonal crack width was insignihcant and was not directly proporlional to

the urodular ratio.

Tlie ACI code predicted the shear cracking load well; however. it underestimated the

stjüup strain after diagonal cracking. The modihed conpression field theory

(MCFT) pledicted the entire Ìesponse well.

For beams contlolled by flexural capacity. vadation of the shear reinlorcement ratio

did not significantly affect the flexural behaviour.

3.3 Behaviour of members reinforced with FRP as longitudinal

rei nforcement

The sheal strength of a conclete beam reinforced with FRP as longitudinal reinforcement

was found to be lower than tl-rat of a concrete beam reinlorced with steel. When FRP is

used as longitudinal leinforcement. shear resisting colr-rponent of the compression

concrete is decreased by the low rigidity of FRP reinforcement. Some lesearchers have

proposed to resolve the problern by using FRP bars with an axial stiffness. EIAjt, eqlal To

reinforcing steel. In addition to the above-mentioned research done to evaluate the shear
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strength of concrete beams rvith FRP as flexural and/or sl.rear reinforcement. thìs section

revie\vs other [eseaÌch programs devoted to concrete bearns without shear reinforcement.

3.3.1 Reinforced concrete members

The shear strength of concrete beams reinforced longitudinally u,itli FRP bars has been

evaluated by many researchers as a paÍ of the shear strengtlr of concrete beaurs with FRP

longitudinal and shear reinforcemeft. The concrete contribution, V4 gíven in equations

(3-8), (3-10). (3-13), (3-17), (3-21) and (3-22) that was proposed by various researchers

can be used for concrete members without shear reinforcement.

The size effect on the shear strength of concrete beams reinlolced with FRP has been

investigated anal).tìcally by Niu'a et al. (1991). Using FEM technique and based on rhe

hctitious crack model, Niwa ¿¡ a/. ( 1 997) evaluated the size effèc1 on the shear behaviour'

of conclete beams without shear reinforcement. Nonlinear elements perpendiculal to the

crack wele used to represent the concrete's 1ì'acture propeÍies. Palallel bar elements

were used to account for any possible slide along the shear crack. In the anaÌysis, the

effective depth, d, ofa bean.r was changed fi'om 0.1 to 2 metels. In this sludy, the elastic

modulus ofFRP leinforcemelt was also varied as 200, 100, 67 and 50 GPa. The findings

ofthis analytical investigation can be summarized as follows:

1. The size effect on the sheal strength of concrete beams leinlorced with FRP is similar

to that of conventionally reinforced concrete beams.

2. The shear strength ofconcrete beams reinforced with FRP decreases signihcantly with

llre decrease in the elastic modulus, E¡. The decreasing rate is alnlost proporlional to

(E¡/8,)t/a -
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3.3.2 Prestressed concrete members

The effect of a prestressing lolce on the shear strength ofconcrete beams reinforced witb

FRP tendons has been studied by Tottori and Wakui (1993). CFRP cables, commercially

named as Tokyo Rope. of 12.5-mm and 15.2-mm diameter were used for prestressing.

Based on theil study. Tottori and Wakui proposed that the effect ofprestressing on shear

strength can be evaluated from the decomplession moment in the case of using FRP

tendons as well as in the case ofusing steel tendons. In this study, the shear.strelgth was

expressed as follows:

V, =V,, +\t,, +Itr,

l/.=2.0(M,,/ct)

(3-25a)

(3-2sb)

wlrere Mo is the decompression moment, and l/"¡. I/,¡ arc given by equations (3-17) and

(3-18).

Nakai ¿¡ al. (1993) tested several beams prestressed by FRP tendons in ordel to

investigate the influences of the prestl'essing force. the type of the prestressiìlg tendons

used, the elastic modulus and the reinforcement ratio on the shear strength of beams.

Aramid FRP tendons (four 6-mm-diameter bars). carbon FRP cables (15.2mm) were used

to prestress nine T-beams of effective deptli. r1, of 430 mm. The prestressing level ol'

FRP tendons was varied between zero and 70yo of the nominal tensile stlength of the

tendons. The beams were tested under a two-point loading system with a/d :2.5. The

original Niwa's equaiion was used to determine the shear capacity of the beams as

follows:
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I/ -Il Ll/

I/p=20(M,,/o)

(3-26a)

(3-26b)

u,here tr/. is the concrete contribution as determirled by Niwa's equation (3-10) without

conside ng the effect ofthe elastic modulus ofthe longitudinal leinfolcement, E¿.

The findings of this stud)' can be summarized as follows:

1. The prestressing force has a major influence on the sheæ strength and. for simple

beams. the shear strength can be evaluated based on the decompression moÍnent Mo

and the shear spanr .r! as given in equation (3-26b).

2. The elastic modulus of the tendons has little influence on the shear strength of

plestressed beams. and thele is no need to take active steps to assess it during design.

The shear stfength and failure modes of concrete beams prestressed by CFRP tendons

have been investigated by Naarnan and Park (1997). The main objective of the

experinental pl'ogralr was to understand the shear behaviour of prestlessed concrete

beams using CFRP tendons and to compare their response with that of beams using steel

tendons. CFRP cables, commercially named as Tokyo Rope^ of 7.5-mm diameter and

steel strands of 12.7-mm diametel were used to pÌestress the concrete beams. Nine

beams were tested, five using CFRP tendons and for"rr using steel strands. 'Ihe beams,

having dimensions of 130 x 260 x 1650 mm, were tested urder a one-point loading

systenr. The shear span-to-depth ratio. a/d, was 2.5. The crack width and differerrtial

shear (transverse) dìsplacement at the level of the bottom reinfol'cement layer were

measured using an infrared data acquisition system. The hndings of this study can be

summarized as follor.vs:
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t. Shear failure of concrete beams prestressed by FRP tendons was due to rupture of the

FRP tendon at the crack location. The failure occurred by tendon rupture due to

dou,el forces at the critical shear crack. When steel strands were used. the shear

failure mode was either shear-tension initiated by yielding of the steel stlands or

shear-compression initiated by crushing of the concrete.

The shear strength ofconcrete beams prestressed with FRP tendons was less than that

of beams prestressed with steel strands having about the same reinforcing index.

The shear crack width at failure of beams prestressed with FRP tendons was about

one-halfthat of sirnilar beams prestressed \l¡ith steel strands.

J.

3.4 Shear Transfer

The application ofthe shear friction model (Kriski and Loov 1996) to reinl'orced concrete

members requires the examinalion of the shear transfer mechanism. i.e., aggregate

interlock and dowel actio¡r. when FRP bars used as reinforcement. This need is due to

the relatively high stlength of FRP combìned with a low' modulus of elasticity and shear

strength deviating from those for steel bars. Tomaszewicz et al. (1997) tested push-off

specimens using FRP reinforcing bars. FRP bars of glass fibre (GFRP, d¿: 13.5 mm.

E¡: 45 GPa 
^d.[r,, 

= 1000 MPa), carbon hbre (CFRP, dò : 8 mm, E¡- 200 GPa and.f¡,, =

1480 MPa) and pl¡ron thernoplastic bars (d6:9 mm. Èi= 23.4 GPa and.f¡,:520 MPa)

were used as reinforcement in addition to a test series of steel reinforcing bars. The push-

off specinrens used for the shear tests were siniilar to those used by Mattock (1972) and

other investigators fol examining the shear-friction characteristics of steel-reinforced

concrete. The tests consisted of a selies of specimens pre-cracked along the shear plane
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prior to the shear test and another series manufactured with a smooth low-friction shear

plane. Only one specimen \,as tested for each type of FRP r.einfor.cìng bar. A control

specimen reinforced with steel bars (d¿: 8 mm, E.: 200 GPa and l"r, - 500 MPa) was

also tested. Based on this investigation. the authors concluded that the fundamental

behaviour of specimens \\'itli FRP reinforcement does not appear to be very different

from that of the steel reinforced specimen. However, the scope of the research wâs not

suffìcient to propose a model for the prediction of the shear transfer resistance of FRP

reinforced specimeDs.

3.5 Design considerations

The lack of design codes and specifications is limiting the use of fìbre-reinforced

polymer (FRP) reinforcement fol concrete structùres. Numerous national efforls are

compÌeted or underway to develop design guideliles for FRP reinforced members. This

section reviews the shear provisions in the proposed design guidelines for concrete

structures reinforced with FRP.

3.5.I Japanese design guidelines

Two different shear design recomnendations for FRP reinfolced members ate presented

in this section. namely, those ofthe Japanese society fol civil engineers (JSCE) and of the

Building Research Institute (BRI).
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3.5.1.1 JSCE design recommendations

The JSCE recommendatiolìs for design and construction of concrete structures using FRP

were first published in English in October 1997. The shear provision in these design

guidelines ìs consìdered as a modifled version of the JSCE (1986,1996) specifications for

steel rejnforced members. Two different shear design methods are proposed in the JSCE

recomrnendation for members reinfolced longitudirally and transversely with FRP bals.

Methott I:

The design shear strength, I/¿, is detennined by the following equatior-r:

V, = V"¡t + V,,,, i Il 
nu.r

(3-27)

V,g is Íhe desìgn shear stl'ength of members without sheal reinforcement and is given by

v,,, = þ, þ,,þ',f,",,b"d / Y,,

f,.,,, = 0.2(f",,)"

p,,=(looo/d)" <15

/ \,:
B,=1100p,,8, El' <I.5

p,, 1-.\,1 , .\,1 ., for À,>0
þ,,=l+2M,,/ M,¡ for N,, <0

(3-28a)

(3-28b)

(3 -28c)

(3-28d)

(3-28e)

where .{,, is the design conlpressive strength of the concrete ( .f:,, = f ,. ly, ), N¿ is the

design axial courplessive folce (or pr:eslressing force), M¿ is the design bending morrent,

Mo is the deconpression monrent, ð. is the reference elastic modulus (4. : 200 GPa). y¡,

is tlre nrember safety factor (n, - 1.3), ¡. is the material safety factol of concrete (rc : 1 3

for.f', <50 MPa and 1.5 otherwise) and /, should be within the limits 0 < p, < 2.0.
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V¡¿ is the design shear corfributed by FRP shear reinforcement and is given by:

Itu, =fA,tEr"r(nnø, +cosd.)/.t + Ar,.f,.,$ina,,+"oro,.')i r,,J¡d iy, (3-29a)

nrt 
__¡ o flr., ,oooor, , 'o tl, \ 1,,, , t-

(,1
"/,.,=¡oosr,03)f. y,.

I -^ rll c <: fJt,-" t,' L l\ot\ :.t1., / t

. I l0

t' -( 
tt \ ',, ._ - l:oo) ' .¿

o., = (N,r + P,,t)/ A! < 0.4.f',,,",,

s fo-r/E n.
(3-2eb)

(3-29c)

(3-2ed)

(3-29e)

lì-)q+l

where q, is the design value of shear reinforcement strain at ultir.nate limit state../¡,,¿ is

the design strength ofthe beld por1ion, 16 is the bend radius, ¿/¿ is the bar diameter, Í,¡t, is

the safety factor for the bend (y,,t¡: 1 3), a, is the angle between the shear reinforcement

and the member axis, s is the spacing of shear leinforcement. d/, and.r,, are the inclination

angle and spacing of draped prestressing tendons. lr,, is the cross-sectional area of the

draped tendons..fi,, is the effective tensile stress in the prestressing sheal reinforcement

tendons, /d is tl.re shear depth (7d = dl1fÐ, .f ,,,",, is the design compressive strength of

concl'ete allowing fol size effect, /i is the total depth of the membel. d\. is the average

axial compressive stress, P"¿ is the elfective prestressing force in axial tendons. and y¿ is

the member safety faclor (y¡ - 1 .15).

Vpna is Íhe component of effective tensile folce of draped tendons, obtained from the

following equation:
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[/n* - P",, sina,, / /,, (3-30)

$here /, is the member safety factor' (y6 : 1 .15)

Tlre slrear lorce in concrete ntembers shouid not erceed the design shear capaciÍy L'¿,,,,,.

determined based on the diagonal compressive capacity ofweb concrete, as follows:

where.l; is the design compressive strength of the concrele (f:r: f'1ù, and 7¡ is the

member safety factor (yh: I 3')

Methotl 2:

The shear strength obtained by method 2 is genelally greater than that obtained by

method 1; however, it rnight give a lower shear strength than method I when the

longitudinal leinforcement has high rigidity. It was repoúed in the JSCE design

guidelines (1997) fhàr. the nethod given below is greatly simplihed. for instance by

conservalively ignoring the eflect ofthe shear span-to-depth ratio on shear strength.

The design shear strength when shear reinforcement does nÕt lupture is caìculated as

follows:

f/ f, f-/l-tJJ-f/¡itl tJ-r- )

V"¡¿ is fhe design shear force canied by concrete, obtained from the following equation

V,,,,,,,, = .f,,,,,b,,'d / Y o

f ,,,,, =1 2s\tf: < 7.8 Mpa

V4¿ = I/,,t +tr,,t

V,-,, = 13 f,,,,,,x"b,, / Yu

(3-31)

(3 -3 3a)

(3-33b)
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I/"n = þnþr,, (..f,,,,.,,)t '(.h - x,)b,, / yh

I rl ,¿,-" to Ir =[r os(p,r ),]|r_[ ;. I 
].'

>0

> 040

(3 -3 3c)

(r-Jro)

(3 -3 3e)

(r-rJr.)

(3-33g)

(3-33h)

6-orlirl' \J""' )

p, =t-t(+)
\ ./,,,.., /

o-, o.z.+( 
p'8, -lop.a, _o ool

I s000f )

/.-Ì-l:'l
l Í,^,, )

wherc V,,¿ is the design shear force carried by concrete in compression. Ir.,,¿ is the design

slrear force carried by concrele in diagonal cracking zone, xe is the depth of conclete

compression zone at ultimate,,v is the position of neutral axis accordilg to elastic theory.

o,v is tlre average axial compressive stress (equation 3-29f) and y¡ is tbe member safety

faclot (yb- L3).

Iþ is the design shear contributed by FRP shear reinforcement, obtained by the

following equalion:

., AuE u€,,1/¡ - ¡. )å,, I

"" stand,, /t,
(3-34a)

(3-34b)
a --L,e,, =0.0001"1.f ',,,.., #

\ P,'t',,

t- rl
r , rl ot' 'l. ¡,..., ] 

i

<+'f
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where.f6u,,¿ is the design strength ofthe bend porliol (equation 3-29c). e¡, is the strain in

tlie FRP shear leinlorcement at ultirl'ìate linit state, aÍò. e",. is the angle of diagonal

cracking.

The design shear strength u'hen shear reinlorcement bleaks by fibre rupture is calculated

o=-{,-[#)"J

as follows:

v,, =v,,, - þ,,,V,,, -r,,,)+ p,1t",,, * p,v,tit

V,,, = þ,þ,,.f",,r,,b., / y,, + þ,,,,8,,|,,P,,(,f",,)" (t - r,,)b,, I y,,

< 1.5

>0

! n"f ìþ,, o,t[roooo ,ouoJ < o]8

k=r-ls\l
I r:,,

p,,, = t_^,'
Lu€,'

(3 -34c)

(3-3sa)

(3-3sb)

(3-3 sc)

(3-35d)

(3-3se)

(3-35Ð

(3-3sg)

(3-35Ìi)

(3-35Ð

-, [, lo, )'''1..'-t -l-r l'
r =01ís!l

( /.., ,

pu = (tooo t ,t)' '

n 1.lo.rl
lJt ' - r- rl t , J
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where 4, is the diagonal shear cracking load. V,,¿, I/o¿ and V¡a are given by equations

(3-33b), (3-33c) and (3-34a), respectively. ro is the depth of compression zone in concrete

at onset of diagonal cracking, .f6"n¿ is The bend capacity of FRP stinups as given by

equation (3-29c). and á1, is the strain in the FRP shear reinforcemenl as given by

equation (3-34b).

It should be noted that the mode of failure ofthe beam varies depending on the rigidity ol

the longitudinal reinforcement and the shear reinforcement. It is implied by equations

(3-34) and (3-35) that for a rigidity i:ndex Qc¡E¡I}a¡E¡,) less than 5000. shear failure

occurs due to rupture of shear reinforcement and fol a rigidity inder (pnE¡¡+10p¡,87,)

higher than 5000, shear failule occuls due to concrete crushiì1g.

Verification of shear crncks:

It is stated that verification of shear cracks shall be in accordance with JSCE standards

for steel reinforced members. The JSCE standalds indicate that for a member whose

stinup strain is not greater than 0.001 and whose service load does not exceed 0.5 to 0.7

times the ultimate load, the shear crack width does not have signifìcant influence. The

allowable crack widths set for aesthetic considelations is 0.5 mn for nornal

environr.nents.

3.5.1.2 Building Research Institute (BRI)

The BRI recommendations for design of concrete structures using FRP u,ere f,rrst

published in Englisli on August 1997 in tlie Journal of Composiles for Construction
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(Sonobe ef al. 1997). Two different shear. design methods are proposed in the BRI

lecommendations for members leinforced longitudinaJly and traDsversely with FRp bars.

Sheur Strength Ea.(l) : MotliJication of Arakawa's Equatiott

The shear strength of members reinforced with FRP is given by:

v,, = min .(0.8V,,,,0.9V,,.)

[orrsrrlr-rsol - II/',=b i,tl ttffi'-:tlo,r ,,)

,t 0ll5/i,ii,,(l'rt80) ^-r I/ ,=b, ¡rl-T^t titl+ot-, ^?71e, r 
)

k,,=0.72 when d >40cm;Æ,,=1 otheru,ise

k t, - 0.82(100 p t,.E /, / E ,ft'

(3-36a)

units : kgf. cln (3-36b)

units: kgf, cnr (3 -36c)

(3-36d)

(3-36e)

where 4r represents the shear strength when the shear reinfolcement rupture, tr//?l

represents the shear strength when the concrete undergoes compression failur:e.7d is the

slrear depth 0d - 0.575d),.f, is the concrete complessive strength (kgflcrn2) ald.f6o,,¿ is

the bend stlengtholFRP stirrupstkgf crnr).arrd p, p,(8. t.).

Equation (3-36) was derived from the corlespondence between the calculated and lest

values. since crìteria for distinguishing between rupture and compression failure are not

clearly established. The tested beams used to develop equation (3-36) have the following

charactelistics:

Concrete strength:

Bend capacity:

Shear span-to-depth ratio:

225 <f; < 500 kgfTcm2

3500 <.f1,",¿< 9200 kgflcm2

1.67 <(a/d1 <4.0

I0i
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Shear reinlorcement capacity: Plf*,r t 150 kgflcm2

Shear Strensth Eq.(2) : Applicøtion of Evaluafion Methotl of AIJ Design Guidelines

The shear strength of members reinforced with FRP is given by:

V,, =b,, j,p,,.(a,f0",,,,)+a,,tar',e(v f,' -2p,, f,,",,,,)\,t tZ

rane=l(tn)'+r-L/h

v =0.7 - l,' /2000

units :kgl cm (3-37a)

(3-37b)

(3-37c)

where Z is the cleal span of the member (cm). å is the total depth of the member (cm),7,

is the distance between the top and bottom longitudinal reintbrcements (cm), v is the

effectiveness lactor for compressive strengtl.r of conclete, and ø,, and ao arc lhe

effectiveness factors for truss rnechanism and alch mechanism. respecti\¿ely, as given

below.

The reilforcemelt effìciency of the shear reinforcement at the ultirnate state is

lepresented by ø,,, and the concrete complcssion section is assumed to ]:esist shear folces

ùp to cra times the maximum bearable compression folce. The f'ollowing two alte lative

nretlrods ale ploposed using different values f'or the coeffìcients a,, and ao:

Altenrative l: ø,,:0.50, utd ao:1.0; when the ultimate state takes the form of shear-

rupture failure (p¡J6",,¿ < 0.5 t.f, )

Altemative 2: ø,,,:0.50, and ao:0; when the ultirnate state takes the form of shear-rupture

failure
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In both altematives, \Ã,hen the ultimate state takes the form of shear--compression failure

@¡li",o, 0 5uf,). a.,: 0.50, and p¡fi",¿- 0.5 rd ma¡ be substituted into equation (3-37)

to give:

V,, = h,,, i, p r,(05v ¡',) t z (3-38)

values calculated from the two altelïatives were compaled with the test values. while

alternative 2, which igr.rores the arch mechanism, gives values on the safe side. the

agreement between the test and calculated values is low in the range (p^fben,j < 50). As

(pt fi",¿) increases, however, the difference between alternatives 1 and 2 is reduced. the

salre values are given by tlie two altematives for shear-compression failur.e (equation

3-38). The tested beams used to develop equations (3-37) and (3-38) have the follo$'ing

characteristics:

Concrete strenglh

Bend capacity:

Span latio:

225 <. f, < 500 kgflcrn2

3800 <Ji,,d< 9200 kgf/cm2

1.6<(L/D)<4.0

Shear reinforcement capacity: 25 < p1frn,a < 150 kgf/cm2

Shea| reinforcement pitch: 0.09 < s/7, < 0.5

where.T¿ is the distance between the top and bottom longitudinal reinforcements.

3.5,2 Canadian Highrvay Bridge Design Code (CHBDC 1998)

The Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code includes a new section fbr. fibre-reinfor.ced

structules (CHBDC 1998 and Bakht ¿/ al. 1996). According to the CHBDC. 1he shear

sfength of concrete members reinforced with steel is determined using the general

method of the CSA23.3-94 (1994), which is based on the modif,red compression field
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theoly. The design shear capacity of concrete mentbers reinforced \Ã,ith FRp is obtained

by the following modif,ication of the general luethod used for colcrete members with

steel reinforcemenl:

Vu =V,¡a + øÌ,Vt +f ,t,t < 0.2sf, b,, jd (i-3e)

wherejd is the effective shear depth ( jd > 0.9d ), tr/4a is the shear resistance provided by

the concrete, determined by the general rnethod (chapter 2. section 2.5.2.2), /,, is tlie

resistance factor fol the prestressing tendons, tr/,, is the sheat resistance provided by the

draped tendons àÍd V,p is tlre shear resistance provided by the shear reinforcement,

detennined by the following equation;

,, ë.J.,A., ¡,t(cot? -cota )sinø.

J

.f¡.=E,¡eo. (0.3 + 0.054 / d,,).f ,,,,.

1-) D,1.
s, =00001 lf' ' " "" ì1 nF\ r 

^" I'

(3-40a)

(3-40b)

(3-a0c)

where fiis the matetial resistance lactol of the FRP stiruups. dìs the angle of ìnclination

of the plincipal diagonal compressive stresses to the longitudinal axis of tlre member,

determined by the general method, ar is the angle of inclination of the ttansverse

reinforcement to the longitudinal axis of the member and 01. is the average axial

conpfessive stress.

3.5.3 Eurocrete Project

Modified design rules aÌe being pt'oposed by Clarke et al. Q996) for several European

design codes (such as British code BSSl10, Eurocode ENV 1992 and Norwegian code

l,*Ig.l'"l < ooolI r/'.r 
.l
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NS 3473). The Eurocrete Project provisions for FRP shear reinforcement are the same as

the provisions for steel reinforced concrete beams. the only dilference being in ihe

calculation of the concrete contribution to shear. The concrete contributiou depends on

the ratio of lorgitudinal reinforcement, which is to be multiplied by the ratio of the

stiffness of the FRP to that of steel

P",, =Pu(nrtn,) (3-41)

where E7 < 8". and E:200 GPa.

Tlre effective reirlforcement ntio p17" can then be used in existing expressions to obtain

the shear resistance provided by the concrete.

According to Clarke et al. (1996). a character.isric strength of the FRP shear

reinforcement should be met. The strain in the shear reinfolcement at ultimate should be

linited to 0.0025 (whìcli is slightly higher than the maximum strain implied by the

British standard BS 8110 which limits the stress for steel to 460 MPa). Accordingly, the

limiting value of shear stress, lji, should be taken as

.f ¡t = 0.0025 E, (i-+r)

Fulhermore, a minimum amount of shear reinforcement equivalent to a shear stress ol

0.4 MPa for all grades of concrete should be prorrided. Test values were compared

against the r¡alues predicted by 8S8110, nodified accolding to equations (3-41) and (3-

42). A partial safety factor ofat least 1.5 is recommended fol a safe desigrl appt'oach.

Thc provision of shear reinlorcement lor prestressed conclete bealls is the same as for

reinforced beams: only the approach for obtaining the concrete contribution. 4, to the

shear strength differs. The approach proposed by the Euloclete project for beams

prestressed by FRP tendons \r¡as to treat the beam as a reinlorced beam but with an axial
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load. This approach was originally adopted by the Eurocode EC2 and the Norwegian

standards NS3473 for prestlessed conclete beams u'ith steel tendons. The concrete

contribution depends on the area of longitudinal leinforcement. which again should be

modìfied by rnultiplying by the ratio of (EnlE").

3.5.4 Comparative studies

Mostofinejad and Razaqpur (1997) perfornred a comparative study between the test data

and the available FRP design recommendations and proposed an altemative procedure for

shear design of RC members with FRP leinforcement. Twenty-foru beams from

experimental work carried out by various researchers. such as Alsayed ef al. (1996).

Yljay er tl. (1996) and Zhao et al. (1995), were selected lbl this investigation. The JSCE

and BRI design recommendations were used to predict the shear strength of the selected

test beams. The findings of this study can be summalized as follows:

1. Comparison of experimental data with the results of these methods indicated that no

matter which cor.nbination of FRP rnaterial and steel is used for flexulal and shear

reinforcement. the BRI method is highly conservative.

2. Tlie JSCE method 1 overestimates the shear strength of FRP reinforced concrele

beams in many cases.

3. The following equation proposed in this study and partially based on the ACI code. is

less conservative than that of the BRI method: hol'ever. it needs a theoretical

undcrpirming bclolc its adoptiorr in plactice.

I- -V !I/',-'.(",,)'',¡

v4",t = 0.166{f ib,,(i

(3-43a)

(3-43b)
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A. f.dU_
.ç

dût,

027
r - (r,,, - 100J :000

(3-43c)

(3-43d)

(3-43e)for f,,,, < 2000 MPa

where iå, is the stress in shear reinforcement at ultimate slÚ.fe..ft,,, is the tensile strength

parallel to the fibres of the FRP shea¡ reinforcenlent and d¡ is the bar diametel of the

shea[ reinforcement.

It should be mentioned that equation (3-43) applies only fol the shear-ruptule mode of

failure and cannot predict the shear conpression mode of failule.

3.6 Summary

This chapter leviews the research work, the field applìcation project and the development

ofdesign guidelines 1'or the use ofFRP as shear reinforcement in collcrete structures. It

can be seen that most of the resealcll work has been conducted in Japar.r and has resulted

in the inplenentation of two different design guidelines (JSCE and BRI). The Canadian

(CHBDC) and European (Euloclete Project) codes used the experimental work canied

out by Japanese researchers in their design guidelines for members leittforced with FRP.

Besides the well-known factors affecting the shear stlength of reinforced concrete

menrbers, *ch as a/rl,.f, , p"t, ps,, e\c.. the shear strer.rgth of members reinforced with FRP

is also affected by the relative stiffness (E/Er) and the strength reductiol of FRP stinups

due to the bend effect and the effect ofthe inclined shear cracks intersecting the stirrups

with an angle. The use of the relative stiffness facfor (8y'8") to rnodify the shear
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resistance provìded by the concrete, I/., was proposed by various Íesearcllers and code

cornmittees. The JSCE and the BRI design guidelines used the bend capacity of FRP

stinxps to lûnit the stirrups' contribution to the shear strength ofconcrete beans.

It has been shown by soû1e researchers that the diagonal tensile strength of the FRP bars

is generally less than the bend capacity of FRP stirrups. However, it has been repoded

for beams reinforced with FRP stirrups and conlirmed by many researchers that shear

failure normally occurs either by concrete crushing or rupture of the FRP stinups at the

bend portion. Stirrup kinking at the crack location has not been seen to affecl the

capacity of FRP stinups in beam action. Chapter 5 of the thesis presents analytical

models for both bend and kink effects on the strength of FRP stinups and proposes a

rational model lor eacll effect.
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Table 3-4. Characteristics ofbearns tested by Zhao el a1, (1995)
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Table 3-6. Chalactetistics of beatns tested by Yonekura e/ ol- (1993)
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Figure 3-3. Photomiclograph photo ofa bent fìbre
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Figule 3-4. Test setup by Maruyama e/ al. (1993)
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Chapter

4

The Experimental Program

4.1 General

The main objective of the experimental program is to examile the stluctural performance

of FRP stirrups as shear reinforcement for concrete structures.

The first phase, Phase I, is designed to evaluate the strength capacity of a single FRP

stinup as influenced by bending of the FRP bars to achieve the appropriate anchor.age and

the effect of the diagonal shear cracks which have an angle u'ith the direction of the

fibres. Eighty-six specially designed specimens were tested to examine the bend effect on

the stinup capacity. Seven specimens reinforced with steel stinups were tested as contlol

specinens. Tl.re variables considered are the type of rnaterial. bar diametet', configuration

ofthe stirrup anchorage. er.nbedment length, and tail lenglh ofthe stirups. Ten additional

specimens leinforced with FRP stirrups with variable angles wele specially designed and

tested to examine the eflect of the diagonal clacks ou the stinup capacity. Two

specimens reinforced with steel stinups wele also tested as control specimens.
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The second phase, Phase II, complised ten large-scale reinforced conclete beams tested to

failure to investigate the modes of fàilure and the ultimate carrying capacity of the FRP

stinups in the beam-action mechanism. The shear defomation. crack width, and slirrup

strain were examined. The ten bearns included four beams reinforced with calbon FRP

stin'ups, four beams reinforced with glass FRP. one beam reinforced with steel stir'r'ups

and one corfrol beam without shear reinforcement. The variables colsidered in the

second phase wele the material ofthe stirrups. material ofthe flexural reinforcement, and

stirup spacing.

This chapte| plesents details ofthe specimens' configuration, fabrication. test setups and

the instrumentation used to monitol the response at the different limit states during the

test. This chapter also provides detailed charactelistics ofthe materials used in this study

based on testing ofcontrol specimens.

4.2 Materials

Two types of FRP stirrups w'ere used as shear reinforcement, carbon FRP (CFRP) and

glass FRP (GFRP). CFRP reinforcement is characterized by lTaving tl.re highest elastic

modulus of commercially available FRP nlaterialt hou'ever, it has the smallest tensile

strain ât failu¡'e. GFRP reinfolcement is characterized by having the lowest tensile elastic

modulus; however', it exhibits the highest ultimate tensile strain among the different types

of FRP. GFRP reinforcement is also consideled to be the most economical FRP material.

The different types ofFRP bars used as shear reinforcement in this ploglar.n are shown in

Figure 4-1. Steel and CFRP strands were used as flexural reinflolcement. The
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characteristics of the CFRP, GFRP and steel reinlorcement used in this study are

presented in the follor'"'ing sections and summarized in Table 4-1.

4.2.1 CFRP Leadline

Leadline bars are produced by Mitsubishi Chenical. Japan (Mitsubishi Chemical

Corpolation. 1992). Leadline bars are manufactured r:sing linearly oriented Dialead coal-

tar-pitch-based continuous carbon fibres and epoxy resin. The bar has a rectangular

cross-section (10x5mm) with a l-mm epoxy-resin coat to protect the lìbre core from any

UV radiation ol chemical attack. The effective diameter, ¿/". of the Leadline bar used in

this study was 7.0 mm with a cross-sectional area of 3 8.5 mm2.

The stress-strain lelationship of the Leadline is linearly elastic np to failure. as repofied

by the manufacturer and as measured by standard tension tests. Six straight Leadline bars

wele tested in tension to evaluate the elastic modulus and the strengfh parallel to the

frbres. The tension specimens were anchored using 30O-mln-long 19-mm-diametef steel

pipes filled with epoxy. Strain gauges and extensoÍì'ìeters were used to monitor the strain

during the test. The average tensile stress and shain at ultimate were 1730 MPa and I .26

peÌcent, respectively. The average tensile elastic modulus of the Leadline bars. based on

linear regression analysis up to failule, was 137 GPa. A typical stress-strait.r lelationship

for the Leadline bar is shown in Figure 4-2.

The CFRP Leadline stirrups were delivered prefablicated. The carbon hbr.es were pre-

bent in the lonl of stinups prior to the cu'ing process. Two different configurations of

the Leadline stinups were used in this program, as shown in Figure 4-3(a) and Tabl.e 4-2.
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The inside bend radius, /ó, of the Leadline stirrups, was either 20 mm or 50 nrm, which

corresponds to ar¡id" ratio of 3.0 or 7.0. respectively.

4.2.2 CFRP CFCC

Carbon-fibre-composite cables (CFCC) n'ere also used in this program as shear

reinforcement. CFCC bars are produced by Tokyo Rope..lapan (Tokyo Rope MFG. Co.,

Ltd., 1993). Three different sizes $'ere used. 7.5-mm sevel-wire cable. 5-mm solid cable

and 5-nm1 seven-wire cable. The CFCC bars are manufactured usins PAN carbon

(Besfight HTA) fibres and modified epoxy resin. Table,i-1 shows the geotretrical and

material charactelistics of the CFCC bars used in this program. Several tension tests

were conducted to evaluate the tensile stlength parallel to the fibre ald the elastic

modulus. The results ofthese tests are given in Table 4-1. The stress-strain lelationship

of the CFCC bars is lirearly elastic up to failure with an elastic modulus varying from

137 ro 143 GPa.

The CFCC stin'ups were delivered prefabricated. lt was leporled that lhe pre-pregnated

strands were berrt over metal bars to the lequiled bend radius and then the epoxy resin

matrix was heated to l-rarden. This process was evidenced by the flattened zone at the

bend location. The dimensions of the two different configurations of the CFCC stirrups

used ir this program are given in Figute 4-3(b) and Table 4-2. The inside bend-radius to

bar-dian]eter ratio (r otd") ofthe CFCC stinups ranged between 3.2 and 4.8.

Fifteen-mm. 7-wire CFCC sûands were used as flerural reinfolcement for two beams

tested in Phase ll. 'ihe CFCC stlands used had a guaranteed stlength of 1750 MPa rvith a
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tensjle elastic modulus of 137 GPa. The geornetrical and mechanical properties of the

CFCC strand are given in Table 4- 1 .

4.2.3 GFRP C.BART'NI

GFRP stirrups. commerciall¡' known as C-BAR, were also used in this program. The

C-BAR stinups are produced by Marshall Industries Composites Inc., Lima, Ohìo. USA.

C-BAR reinforcing bar is manufactued through a hybrid pultrusion process with pÌoper

deformation of the surface material that is made from ceramic fibres embedded in

Urethane modified vinylester. The ìnner core is composed of unidilectional hbres

embedded in recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) resin matedal. The nominal

diameter of the C-BAR bar used in this ploglam is 12 mm with a cross-sectional area of

113 mm2.

The mechanical properties of the 12-mm C-BAR reinforcing bar are given in Table 4-1.

The values given in Table 4-1 al'e based on an extensive experimental program conducted

by Rizkalla et al. (1997'). The stress strain lelationsl,ip of the C-BAR bar is linearly

elastic up to failure with al elastic modulus of 41 GPa. The avelage tensile stress at

ultimate was 640 MPa as reporled by Rizkalla et al. (1997). However'. the gr"raranteed

tensile strength of the 12-mm C-BAR bar is 713 MPa, according to the manufacturer'. A

typical stress-strain relationship t-or the C-BAR reinforcing bar is shou'n in Figure 4-2.

The C-BAR stinups w'ere delivered prefabricated. The C-BAR bars were bent during the

curing process of the impregnated glass fibres. The curing process included a heating

process that could affect the strength capacity ofthe bend section. The dimensions ofthe
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different configurations of the C-BAR stinups used in this program are given in Figure

4-3(c) and Table 4-2. The inside bend radius ofthe C-BAR stinups used in this program

q,as 50 mm, which corresponds to a r ¡/d" ratio of 4.0.

4.2.4 Steel

The steel stinups used in this program as shear reìnlorcement in the control specimens

were made of 6.35-mm-diameter deformed steel bars. The steel stirrups liad the

configuration shown in Figure 4-3(d) and were delivered pre-bent by Cowin Steel Co..

Winnipeg, Manitoba. The nominal yield stress of the 6.35-mm steel bars is 600 MPa.

Three straight steel bars u'ere tested in tension to dete 'ì'ìine the stress strain lelationship

ofthe steel bar. Tension tests slrowed that the yield stress of the 6.35-mm steel bal was

660 MPa, based on |he 0.2% proof stress, and the tensile elastic rnodulus was 206 GPa.

A typical stress-strain diagram for the 6.35-mm steel bar is shown in Figure 4-2.

Fifteen-mm. 7-wile steel strands were used as flexural reinforcement lol eight beams

tested in Phase II. Three I -O¡n-long steel strands were tested ìn tension to evaluate the

tensile properlies ofthe steel strands. The steel strands used had a yield strength of 1590

MPa and an ultimate stlength of 1 860 MPa witli a tensile elastic modulus of 200 GPa.

4.2.5 Concrete

Coucrete was provided by a commercial supplier (Perimeter Concrete Ltd.) and all the

specimens for phase I and II r.vere cast in place in the labolatory. The concrete had a 10-

mm maxirnum aggregate size and a 100-mm slump. The wate/cement ratio was
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approximately 0.40 and the cement content was 330 kg/m'. The mix proportion by

\\'eight was I (CSA type 10 normal Portland cement) : 3.0 (coarse aggregate) : 2.9 (Iìne

aggregate). The target compressive strength of the concrete was 35 MPa after 28 days.

Twelve concrete cylinders were cast from each batcl,. Six cylinders were tested in

compression, three on the day of testing ofeach beam, according to ASTM C39-96. The

stress-strain relationship of the concrete was also determined or.r the day of testing

according to ASTM C468-87a using tluee concrete cylinders. The average compressive

strength of the concrete cylinders ranged between 33 and 54 MPa at the tinre of testing.

Figure 4-4 shows the stress-sfi'ain diagrams for two different batches of the concrete

used. The tensile strength of the concrete was measured using the splittirig test for thee

concrete cylinders on the same day as compression testing according to ASTM C496-90.

The average tensile strength, based on the split-cylinder test, ranged from 3.0 MPa to 4.0

MPa.

4.3 Experimental Phase I

Phase I was conducted to evalì"Ìate the strength capacity of a single FRP stirrup as affected

by

a- the bend section of the FRP stinup. "hend ffict"

b- the angle ofinclination ofthe sl.real ctack, 'kink ef/ëct"
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4.3.1 Tcst Specimens

Two types of panel specinens were specially designed and tested in this phase. The hrst

t¡'pe of panel specimen, designated as a hend specimen. was designed to investìgate the

bend effect on the strength capacity ofFRP stinups. The second type ofpanel specimel.

designated as a kink specimen, was designed to investigated the kink effect on the

strength capacity of FRP stinups.

4.3.1.1 Bend specimens

Ninety-three specially designed specimens using diffelent types of CFRP, GÞ-RP and steel

stirrups were fàbricated. The configuration and dimensions of a typical specimen are

shown in Figule 4-5. The er.nbedn.rent length within the blocks was varied by using

different lengths ofplastic tube for debonding as shown in Figure 4-5. The dimensions of

each concrete block were 200 x 250 x 200 rnm, 300 x 300 x 150 mm or 500 x 300 x 150

mm. according to the dimensions of the stimup used. The free length of the stilrup

between the two blocks was kept constant at 200 rnm. Tlie valiables cor.rsidered il.r this

phase are as follows:

1. The material type of the stinups. Three types of FRP material were used, CFRP

Leadline stirrups, CFCC stirups and GFRP C-BAR stirrups. Steel stirrups u,ere also

tested as control specimens.

l. The eflectire bar dianreter. J" t r4.4" r t. The effective bar diameter u'as

determined based on the r.rominal cross-sectional area ofthe FRP bar. Table 4-1 gives

the d" r'alues for the diflerent FRP bars used in thìs program.
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The bend radius. /'ó. Difïelent bend radji were used in this program. The bend-radius

to effective-bar-diameter, r /d". rafto was varied betu,een 3.0 and 7.0.

The embedment length, /¿. The embedrnent length was valied. as shown in

Figure 4-5. betu,een 25 and 350 mm.

The configulation of the stimup anchorage. Two types of stirup alchorage were

used, as shown in Figure 4-5; type A anchorage with standard hook and a tail length.

/a,", and type B anchorage with continuous end.

The tail length. I¿.. The tail length. defiled in Figule 4-5, was varied between 3 and

20 times the nomjnal bar diameter', d¿.

Detailed information about the tested ber.rd specimens is given in Tables 4-3 thlough 4-6.

Tables 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5 give the details ofthe bend specirnens reinforced with Leadline.

CFCC and C-BAR stinups. respectively. Table 4-6 gives the details of the control

specimens reínlorced with steel stirups.

flre bend specimens were fabricated in gloups of 6 to 22 specimens. The concrete was

cast in wooden forms specially made lor the blocks anchoring the FRP stirrup. Tl.re

specimens $¡er e tested witliin 21 to 40 days after casting of the cor.rcrete. The average

compressive stlength of the concrete after'28 days was 45 MPa.

4.3.1.2 Kink specimens

Ten speciall-v designed specimens using different types of CFRP and GFRP rvere

fabricated. An additional two specimens reinforced with steel stinups were tested as

control specirnens. Tbe configuration and dimensions of a typical specimen are shown in
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Figure 4-6. Each specimen was reinforced \\¡ith two stirrups at angle d wìth the central

axis of the panel. as shown in Figure 4-6. The dilensions of the panel \'ere kept

constant for all the tested specimens. The variables of this experimental phase were as

follows:

1. Type ol materìal. Two types of FRP material were used, CFRP Leadline stinups and

GFRP C-BAR stinups.

2. Angle of inclìnation d. Five dilferent inclination angles were used, 25 degrees, 35

degrees.45 degrees, 53 degrees and 60 degrees.

Detailed information about the tested kink specitnens is given in Table 4-7. The dowel

strength ofCFRP and GFRP bars used in this experimental phase was evaluated by direct

shear test. illustrated in Figule 4-7. The direct shear test was conducted accordilg to the

"test methc,td _for shear properties of continuous .libre reinforcing mnterials (JSCE-C110-

1995) " proposed by JSCE (1997).

4.3.2 Test setup

4.3.2.1 Bend specimens

The test setup, shown in Figure 4-8. consisted of a 500-kN hydraulic jack. used to apply

the relative displacement between the two concrete blocks and a 75-kip (333-kll) load

ceil to measure the applied load. Steel plates (100 x 100 rmn) and plastel bags u'ere

placed in front of the load cell and the hydraulic jack in order to distribute the applied

load on the applied surface. The two blocks were placed on top of steel rollers to

minimize the friction forces between the blocks and testing bed. Electrical strain gauges
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and/or 50-mnl extensometers were attached to each leg of the stin'up. Two 300-nrm

extensometers (PI gauges) were attached to the sides ofthe concrete blocks to urouitor the

relative displacernent between the blocks. A 16-channel data acquisition system using a

16-bit Validyne A/D card was used to record the leadings ofthe load cell. strail gauges,

and gxtensometers.

4.3.2.2 Kink specimens

The test setup. sho$'r.r in Figule 4-9, consisted of two 500-kN hydraulic jacks comected

to the same air compressol using a Those connection and two 75-kip (333-lN) load ceìls

to measure the applied load. Steel plates (100 x 100 mm) and plastel bags were placed in

front ofthe load cells and the hydraulic jacks in order to distribute the applied load on the

applied surface. The specirnen was placed on the top of steel lollers to llinimize the

friction forces between the specimen and testing bed. Electrical strain gauges wele

attached to the stinups in the direction of the fibres at the location of the artificial crack.

100-mm extensoneter (PI gauge) was atlacl-red to the top surface of the specimen, as

shown in Figure 4-9, to monitor the opening of the arlificial crack. The readings of the

load cells, strain gauges and the extensometer were recorded using a 16-channel data

acquisition system.

4.4 Phase II

Phase lI was undedaken to investigate the modes of failure and tl.re ultimate carrying

capacity of concrete beams reinforced with FRP stinups. The shear defonnation in terms
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of crack width and relative slide along crack sides wele also examiued. In this

experimental phase, CFRP and GFRP bars were used as shear reinforcemeut in the forrrr

of vertical stin'ups. Steel and CFRP stralds were used as flexural reìnforcement to

investigate the effect of the elastic t.nodulus on the shear behaviour.

4,4.1 Test specimens

A total of ten specially designed beams were tested. Foul beatns were reinfbrced with

CFRP Leadline stirrups, four beams with GFRP C-BAR stirrups, one beam with steel

stirrups and a control beam without shear reilforcement. The cross-section of the tested

beams was a T-section with a total depth of 560 mm and a flange width ol 600 nrr¡ as

shown in Figure 4-10. Eight beams were reinforced for flerure with six 15¡lm, 7-wire

steel strands with high yield str-ength. Two beams were reinforced fol flexute with seven

15-mm 7-wire CFCC strands. All beams were designed to fail in shear while the flexural

reinforcement was within the elastic range to simulate the linear behaviour of FRP. The

beam without shear reinforcemerf was used as a control beam to account for all concrete

contributions. including the dowel action of the steel sttands used for flexu¡al

reinforcement. wl,ich are normally u,eaker in dowel action than conventional steel

reinforcement. Each beam consisted ofa S.O-meter simply supported span with l.O-neter

projections from each end to avoid bond-slip failure ofthe flexural reinforcement. Spilal

reinforcement was used at the beam end to provide conhnement for the concrete around

the reinlolcing bars and tl.rerefore enhance theil bond characteristics. The shear span was

taken as 1 .50 m, corresponding to a shear span-to-depth ratio of 3.2. Only one shear span
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was reinforced with FRP stinups. $'hile the other shear span was reinforced with double

6.35¿nm-dìameter closely spaced steel stirrups, as shown in Figure 4-10. Cor.rtrol bearn

SS-2 was constructed using double 6.35-rnm-diameter steel stinups spaced at d/2 in fhe

two sheff spans, w'hile control beam SN-0 had no shear reinforcement in the two shear'

spans. The variables considered il this phase are as follows:

1. The material type of stirrups. Two types of FRP material q'ere used, CFRP Leadline

stinups and GFRP C-BAR stiüups. The FRP stirrups used in the beam specimens

consisted of two single-legged stirrups tied together using plastic ties, as shorvn in

Figure 4-11. Beams reinforced with 6.i5-mm-diameter steel stinups were also tested

as control specimens. The steel stirrups used in the beam specimens have the same

conflguration as the GFRÌ stirrups. However, they were produced as a continuous

bar (Figure 4-3). The properties of the FRP bars used as stinups in the beam

specìmens ale given in Table 4- 1 .

2. The stirup spacìng, .r. The stinup spacfugs used lor the FRP sTinups were d/2, di3

and d/1. where d is the effective beam deptl.r (d: 470 mm).

3. The material type offlexural reinforcement. Steel strands were used to reinforce eight

beams reinforced for shear by CFRP, GFRP and steel stirrups to evaluate the IIRP

stiÛup contribution to the shear capacity. CFRP strands were used to reinforce two

beams reinforced for shear by CFRP and GFRP stinups to study the effect of using

FRP as flexural reinforcement on the valious shear components.

Detailed information about the tested beam specimens is given in Table 4-8. The

designation ofthe beams uses the first letter either S or C, for beams reinforced with Steel

strands or CFRP CFCC strands for flexure. The designation of the beams uses the second
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letter eithel N. S. C or G, for beams with No shear reinforcement, Steel stirrups, CFRP

stirrups or GFRP stirrups. respectively. The number in the beam designation of2, 3 or'4,

retèrs to the stirrup spacings dl2, d/3 or d/4; respectively.

,{.4.2 Fabrication of the Beâms

A casting bed was constructed to fabricate two beams at the same time, as shown in

Figure 4-12. Before the concrete was cast, the wooden form was lublicated and the

reinforcement cage, including the FRP stirrups, was assembled and tied in place. A

special system of spreader beams was used to ensure the straightness of the reìnforcilg

strands used as flexulal reinforcement. Two cubic meters of concrete were provided by a

commelcial supplier with a target compressive strength of the cor.ìcrete of 35 MPa after

28 days. The average compressive strength of the concrete, based on testing three

standard cylinders, is given in Table 4-8 for each beam. The beams were taken out of the

fo[m. using two overhead cranes of 1.0-ton capacity, by lifting the lreams at t$,o points

1.0 m fi'om the beam ends. The beams were tesled alter at leasl 28 davs from the date of

casting.

4.4.3 Test Setup

The beams w-ere tested using two concentrated loads, 2.0 rrr apafi. The load was applied

using sÍoke control with a rate of 0.3 mm/min up to the shear cracking load and

thereafter at a rate of 0.6 mm/min up to failure. A closed-loop MTS 1000-kN cyclic

loading testing machine was used to apply the load. The range used for testing was 1000
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kN for load and 150 nrm fol stroke. The bean-rs were simply supported on rollels at each

end of the beam, the rollers resting on concrete blocks. as shown in Figure 4-13. The

load was applied through steel l-beams on the fìll width of the beam. Plaster pads were

used at the loading locations and at the bearings to distribute the load evenly. The widths

ofthe loading l-beams and the support plate were 75 and 100 mm, respectively, as shown

in Figure 4-13. The beams were laterally braced at the location of the supports. The

beams were painted with whitewash to enhance visibility of the cracks.

4.4.4 Instrumentation

Insüì-nnentation of the beams included Linear Voltage Displacement Transducers

(LVDTs) for deflection measurenrent, displacement gauges (PI gauges) lor strailt

measurenlents on the concrete surface alld electric slrain gauges attached to the

reinforcement. Detailed descriptions ofthe instlumentation are shown in Figure 4-14 for

beam SN-0, Figure 4-15 for beams SS-2, SC-2 and SG-2, Figule 4-16 lor beams SC-3

and SG-3, CC-3 and CG-3, and Figure 4-17 for beams SC-4 and SG-4.

Electrical strain gauges produced by Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co. Ltd., Japan. of type

FLA-5-11 and a resistance of 120 ohms. were installed on the flexural and shear

reinforcemelt. The strain gauges were glued to the steel bars using M-Bond 200 and to

the FRP stinups using a two-cornpound epoxy, commercially known as AE-l0, The

strain gauges were covered by a waterproof coating to protect them fi'om watet and

damage during casting the concrete. Nine strain gauges were installed on the steel strands

used as flexural reinforcemerf, as shown in Figure 4-14(a). Strain gauges were also
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installed on the FRP stirrups, located within a distance 2d ftom the applied load, as

shown in Figures 4-14(a) to 4-17(a). Fifty-mm PI gauges were attached to the top surface

of the beam at four different locations. as shown in Figures 4-1zl(b) to 4-17(b), to neasure

the strain in the concrete. A 500-mm PI gauge was attached to the concrete surface at the

level ofthe bottom strand in the constant moment zone. The 500-mm gauge length was

long enough to measùre several flexural cracks and provide a representative a\¡erage

strain for the concrete. Two-hundred-mm PI gauges were mounted on the web surface in

three directions at diflerent locations in the shear span, as shou'n in Figure 4-18. to

evaluate the shear defomations in terms of the shear crack width and the slide along the

crack. The shear deformations ofthe other shear span were measured usirg demec-point

stations, as shown in Figures 4- 1 5(b), 4- 16(b) and 4- 1 7(b).

Displacement and stlain leadings were recorded duling the test, using two data

acquisition systems having a total capacity of 48 channels. at a rate of 1 sample per 2

seconds. The load and stroke of the cross-head of the machine were recolded. The

deflections at midspan and at the loading points were nonitored using LVDTs of 125-

mm stroke. Cracking behaviour was monitoled in terms of crack pattern and propagation

of the cracks. The tests were videotaped up to failue to captue the progressive damage

of the beam at the moment of failule.
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Table 4- 1. Properlies ofFRP and steel bars used in tl.re experimental progralll

- yield stlength
--'Based on tension tests

Table 4-2. Dimensions of stinups used ir.r the experimental program

All dimensions in mm
" used in bean specimens
'" epoxy coated stirrups made of 1 0-nun-diameter, 440-MPa-yield-strength conventional mjld steel bars

wele used fol bend specinens only.

Material type CFRP
Le¿dline

CFRP CFCC GFRP
C-BAR

steel
Il - i.0 7-wìre 7-r.vire 7-wire b¡r stand

I Jsed for shear Shear flexule Shcar' shear flexule
nomìna I dìameter d7, (rrrn) tect- sec.

'5x 
I Om¡rl

5.0 5.0 7.5 l5 12.0 6.:t 5 l5

no¡rinal area l, tm') 38.48 15.20 t0.t0 30.40 113.6 ll3 31 .67 140

effective d iameter ¿1,,(nÌn) '7 .0 4.40 3.5 9 6.22 12,0 12.0 6.3 5 13.4

suaranteed strenr¡th (MPa) tR00 I 84? t'7 82 '7 1750 7t3 600' 1590"
¡rllimate tensile strensth 17i0 21'7 Ct" 1 810" l9l0' ¿200 640" 660 t860
elastic rnodulus A lCPa) t37 143 l3'7 131 l3'1 41 206 200

maximum sffain r. (%\ 1.26 L52 1.32 1.40 1.60 1.56 2.0 4.0

Strrrup
ID

Cl'RP Leâdline CFRP CFCC GFRP C-BAR sfeel

4 ) 6 I 9 l0 lt 12"

d¡ Rect.
10x5

Rect.

l0x5
5.0
7-u i¡

5.0
U

7.5
7¡¡

7_5

7-uile
12 t2 6.3 5 6.3 5 l0

510 .510 5t0 510 510 700 520 700 700 510 510 '700

b, 150 105 I50 150 150 61 .5 124 )24 175 t50 90 175

20.0 50 15 15 20 30 50 50 50 20 40 50
lapped 120 45 45 45 160 135 1i5 135 45 t60 135
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Table 4-3. Details ofbend specimens: CFRP Leadline stirrups

r/¿ is the nominal bar diaüeter fof round bars or strands and is taken as the height ofthe sectìon in the

direction ofthe bend in case ofbars wjth rectangular section (d¡ = 5.0 mrn fol Leadline stirrups) , as

ilhìsh'ated belo$,
"-"- reported for both type A and Lvpe B specilnen conlÌguratjons
;-- bond tests ofstraight Leadline bar

dh
1l
lçl c,ort-
lll secrion oi

. the bar+ll+tt +
Y

Berd poÍion

144

nlaterial
rype

nominal
diameter

c|¡

lllln

effective
diametel

¿1"

nll']l

bend radius

mnl

tail Iength

nlnl 1',t'llt')

stlrrup
anchorage

type

Leadline
stirups

rectangular

section
l0 x 5 rrrnr

1.0

21 3

426
150

639
84 1

t50
t20 t7

B100

150

50 7

21 :l +

i 50

126
50

639
I50

84 12

150

120 l8
150

250
300

350

Br00
I 50."

I-eadline
strajghtnoa

l0 x 5 7.0 150
i00
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Table 4-4. Details of bend specimens: CFRP CFCC stirrups

material
lype

nominal
diameter

d¡
lÌllÌl

Effective
dìameter

III[l

bend radius

mm

tail length

lTÙl'ì mm

stirrup
ancholage

tvpe

cFcc
stirrups

) tlult
7-wire

3.59 t5 4.2

459 80

150-

BRO

150-

5mm
single
wile

440 t5 :t.4
4s9 80

150"

B80

t50-

7.5 inrn

7 rvire

6.2

20 3.2. 456 80

150

30 4.8

22.5 3 100

50

456 100

t50

67.5 9 00
50

90 t2 00
50

150 20 100

150

t'a+ d^

B100

150
= repofied for both type A and type B specìmen configurations
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Table 4-5. Details of bend specimens: GFRP C-BARrra stinups

Table 4-6. Details ofbend specimens: steel stinups

" reported fol both type A and type B specimen conhgurations
n"- epoxy coated stirrups made of ì 0-mm-diameter, 4ri0-MPa-yieJd-str ength conventiollal l]]ild steel bars

rvele used for l¡end specìrnens onlv.

Material
type

nominal
diarneter

l1u1ì

effective
diameter

mm

bend ¡adius

mrfì

rail length

inin r-nm

sllIruP
anchorage

type

no. of
specitlens

tested

C-BAR
stilrups

12 12.0 50 rt.0

726

1,15 12

2
100 2

150 1

250 6

Br00
150 )
250 t0

Materiâl
rype

nonrinal
diameter

dh

llllll

effective
diameter

d"

ntrt

bend radius

mtìt

tail Iength

mln mÌIl

stÍTup
auchorage

type

no. of
specinrens

tested

Steel

Stirrups

6.3 5 6.3 5

20 3.0

406
+d¡
ß0

t50
B

ll0
10".' l0 40 4.0 B
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Table 4-7. Details of kink specinens

+ uniaxial tension tests
x* direct shear tests

material
type

nominal
diameter

d6

(mm)

effective
diameter

d"
(mm)

angle of
inclination

e

steel 6.i s 6.3 5

0,,

30

45

90**

Leadline rect.
( 1Oxs )

1.0

0+

25

35

45

5

60

90+ i

C-BAR l2 t 2.0

0'F

25

i5
45

53

60
g0**
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Table 4-8. Details olbeam specimens

2-bÌanch stirrups, shor.vn in Figure 4- l0 for the FRP stirrups ard Figule 4-3 for the steel stirrups,
dimeusions ofthe stirrups used are given in Table 4-2
'-r tensile strenctÌì of FRP bar in the direction ofthe fiì¡res

d i' the eflectire bearr deptlr 470 rrul--yìeld 
stleu.gth

Beanr
ID

Flexural
reinforc.

strIIL|ps Efi /8, .trt"

MPa

spacing

J

sheal rft
ratio

p,.-A,.tb.s

P¡' E¡
/E,

p¡¡.1t,"

MPa

I
MPa

SN-O

6

l 5-mm
7-r.vilc
steel

strands

54

SS-2 Steeì- 660 d/2 0.40% 2.64 54

SC.2 CFRP.

Leadline 0.70 1800.=

d/2 0.24% 0.r68 4.32 54

SC-3 0.36 % 0.252 6.48 5,1

SC-4 0.47 % 0.329 8.46 5t

SG-2 GFRP-

C-BAR 0.2l 713-

0.71 V" 0.149 5.06 54

SG-3 1.05% 0.220 749 JJ

SG-4 d/1 |.40% 0.294 9.98 JJ

CC.3 7

IS-mn.r

CFCC
strands

Leadline 0.70 1800 d/3 036% 0.252 6.4 8 50

CG-3 C-BAR 0.2l 71 1 40',v. (t 294 o oe 50
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CFRP

C-BAR

Figure 4- 1 .

CFCC 7-wire 5.0 mm

CFCC single wire 5.0 mm

CFCC 7-wire 7.5 mm

Leadline (rect. section) 5x10 rnm

2000

Carbon ar.rd Glass FRP bars used for the stirlups

CFRP \
CFCC

\
CFRP
Leadline

Deforrled steel bal -
6.35 mm diameter'

GFRP
C-BAR

05 1 1.5 2
Strain (%)

Stress-strain relationships of leinfolcing bars used as stirrups in this
program

1

G.1fI

a
c)

</)

i

600 +

I

200 +

800+
1

I

400+
l

OV
0

Figure
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experimental progranl

E
Figure 4-3. Configurat
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Figure 4-4. Stress-straìn diagrarns of different batches of corcrete
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Figure 4-5. Details ofbend specimens
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_1

1

steel stirrups

@ 40mrn

+

Pt2

75mm FRP Stirru
Pt2

Rubber sheel

Section Elevation

Figure 4-7. Description of the direct shear test setup
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Figure 4-6. Details olkinl< specinrens

Side view
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Figure 4-8. Test setup: bend specitrens

100-mm exterxometer
(PI gauge)

Figure 4-9. Test setup: kink specimens
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FRP sti

s: variable

5000 mrn

Figure 4-10. Detaìls ofbeam specimens

I each 80 mm

slìear span , sl'ìear span

I rooo i ,-t500m'n | :000 | o l500,r.r,r.r | ì000

ll3sl

Figure 4-11. Configuration ofFRP stinups used in beam specrmens
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Figure 4-12. Casting bed for beam specimerls
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Figure 4-13. Test setup ofbeam specimens
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No shear reinforcemenl

(a) Location of straìn gauges

Figurc 4- 14. Insû'un.ìenlalion of bearn SN-0
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(b) l.ocalion ofPI and <lcmec gauges

Figure 4-14(cont'd). h.rstrur.r.rentalion of beam SN-0

G1 10 G3 : 100mm gauge lenglh
G4 :500mm gauge length
G5 to G10 : 200mm gauge length
G11-12 : 300mm gauge length
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G refers to Pl gauge
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steel stirrups

(a) Location of strair.r gauges

Figur-e 4- 1 5. lnstrmlenlalion ol l¡eam SS-2, SC-2 and SG-2

- slrain gauge on slirrup ìeg of Soulh side

. strain gauge on stirrup leg of North sìde
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Figule 4-15(con1'd). Instmmentation of beam SS-2. SC-2 and SG-2

G1 to G3a :100mm gauge length
G4 :500mm gauge length
G5 to G10 :200mm gauge length
G11- 12 : 300mm gauge lenglh

(b) Localion ofPl and demec gauges
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(a) Location of straìn gauges

F'igule 4-16. Instlulnentation of beam SC-3, SG-3, CC-3 and CG-3

- strain gauge on stirrup leg of South side
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. strain gauge on stirrup leg of Norlh side
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F-igure 4-16(cont'd). hrslrumentation of bealr.r SC-3, SG-3, CC-3 and CG-3

G1 to G3a : 100mm gauge length
G4 :500mm gauge lenglh
G5 10 G12 : 200mm gauge length
G14 - 15 :300mm gauge length
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spacing = 120 mm

(a) I-ocalion of strair.r gauges

Figure 4-17. Inslrumentation oll beam SC-4, and SG-4

- strain gauge on st¡rrup leg of South side

| . strain gauge on stirrup leg of North side
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(b) Localion ofPI and demcc gauges

F'igure 4-17(cnt'd). Instrumentation olbeam SC-4, and SG-4

G1 to G3a : f 00mm gauge length
G4 : 500mm gauge length
G5 to G12 :200mm gauge length
G14 - 15 :300mm gauge length
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Electric Displacement

Figure 4-18. lnstrumentation for shear cracks and deforinalion
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Chapter

5

Experimental Results and Analysis:

Phase I Panel Specimens

5.1 General

The experimental program was undeÍaken to examine the structural perfonnar,ce of FRP

stirrups lor shear reinf-orcement of concrete structures. hr the first phase of the

erperimental program, 86 panel specimens were tested to evaluate the bend capacity of

the F'RP stirrups. Seven specinrens reinforced witl.r steel stirrups were also tested as

control specimer.rs. In addition. twelve panel specirrrens, specially desigr.red to investigate

the kink effect. were tested. The variables considered in the bend tests were the matelial

t¡'pe of the stirrups, the bar diameter'. the configuratior of the stirrup anchorage. the

elrbedment lengtl.r ar.rd the tail length beyond the bend portion. The variables consideled

in the kink specimens were the material type of the stirrups and the angle between the

stirup ar,d the sliear crack. Three types of FRP reinfolcement were used in tl.ris

erpetimental phase. calbon FRP Leadline stirups. calbon 1ìbre composite cables (CFCC)

stinups and GÌass FRP C-BAR stinups.
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This chapter discusses test reslrlts for I l3 panel specimens tested to evaluate the capacity

of a single FRP stirrup as influenced by the bend and kink effects. Test lesults o1'bend

specimens were used to detelmine the strength reduction of the FRP stirrups at the bend

zone. Test results of kink specimens wele used to determine the strength leduction of the

FRP stirrups at the shear crack location. Test results of bend and kink specimens wele

also used to assess the available equations ploposed by other researchers presented in

chapter 3. The chaptel also provides design guidelines and equations for the strength

capacity of FRP stinups as affected by the bend and kink effects.

5.2 Bend câpâcity

Test results for 101 bend-specillens tested in this study ale given in Tables 5-1. 5-2. 5-3

and 5-4 including the ultimate strength based on the measured strain in the stìnup at the

failure, and the failure mode. The observed modes of failure are illustrated in Figure 5-1

and designated in Tables 5-1 through 5-4 as follows:

R-S: rupture of the FRP stirrups at the straight pol'tion between the concrete blocks

R-B: ruptule of the FRP stinups at the bend

R-D: ruptule of the FRP stinups at the end of the debonded length inside the coucrete

block

S: slippage ofthe bonded parl ofthe stirrup

S-RB: slippage ofthe l¡onded paft of the stillup, followed by rupture at the bend

R-BD: ruptue of some frbres at tl.re bend and others at the end of the debonded length
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In the follos'ing sectiolls, the tesl results are discussed for each type of stirrups and

consequently the effect olthe follon-ing paralneters on the stiruup capacity are studied:

a- bend ladius. r¿;

b- embedment length. 1.¿;

c- stimp anchorage: and

d- tail length, /.f.

5.2.1 CFRP Leadline stirrups

For the different values of bend radius, rå, faìlure alu'a)'s occuned at the bend zone as a

result of bond failure betu'een the hbres and the outer lesin coating of the bar, as showrl

in Figure 5-2. Figure 5-2 also shows a bend specimen with a Leadlir.re stirrup after

splitting of the concrete to examine the failure at the bend. None of the tested Leadline

stirrups achieved the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the hbres. which is 1800 MPa

(Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation, 1992). The stlength at the bend u'as as low as 35

percent of the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the fìbres. as given in Table 5-1. The

bend capacity was influenced by the embedrnent length /¿, the tail length /,i" and the

anchorage type. As the embedment length l¿ of the bend increased. the stinup capacit¡'

increased and achieved as high as 78 and 98 pelcent of the guaranteed tensile stlength

parallel to the hbles for Leadline stirrups of r'¡ld" ratios of 3.0 and 7.0, respectively. An

increase of the rail length l¿. of type A anchored stirrups lesulted in an il.rclease in the

bend capacity for the Leadline stinups with r¿,/d" of 3.0. lt can be seen in Table 5-1 that

nsing sulïcient tail length for the type A ancho¡ed stinups lesulted in a stirrup capacit¡"
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higher than that of the type B anchored stirmps. An increase of the tail length did not

aflect the bend capacity for the Leadlir.re stirrups u'ith r¡/d" of 7 .0.

An average bond str..ength ol 8.7 MPa lbr- Leadline bars q'as determined based on the

bond tests. Failure of these specimens occì-ln'ed due to bor.rd failure between the fibres

and the outer resin coating of tl.re bar.

5.2.2 CFRP CFCC stirrups

For the 7.5mm-CFCC stirups u,tth a rt/dn ratio of 3.2 it was r.roticed that, regardless the

embedment length /¿ used. failure occun ed at the bend. as showÍt in Figr-rre 5-3.

However, fol the longest enbedmert length ¿/ used (150 rrrr). the measuled strength was

found to be equal to the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the fìbles..fi,,,. Fol the

snrallest ernbedment ler.rgth of r6+d¿ . the measuled strength was only 43 pelcent of the

guaranteed strength parallel to the fibres. Failure modes of smaller diameter CFCC

stiuups are listed in Table 5-2. The guaÍanteed tensile strength values ofthe CFCC bars

are given in Table 4-1 and range between 1782 MPa and 1875 MPa. It should be

mentioned that the measured ultirnate ter.rsile strengtl.r parallel to the fibres for CFCC bars

based on tension tests is always higlrer than the guaranteed value../À,, reported by the

nanufacturer' (Abedelrabnan et a|.1995). The strelglh at the bend could be as lou'as 42

percent of the tensile stlength parallel to the fibres. as given in Table 5-2. Results

indicated that for a sufficient embedment length of 150 mm or more. the CFCC stinup

with ra/dn of 3.0 can develop the full strength parallel to the fibres.

For tlre 7.5 mm CFCC stiuups with ar6/dnraÍio of 4.8. the bend capacity ranges from zl2

to 100 percent of the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the fibres. It cal be seen ìl
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Table 5-2c that the bend capacity of the 7.5 mrrr CFCC with a r6/d" ratio of 4.8 was

greater than that of tl,e stirrups witb a r/d" ratio of 3.2. and u'as greatly influenced by the

tail lerlgth i¿". Results indicated that the embedment length. /./. required fol the CFCC

stinup with r/'d" of 4.8 to develop the full stlength parallel to the hbres depends on the

anchorage type and the tail length /¿''. Using a sufficient tail length of 90mm (15 times

the effective bar diameter'. d") for the type A anchored stirups resulted in a bend capacit)¡

approxinately equal to the stlength parallel to the fibres and higher than the bend

capacity ofthe type B anchored stirrups.

An increase in the bend radius, /"å. resulted in an increase in the stlength capacity of the

CFCC stirrups. Fol the same tail length Ìa ol 45 nìrìì {7de). tlre CFCC srirrup $ ¡th a //, r1.

ratio of 4.8 had a bend capacity of 62 percent olthe tensile stlength palallel to the fibres,

while the CFCC stirrups wrth a r6/cl" of 3.2 had a bend capacity of 43 percer.rt of the

tensile strengtlr parallel to the hbres. The bend radius, r¡, is an impoftant factor in

improving the capacity ofFRP stirrups, as will be discussed in detail in section 5.3.

5.2.3 GFRP C-BARrìr stirrups

Failure of the C-BAR specimens occuned either at the bend or at the straight poúion of

the stirlups, due to localized imperfections inside the FRP bar. At these points of

imperfection. some of the fibres \\'ithin the bar are not straight. but have a "wave"

configulation. Waving of the fibl'es was observed in the bend pofiiol as well as the

straight portions of the stirup. as showr'ì in Figure 5-4. This resulted in the fàilure ol

some stiffups along the straight portion despite the fact that they rvere designed 1o faìl at

the bend. Thelefore, the tensile stt ength of the FRP bar has been greatly reduced^ as
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given in Table 5-3. The reduction in the ultimate capacity olthe stiüups $'as Lretween 58

and 79 percent of the guaranteed tensile strength palallel to the fibres. The guaranteed

strength parallel to the fibres of the 12-mm GFRP bar is 713 MPa. as reported by the

manufacturer.

The strength at the bend of the C-BAR stirups could be as low as 48 percent of the

guaranteed tensile stlength parallel to the fibres, as shown in Table 5-3.

5.2.4 Steel stirrups

Þ'ailure of the steel specimens occurred b¡' ¡'ielding either at the bend or at the straight

porlion of the stinr:ps. The fàilule of thc type A anchored stin'ups (standard hook.¡

initiated by slip at the hook bef'ore yielding at the bend. The observed stress ar faìlure

was equal to or greater than the nominal yield strength of the steel bars, as shown il

Table 5-4. It was also observed that all the tested stirrups showed excessive deforn-ration

prior to failure.

5.3 Effect ofbend radius on bend capacity

In general, test results indicated that a decrease in tl,e bend ladius, ri,. leduces the bend

capacity. The strength reduction is attributed to the stress concentration at the bend

section. The radii of the bend used in this study ranged between 3.0 and 7.0 times the

effectiye bar dianetel c/n.

To establish a relationship between the bend radius, r¿. and the bend capacity. f6",,,¡. the

relationship is presented in dimensionless form wjth respect to the efïeclive bal diameter,
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d", and the guaralteed strength,.,fi^, parallel to the fibres. respectively. as shown in Figure

5-5. Figure 5-5 indicates that the bend capacit)- valies greatl¡r for the same type Òf

reìnfolcing fible. For instance. al increase in the bend radius ofthe CFCC stirrups might

result in a strength capacity equal to the strength parallel Lo the fìbles. On the other hand,

it can be seen fol the Leadline stirups that the bend radius does not signilìcaltly affect

the stlength capacitv ofthe stirrup. It is also shown in Figure 5-5 that there is a variation

in the bend capacify..f¡n,,¿, fol the same bend radius, r¿. This is attributcd to the fact that

the ber.rd capacity is significantly aftècted by the tail length. /¿*. as discussecl in section

5.6.

The JSCE research committee on CFRMI (1997) has proposed the l'ollowing equatiorls

fol the determination ofthe strengtl.r capacity ofthe bend, /;?,,,,:

< 1.0

()- I )-

(5-2)

whele /¡^, is the guaranteed tensile strength ofthe FRP bar parallel to tl.re fibres. r¡ is the

bend radius and ¿/" is the bar diameter u'hich equals the nominal bat'diameter, d7,. for bals

with cilculal cross-section and equals .,!+1,,¡" for FRP bars with non-circulal cross-

sectior.r. Equation (5- I ) is the regressiolr equation drat gives tlie average of all available

test data, wl,ile equation (5-2) is the recommended desigr.r equation that provides an

adequate margin of safety. Equations (5-1) and (5-2) are compared to the test lesults of

.ft'*¿ - g.gg Ii * 6.3 < t.0
.f /,, d,,

Jn ¿ ,g.ç5ti *g.3
.f,^. d"

I continuous fibr-e reinforced !Ìaterìâls
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the curent investigation in Figure 5-5(a). As shown i1 Figure 5-5(a). equation (5-1)

gives a reasonable avelage for test results of CFCC stil'rups only. It is also show'n in

Figure 5-5(a) that equation (5-2) can be used as a design tool lor both the CFCC and C-

BAR stirrr:ps; however. it overestimates the bend capacity of the Leadline stirrups. It

should be mentioned that equatior.rs (5-l) and (5-2) do not include the eftèct of the tail

length /¿. on the bend capacity and the tail length used to develop these equations is not

repofied in the.TSCE recommendation (1997).

The following equations (5-3) and (5-4) were also proposed by Nakar.nnra and Higai

(1995) and lshihara et al. (1997), respectively. to determine the strength capacity of the

bend:

./ ,,,,,., -',, ,rr( ,*'1,\
lt, d [ ,,,)

l+- = +ln(r +,.r)
'I 1,,, 1

hù =0.90 +0.73 h'tL
ft,

(s-3)'

(5-4a)-

(5-4b)r

Equations (5-3) and (5-4) are compared to the test results of the current investigation, as

shown in Figure 5-5(b). It is evident frorn Figure 5-5(b) that equations (5-3) and (5-4)

overestimate tlie bend capacity of FRP stirrups tested in the current ir.rvestigation.

Therefol'e. these equations aLe not recommer.rded fol use in any futule design codes or

specifications.

I refer to section 3.5.1.1 in chapter 3

'refeÌ to equations (3-l) and (3-2) in chapter 3
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Based on test results ofbend specimens. it is ploposed to use a minìmum bend radius-to-

bar diamete| ratio, r6/do. ol 4.0 for the CFCC and the C-BAIì stirTups and 7.0 for the

Leadline stin:ups. in order to achieve a stirrup capacity of 50 peÍcent of the strength

parallel to the fibres. or higher. A sufficient tail length should be provided beyond the

bend" as discussed in section 5.2.5.

5.4 Effect of embedment length on FRP stirrup capacity

In general, test results indicated that a decrease in the embedment length, /¿, reduces the

stirrup stress at faiìure,.fi,. 'fhe strength reduction is attributed to a reduction of the

bonded length leading to exposlrre of tire bend portion ol the stìrup to the load. For

CFCC stirlups. $,ith d¡ ranging flom 5 to 7.5 mm, it is proposed that a 'l 50 n-rm

embedment length is sufficient to eliminate dilect stressing of the bend portion of the

stirrups; therefore, the guaranteed strength parallel to the fibres can be ñrlly developed.

To establish a lelatior.r between the embedment length, 1¿, and the stirrup stress at failure,

f,, the reìationship is presented in dimensionless fonnat with respect to tl.re eflective bar

diameter. r1n, and the guaranteed stlength parallel to the fib[es, rr", respectively. as shown

in Figures 5-6. 5-7 and 5-8. This relationship indicates that the reductiol in the strengtl.r

starts below a certain value of /,¡id" r'atio for each type of stirrup. This value u'as found to

be in the range of 20 f'or the CFCC type A stirrups and 16 for type B stinrÌps. Using the

value of l¿/du of 5.0 typically provided at the bend, the measured avelage strength for'

CFCC stirups using type A and B were 50 and 74 percent. respectively. as shos'n in

Figure 5-6. Figure 5-7 indicates that the limiting value for la/dn for the Leadline stinups
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to achieve the gualanteed strength parallel to fibles..fi^,, is 42. Using a small developn.rent

length could reduce the strength to 40 percent. as shou.n in F'igufe 5-7.

The following equations car be used to e\¡aluate the stitrup stress at faìlure. fi.. with

smaller embedment lengths than the leconmended values:

CFRP CFCC

0.51 < .{ =0.)5* !'
.f ., 30d

0.7i . f' 
=0.00+ 

/'
f. 40tl .

CFRP Leadline

o.4i < f '' =o.4o* 
Iu

f ,, 70d"

Type A anchoruge (5-5)

Type B anchorage (5-6)

(5-7)

< 1.00

< 1.00

< 1.00

It should be mentioned that for CFCC and Leadline stirrups, the proposed equation ma1,

be used for the various bend radii, rt as evident from Figure 5-7.

Test results of the C-BAR stin'ups ale presented in Figure 5-8. An increase in the

embedment length, /¿, r'esulted in an inclease in the stiüup capacity; hou'ever. theÍe is no

clear trend fol the tested specimens as shown in Figr-rre 5-8. Based on the reported bond

stress of 21 MPa for the 12rnm C-BAR bars (Rizkalla et al. 1997). it is predicted that

stirrups u'ill achieve the guaranleed strength parallel to the fibres for 1.7 vah-res higher than

110 mm. Because of the "waving" imperfectiols ir the C-BAR stirrups (Figute 5-4).

none of the specimens reached the tensile stlength parallel to the fibtes. The ultimate

capacity ofthe stiuup was alwa¡'s highel than or equal to the strength at the bend.

The following expression can be used as a failure criterion for C-BAR stitrups:
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GFRP C-BAR

0.49 . f" =0.24+ 
l' < o.8o

20 d,

w'here .f ¡/fi,,, is the bend capacity-to{ensile strengtb

embedment length-to-ellective bar diameter ratio.

results in Figure 5-8.

(5-8)

palallel to the fibres. and l¿ido is Ihe

Equation (5-8) is compared to test

5.5 Effect ofstirrup ânchorage on FRP stirrup capacity

A typical stirrup in a reinforced concrete bearn has type A ar.rcholage (overlapped) at the

compression chord of tlie beam and type B anchorage (continuous) at the tension side. as

illust¡ated in Figures ,+-5. 4-10 and 5-8. The strength capacity of an FRP stirrup is

governed by the lou'est bend capacity of the two types of anchorage.

For an r6/do ratio of 3.0, type A anchored Leadline stirrups with a minimum tail length.

t¿", of 63 mm (9d,) showed higher capacity than tl.re type B anchored stirrups. as given in

Table 5-1. Type B stirrups had a bend capacity of40 percent of the guaranteed lensile

strength parallel to the hbles, while type A stinups had a capacity of 40 to 44 percent of

the guaranteed tensile strength palallel to the fìbres. For an r ¡,,/d" ratio of 7.0, type B

stirrups had a capacity of 55 percent of tl.re guaranteed str-er.rgth. which is approximately

equal to that of type A stin'ups with a minimum tail length, /¿ . of 42mm (6do).

Significant reduction in the stinup capacity was obsened in type A auchored CFCC

stirrups with a standard tail length of 6d6. as compared to type B anchored CFCC stirrups.

as shown in Figule 5-7. The strength leduction is attributed to possible slip at the bend

leading to initiation of failure at a lower stress level. Al increase in the tail length 1¿*
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resulted in an increase in the stinup capacity. as given in Table 5-2c for the test results of

the 7.5nrm CFCC stirrups. For a tail length-to-effective diameter rcfio. I¿''/clo, higher than

13, the capacity of type A ancholed stin'ups is higher than that of type B auchored

stirrups.

5.6 Effect of tail length on FRP stirrup capacity

For each bend radius, r¡. five Leadline stinups with tail lengths. I,i, of 3d,,6,:t,.9(Ì0, 12d".

and 18d", were tested. For anr/dn latio of 7.0, the stress level at failure varied between

44 and 53 percent of the gualanteed tensile strength parallel to the hbres. as given in

Table 5-1. For r¡/d" of 3.0, the stress level at lailule valied between 35 and 44 perceut of

the glraranteed tensile strength parallel to tlie lìbres. as giveu fu 1'able 5-1. Fignre 5-9

shows the relatiolship betweet't .f6",,",/J¡,,, and Ia"/d". It can be seen in Figure 5-9 that an

increase in the tail length, /¿-. r'esulted in a slight inclease in the bend capacity. A tail

length of 70 mm (10¿/") is sufficierf to develop a bend capacity of 40 and 50 percent of

tlre guaranteed tensile strength palallel to the fìbres for r5/io s¡ 3.ç and 7.0. r'espectively.

It can be seen in Table 5-2c f'or 7.5-mm-diarnetet CFCC stinups that an increase in the

tail length, 14,-. of type A stirlups resulted in an inctease in the stirrup capacity. Figule

5-10 shows the relationship between .f¡/rt,, ana l)t lct" for the 7.5-mm-diametel CFCC

stirrups witlr three different values of the embedment length /¿ of rt,+d¡. 16c1" and 24d".

This relationship indicates that the leduction in the strelgth stalls below a cefiain value of

l¿"kt". Tb\s value was found to be in the range of 15 tbr the CFCC stinups. Using a

small tail length could reduce the strength to as low as 42 percent. as shonn in Figure 5-
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10. The following equation can be used to evaluate the bend capacit¡' of CFCC stir:rups.

f ¡,,¿, wilh smaller tail lengths than the limiting value:

.f ^.u g 1q * t) < 1.oo (5-e)
t] d

A minimurn tail length of 70 mm ( I 1 d") is recommended for the CFCC stin'ups to

develop at least 75 percent ofthe gualanteed tensile strength patallel to the fibres.

TIle taìl length ofthe GFRP slirrups tested in this study was either 6d" or 12eln. It can be

seen in Table 5-3 that failure might occur at the straight portion ofthe FRP stirrup even if

the bend is dilectly exposed to the Ìoad. The observed imperlèction ''waving" in the

GFRP stirrups made it inconclusive to study the effect o1'the tail length as the failule is

expected at the "waving" imperfection. However, fol all GFRP bend specimens. no slip

was observed prior to ruptue either at the bend or at the "waviug" impelfection. TlTe

bend capacìty of such a tlinimum tail length of 6d" was found to be 48 pelcent (or

higher) of the guaranteed tensile slrength parallel to the fibres. which ahlost equals the

average bend capacity oltype B stirrups.

5.7 Detailing of FRP stirrups

Based on test results olbend specimens, cedain lirnitations on the detailing of CFRP and

GFRP stirrups were proposed in the preceding sections to achieve tl.re highest possibìe

strength capacity for the FRP stirrups. To establish rurified guidelines fol detailing of

both CFRP and GFRP stinups, the follorving limitations are proposed. as illustrated ín

Figule 5-11:
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b-

The bend radius. r/,. should not be less than four times the effectìve bar diatneter or

50 mm, whichever is greater.

The tail length, /¿-. should not be less than six tiures the effective bar dianreter or

70 rnm, wl.richever is gleatel.

5.8 Stirrup câpacify at crack intersection

Test results of the 12 hink specimens tested ir.r this study are given in Table 5-5. including

the measured failure load and strain, e¡,, in the stirrups at failure. All kir,k specimens

failed either by rupture in FRP stirrups or yield of steel stinups at the crack location. The

measured straill at lailure was determined according to the readings of the electlic straill

gar-rges attached to the bars in the direction of the fibres. The load transfer in the kink

specimens can be modelled using the following models (Figure 5-11):

5.8.1 Model "4": Full bond between the FRP stirrups and the concrete

Tlris approach was adopted by Maruyama et al. (1989) and Nakamura and Higai (1995)

to establish a relationship between the strength capacity of FRP stiuups and the shear

crack angle. If full bond is assumed betrveen the bars and tl'ìe concrete, the stirrups will

not be fi'ee to deform inside the concrete blocks. leading to a mit.rimal crack openiug

displacemer.rt. r'(Figule 5-12a). Thelefole. the force equilibrium at the ctack location is

satished according to Figure 5-12(a), where the FRP stirup is subjected to a tensile force,

F7¿¡5¡6u, ãt1d a sheal force. Fr¡,",,..
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Fol FRP bars, as repoúed in chapter 3. Maruyama et al. (1989) proposed the follo*ing

equatjon:

Lt-r-ltt (5-10)1

'f "" 
1oo

whele ,t7 is the reduction factor and has an average value of 2.1 lbr CFRP bals. 1.9 for

AFRP bals and 1.3 for GFRP bars for 0 r'alues varies from zel'o to 30 degrees.

Also. Nakamula and Fligai (1995) proposed the following equations:

Jt, -
.f ,^. cosd + 6 siná tand

!-=

fof rectangular sections

for cilcular sections

(5-11))

(5- 12)+

.f ,,- cos á + I sind tan d

It should be mentioned that equations (5-1 l) and (5-12) are based ot.t a small kinking

(debonding) length ofd¡ tan dthat results in ver¡r small crack u'idth (- 0).

For steel sections subjected to tensile and shear slresses. the làilure is governed by Von

Mises's failure cliterion, which is represented by the followirrg equation:

f ,i.,,, ,,, + :.1 ,1,,,, = .f .i (5- I 3)

where f,",,,¡,,,,, is the applied tensile stl'ess ø",,",.,, =.f,,, cos @. .f,t,"", is lhe applied shear

stress (f,r,"o, : ./",, sin 0) . and.f,', is the yield strength of steel. Replacing .frc,,¡o, b!

f",, cos 0 and f,t,".,,,. by f,,, sin fl equation (5- 13 ) can be rewritten as follorvs:

f.,[1
l- =XcoJd.J*id (5-14)

I refer to equation (3-3) iu chapter 3
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The lelationship betweeu ./)¡/Ji" br .f,,'/.ff and the angle of the stinups, d' for kink

specimens is shorvr.r in Figure 5-13. As demonstrated in Figure 5-13, an increase in tbe

angle á reduces the strength capacit¡' o1'the FRP and steel stirrups. However. the rate of

strength reduction il FRP stinups is higher than the strength leduction rate of steel

stirrups. Figure 5-13(a) shows that test lesults of steel stirrups follou'the Von Mises's

criterion. Test results of FRP stilrups are compared to predicted values by equatious

(5-10), (5-11) and (5-12) in Figure 5-13(a). As seen in Figure 5-13(a), equation (5-10)

shows good plediction fbr GFRP C-BAR stinups within the range of d: 0 to 30 degrees

and very conservative prediction fol CFRP Leadlile stinups. Equations (5-11) and

(5-12) result in very conservative prediction for the strength capacity of GFRP and CFRP

stimups.

The following equation is given in a similar fomrat to Von Mises's cliterion to pledict the

failure stress for au FRP stinup intersecting a crack rvith an angle 90-d(Figule 5-13b):

f, 
-it = 

\i cos"+¡,'iil,
(5- l s)

where./¡^. is the guaranteed tensile strength ofFRP stirrup paraìlel to the fibl'es.

For rlesign purposes, the following equation is proposed to provide safe prediction for the

strength capacity ofFRP bars as affected by the angle d(Figule 5-13b):

f,,:l__ 1

f ,^, \l .os'd + l2sit-ttd
(5-16)

5 reTèr to equatior (3-4) and (3-5) in chapter 3
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For an angle d of 45 degrees. rvhich is a typical shear crack angle in collcrete beams" the

average failure stress based on equation (5-15) is 53 petcelt of the guaranteed tensile

strengtll parallel to the fìbres. For the same angle dof45 degrees. equation (5-16) gives a

design stress of 39 percent of the guranteed tensile strength parallel to the fibres. As

shown later in chapter 6 (sectiot.r 6.4). the stresses in FRP stirrups used as shear

reinforcement in conclete beatls reached values higher than 53 percent of the guaranteed

tensile strength paralleì to the Iìbres. Therefole. the assumption of lull bond betu"een tl¡e

FRP stinup and the conct'ete (Model '7 ") r'epresents the behaviour ofFRP bars subject to

combined sþear and tension and does not represent the actual situation of a¡ FRP stil'up

in a lei¡tlolced concrete beatl.

5.8.2 Model "8": Debonding length at the crack location

If the bond between the FRP stirrups and the concrele is lost for a long length, 1,7¡. the

stirrups can be modeled as truss rnembels as shown in Figure 5-12(b). The figule also

denonstrates force equilibrium at the clack locatiou when the FRP stirrup is subjected to

a tensile force, 4",,",',,, and no shear force, 'E,¡,nu,.. The predicted deformed shape

according to the proposed model is also shown. The faiìure in this model is govemed by

the guaranteed tensile strength of the FRP stiüups parallel to the fibres. The stlesses in

the kink specimens at lailure u'ere detertnined according to Model "ß " and are given in

Table 5-5. The relalionship between the stress at failure based on Model ß" and the

stinÏp angle 9is shown iD Figure 5-14(a). lt can be seen in Figure 5-14(a) that there ìs

no cleat trend fol an increase or decrease in the stirrup stress w-ith the variation ol the

t8r
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angle á for both GFRP and CFRP stinups. The average lailure stress-to-guaranteed

sû'ength ratio was found to be 0.810 u'ith a standard deviation of 0.102.

Figure 5-14(b) shows the relationshjp between the observed strain in the direction of the

fibres of FRP stirrups at failure, e¡,, and the stin'up angle, 0. It can be seen in Figure 5-

14(b) that there is no clear treld for an increase ol decrease in the observed strain at

failure with the variation of the angle áfor both GFRP and CFRP stinups. The average

failure strain-to-ultimate strain in the direction of the fibres ratio was found

experimentally to be 0.83 I nith a standald deviation of 0.062.

The average observed strain ratio (0.831) agrees with the average str-ess deternined

accordirg to Model '8" (0.810), as showrl ìn Figure 5-14. This indicates that N4odel

"ß" provides closel lepresentation for the load transfèr in kink specinrens. TheÌefore, it

can be concluded fi'om Figure (5-14) that the failure of FRP stinups is govelned Lry an

avelage tensile strength higher thar.r 80 percent of tl.re guaranteed strength parallel to tlie

fib¡es.

5.9 Summary and conclusions

The cunent research included an extensive experimenlal program to investigate two

major eflects on the strength capacity of F'RP stinups. Test results of 101 panel

specimens tested to er¡aluate the bend effect on FRP stillup capacit¡'. as well as 12 panel

specimens tested to investigate the kink effect. were reported in tl.ris chapter. Table 5-5

and Figule 5-14 show tliat for kink specimens the stress in an FRP stinup at failure could

be as lorv as 65 pelcent of the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the fibres.

t82
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Meanvn'hile, it is observed lor bend tests (Tables 5-1 to 5-3) that the stress at faìlure could

be as lorl' as 35 percent of the guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the fibr.es.

Therefore. the bend effect on strength capacity of FRP stirrups is more critical than the

kir < effect and would limit the contribution of F-RP stinups in beam action. The frndings

of the culrent investigation support the conclusion made by the authol' at the end of

chapter 3 based on the review of the available researcll on tlle use ol FRP as shear

reinforcenrent. Horvever, this conclusion has not been leported by anv researcber in the

literature. Design guidelines 1'or the strength capacity and detailirg ol FRP stin'ups u'ere

also provided in this chapter.

183
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Table 5-1. Test results ofbend specimens: CFRP Leadline stinups

" Failure modes:
R-S : r'upture along the straight pofijon between tlre concrete blocks
R-B : Ì'upture at tl'ìe llend
R-D : rupture at tbe end ofthe debonded lengtÌr inside the corcrete block
S ; slippage of tìre bonded paft of the stirrup
S-RB : slippage ofthe bonded part ofthe stin-up. followed by rupture at the bend
R-BD| rupture ofsome fibres at the bend zone and others at the end olthe debonded lengrh

d¡ : ) Inl')l

material
type

bend i adius

ltll1t

tail length

I-tlt-n mm

strrrup
anchorage

Type

sress al
failure

l¡,
MPa

t;,.4;,,, mode
of

failule

Leadline
stirrups

20

21 632 0.3 5 S-RB
426 6i9 03 S.R

150 1404 0.78 R-D
639 '7 3',7 0.4 ì S-RB
84 12 '728 0.40 S-RB

150 I t68 0.65 R-B
120 l'7 793 0.44 S-R

B

7t5 0.40 R-B
100 t335 0.7 4 R-D
150 1242 o.69 R-B

50 7

21 105'7 059 R-B
150 197 0.44 R-B

4? 6 t2:15 069 R-B
150 955 0.5 3 R-B

63 9 0.5 9 R-B
150 8r3 0.45 R-B

84 t2 1053 0.5 8 R-B
t50 935 0.5 R-B

r20 17

962 0.5 3 R-B
150 I t49 0.64 R-B
250 163 8 0.91 R-S

300 1504 0.81 R-B
i50 1763 0.9 8 R-S

B
981 0.5 5 R-B

00 987 0.5 5

50 I t76 0.65 R.B
Leadline
stl aisht

bond test 50

00

N/A 74 049
I106 0.6l S
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Table 5-2. Test results of bend specirnens: CFRP CFCC stirrups

- reporled for both type A and type B specìrnen cor'ìfigurations
Failure mode: (refer to Table 5-l)

: 5 mm (7-wire
material

type
bend radius

mlll

tail length

r-nnl ml1Ì

strüup
anchorage

stless a¡
failur e,fr,

MPa

fi/fl¡, mode of
fai Iure

CFCC
stirrups

15 4.2

45 9

sl6 R.B
80 t9'7 5 n R-S

t 50 4 20 R-S

B
1455 I R-B

80 t56 2I R-S
r 50 2145 20 R.S

mm wtre
lnatel ial

rype
bend radius tail length

1Ìm

stjüup
ancholage

Tvne

stless at
la i I ur e, .li,

MPa

û'/ft,,, mode of
faiìure

CFCC
sliIrups

l5 3.4
45 9

983 0.53 R-B
RO 9't3 1 0'7 R-S

l5 0" 195'7 1.06 R-S

B

1R'7 0.64 R-B
80 1949 L06 R-S

150" 1957 r.06 R-S

c) nùì1 wr re)
material

rype
bend radius

l-t1rn

tail length

mm mrÌ1

stilrup
anchorage

tVþe

sÍess at
l'aìlute, f,

MPa

/1'lji, mode of
tàilure

CFCC
stirrups

20 3.2 45 6

7S8 {ì 4 R-B
80 t42t 0.16 R-B
50 I 900 I 0r R-R

30 4.8

22.5 3

189 0.42 R-B
00 352 0.'71 s-R
50 590 0.85 S-R

45 6

r59 0.62 R-B
100 611 0.8 8 S-R
150 '729 0.92 S-R

6',t .5 9

475 0.19 R-B
100 398 0.75 R-B
150 768 094 R-S

90 l2
846 098 R-B

100 867 0.99 R-D
150 875 1.0 R-B

150 20
1902 I .01 R-B

r00 1987 I.06 R.S
50 9t 1.04 R.S

B

t198 0.96 R-B
00 669 089 R-S

150 2068 f.i0 R-S
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Iable 5-3. Test results of bencl specimens: GFRP C-BARr\a stirrups

' average value
"" fäilure by splitting ofthe concrete block, other specinens were designed to prevent this type of failure

Table 5-4. Test results ofbend specimens: steel stinups

Fa ilure modes:
Y-S ; yield alorg the straight portion between the concrete blocks
Y-B : yjeld at the bend

" repofted for both type A and tvpe B specinìen confisurations
'o epoxy coated stirl ups made of 1 0-nrn-diarneter', 440-MPa-yield-strength conventional nliÌd steel bars

were used 1'ol bend specìmens only.

rraterial
tlPe

bend radius tail length

mln mln

stinup
anchorage

type

no. oî
specimens

fesled

stress at
1àilure

1ìu

mode of
failure

C-BAR

srinups

50 4.0

72 6 2 442
400

0.62
0.5 6 R-S

145

:¿s 4 R-B
100 2 441

416
0.63
0.5 8

R-S
R-D

150 2 424
450

0.5 9

0.63
R.S
R.D

2.50 ) 5s6
517

0.78
0.73

R-S
R-S

+d¡
B

10 347' 0.,+9 R-B
t00 2 561

500
0.'79
0.'70

R.BD
R-T)

150 586 0.82 Splittirq=-
250 409

5ll
:i0l

0.5'7
0.'72

o.42

R.D
R-D
R-t)

materia
Type

nominal
diameter

¡1ll11

ber'ìd ladìus

It' 1)

tail length

Ull]'l ml]t

slrfTup
ancJ'rolage

rype

No of
ICSTS

stress a1

llai Iure

.f;'
MPa

t,,tl., nrode of
failure

steel
stinups

6.3 5 20 3.0

406
I 59 09s Y-S

80 I 157 26 Y-S
50 7'7 0 2ß v-B

B 669 Y-S
150- I 7'7 0 28 Y-B

10' 40 4.0 B 555 Y-B
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Table 5-5. Test results ofkìnk specìmens

* based on uniaxial tension test
** based on direct shear tcst
s guaranteed tensìle strength, according to the mar'ìufacturer
' 
^lì,.:Laad. 

tl.q_t,). uhere a,, is the closs-sectior'ìal alea ofa stinup (see sketch in Figure 5-l2b)
yreld st¡eDgth

matel ial
type

nominal
diameter

dt,

l'l'ìl'11

effective
diameter

d,.

mm

angle of
srilrup

0

Failure
load

KN

Strain at
failure

ai

Model (a) Model (b)

/j,=
MPa

.lì¡4^. l¡' _L
f",,

steel 6.3 5 6.3 5

660-' L 000 660 I0()0
30 66 520 0.78 8 600 0.9 t0
4 60 470 0.712 665 1.008

90* 38r 0.511

Leadline fecl.
( l0x5 )

7.0

L3l 1.000 1800 r.000 800 L 000
25 r95 0.96 0.73 3 126',7 0.'704 :i98 0 71',1

35 197 1.13 0.863 I280 0.'711 563 0.868
45 t59 1.02 0.779 t033 0.57 4 161 0 812

145 1.20 0.916 942 0.523 565 0.869
60 129 n/a 0.466 t6'76 0s

90+ + t5 0.17 5

C-BAR l2 t 2.0

0 74 IO 71 1000 1t3 1.000

25 88 40 0.805 12.0 0.5 89 463 0.650
7 61 0.925 4t1 0.581 505 0.708

45 49 39 0 799 0.464 468 0.6.56

53 5 44 0.828 186 0.541 641 0.8 99

60 50 nla 0.465 664 0.93 t

90** 207 0.?90
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rupture at

I
at the bend
R-B)

ptufe

/(
the straight part ru
(R-S)concrete block

slippage of the stirrup
(S) rupture at the end ofdebonding

(R-D)

Figure 5-1. Failule modes of bend specimens

bond failure between the fibre
core and the resin coating at the
block edge

Figure 5-2

hreakins thc corlclefe ìrlocl(
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Figure 5-3. Failure at the bend - CFRP CFCC stirups

Figure 5-4. Failure of GFRP C-BARrr'r slinups due to "waving" of fibres
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(a) Test resuhs versus equations proposed by JSCE (1997)

l¿: ru+du

i+ .l

'4=ri;

r Leadline {¡ CFCC Å C-BAR

Ëq.(s - 3):
f,,,, I

- .. "'t
]llnl r

¿1" I
+!

-rr----------------- I
@l

O24rn68
d,

(b) Test results versus equations proposed by Nakamura and Higai (1995; Eq. 5-3)
and Islrihara er al. (1997; Eq. 5-a)

Figure 5-5. Effect of bend radius, 4. on strength capacity of the bend, fu",,o

r Leadline {' CFCC À C-BAR

\t
@ ¡

T

Eq 15-r) , !=oos!*on
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Figule 5-6
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Effect of embedment length, /, on capacity of CFRP CFCC stirrups
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Effèct of embedneût length. /, on capacity of CFRP Leadline stirups

0

Figule 5-7
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Failure
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Effect of enbedment length, /, on capacity of GFRP C-BAR'lr4 stirrups
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Figure 5-9. Effect of tail length, /r-, on bend capacity of CFRP Leadline stinrps

¡ Anchorage type A À Anchorage type B
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0.4

0.2

0
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Eq.(5-9): .44=0.14+.1' 
/ ,., l1cl,

0510 Ir152025
d"

Figure 5-10. Effect oftail length /r- on capacity ofCFRP CFCC stilrups

r -.1!4"\l 7r

d= effective bar dianeter' 4 > max (4d", 50 mm)
r,,: bend radius
/,r. = tair tength lj > max (64, Z0 rnm)

Figule 5- 1 1 . Detailing of FRP stinups
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artificial
cracli
opening,

I
j

kink specimen

cross-sectional .(
area of an \\

\\F,t,"",= \\
1pz_.) sjn 0 ,¡Ìþ

J
F : P/: P:
¿P -') cos 0

'[,": rP/)) a,,

Lottd Trønsfer

Observed deforned shape

deformed shape

crack
openìng,
u,--0

(a) Model ",1" : assuming Full bond betrveen stirrups and concrete

Rigid arnt

F,",,,,,,,,= (P/2) / cos A

P

Lotd T runsfcr

(b) Model "8": assuming long debonding length at crack locâtion

Figure 5-12. Kink specimens - Modelling of load transfer

Defomred shrpe
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(a) Test results versus available equations in tl,e literature

010203040 50
0

(b) Test results versus proposed equations

Figure 5-13. Effect of stinup angle 0 on capacity ofFRP stirrups subject to
combined sheal and tension - Model '7 "

90

1.2

60

Eq. (s- 10)
t:g GFRP {Þ CFRP ¿ steel

I - CFRP

,' Von Mises lor sreel

q..( a 
s Eq,5-r4,: i. \.o,,rl'n,,\}

,\\
Fq. (5- I lJ,'
circular cro..- \"section \\.,\.,

Y.,,
Eq. 15- I Il .

rectangularcross- i....'-\:::ï:::--,
section

I¡! GFRP I} CFRP

ttl
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(b) Observed strain in FRP stinups at failure, s¡,

Figure 5-14. Effect of stinup angle,0, on capacity ofFRP stiruups
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Chapter

6

Experimental Results and Analysis:

Phase II Beam Specimensr

6.1 General

The second phase of the experimental program consisted of testing concrete beams

reinforced with FRP stirrups to investigate the modes of failure and the shear contribution

of the FRP stinups ir.r bearn action mechanism. Ten beam specimens were tested: four

beams reinforced with carbon FRP stirups. four beams reinfolced witli glass FRP, one

reinforced with steel stirrups, and one without shear reinforcement. The variables

consideled in the second phase were the material type ofthe stirrups, the material type of

the flexulal reinforcement, and the stirrup spacing.

This chapter presents the test results fol the ten beams tested in the second phase. The

behaviour of beams reinforced with FRP stirups is discussed in terms of shear cracking

and failure mode. The measured strains in the FRP stinups rvere used to evaluate the

stirrup contr-ibution to the shear resisting mechanism. The applied-sheal-crack-rvidth and

rAll equations in chapter 6 use meflic units (NeMon, nxn) unless otherwìse specilied
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load-deflection relationships are also presented for all tested beams. The experimental

results are compared to different analytical models used to predict the shear strength and

behaviour ofthe tested beams. The anal¡'tical models used to predict the behaviour ofthe

beams include simplified shear design methods and advanced shear theories. The shear

design equations specified in the current ACI 318-95 code fol concrete members

reinforced w-ith steel are used to predict the shear strength of the tested beams. In

addition, several equations proposed by Japanese. Canadian and Eulopean code

committees for concrete members leinforced wìth FRP ar.rd reported in chapter 3 are

used. The beams were also analyzed using two well-established shear theories. The

shear friction model (SFM) is used to pledict the shear stlength of beams reinforced with

CFRP and GFRP stinups. The modifìed compression field theoly (MCFT) is used to

predict the sheal behaviour of beams reinforced with CFRP stirrups. The MCFT is also

used to predict the avelage strain in stirrups and the shear clack width at any load level.

Recommendations are given for the analysis of beams reinforced with FRP, using lhe

SFM and the MCFT. Sheal clack widths in tested beams ale also predicted using

equations available in the literature that are presented in chapter 2. The output of the

shear models is eramiled against the results of the experimental program. Based on the

fÌndings of this investigation, a simple equation is proposed to predict the shear crack

width in concrete beams reinforced with FRP stin'ups.

6.2 General behaviour of beam specimens

A total of ten reinforced concrete beams wele tested to failure, four beams reinforced

with carbon FRP stinups, foul beams reinforced with glass FRP stirrups, one reinforced
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\\'ith steel stin-ups and a control beam without shear reinforcement. The vadables

considered in the beam specimens u'ere the material type of the stirrups. the material type

of the flexural reinforcement, and the stirrup spacing. 'Ihe beams were reinforced for

flexure u,ith either six 15mm 7-wire steel stands or seven 15mm 7-wi¡e CFRP strands.

Al1 the tested beams failed in shear before yielding of the steel strands or lupture of the

CFRP stlands. No slip of the flexulal reinforcement was observed dulir,g anv ol the

beam tests. Sheal failure of tl'ìe beams reinforced with FRP stirrups initiated either by

rupture of the FRP stirups at the bend (shear-tension failure) or by clushing of the

concrete in the shear span (shear-compression failure). Failure ofthe control bearn SS-2

occurred due to yielding of the steel stirrups.

A summary ofthe beam test results is presented in Table 6-1. The shear folce at flexural

crackilg, the shear cracking load, the angle ofthe shear crack that caused tlie failure, the

ultimate shear stlength. the maximum stirup strain at failure, the average stiffup stlain at

failure and the mode offailure, are given in Table 6-1 for each tested beam.

6.2.1 Shear cracking load

At the early stage of loading, flexural cracks were observed in the region of constant

moment at different load levels. as given in Table 6-i. With a furlher inclease in load.

additional flexural cracks were fouled in the sheal spans between the applied load and

the support. The shear cracking load was determined based on the following

instrumentation data, in addition to the visual observation ofcracks:

1 . The strains in the stirrups measured by means of the stlain gauges attached to the

stinups in the critical shear zone, as shown in Figures 4-15(a) to 4-17(a). A typical
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2.

relationship betweer the applied shear and the strains in FRP stirrups is given in

Figure 6-l for beam SC-4 reinforced with CFRP stirrups.

The concrete strains along the web by means of PI gauges G5 tluough Gl3. shou'n in

Figure 4-15(b). A typical relationship between tlre applied shear and the average

strains measured by PI gauges is given in Figure 6-2 for beam SC-4 reinforced with

CFRP stirrups.

The top surface strain ofthe concrete within the shear span measured by means of the

PlgaugesGl and G3. as shown in Figure 4-15(b). A typical relationship between the

applied shear and the concrete strain within the shear span is given in Figure 6-3 for'

beam SC-4. The observed change in concrete strain lì'om cornpression to tension ìs

attributed to the shed camying mechanism that varies during the diffèrent stages of

the loading history, as illustrated in Figure 6-3.

The angle of shear crack reported in Table 6-1 was detetmilred as the angle at which tlie

shear crack intersects the midheight of the shear depth.id. After shear clacking, the

behaviour of the beams was irfluenced bv the sheal reinfolcement. The bel-raviour of

each beaur is summarized in the following sections.

6.2,2 Beams reinforced with steel strands for flexure

6.2.2.1 Control beams

Two control beams reinfolced with six

beam SN-0 without shear reinforcement

15-mn steel st'ands for flexure wele tested:

and beam SS-2 wìth 6.35-mm-diameter sleel
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stinups spaced at dl2 in the two shear spans. Only one shear span \4¡as instrumented

using Pl-gauges and electrical strain gauges to monitor the shear cracking behaviour and

the strain in the steel stirrups. The shear cracking patterns lor beatrs SN-O and SS-2 are

shown in Figures 6-4 and 6-6, respectively, while Figures 6-5 and 6-7 show the two

beams at failure.

Only one major she crack was observed in SN-0, as shor¡,n in Figure 6-4. With a

furlher increase in load. the shear crack width increased dramatically until it reached a

value of 8 mm prior to failule. From a serviceability point of view, the sheal force, V,,., aT

the initiation of the first sheal crack is always considered as the shear capacity of a

concrete beam without shear reinforcement. After shear cracking, the load was

transmìtted in the shear span by means of the shear resistance of the concrete in the

compression zote, V,,, and the dowel resistance of the longitudinal reinforcement, tr/.¿.

The beam lailed in a diagonal tension mode, as shown in Figure 6-5. Shear failure

occurred witliin the instrumented shear span.

With a furtlier increase ir.r load after flexural crackir.rg. several shear clacks occurred

within the shear span in bearn SS-2 and propagated diagonally tou,ards the loading point.

Beam SS-2 had fìve shear cracks in the shear span at the clack stabilization stage, as

shown in Figure 6-6. Failure of beam SS-2 initiated by yielding of one steel stinup

intersecting with the shear crack, followed by yielding of another slirrup. With a furlher'

increase in the load, ercessive shear defonlation and crack width were observed as the

steel stirrups experienced strain haldening. Finally. failure of the beam occuned b.v

rupture of one steel stinup at a high strain level, followed by rupture of another stirup
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and crushing ofthe concrete at the tip ofthe shear crack, as shown in Figure 6-7. Shear

failure ofthe beam occured in the non-instrumented shear span.

6,2.2.2 Beams reinforced with CFRP stirrups

Th¡ee beams leinlorced u'ith 10x5-mm CFRP stinups for shear and six 15-mm steel

strands for flexure were tested: beam SC-2 with CFRP stirrups spaced at d/2, beam SC-3

u'ith CFRP stirrups spaced aT dl3, and beam SC-4 with CFRP stirrups spaced at d/4.

Only one shear span was reinforced r,ith FRP stirrups. The shear clacking patteÌns for

beams SC-2, SC-3 and SC-4 are shown in Figures 6-8. 6-10 and 6-12. respectively; wliile

Figures 6-9, 6-11 and 6-13 shou' the tluee beanrs at failure.

Beams SC-2, SC-3 and SC-4 had three. four and four shear cracks, respectively. in the

FRP reinfolced shear span at the crack stabilization stage, as shown in Figures 6-8. 6-10

and 6-12. Failure ofthe three beams initiated by lupture ofone CFRP stinup at the bend,

followed by failure of other stirrups af their anchorage at the bottom reinforcement and

crushir.rg of the concrete at the tip of the shear crack, as shown in Figures 6-9, 6- 1 I and

6-13. Ruptule ofthe CFRP stirrup occuned at the bend zone away from its intelsection

with the shear crack. Loss of bond between the inner fibre core and the outer resin

coating was observed in the stirrup that failed by rupture. as shown in Figure 6-9. Bond

loss was also observed in the bend specimens. as mentioned in section 5.2.1.1. Failure of

the tlxee beams occurred in a fraction ofa second after the rupture ofthe CFRP stirrup at

the bend zone, as observed by video recording ofthe instant of failure.
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6.2.2.3 Beams reinforced rvith GFRP stirrups

Three beams reinforced with 12-mm-diameter GFRP stirrups for shear and six 15-mm

steel strands for flexure were tested: beam SG-2 with GFRP stinups spaced aI d/2, beam

SG-3 with GFRP stirrups spaced at dl3, and beam SG-4 with GFRP stimrps spaced at

d/4. Only one sheal span was reinforced with FRP stinups. The shear cracking patterns

for beams SG-2, SG-3 and SG-4 are shown in Figures 6-14, 6-16 and 6-18, respectively;

while Figures 6-15,6-11 and 6-19 show the tll'ee beams at failure.

Beams SG-2, SG-3 and SG-4 had three, five and five shear cracks, respectively, in the

FRP reinforced shear span at the crack stabilization stage, as shown in Figures 6-14, 6-16

and 6-18. Failure of beam SG-2 initiated by ruptule of one GFRP stilrup at the bend.

followed by failure of another stirrup at its anchorage at tlìe bottom reinlorcement and

crushing of the concrete at the tip of the sheal crack, as shown in Figure 6-15. Rupture of

the GFRP stinup occurred at the bend zone away from its intersection with the shear'

clack. Failure of beams SG-3 and SG-4 initiated by the propagation of the shear cracks

diagonally towards the load, therefore reducing the depth of the compression zone. The

decrease in the depth of the compression zone coupled with the relatively low-strength

concrete caused the concrete under the loading poirf and in the web to clush before

rupture of the GFRP stirups. as showr in Figures 6-17 and 6-19. This q'pe of failute

was less brittle than the sheal failure that occurred due to rupture of the FRP stilrups. as

observed in beams SC-2, SC-3. SC-4 and SG-2, As given in Table 6-1. bear.ns SG-3 and

SG-4 had similar ultir,rate shear strength despite the variation in stirrup spacing. The

maximum shear force, I,',",,, cutied by both beams SG-3 and SG-4 was about 312 kN. As

the load was applied using stroke control and with a further increase in 1he stroke. the
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applied load staded to decrease and finally the beams failed at a shear of about 290 kN.

The reduction in the load with fufiher increase in the deformation mav be attributed to

concrete softening prior to lailure by crushing. Examination of the beam after failure

showed that the GFRP stinups were intact and supporting the crushed concrete in the

web.

6.2.3 Beams reinforced rvith CFRP strands for flexure

6.2.3.1 Beam reinforced with CFRP stirrups

Beam CC-3 was reinforced with seven 15-mr¡ CFRP strands for flexure and had 10x5-

mm CFRP Leadline stinups spaced at d/3 in one of the shear spans and closely spaced

steel stirrups in the other shear span. The beam had four shear cracks in the FRP

reinforced sheal span at the crack stabilization stage. as shown in Figure 6-20. Shear

cracks in beam CC-3 were deeper than in case of beams reinforced with steel strands, and

plopagated tor'vards mid-depth of the flange, as shown in Figure 6-20. Failure of beam

CC-3 initiated by rupture of one CFRP stinup at the bend, followed by failure of two

stiüups at their anchorage at the bottom reinforcement and crushing of tlle concrete at the

tip of tlie shear crack. as shou.n in Figule 6-21. Similar to beam SC-3 reinforced with

steel strands for flexure. ruptule ofthe CFRP stinup occurred at the bend zone away fi'om

its intersection with the shear crack. Loss of bond between the imer fibre core and the

resin coating rvas also observed in the stilrup failed by rupture. After failure. the CFRP

strands held the two pieces of the beam, as shou'n ir Figule 6-21.
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6.2.3.2 Beam reinforced with GFRP stirrups

Beam CG-3 was reinforced with seven 15-mm CFRP strands for flexure and l-rad 12-mn

GFRP C-BAR stirrups spaced aI d/3 tn one of the shear spans and closely spaced steel

stirrups in the other shear span. The beam had five shear clacks in the FRP reinforced

shear span at the crack stabilization stage, as shown in Figure 6-22. Slrear cracks in beam

CG-3 were deeper than in case of beams reinforced with steel stlands. and propagated

towards the mid-depth of the flange, as shown in Figure 6-22. Fatlure of beam CG-3

initiated by rupture ofone CFRP stinup at the bend, followed by failure of two slirrups at

their anchorage at the botton reinforcement and crushing of the eoncrete at the tip of the

shear crack, as shown in Figure 6-23. Rupture ofthe GFRP stinup occulred at the bend

zone away fi'om its intersection witli the shear crack. After fàilure, the CFRP strands

held the two pieces olthe beam, as sÌrown in Figure 6-23.

6.2..1 Load-defl ection characteristics

Figures 6-24(a) and 6-24(b) show the applied load versus deflection measured at nidspan

and at the loading point, respectively. The load-deflection relationship was greatl¡

affected by the presence ofthe shear reinforcement. lt can be seen ìn Figure 6-24(a) lhat

the beam with no shear reinforcement showed higher deflection than other beams at the

same load level. The presence of shear reinforcement in the shear span reduced the

midspan deflection due to partial restraining of the shear defonnation. However, the

variation of the stinup material and spacing did not significantly affect the load-

deflection characteristics, as shown in Figures 6-24(a) and 6-24(b). This is attr-ibuted to

the fact that the tested beams had a span-to-depth ratio of 10.6 and therefore the llexural
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deformations were the dominant corrìponent ofthe beam deflection. Despite the fact that

all beams had the same amount of flerural reinforcement. there is a difference in

behaviour between beams reinforced with steel strands and bear.ns reinlorced with CFRP

stlands (Figure 6-24b). This is attributed to the lelatively lou'er elastic nodulus of the

CFRP strands in comparison to sfeel strands.

6.3 Failure modes

As intended, all the tested beams failed in shear. In general, the observed mode of lailure

uas eilher shear tension or shear rompression.

Shear tension failure occuned due to rupture of the FRP stirrups at the bend ol yielding

of the steel stin'ups. The shear rupture failure initiated by lnpture ol one FRP stirup at

the bend zone. After ruptule of one stiruup. the lemaining components of the calryir.rg

mechanism could not resist the applied shear force and. consequently. the beam failed in

shear- The other FRP stirrups contribuLing to resisling the applied sheal were fi'actìired at

their anchorage to the bottom leinforcement, as shown in Figures 6-11 and 6-13. The

shear-rupture mode was a sudden and brittle type offailure. The bearn with steel stirrups

had a shear-yield mode. The concrete compressive strength of the beams that had a

sheal tension failure ranged flom 51 to 54 MPa.

Shear-compression failure occurred due to crushing of the conclete under the loading

point and in the web. as shown in Figures 6-17 and 6-19. The concrete compressive

strength of the beams that had a shear-cor.npression failule was 33 MPa. The failure

initiated by extension of the shear cracks towards the loading point. thereby reducing the

depth of the compression zone. Based on the shear +rack-width relationship. the load-
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deflection relationship and the visual inspection of the beams, concrete softening was

believed to occur prior to failure. The shear-compression mode was a less brittle type of

fàilure. The same ultimate load was observed for beams SG-3 and SG-4 that lailed in

shear-compression. despite the different stinup spacing. Concrete softening was also

observed plior to failure in the shear span reinlorced u,ith closely spaced steel stinups.

However, the relatively low stiffness ofthe FRP stimups and therefore higher shear crack

widths and depths caused the failure to occur in the shear span with FRP stiffups.

6.4 Contribution of FRP stirrups

The contribution ofthe FRP stirups to the shear resisting mechanism in concrete beams

was evaluated based on each ofthe following:

a- Strain rneasurement of the FRP stiuups based on the readings of the electric straìn

gauges

b- Stillup effectiveness. based on the gain in the sheal strength of a beam with FRP

stin'ups as compared with a similar beam u,ithout shear reinforcement

6.4.1 Strain in FRP stirrups

The strains in the FRP stinups located within a distance of one-half the sheal span, a/2,

were neasured up to failure using electric strain gauges as described in chapter 4. The

average strains of the FRP stinups ir.r each beam were determined based on the strain

gauge readings. The maximum strain in the stinups observed at the ultimate load is

given in Table 6-1 for tested beams. The maximum strain in the stinups was always less
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than the ultimate strain capacity parallel to the fibres, a¡^,. The average strain in the

stiÍups at the ultimate load, e¡, (or ¿., ), based on the readings of all the strain gauges is

also given in Table 6-l. For beams that failed in the shear-tensìon uode, the avetage

stinup strair at ultimate, á¡,, was higher than the ultimate strain based on the bend

capacity, e¡n,,¿ (Table 6-1), except for beam SC-4 with closely spaced CFRP stirrups. For

beams that failed in the shear-compression r.node, the average stirrup sttailt at ultimate.

st., was less than the ultimate strain based on the bend capacity. ebend, as Íhe FRP stirrups

did not fail by rupture and therefore were not fully utilized il these beams.

The sheal versus a\¡erage strain in stirrups for the beams reir.rforced with CFRP srirrups

are shown in Figure 6-25. The sheal versus average strain in stirrups lol the beams

reinfolced rvith GFRP stirrups are shown in Figule 6-26. It is evident from Figures 6-25

and 6-26 that an increase in the shear reinforcement ratio resulted ir reduction in the

average strain in FRP stinups at the same load level. To investigate the effect ofthe lou,

elastic rnodulus of FRP stinups on the stinup strain, Figule 6-27 shows the shear

F
reinforcement ratio multiplied by the elastic modulus rafio, p,, *. versus the average

straìn in the stinups at an applied sheal of 175 kN. A shear level of 175 kN was selected

to ensure that the shear cracks were stabilized in all beams and the maximum strain in

steel stirrups did not exceed the yield strain. The broken lines in Figure 6-27 present the

trend of beams reinlorced with CFRP and GFRP stirlups. By extending the lines in

Figure 6-27 towards a sheal reinforcement ratio of 0.40. it can be seen that a beam

F
reinforced with CFRP or GFRP stirrups \À ith p 

^ 
-j = p,,. = 0.+ shows less stirrup

t-

strain than observed in the beam reinforced with steel stirups. Therefore, it can be
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concluded than the stin'up strain is not directly propollional to the modular rafio, E¡,/8,.

and is influenced by other factors such as bond charactelistics ofthe FRP stinups.

The effect of flexural reinforcement on the average strain in FRP stilrups is shou'n in

F-igule 6-28(a) and 6-28(b) lor beams reinlorced with CFRP and GFRP stinups.

respectively. Figule 6-28(a) shows that the use ofCFRP strands for flexure did not have

significant effect on the strails in the FRP stirrups. It should be noted that the behaviour

of the beams reinforced with GFRP stirrups (Figure 6-28b) is aflected not only by the

CFRP longitudinal reinforcement but also by the variation in the concrete strenglh../1 . A

detailed discussion of the effect of sheal reinforcement and flexural reinforcement on

shear clacking and deformations is given in section 6.5.

The average strain in the stirups was used to determine the contribution ofthe stirrups to

the shear carrying capacity, based on the stress strain relationship of the FRP material.

The contribution of the FRP stirups to the shear resisting mechanism can be detennined

based on the stinup stlain as follows:

where rr¡ is the number ol FRP stinups inter-secting the shear crack tlÉt caused the

failure. lt was obsewed in the erperimental program that for beams with stirrups spaced

at d/2, d/3 and d/1, the conesponding numbel of stinups intersecting the shear clack was

2, 3 and 4; respectively. This observation agrees with the 45-deg truss model. u'here n¡;

: d tan 0: d. Equation (6-1) can be rewritten in the following format:

V =n A t E\/¡,^'ì¡,

,, =:,, t,,8,. h,. tn,.\t -- tp.,J,,r b..cl

(6-l)

(6-2)
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whele r,, is the stress in tlie stinups corresponding to a strain of e¡, and is determined

according to the stress-strain relationship of the stirup material and p¡ is the shear-

reinforcement ratio for the beam under consideration (p¡, : A¡/h.s). The stress index.

p.ftff,, giver in equation (6-2) is plotted versus stirup strain in Figure 6-29 for each beam

to characte¡ize the capability of the stinups to resist shear in beam action. The p¡/¡,

\¡ersus stirrup strain relationships for the beams reinforced \A'ith FRP stinups spaced at

d/2, d/3 and d/l are shown in Figures 6-29(a), 6-29(b) and 6-29(c). respectively. The

solid lines in Figure 6-29 end at the bend capacity of the FRP stin ups. .f,",,¿, while the

broken lines extend to the guaranteed tensile strength of the FRP parallel to the fibres,.fiu,.

The p",,,{,, versus stirrup strain relationship for the contlol beam reinf'olced with steel

stinups spaced af di2 is also shown in Figure 6-29.

As a consequence, the stinup contdbution tr/./ can be determined based on the average

stirlup stlain and the mechanical and geometric plopedies of the stirrups using the

concept of smeared leinforcement in the concrete beam. Therefore, the stirrup

contribution can be computed as follows:

1. Tlre characteristic stress p¡f¡, can be detelmined lrom Figure 6-29 at any load level.

based on the corresponding stin'up strain given from Figures 6-25.6-26 and 6-28.

2. Applying tlie characteristic stress pn6, to equation (6-2), the contribution ofthe stin'ups

to the shear resisting mechanism can be evaluated.

The relationships between the applied shear and the components of the shear resisting

mechanism V" and V,¡ are presented in Figures 6-30, 6-31 and 6-32 fol the beams

leinforced with steel strands and with stirrups spaced at d/2, d/3 and dlt, respectively.
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The relationships between the applied shear and the components of the shear resisting

mechanism Ir¿¡ and I,'"¡ are presented in Figures 6-33(a) and 6-33(b) for the beams

reinforced with CFRP stlands and with CFRP and GFRP stirrups, respectively.

It can be seen in Figures 6-3 0, 6-3 I and 6-32 that for the beams reinforced with steel

strands, the concrete contlibution component, tr/". at any load level was highel than or

equal to the sheal force at the initiation of the first shear crack, I/.,. In addition. the

concrete contribution componenf, 4, at failure was always higher than the shear force at

the initiation of the first shear crack, 2.,.. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

inclusion of the FRP stinups in concrete beams coffributes to the sheal carrying capacity

in two different ways:

1. Creating the stirrup corfribution component I/y

2. Enhancing the concrete contribution component 4 by:

a- contlolling the sheal cracks and theleby improving the shear resisted

by aggregate interlock. I,'^, ; and

b- preventing the splitting of the concrete at the longitudinal

reinforcement level, theleby inproving the shear resisted by the dowel

actiott. V¿¡

For the beams reinforced with CFRP strands for flexure, Figures 6-33(a) and 6-33(b)

show that tlìe concl..ete contribution, VcI af any load level up to failure was less than the

concrete contribution, 4, for the corresponding beams reinforced with steel strands. This

behaviour indicates that the use of FRP flexural reinforcement in concrete beams lesults

in widel cracks, smaller depth of the complessiol zone and less dowel contribution

leading to reduction in the concrete contribution to the shear carrying mechanisnl, V,¡.
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6.4.2 Effectiveness of FRP stirrups

The shear capacity of a concrete beanr '"vithout shear teinforcement. I/",.. is always

nìeasured as the applied load u'hich causes the initiation of the fìrst shear crack. After

this stage, the shear crack width increases dramatically. The contribution of the FRP

stinups to the shear caruying capacity of concrete beams was evaluated based on the

difference between the measured shear strength, V,nn, and the measured shear at the

initiation ofthe first crack, V",.. The temr "V*n-Vn" also includes the stirrup effectiveness

in enhancing the col)crete contribution to the shear canying capacity. Based or.r the

traditional 45-degree truss model, and as observed in the beams tested in this

experimental program! the effective stirrup capacity at fatlure,.l¡,", can be detelnined as

follow-s:

.. (q,, -r,,)'J '' = A,J- (6-l)

where l¡, is the area of the FRP stirrups, .r is the stirrup spacing, and d is the etTective

beam depth. Figure 6-34 shows the effective stress in FRP stimups at failure for the

diffelent spacing values, s, used in this study. Test results indicate that the effective

capacity of FRP stirrups in beam action might be as low as 50 percent of the stlength

parallel to the fibres, provided that shear failure occurs due to rupture ofthe FRP stinups.

For closely spaced stirrups. there is a higher chance for the diagonal clacks to intersect

the bend zone of the stinups, leading to a lower contribution of the FRP stin'ups, as

evident from Fìgure 6-34. For beams reinforced u'ith CFRP strands for flexure, the

effective stiüup stless is less than the corresponding bearn reinforced with steel strands.

This can be attributed to the observed low values of the concrete contribution, Z.¡ in

comparison to the concrete contribution, V,(=V,,), in equation (6-3). The effect of FRP
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longitudìnal reinforcement on the concrete contribution, /"¡ is discussed in detail in

chapter 7.

6.5 Shear cracking

Shear crackìng behaviour of the beams was examined within the sheal span. In general,

the stirrups act as crack initiators for most of the flexural clacks that are first initiated in

tlre shear span- With a fuither increase in load, the flexural clacks propagale diagonally

with a varying angle towards the loading point. The characteristics of the shear crack

width and distribution as inlluenced by the type of the sheal reinforcement are discussed

in the following sectjons.

6.5.1 Crack pattern

In general, shear cracks are characterized by irregulal distribution as compared to flexural

cracks in the constant moment zone. Shear cracking irregularity is attributed to the minor

cracks that lir* the major shear cracks. as shown in Figures 6-6, 6-8, 6-10. ... etc. In the

cu'rent study, sheal cracks were identified as the cracks that t'ul1 continuously flron-r the

tension side to the compressior.r flange of the beam. It was observed that shear cracks

initiated with a steep angle at the tension side of the beam and approached the

compression flange at a flat angle.

Exarnination of shear cracking ofthe tested beams showed that:

1. Tlre angle of tl.re shear cracks in the beams s'ith stinups ranged between 42 and 46

degrees, as given in Table 6-1. This range of shear crack angles is typical for
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reinforced concrete beams. The material type and spacing of the stirrups did not affect

the shear crack angle. However, they alfected the crack patlern and the crack width. as

discussed in the following sections.

2. The conn'ol beant reinforced with steel stinups had uniform crack distribution. This is

attributed to the good bond characteristics of steel stillups.

3. Beatns witlt CFRP Leadline stirrups had non-uniform clack distlibution and the lowest

number of shear cracks among the tested beams. This is attributed to the pool bond

characteristics of Leadline bars. as was also observed in the bend tests of Leadline

stirrups. It was observed that the beams with small stinup spacing show better

distribution of shear cracks.

4. Beams y,ith C-BAR slirrt4ts had a unifon'n distlibution of sheal cracks. This is

attlibuted to the fact that the bond characteristics of the GFRP leinforcing bars are

better than those of the steel rebars, as reported by Rizkalla el al. (1997).

5. Beams reinforced with CFRP strands for.flexure (Figules 6-20 and 6-22) had sirnilar

distribution and number of shear cracks af clack stabilization, cornpared to the

coresponding beams reinforced with steel stlands (Figures 6-10 and 6-16). However.

the shear cracks were longer and extended to the flange in beams reinforced with

CFRP strands for flexure, as shown in Figures 6-20 utd 6-22. This is attributed to the

relatively low elastic modulus of the CFRP strands in cornparison to that of the steel

strands.
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6.5.2 Crack width

The monitoring data of the PI gauges mounted on the u,'eb were used to calculate the

\\'idth of the shear cracks passing tlirough Pl-gauge stations and the slide displacement

along the shear cracks. as illustrated in Figure 6-35. For a typical Pl-gauge station and

considering the Pl gauges in diagonal and vertical directions. the summation of shear

crack u,idths In, and the slide displacement along the cracks can be determired as

follows:

ru, = (16. A,. - 4. - 0 sr,e,,)sin 0 + (2,. - 0, 5/.a", )cos d

stide =(Ji.t, /,. -0.5t,e,,)cos0 -(4. -l.st"e,,)sin0
(6-4)

whele d is the measured crack angle to the horizontal axis of the beam, /" is the gauge

length (/ - 200 mm), e., is maximum tensile strain of concrete (¿., - 0.1 x 1 0-3). and

A¡¡, Ar', Ap are The displacements measured by the PI gauges. as described in

Figure 6-35. Similar equations can be used to detennine the shear crack width by

considering eifher A¡1 and A¡¡ or A¡. and Á¡1. All beams had tluee ol four Pl-gauge

stations in the shear critical zone, as shorm in Figures 4-14 through 4-17. The

summation of the shear crack widths, år,, was determined using equation (6-4) for all the

Pl-gauge stations Íìlounted on the web in the sl.rear critical zone. The shear clack w-idth

per crack, w. was detenrrined based on the nunrber of shear cracks passing within the PI-

gauge station. Il general. the calculated shear crack width, based on the measuLements of

the Pl-gauge station containing the crack that caused the failure, was the highest among

all the Pl-gauge stations in the shear span, and theref'ore was used to chaÌacterize the

cracking behaviour of the beam.
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The shear versus crack width relationships for the beams reinforced with CFRP stinups

are shown in Figure 6-36, compared with the control beams. The shear versus crack

\\'idth for the beans reinforced with GFRP stirups are shown in Fìgure 6-37. conpared

with the control beams. For beams reinforced with FRP stirrups. it can be seen in Figures

6-36 and 6-37 that low values of crack width were observed for beams with a higher

shear reinforcement ratio pj,.

The shear crack width at any load level is pledicted to be plopoftional to the elastic

modùlus and the bond characteristics of the stirrups. As mentioned before, the GFRP

stirrups have the lowest elastic rnodulus and the best bond characteristics in comparison

wìth the steel and CFRP stirrups. For beams reinforced with GFRP stirrups, Figure 6-37

slrows that the beam with a shear reinforcement ratjo of p¡,: 0.71 percent behaves

similarly to the oÍìe with a steel shear reinf'orcement l..atio of p,,, : 0.40 pelcent. This

indicates that an increase in the shear reintorcement ratio p¡, of 80 p..."nt 1: 9J1 !.19 
;' 040

rnininrizes the effect of the low modular raTio (E¡/8.,: 411200 - 0.21) due to the good

bond characteristics of GFRP stirrups. It is shown in Figure 6-36 that the beam with

0.4% steel stiffups falls between the two bean'ìs with CFRP stirrups of 0.36% and 0.47o/o.

Therefore, it can be concluded that tlre beam with CFRP stirrups can have similat'

behaviour as beams with steel stirups due to relatively liigh elastic modulus ratio for'

CFRP material (EI,/8,:1371200:0.69). For the same stinup spacing of d/2, Figure 6-38

shows the shear versus crack width for thlee beams reinforced u'ith CFRP, GFRP, and

steel stinups. It can be seen that high values ofcrack width were obsen'ed fol the beam

with CFRP stinups, even though the stilfness index E¡p¡. is higher for this beam than the

one reinforced with GFRP stirups. In general. it can be concluded that the beams
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reinforced wìth GFRP stirrups perfonned well despite the vely lou' elastic modulus of the

GFRP material.

For beams with GFRP stirrups spaced aI d/3 and d/1, the shear crack width remained

almost constant at a shear lorce of 250 kN and up to failure, as showrl in Figule 6-37.

Similar behaviour was obseled by the strains in the GFRP stirrups. It was also observed

that the flexural clacks under the loading point became wider at the same load level and

up to failure. This is attributed to the fact that the concrete undel the loading point and in

the web starled to soften and absorbed nore energy, causing an energy release in the zone

of shear cracks.

Figure 6-39(a) and 6-39(b) show the shear versus crack width relationship for beams

reinforced with CFRP strands for flexule, compaled with the conesponding beams

reinforced with steel strands. For beams with CFRP stin'ups, Figure 6-39(a) shows that

the use of CFRP strands as longitudinal leinforcement in beam CC-3 r'esulted in an

insignificant increase in the shear crack width at the same load level in comparison to

beam SC-3 reinforced with steel strands. For beams with GFRP stirrups, tìre beam CG-3

¡r'ith CFRP strands resulted in wider shear cracks at low load levels. as shown in Fìgure

6-39(b). It should be mentioned that there are two factors affecting the shear crack width.

the longitudinal reinforcement and the concrete strength, d. While beam CG-i u-as

reinforced u,ith CFRP strantls for flexure and had I of 50 MPa, beam SG-3 was

reinforced with steel strands and had I of33 MPa. Because of the difference in concrete

strenglh. the effect ofCFRP longitudinal reinforcement on the cracking behaviour cannot

be deduced fi'om Figure 6-39(b).
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6,5.3 Crack width versus stirrup strain

It is u'ell established by many researchers (Leonhaldt 1979 and Beeby 1979) and nany

design codes (ACI 318-95, EuroCode-2 and CSA23.3-94) that the crack u'idth in

reinforced concrete members is directly propodional to the strain in the reinlorcing bars.

A typical expression for crack width calculation takes the following form;

tu-ktk.(.f.lE,) (6-5)

where /, is the stress in the steel reinforcing bars, A, is the elastic rnodulus of the steel

reinforcement, and the coefficients k¡, k2 depend on the bond characteristics of

reinfolcing bars and the concrete cover. Design guidelines for concrete lnembers

reinforced with FRP (JSCE 1997, ACI 1998) r'ecommended the use of the original code

equations fol calculation of cÌack width in corcrete members leifforced with

conventional steel. However, a recent investigation by Joh et al. (1997) on bond cracking

perfomrance of concrete beams reinforced with FRP showed that the use ofoliginal code

equations overestimates the flexulal crack width in concrete beams reinforced with FRP.

loh eÍ al. (1997) attributed this observation to the effect of the low- elastic rnoduÌus of

FRP reinforcement on tlle strain distribution around the crack.

The relationship between the sheal crack width and the average strain in stirups is shown

in Figures 6-40 and 6-41 for beams reilforced with CFRP stinups and for beams

reinforced with GFRP stinups, r'espectively. As shown in Figures 6-40 and 6-41, there is

an insignificant effect of the shear reinforcement ratio and the material type of

longitudinal reinlorcement on the lelationship between the crack u'idth and the stirrup

strain. Therefore. the relationship between the clack width and the stirlup strain for

CFRP and GFRP stiruups can be expressed by the average cur\¡e plesented in Figules
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6-40 and 6-41, respectively. The average curves in Figures 6-40 and 6-41 are drawn by

calculating the average stinup strain that conesponds to each value of the shear crack

width for all beans shown in the figure. The relationship between the shear crack width

and the stinup strain for CFRP and GFRP stirlups is compared in Figure 6-42 to the

corresponding relationship for steel stirrups, as observed in beam SS-2. It can be seen in

Figure 6-42 that at the same strain level in stirrups, beams reinforced with GFRP stinups

showed a smaller crack width than beams reinfbrced with steel and CFRP stirrups. It

should be mentioned that GFRP stinups have bond characteristics similar to those of

steel stirrups. as indicated by the similar shear crack pattem in beams reinfolced with

GFRP and steel stirrups. Therefore, it can be concluded that the sheal clack width is

affected by the low elastic modulus ofthe GFRP stirrups.

The effect of the elastic modulus on crack width can be explained by consideling a

coDcrete block reinforced with eilher a steel bar or an FRP bar, as shown in Figure 6-43.

It is assumed that the steel and FRP bars have the same cross-sectional area, I, and the

same bond characteristics. The stress distribution along the reinforcing bat inside the

concrete block is shown in Figure 6-43. For the same strain level, ¿", in the reinforcing

bar, the force in the FRP bar is less than that in the steel bar. Therefore, the strain

distribution at the crack location is predicted for the FRP bar to be diffelent than that for

the steel bar. It can be also slrown that the length of lost bond, l,rb, aîd Lhe crack width, v,

G¿J¿¡), in the concrete block reinforced with the FRP bal are smaller than those in the

concrete block reinforced with the steel bar', as illustrated in Figure 6-43. This indicates

that for the same strain level in reinforcing bars, the crack rvidth in members reinforced
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witli FRP having a relatively low elastic modulus might be smaller than the crack width

in members reinforced with steel.

6.6 Analytical Prediction

Different analltical models were used to predict the shear strength and behaviour of the

tested beams. The analylical models used to pledìct the behaviour ofthe bearns included

simplified shear design equations and advanced shear theories. The shear design

equations specified in the curent ACI 3 18-95 code lol concrete members leinforced u'ith

steel were used to predict the shear strength of the tested beams. In addition, design

equations proposed by dilferent task committees in Canada. Europe and Japan for

concrete members reinforced with FRP and reported in chapter 3, were used. The beams

were also analyzed using two well-established shear theories. The sheal friction modeì

(SFM) was used to predict the shear strength of beams reinforced with CFRP and GFRP

stirrups. The modified compression field theory (MCFT) was used to predict the sheal'

behaviour of beams reinforced with CFRP stilTups. The MCFT was also used to predict

the average strain in stirrups and the shear crack width at any load level. Shear crack

widths in tested beams were also calculated using equations available in the literatule and

presented in chapter 2. The output of the shear models was examined against the results

ofthe experimental plogram. The suitability ofthe curent shear models and theories that

weÌe mainly derived fo¡ members reinforced with steel, was investigated.

Recommendations are given for tl're analysis of beams reinforced with FRP, using the

SFM and the MCFT. In addition, a simple equation is proposed to predict the shear crack

width in concrete beams reinforced with FRP stinups.
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6.6.1 Shear models in design codes and guidelines

The shear strengths ofthe ten tested beams were predicted using shear equations given by

the following design codes (or guideliles):

a- The ACI 318-95 building code for concrete members reinforced wìth steel: Equations

(2-27), (2-28), (2-29), (2-32) and (2-33) were used. The design stless,.Ár^,, used in

equation (2-32) for steel stinr-rps was assumed to be the tensile strength parallel to the

fibres,S", fol FRP stirrups.

b- The JSCE recommendation for design and constructiol.t of concrete structures using

FRP (1997): Equations (3-27), (3-28), (3-29) and (3-31) were used.

c- The Japanese Building Research Iustitute (BRI) recommendations 1-or design of

concrete shuctules using FRP (sonobe e/ al. 1997): Equation (3-36) was used. The

bend capacity ofFRP stinups used in tested beams, r'equired for equation (3-36). was

deten'nined based on the bend tests reported in chapter' 5.

d- The new Canadìan Highway Bridge Design Code - Section 16 Fibre-reinfolced

Structures (CHBDC 1998) : Equations (3-39) and (3-40) along with equatiori (2-39b)

wele used.

e- The European guidelines Eurocrete Project (Clarke et al. 1996): Equations (3-41)

and (3-42) were used to modify the sheal' design equations (2-48) and (2-49) of the

Britìsh Standald BS81 10.

Tlre predicted shear stress, v,,:V,,/b.,d, was determined based on the nominal shear

strength. 4,, using a value of 1.0 for all material and safety factors (þ,y6. y,,,. . ). The

shear strengths of the corfrol beams SN-O and SS-2 rere predicted using the original
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ACI, JSCE, BRI, CHBDC and 8S8100 code equations for concrete members reinforced

with steel. The code equations for members reinforced with steel are given in chapter 2.

The shear stresses, y/?, calculated using the different code models are compared to test

results in Figure 6-44. The numerical values shown in Figure 6-44 are given in detail in

T able 6-2. It is evident lrom Figure 6-44 tl'¡at all code models except the BRI model

resulted in a conservative prediction for the contlol beams SN-0 and SS-2. Although the

BRI model resulted in conservative prediction for the shear strength of the control beam

reinforced with steel stirrups (SS-2), it overestimated the shear strength of the control

bearn without shear reinforcement (SN-0). Figule 6-44(a) sho\4's that the curent ACI

shear model resulted in unsafe prediction for the shear strengths of beams reinforced with

FRP stirups. The JSCE and the CHBDC models greatly underestimated the shear

strengtlr of beams reinforced with FRP stinups (Figures 6-44b and 6-44d), because both

models use very low stirup strain at ultimate in their equations. Due to the fact that the

Eurocrete model uses a slightly higher stinup strain at ultimate, the predicted shear

strengths of beams reinforced with FRP stinups (Figure 6-44e) were less conservative

than those of the JSCE and CHBDC models. Also. the BRI model (Figure 6-44c)

showed good prediction and less conservative shear strengths whcn compared to the

JSCE and CHBDC, since it uses the experimentally evaluated bend capacity of FRP to

limit the stiuup strain at ultimate. To develop a proposal for design equations for the

shear strength of concrete beams reinforced with FRP, test Ìesults of 126 beams from

experimental programs carried out by various researchers. including the beams tested in

the current investigation, were used. The selected beams cover a wide range f'or the

palameters aflecting the shear strength of concrete beams reinforced with FRP. The
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detailed properties of the selected beams are repofied in chapter 3. Derivation and

reliability assessment of the proposed model are presented in chapter 7.

6.6.2 Shear friction model (SFM)

As described in chapter 2. the SFM is based on the action of shear and longitudinal

reinforcement crossing a shear crack plane. Stirrups and longitudìnal reinforcement

provide a clamping folce, thereby increasing the friction force that can be transfened

across a crack along a potential failure plane. The plocedure and results for the analysis

of beams tested jn this experimental program using tlie SFM are presented in the

following sections.

6.6.2.1 Analysis procedure

The shear strength of a concrete beant can be determined by considering all possible

failure planes between the inside edge ofthe support plate and the inside edge ofthe load

plate, as shown in Fìgure 6-45. The plane with the lowest calculated sheal resistance

value gives the governing shear stÌength of the beam. According to the SFM, the shear

resistance corresponding to a potential failure plane can be determined as follows:

v -.1 r I -
---1 .0.)k- rcor-d-.oral(t ,coìl)-lcotl+T t7^0 (ó-ô)c' Lïo25i c, I (" (, f

where C',, is the limiting force in concrete u'eb based on overall depth å (Ç,. : f'"b.,.h), T

is the tensile folce in the longitudinal reinforcement conesponding to a shear force of

l/-f,, e is the angle of the potential failure plane, fr is the shear-friction factor (Ê :
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2.1-f,'o'), Z" is the ultimate load capacitl' of stilrups cl'ossing the potential failur-e pìane ,

å,,, is the web width of the beam and ft is the overall depth of the beanr, as shown in

Figure 6-46. As given by equation (6-6), V,,/C., should not exceed -. r.f, to avoid shear.

failule initiated by crushing of the concrete.

The SFM requires the examination of all possible failure planes between the inside edge

ofthe suppoft plate and the inside edge of the load plate. Selected potential failure planes

are shown in Figures 6-45(a) to 6-45O for all beams tested in the second experimental

phase. The analysis procedure was perfonled fol each poter,tial failule plane, according

1o the following steps:

1. Determìne the angle of the potential failure pIane, 0. the characteristic force

C.,,,:f',b,,,h, and the shear-f icfion factor È. It should be mentioned that the force C,, is

detemrined for the area of the web, å,,,/r, ignoling the eflecl of the flange of the T-

beams tested in this study.

2. Determine the strength capacity of the stinups corresponding to the potential failure

plane. The stress in the stillups at failure,.f,,. is taken as the yield strength,./".,. in the

case of steel stirups and is determined based on the embedment of the bend for FRP

stirrups, as described in the following text. As showr ìn Figure 6-46, the embedrnent

lengths, /¿7, la:, ...elr. are determined based on the intersectiolr of the potential failure

plane with the FRP stirrups. The lo*'est etlbedment lenglh /¿,,,,,, is used to

cha¡acterize the potential failure plane. The strength capacity of the FRP stirrups, fi,.

is determined according to the follo$'ing equations (6-7) and (6-8) for CFRP and

GFRP stirrups, r'espectively:

'Í,' -6.49n 
lo-'

f n,, 70 d"
0.41 < 0.8 (6-7)
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4.

0.49
f ¡, =024* 

I u,u. < 0.8 (6-8)
20d

).

Equations (6-7) and (6-8) were proposed based on the experimental results of the

bend tests, described in section 5.4. A limitation on the FRP stinup capacity..fi,, of

0.8fr,,. is imposed on equation (6-7) to account for the kink effect at crack intersection

as concluded ìn chapter 5 (section 5.8).

The contribution of the stinups, 2,,, is determined as IA,, f,. where -I1,. is the toral

cross-sectional area of the stinups cl'ossing the potential failure plale. and f, is the

strength capacity ofthe stirrups as determined in step 2.

Detemrine the tensile force in the longitudiral forces, I, by consider-ing the moment

equilibrium at point A for the applied forces (Figule 6-46). Therefore, the tensile

force, Z, can be determined as a fur.rction of ri, using the following equation:

(6-e)
!rt ftt

where ,yo , !¿7 , xt ands are defined in Figure 6-46.

5. Apply C.,, k, T, 0 and 7,, to equation (6-6). The equatiorl can be solved, as indicated

in appendix A. to detemine shear strength. trj,. corresponding to the potential shear

plane.

A numerical exarnple of this analysis procedure is given in Appendix A for beam SC-3.

The results of the SFM for the ten tested beans ale summatized il Table 6-3. Table 6-3

gives the values for the different parameters for each potential failure plaue along with

the predicted shear strength, Ij,, and the predicted mode of failure. The governing failure

plane with the lowest trj, is highlighted in Figules 6-45(a) to 6-45(j) aú ìs indicated in

bold-face letters in Table 6-3.
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6.6.2.2 Analysis results ând discussion

The observed test results fol the beam specirnens are compar:ecl with the results of the

SFM in Table 6-3 and Figure 6-47. Figure 6-47 shorvs the measured-to-predicted shear

strength n|io, L'*",/V,, for all tested beams. As shown in Figure 6-47, the SFM predicted

very well the shear strength of beams reinforced with steel strands for flexure that fàiled

in shear-ruptule (or shear yield) mode. As is evident from Table 6-3 and Figure 6-45.

the SFM resulted in a good estimate for the shear clack angle and the nunber of stinups

intelsect ing rhe lailure plane.

The sFM predicted the failure of beams with FRp stinups by rupture of the stin.ups at the

bend, as indicated by the intersection of the predicted failure planes with the sfirrups at

tlre bend location (Figure 6-45). The failure of all analyzed beams reinforced rvith FRp

stiu'ups was govemed by a stinup stress .rì, (colu'rn 9 of Table 6- 1 ) equal to the bend

capacity that conesponds ro al"/d" ratio of 5.0, according to equations (6-7) and (6-g). It

was observed in the experirnental progran.r that using a small stirmp spacing increases the

chance for shear cracks to intersect the bend zone ald consequently causes significant

reduction of the stimrp capacity in beam acfion,.f¡,. Figurc 6-4g shows the r.elationship

between the l¡'"/f¡,., ratio and the s/d ratio as predicted by the SF-M and as observed in the

expe|inrental plogram for bearns tliat failed in a sbear-rupture mode. As showr in Figur-e

6-48, the analytical results of the SFM lollow the sa're trend observed in the

experimental prograln. It can be concluded thaf the effect of the spacing of FRp stirrups

on lhe shear strength of concrete beams can be captured using the SFM. The SFM. along

with the proposed lailure criteria of a single FRp sti'up. given by equations (6-7) and
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(6-8), can predict extrenely well the shear-ruptllre strength of the concrete beams

reinforced with FRP stiÍrups.

For tl.re two beams that failed iri the shear'-compression mode. the SFM predicts the

failure mode as shear l..upture at a higher load level, as indicated in Table 6-3. Equation

(6-6) includes a limit fol V,, as 7 .t)(',, f, ¡= 7 .\b,,h) to avoid the shear-compression mode.

However. this limit results in even higher shear strength fol the beams. as giveu for

potential failure plane no. I of beams SG-3 and SG-4 in Table 6-3. The comesponding

limits ìn the ACI 318-q5 code. CSAli.i-94 and BS8ll0-85 ale 0.8jj\ I /', ¿/ . lf L,,a .

and 5.}b'd, respectively. The ultimate shear strengths as determined by these codes for

beam SG-3 range from 57 to 69 percent of that predicted by the SFM. Theref'ore. the

upper linit ol the SFM provided by equation (6-6) does not plovide a consenative

prediction when compared to cuüent code limits and lequires fui1hel research.

For beams reinforced with CFRÌ strands for flexure. the SFM underestimated the shear

strength of the two tested beams. as shown in Figure 6-49. This may be attributed to the

effect of the lou' elastic modulus of the CFRP ¡einforcement on the shear'-friction

clraractelistics, represented by the factor- k (2.1.f" -0 t. To accoulrt lor the eflect oltlie low

elastic modulus of FRP reinforcement, a modifìcation for tl.re shear-fi'iction flactor, fr. is

proposed as follon's:

(6- r 0)

where E7 is the elastic modulus of the FRP longitudinal reinfolcemelrt and À is the

elastic modulus ofsteel (ð":200 GPa). The use ofproposed equation (6-10) in the SFM

resulted in a good prediction for the two beams reinforced with CÞ'RP strands, as shown
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in Table 6-3 and Figure 6-49. However, extensive research is needed to investigate the

shear-friction behaviour in colcrete members reinfolced with FRP as main reinforcemeut

and to establish a more generalized relationship between the shear'-friction factor. À. and

E¡ for different types of FRP reinforcement.

Finally, it can be concluded that the use ofproposed equatìons (6-7) and (6-8) as a failure

criterion for FRP stimrps in the SFM provides an excellent anal¡ical model for the

predicted behaviour of beams reinforced with FRP stirrups. However. the limit imposed

on the SFM to avoid shear compression failure for beams leinforced with either steel or

FRP has to be re-investigated. Although the ploposed equation (6-10) for the shear-

friction factor, fr, resulted in a reasonable prediction of the shear strength of bealns

reinforced longitudinally with FRP, further rehnement ol the theoly is recommended to

account for the effect ofusing FRP as longitudinal reinforcement.

6.6.3 Modified compression field theory (MCFT)

As described in chapter 2, the MCFT is considered as a rational theory to predict the

behaviour of any conclete element subjected to a biaxial stless held. The MCFT uses the

equilibrium equations (section 2.3.2). the compatibility conditions and the stress-strain

relationships for concrete and reinforcement to deternìine the average stresses. the

aveÌage strains and the clack an gle 0 al any load level up to failule.
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6.6.3.1 Analysis procedure

As mentioned in section 2.3.2, Felber (1990) intplemented a computer program

"RESPONSE" to predict the behaviour of a beam section subjected to shear and bending

moment using the MCFT. The "RESPONSE" program requires the follot'irg input data:

1. The concrete compressire strength. /.. the cotresponding strain t. llle conct'ele

tensile strength,.f,,., and the tension stiffening factors a (.:a¡a:, as given in equation

2-12). The values ofl., e,, and.f,, used in the analysis ofthe tested beams are based

on the standard material tests described in chapter 4. As speciñed by Collins and

Mitclrell (1991), the factors a7 and a2 are taken as 0.7 for 7-u'ire bolded strands and

1.0 for static loading, respectively.

2. The parameters needed to describe the stress-stÍain relationships of the longitudinal

reinforcement. Figule 6-50 shou's the stress-strain relationships used for modelling

the steel and CFRP stlands used as longitudilal reinforcement.

3. The palameters needed to describe tlle stÍess-strain relationsl.rips of the shear

reinforcement. The "RESPONSE" proglam limits the elastic modulus of the stinups

to betw'een 100 and 200 GPa. Therefore it is not possible to model a beam section

reinfolced with GFRP stìuups since -Esr? equals 41 GPa. The "RESPONSE"

program also limits the tensile strer.rgtl.r of shear leinforcetlent to 1000 MPa.

Thelefore. the behaviour of beanrs reinfotced with CFRP stirrups is predicted up to

this stress level. The stress-strain relationships for modelling the steel and CFRP

stinups used as shear reinforcement al'e shown in Figule 6-51.

4. The crack spacings in the longitudinal dilection. s,,r. and in the traìlsverse direction.

s,,,,,, are determined using equations (2-16) and (2-17).
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6.

For integration purposes and as recommended by the "RESPONSE" user manual, the

beam section is divided into three layers, as shown in Figute 6-52.

The location in the web where the longìtudinal strain, t, is considered for shear

analysis of the bearn. For the beams analyzed in the current investigation, the

longitudinal strain, e,, is considered at the mid-shear depth. jd, as illustrated in Figure

7. The shear span, a (: momeú-to-shear rutio, Mll), is taken as 1.50 m.

Five beams were analyzed using the MCFT to predict the shear strength and behaviour ir

tenns of the average stirrup strains and the shear crack width at any load level up to

failure. The beams analyzed in the cunent investigation include beams tested in the

second experimental phase and leinforced with steel or CF'RP stinups. These beaurs

have the following desìgnations: SS-2, SC-2, SC-3, SC-4 and CC-3. The input fìles for

the "RESPONSE" program used to perform the MCFT analysis are given in Appendix B.

6.6.3.2 Analysis results and discussion

The shear versus the average stinup strain as predicted by the MCFT is compared to test

results in Figure 6-53 for beam SS-2 reinforced with steel stinups. Similal glaphs for

beams reinforced with CFRP stirrups are shown in Figures 6-54 To 6-57. Due to the

limitation of the ''RESPONSE" progran-r foL fi, (:1000 MPa), the behavioul of beams

reinlolced witli CFRP stiirups u'as predicted up to a strain level, e¡', of 0.73o/o

(= i000/E¡,). It is shown in Figures 6-54 fo 6-57 that there is good agreernent bet$'een

the test fesults ar.rd the plediction using the MCFT. The sheal strength of the beam

reinforced wjth steel stinups is dehned as the shear force at the vielding Õf the steel
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stil'lups, Zr,, and is determined based on the load level couesponding to a sudden change

in the behaviour. as sho\\¡n in Figure 6-53. For a beam rvith CFRP stirrups. it is proposed

to use the bend capacity of the CFRP stinups as a failure cliterion. As detelmined usinq

the bend tests (Table 6-1), the bend strength of the CFRP stirups used in beam

specimens equals 960 MPa, coresponding to a stirrup strain, e¡, of 0.70 %0. The shear

sfength, /,,, ofa beam reinforced with CFRP stirrups is therefore assumed to be the shear

force corresponding to an average stir:rup strain of 0.70 %, and is determined for beams

analyzed using the MCFT as shown in Figures 6-54 to 6-57. Figure 6-58 shows the

measured-to-predicted sl-rear slrength ratio, V*,¡/Vn. for beams analyzed using tlie MCFT.

As shown il Figure 6-58, the MCFT along u'ith the proposed failure criterion resulted in

good and conservative prediction for the shear strength of beams reinforced for shear'

with CFRP stiffups and leinforced with either steel or CFRP strands for flexure. It was

observed in the experimental program that using small stirrup spacing increases the

chance for sheal cracks to intersect the bend zone and consequently causes significant

reduction of the stirup capacity in beam acTion,,fi.. Figure 6-59 shou's the relationship

between fhe.ff,"lfn^, ratio and the s/d ratio as predicted by the MCFT and as observed in

the expelimental program fol beams reinforced with CFRP stirrups. As shown in Figure

6-59. the analytical results of the MCFT follow the same trend observed il the

experimental program. It can be concluded that the effect ofthe spacing of FRP stirrups

on the sheal strength of concrete beams can be evaluated using the MCFT.

The shear crack width is determined according to the MCFT using the follou'ing

equations. as given in chapter 2 (section 2.3.2):

tl) = €f ))to
(6-11)
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î;Í .'îlu 
)" -/l

',,,, 
= Z[t,

.,( 
-.''",' - -[ ''

*ll+o:s¿ 4
10 .) ' p,,

+!l+o:s¿.4
to ) ' p.,.

(6- 12)

(6- 1 3)

(6- 14)

whele s,,,a is the diagonal crack spacilg and s,,,7 and 's,,,,, are the crack spacings indicative

of the crack control characteristics of the longitudinal aud transverse reinforcement.

respectively. The shear versus crack widths for beams SS-2 and SC-3 analyzed using the

MCFT are compared to the test results in Figures 6-60 and 6-61 . r'espectively The

coresponding graphs for othel tested beams are giver.r in Appendix C. As demonstrated

in Figures 6-60 and 6-61. the MCFT did not give a good prediction fol the shear crack

widtli. This is attlibuted to the ovelestimation of the crack spacings.t,,,/ and r/,?], calculated

using equations (6-13) and (6-14).

Finally, it can be concluded that the use of the bend capacity ofCFRP stitrups as a failule

critelion for the MCFT analysis of beams provides good and couselvative plediction f'or'

the shear strength of beams reinforced with CFRP stiffups. The MCFT also results in

good prediction f-or the shear behaviour in terms of the average strain in CFRP stir:rups.

However. the equations used to estimate the crack spacings J,// and s,¡,, result in an

overestimation of the shear crack width at any load level. The collputel pÍogram

"RESPONSE" needs adjustment to accommodate the use of GFRP reinforcement with

low elastic modulus.
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6.6.4 Estimation of shear crack width

As shown in Figures 6-60 ro 6-62. the MCFT o\ierestinates the shear crack width in

beams reinforced with steel or FRP stirrups. for reasons given above. The shear crack

width in concrete beams reinforced with conventional steel rebars has not been as

extensiveìy investigated as has the flexural crack width. Howevel, the following

equations are provided by Placas and Regan (1971) and Hassari (1991) to predict the

shear crack width in concrete beams reinforced u'ith steel stirrups:

. /-. ,. \JSrn4 ll -t/.,. l14,- 
-" 

t- I

1o'p,,r f'. ) '\ b,,d )

l.85 ,¿/'

10"tf'. 1q6r''pl,'
S,r - 8x10t ¿,,, + 2-r10ó e],

units : lb, in. (6- 15)?

(6- 1 6)3

u,here l'",. is the shear clacking load and is predicted using the ACI equation (2-29) for

V,¡o¿¡¡ ct is the angle ofthe stinups (a- 90" for vertical stitrups), S¿ is the slip of stirrup,

e",, is the measured stirup strain at the load level under consideratiol'l and d¡, is the bar

diameter of the stirrup. Jr should bc noted that equatiou (6-16) camot be considered as

a dilect procedure for crack width estimation as it requires measured strail data

The shear crach widths predicted using equations (6-15) and (6-16) are compared to test

results for beam SS-2 in Figure 6-60. Figure 6-60 shows that equation (6-15) resulted in

relatively good estinate lor the shear crack u'idth compared with equation (6-16) and the

MCFT. Shear crack widths detemined accolding to equation (6-15) ale compared to test

results for beams SC-3 and SG-3 in Figures 6-61 and 6-62. r'espectively. The

coresponding graphs for all tested beams are given in Appendix C. It is showu in

Equation (2-55)
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Figures 6-61 and 6-62 that equation (6-15) underestinated the shear crack width in

beams reinforced with FRP stirrups due to the relatively low elastic modulus of the

stirrups. A regression analysis using test results was conducted to provide an appÌopriate

modification for equation (6-15) to account for the effect of the low elastic modulus of

FRP stiüups. The following equation is proposed to estimate the shear cr-ack width in

beanrs reinlorced u ith FRP stirrups.

' lr -( I
1,1 = /f ,d 

)lo^P'[;, 
Jlr"| " 

''

17.(r s (Y l' \
ll=

,"" [: )t,'t ' 
u"o 

'

units : lb, in (6-17 a)

units : N. mnl (6-r 7b)

The shear crack widths pledicted using proposed equation (6-17) are compaled 1() test

results for beams SC-3 and SG-3 in Figures 6-61 and 6-62, r'espectively. The

conesponding glaphs for all tested beams are given in Appendix C. Figures 6-61 and

6-62 and all other graphs in Appendix C show that the proposed equation (6-17)

predicted well the shear crack width in beams reinforced for shear with Þ-RP stinrtps and

reinforced with either steel or GFRP strands for flexure. FuÍhermore, the modification

introduced in equation (6-17) resulted in a conservative eslimate for the shear clack width

in comparison to the original equation (6-1 5).

I Equation (2-57)
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6.7 Summary

Test results fol the ten beams tested in the second expelimeutal phase are presented in

this chapter.. The behaviour of beams reinforced with FRP stirrups were investìgated in

terms of shear cracking and failure mode. The contribution ol FRP stirrups to the shear

resisting mechanism in conc|ete beatls was evaluated based on the strain measurement in

the stinups and the stirrup effectiveness concept. The effects of FRP longitudinal

reinforcement on the concrete cont bution, V,¡ and the shear crack r¡'itl.r were

investigated based on the test results. The behaviour of tested bealns was pledicted using

the available code models. the shear fi'iction model (SFM), and the modif,red con-tpression

fìeld theory (MCFT). The predicted behaviour in terms of sheal strength, stinup strains.

and crack with, was compared with the test results. Recommendatiors \\¡ere nlade to

adapt the SFM and MCFT for the analysis of concrete beans reinforced with FRP. Shear

cr.ack widths in tested beams were also predicted using equations available in the

lìterature. Based on the findings of this investigation. a simple equatìon is ploposed to

predict the shear cr.ack widtli in concrete beams leinforced with FRP stirlups.
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Table 6-1 . Test results ofbeam spccirnens

Bealn
lf)

Flexural
lein lotc.

SN-O

s1¡lTups

SS-2

SC-2

SC-3

ó

15-rì1m

7-witc
steel

strands

û,,/8,,

SC-4

SC-2

fi-,/ù¡

%

SC-3

Steel

CFRP

Leadline

SC-4

cc-3

Spacirg
.t

2.0

cG-3

CFRP

C-BAR

'/

l5-¡nm
CFCC
st¡ands

MPa

" d ìs the elleclivc bcam depth - 470 urrn*" 'l'he shea¡.clacl<i¡g load is considered as the ultinlate shear capacity fol the contlol l¡eam SN-0 without shear I ci]ìforcellrellt
I' D.f : diagonal tension failure

SY :shcar failure initiated by yìeldìng ofthe steel slirrups
SR : shcal failure initiated by ruptule ofthe [-'RP stit'r'ups

SC ; sheat conrptession läilure

1.3 !

Shear a1

flcxural
cracking

KN

l.eadlinc

0.63

d/2

l'74

C-BAR

,l/2

fn,.¿

/ì¡,' :

Et'

54

Shear'

crackìng
lolce

t.,
KN

d/J

I.3 t

)4

0.8 5

d/1

|.'Ì4

bend capacity of FRP stitrups, detetmined based on bend tests (chapter 5)
gì.ralar1fccd strength in the direction of the fib¡'es
elaslic ùodulus ofthe FRP st¡rrups

)4

Angìe of
nrajor
crack

0
deg

0.63

j'7 .0

)4

d/3

51

0.8 5

34.0

d/.1

61 .5

54

34.0

IJltinlâtc
sheal

l/,""

KN

d/3

70.0

34.0

75.0

34.0

33

40

7 5.0

50

25.0

42

75.0

11,",/bd

MPa

50

25.0

75.0

44

26.0

186.5

nlax
stitrup

slraìn at

fa ilule

65.0

44

26.0

t72.5

650

45

1.064

'71.5

6',7 .5

42

â!cmgc
stil-rup

slrain a1

lailulc
å,
%

341.0

4.295

6',l .5

45

375.s

4

42

:!92.0

74

Mode
of

li] t lLì rc

5.374

45

0.95

3 12.5

5.918

L05

46

3 .s

4.602

104

305

0.44

4.925

0.80

JU4.]

4.909

0.'7'7

DT

L20

0.71

4.807

S\

0.83

0 55

4.799

stì

0.7 8

0.91

SR

0.90

0.53

SR

1 .07

0.48

SR

ô

Þ

s

+3

0.65

s(l

0.8 5

SC

SR

SR
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T able 6-2. Measured versus calculated ultimate shear stress for beams tested in
erperimer,tal phase II

Equations (2-27). (2-28), (2-29). (2-32) and (2-33) were used in lhe cunent investìgatìon.
Equations (3-27), (3-28), (3-29) and (3-3 I ) werc used in the current investigation.
Equation ri-jb) \Àas used in rhc currcnr inre.tigation.
Equations (3-39) and (3-40) along wìth equation (2-39b) werc used in thL'cu|r'ent jnvestjgarions.

Equalions (3-41) and (3-42) were used to modìfy the shear design equations (2-48) and (2-49) ofthe
British standard BS8I 10.

Beam
ID

MPa

ACT JSCE BRI CHBDC Eurocrefe

ìÌnr¡ 1'tnrr IresÍ l'¡nr¡

MPa

l'resr

I 4 ó) 7) I (9' fl0) 1l t2
SN-O
SS-2

1.064
4.295

1.1 00
a.'7 56

0.9'70
I - I 4:J

1.003
3.294

1.061
t.:ì0,1

1.381

2.605
0.770
1.6,18

0.969
2.5',72

1.098
1.6'70

0.9'7 6
i 26',7

r.090
I314

sc-2
sc-3
sc-4
sc-2
sG-3
sG-4

4.371
5 .371
5.918
4.602
4.925
4 909

5.316
6.020
5.852
6.020
1.721
4'711

0.82i
0.893
l.0l l
0.'7 65
1.0432
t.040

r.583
1.707
t.171
t.547
t.367
L44',7

2.',762

3.149

2 9'74

3.604
3.394

2.585
1 .91',7

L63 0

L730

I .916
2_1',73

2.289
2.401
3.022

.179

.636

.706

.405

.362
329

2.956

3.469

3.617
3.694

l 806
2.196
2.602.

1.'106

2.048
2.405

2.421

2.214
2.69 8
2.405
2.041

LL-
CG-

4.801
4.799

5.79
5.79

0.8i 1

0.831
1.384
1.357

3.479
3.546 1.83 1

?.1 31

2.629 .393
t.384
3.454

2.03 3

| .91',7

2.3 69
2.51 I

23'7
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Table 6-3. Shear friction analysis oftested beams

* 
observed test results : failure clack angle and numbel ofstirrups jntelsecting lhe crack for beams
faìled in shear luptule mode and uitimate shear capacity** DT: diagonal tension failule
SY : shear failure initiated by yielding ofthe steel stirrups
SR: shear fajlule initiated by rupture ofthe FRP stirrups
SC : shear conrplession failule
observed shear cracking load* observed shear load at ¡,ield ofsteel stittups

Bear¡
ID

LJ

I b,,h

KN

sheal
fliction
factor'

k

¡allure
plane

ID

angìe
of the
pìane

0

Contribution of stin-ups Tension in
long. reinf.

T
KN

ishear
lstrengtl

I',,

KN

ta ure
mode'-no. 01'

lÌìn]_
t,.

MP¡
T,

l(N

l) l) :6) (1) (8) (e) (t0) 0r) ( 12) (13)

Bean'r

SN.O

4082 4 0.426 I 21.6 17t 69.8 DT
tesl 40 67.s DT

Beam

SS-2

4082.4 0.426

43.9 2 25 3.36 660 161.2 l.l9t ,,-6 t.1 :ì 02.3 SY
) 46.8 126.'7 660 83.6 1.09 r ,,--+-+.l 2 80.2 SY

2 253.36 660 167.2 2 .09 t.",-132. 297 .9 SY
4 40.2 ) 253.36 660 16'7 2 I 561,,-135 314 I SY

5 53.5 126.7 660 83.6 0.99V,,-12.1 240.1 SY

lesr 2 2 5 7.5ã sI'

Beam

SC-2

4082.4 0.426

I 11.7 2 153,9 5.0 849 r30.6 3.29 V,,-17 283.0 SR

46.8 77.0 35.1 1440 I 10.9 18,,,-58. 28'7 .6 SR
441 2 53.9 5.0 849 130.6 l.18 r;,- 10,1 292.1 SR

1 3 5.3 2 51.9 23.8 205.0 2.08 r;,- r62. 334.l SR

l 46.5 ) 53.9 5.0 849 130.6 l.6tr,,-1i.0 322.5 SR

6 5t.6 2 53.9 5.0 849 13 0.6 r.07j;,-ll 1 8.8 SR

resl 44 2 2 77.5 ^tn

B ean'r

SC-3
4082.4 0.426

I 55.6 2 15 3.9 5.0 849 130.6 l.lr r;,-l I c)
3 70.5 SR

46.2 2 153.9 1332 205.0 3.21 t 

",-111

346.9 SR

3 44.1 230.8 5.0 849 196.0 2.98r,,-85.5 336.4 SR
4 3 6.0 4 307.8 5.0 849 26t .3 1.00 r ,,- 168 )42.9 SR

) 44.1 230.8 5.0 849 196.0 2.24t1,-85.4 364.5 SR

6 /11 0 23 0.8 7'7 91'7 211'7 1.41I:,-153 )7 3.9 SR

44 .t 3 41.0 ,çR

Bearn

SC-4
85 5.6 0.43 6

54.2. 2 153.9 205.0 32 r;,-83.I 407.4 SR
) 46.5 2i0.8 17.2 1162 268.2 i.10 i ,,- t.l I i85.6 SR

5 23 0.8 5.0 849 ì96.0 .l0J'..-6:1.( :189 I SR

4 44.1 4 307.8 5.0 849 261.3 3.12V,,-126 372.1 SR

5 ) 384.7 5.0 849 326.6 Lr i r;,-:06 3 84.0 SR

43.9 4 3 07.8 5.4 859 264.4 | .3'7 t .,-t79 435.I SR

45 4 375.5 SA

Beam

SG-2

4052.4 0.426

43.9 2 452.0 5.0 349 157.7 3.29 V,,-57. 296.1 SR
) 46 I 226 0 20.9 570 128.9 18' ,,-6'7 3 06.3 SR

43 4s2.0 5.0 :l4s I 5'7 '7 l8t 126 3 02.9 SR

-t 452.0 510 251 .6 r.0E r ;,-r06 338.2 SR

l 43 2 452.0 5.0 319 t57.1 1.69t",-62.( 330.4 SR

6 50 2 152.0 5.0 349 I 5',7 .',| r.nJ,,-58.9 346.6 SR

lest 2 292.0 .sÀ
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Table 6-3(cont'd). Shear friction analysis of tested beams

Bealr-l

ID
c,,.

-f, b,,h

KN

sl'ìear

lriction
factor

k

pla¡e
Il)

augle
ofthe
plane

A

Contribuiion of stir-l1rDs Tensioll in
long. r'einf

T
KN

shear
stre11gth

Y,,

KN

Failure
nrodeno. ol

stjr¡ups
t,4,.
mm- MPa

T,

KN

4 (5) (6) (1) (8) 9) 00 tl (11' (1

Beanl
sG-3

2494 8 0 519

8 5.4 0 0 i.38t,, 529.2 SC

2 0 0 3.28 
'

522.5 sc
5 5.6 452.0 5.0 349 157 .'1 it I ,,-llJ 63.'7 SR

4 46.2 2 452.0 13.9 5'.7 0 251 .6 .2'7 1 
'-,,- t3fl r.60.7 SR

5 42.5 3 678.0 5.0 319 236.6 .05v,,-119 334.2 SR
6 4.5 4 904.0 5.0 349 315.5 0r) r;,-ll I 355.2 SR
,7

42.5 6 78.0 5.0 319 326.6 I r;,- l 130.2
I 429 ) 67 8.0 4.5 )19 326.6 L4t t',,-171 482.I SR

see Fisute 6-j 3 12.5 sc

Bean
SG-4

2194 _8 0.519

8'7 .6 0 0 3.i8/ 5).9.2 SC

76.5 0 0 I 32r', 529.2 SC

2 452.0 r3.9 570 257 .6 l.lr r ;,- r0l 420.8 SR

4 46.5 67 8.0 1 0.0 535 362.6 3.301;,- r 9l SR
) 50.'7 67 8.0 50 349 236.6 l.15 t;,-89 3 81.8 SR

6 42.5 1 90,f.0 5.0 349 315.5 18V,,-t13 379.2 SR
'7 3 6.3 ) I t30 5.0 149 391.4 tl, ,,-t3l 102.4 SR

8 43.9 4 904.0 3.2 349 315.5 137t.',,-211 47 6.0 SR

lesÍ see Fisurc 6-1 31 1.s .çc

Beanl
cc-3

I7 80.0

0.43 9

5 5.6 2 153.9 5.0 849 130.6 36ó.3 SR
') 46.2

,)
153.9 23.8 I JJ.] 205.0 271 l SR

14.1 3 230.8 5.0 849 r 96.0 i.98I/,,-85. 333.2 SR
4 6.0 4 307.8 5.0 849 261 (nìt,,-ì68 340.4 SR

) 44.1 230.8 5.0 849 196.0 24 r,,-85 61.5 SR

6 429 2:l0.8 '7 6'7 91'7 tI'7 l.4t r;,-153 :'71 1 SR

0.387".

5 5.6 153.9 5.0 849 130.6 32 t'..-:r I i 05.2 SR

2 46.2 2 153.9 1332 205.0 2'7 r 296.5 SR

3 41.1 3 230.8 5.0 84S l s6.0 .981/,,-85 288-2 SR
4 3 6.0 4 307.8 5.0 849 261 .3 .00,,,-l6E )02.2 SR
) 44.1 23 0.8 i.0 849 196.0 1r;,-85. 316.5 SR

6 42.9 23 0.8 7 .61 911 211.7 :lìl ¡53 ]40.1 SR

tesl 45 3 3 0s.0 ,9R

Bearn

cG-3
:i780 0

0.439

I 5 5.6 2. 452.0 5.0 i49 t 5'7 .',7 l 1,,-18 :i85 4 SR

46.2 452.0 13.9 570 257 .6 3'Ì',7.6 SR
3 lt{ 678.0 5.0 349 236.6 .05t 349.6 SR
4 34.5 4 904.0 5.0 349 315.5 1.09r,,-ti r 368.4 SR

5 12.5 678.0 5.0 349 23 6.6 383.6 SR

6 429 678 0 45 349 236.6 4ll 3 99.0 SR

I 5 5.6 2 452.0 5.0 349 157 .7 i13 9 SR

2 46.2 2 452.0 t 3.9 570 ¿)/ 32.9.4 SR

3 42.5 3 678.0 5.0 149 236.6 .0s 4,-r l9 305.7 SR
4 4.5 4 90.1.0 5.0 319 1i 5.5 09r;,-ti1 ti 0.4 SR

) 42.5 67 8.0 5.0 349 236.6 II,,-lle )39.2 SR

6 42.9 J 678.0 4.5 349 236.6 1.4U,,-t7l I66.3 SR

test 46 3 304.5 .9R

shear lì-ìction facto¡-,,t, detemrined by equation (6-10) to account for tl'ìe effect of -år.
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Figure 6- 1 . Typical shear versus strain in FRP stinups: beam specimens
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Figure 6-2. T¡,pical shear versus average strains in the web: bean specimens
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beam SC-4
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Stage 2: stabilization of shear cracks
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Figure 6-i f¡pical shear versus top strain
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ry".i{,:Ë#ffip w

Figure 6-4. Sheal cracking ofbeam SN-O

V= 100 kN

Figure 6-5. Beam SN-00 at failure
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V= 225 kN

W,iï::,i#jtÌs.,..;,:rl¡r- t I

Figute 6-6. Shear clacking ofbeam SS-2

Figule 6-7. Bear¡ SS-2 at failure
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Figure 6-8. Shear cracking ofbeam SC-2

Figule 6-9. Beam SC-2 at failure
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V= 250 kN
.---.::¡-S,:.: *r..:..;::Ê.-:,

Figure 6-10. Shear cracking ofbeam SC-3

stirrup I : rupture at bend
stirrups 2 &3 : failure ât
anchorage

Figure 6- 1 1 . Beam SC-3 at failule
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V= 325 kN

Figule 6-12. Shear cracking ofbeam SC-4

Figure 6- 1 3. Beam SC-4 at fàilure
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250 kN,iî,ï:'ffi@æt

Figure 6-14. Sl.rear cracking ofbeam SG-2

Figure 6-15. Beam SG-2 at failure
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V= 275 kN

Figure 6-16. Shear cracking of beam SG-3

wiri!
Vr"r, = 312.5 kN

'r,l FK./ ,"*4

undamaged
GFRP stinup

Figure 6-17. Beam SG-3 at failure
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V= 275 kN

Ð

t9 ,a

rl,-ri :.1 '..

Figure 6-18. Shear cracking ofbearr SG-4

Figure 6-19. Beam SG-4 at failue
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V= 250 kN

Figure 6-20. Shear cracking of beam CC-3

stirrup'l : rupture at bend
stirrups 2 &3 : fa¡lure at
ânchorage

= 305 kN

Figure 6-21 . Beam CC-3 at failure
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V= 250 kN

Figure 6-22. Shear cracking of beam CG-3

stirrup I : rupture åt bend
stirrups 2 &3 : failure at
ânchorage

= 304.5 kN

Figure 6-23. tseam CG-3 at failure
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Figure 6-24. Load-deflection relationships: beam specir.nens
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Figure 6-25. Applied shear versus avelage stlain in stirrups: beams reinforced
rvith CFRP stirrups
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Figure 6-27. Shear reinfolcemerlt ratio versus stilrup strain at applied shear.
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Figure 6-28. Effect offlexural reinforcement ou average strain in FRP stirrups
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Figuie 6-29. Charactelistìc stinup stress p¡,.fi, versus stinup strain: beam
specimens
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Figure 6-30. Applied shear versus sl-rear resisting components: bean.rs witl.r
stirup spacing - d/2
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Figu'e 6-32. Applied shear versus sheat resisting components: beams with
stirrup spacing : d/4
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Figure 6-33. ElTect offlexulal reìnforcemeff on shear resisting conrpollents
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Figure 6-34. Eflect of stirrup spacing or effective capacjty ofFRP stirrups
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Figure 6-35. Determination ofsheal crack width
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Figule 6-37. Applied shear versus crack width: beams reinforced witli GFRP
stirrups
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spaced at dl2
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Figure 6-39. ElTect of flexulal reinforcement on sheaÌ crack width - bean
specimens
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Figure 6-40. Sheal crack width versus average strain it.r stin'ups - beams
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Chapter 6 / Experitnentol resuhs ond a¡taÌysis; Ph.tse Il bedn specimens
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Figule 6-42. Elfect of stirup material on shear crack widtb
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Figure 6-43. Effect of elastic modulus ofreilfotcing bar on cracl< wÌdth
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Beam lD

Figure 6-44. Measured ultimate shear stress velsus calculated from : (a) ACI318-95
Code (1995), (b) JSCE model (1997). (c) BRI niodel (1997), (d) CHBDC Code (1998),
and (e) Eurocrete nodel (1996); for tested beams
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, i Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexLre
| !and without shear reinforcement

predicted failure
plane observed failule

plane

(a) Beam SN-0

Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexure and
iwith steel stirrups @ d/2 for shear

(b) Beam SS-2

| , Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexure and
i iwith CFRP stirrups @ d/2 for shear

Figule 6-45. Potential failure planes in beams analyzed using shear friction model
(SFM)

ll1i
(c) Beam SC-2 i '
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i Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexure and
lwìth CFRP stirrups @ d/3 for shear

observed predjcted

(d) Beatr SC-3

Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexure and
iwith CFRP stirrups @ d/4 for shear

observed predicted

(e) Beam SC-4

Beam reinforced wìth steel strands for flexure and
iwith GFRP stirrups @ d/2 for shear

Figule 6-45(cont'd). Potential failure planes in beams analyzed using shear
friction model (SFM)

I

I

I

(f) Beam SG-2 i
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Beam reinforced with steel strands for flexure and
wiih GFRP stirups @ d/3 for shear

RP stiffups @ d/4 for shear

predicted

(i) Beam CC-3

Figure 6-45(cont'd). Potential failule planes in beams analyzed using shear
friction model (SFM)
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i Beam reinforced with CFRP strands for flexure and
lwith GFRP stirrups @ d/3 for shear

p¡edicted

O Beam CG-3

Figure 6-45(cont'd). Potential failure planes in beams analyzed using shear
friction model (SFM)

l,l'
ll

rL

Figure 6-46. lntemal forces at a potential failure plane: SFM
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Figure 6-48. Effect of stirup spacing on effective capacity ofFRP stilrups in

beam action: Measured versus SFM
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Figule 6-49. Measured shear strength versus calculated usilg the SFM for
beams reinforced with CFRP strands
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Figure 6-50. Stless strain relationships used to model the longitudinal
reinforcement for the Modihed comptession fleid theory (MCFT)
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steel stirrups

CFRP stinups
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Figure 6-51. Stress-strain relationships used to model the sheal l'einforcemenl
for the MCFT

ìayer 3

jd

Figure 6-52. Modelling ofthe beam section as three concrete layers for the
MCFT
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Figure 6-53. Shear versus average strain iu stirrups as predicted using MCF'Iì
for beam SS-2

Beam re¡nforced with steel strands
and CFRP stirrups spaced @ d/2
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Figule 6-54. Shear versus average sfain in stirrups as predicted using MCFT
for beam SC-2
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Figure 6-55. Shear versus average strain in stirrups as predicted using MCFT
for beam SC-3
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Figure 6-56. Shear versus average strain in stirrups as predicted using MCFT
for beam SC-4
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beam reinforced with CFRP strands
and CFRP stirrups spaced @ d/3
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Figure 6-57. Shear versus average strain in stirlups as predicted using MCFT
fol beam CC-3
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Figure 6-58. Measured sl.rear sü'ength versus calculated using the MCFT for
beams reinforced with steel or CFRP stirlups
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Figure 6-59. Effect of stirlup spacing on effective capacity ofCFRP stinups
in beam action: Measured versus MCFT
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Figure 6-60. Measured velsus predicted shear crack u'idth for beam SS-2
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Chapter

7

Proposed Provision for FRP Shear Reinforcement of Concrete

Beams

7.1 General

This chapter proposes design guidelines for concrete beams reinfolced with FRP shear

reinforcement and FRP or steel longitudinal reinforcement. Test results of 126 bean-rs.

reinforced with FRP and failed in shear, including the beams tested in the second

experirnental phase of the current study wele used to examine the current shear design

provisions. It was found that the current shear design provisions in several codes

provided for steel shear reinforcement are not safe for FRP leinforcement.

Design guidelines ate plovided in a convenient format for the cunent development o1'

design codes for the use ofFRP as shear reinforcement in concr:ete structures. The design

guidelines consjst of three sections. The first section ploposes shear design equations for

concrete beams leinlorced rvith FRP usir.rg the American Concrete Ilstitute (ACl) design

approach. The second section proposes shear design equations for conclete beams

reinforced with FRP using the Canadian Standard Association (CSA) design approaches.

A minimum FRP sheal reinforcement ratio is also ploposed. The proposed modifications

to the ACI and CSA code equations ate found to be very reliable in predicting rnost ofthe
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test results reported in the litelature. The third section proposes straìn limìts for the FRP

stin'ups to control the shear crack width in concrete bealns.

7.2 Proposed provision based on ACI design âpproâch

This section introduces a design provision for concrete beams reinfolced with FRP sliear

reinforcement and FRP or steel longitudinal reinlorcement based on the shear design

approach adopted in the cuffent ACI 318-95 code. The primarv parametels affecting the

shear strength of concrete beams reinforced with FRP are investigated using extensive

test data available in the literature. Based on the influence ofeach parameter. appropriate

modifications to the shear design equations to the curent ACI 318-95 code are suggested.

The proposed equalions account for different modes ol shear failure o1'concrete beams

reinf'orced with FRP. A rational approach is urdeÍaken to propose an expression for the

minimum FRP shear reinforcement required for concrete beams. The recommended

design equations along with the requirement for minirnum shear leinforcement should

provide a reliable contribution to the cun'ent development of design codes for concrete

members reinforced with FRP.

7.2.1 Background and basic remarks

The sheal design plovision in the current ACI 318-95 code follows the traditional

"concrete plus stirrup contribution" concept, where the factoled shear force due to

applied loads should not exceed:
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V,, = þV,,
(7- 1)'

Q-Ð2

(7-3)3

1l ,. I'd)
r. - 711¡: 

+t)oo. ,L,lb,i

,,= o" 
!'o

wlrere tr/¿ is the design shear force. and þ is the strength reduction factor with a value of

0.85.

According to the ACI-ASCE committee (1973), the concrele contribution to the shear

strength, 2., is determined by equation (7-2), which was originally ploposed for the

diagonal tension clacking. If,..

As is known from pleceding studies by Bazant and Knl (1984) and Russo and Puleri

(1997), The concrete contribution. I/", consists of:

a- a component tr/1. which reflects the beam action that arises from the transrnission of a

tensile force into the steel bars by means of bond stresses; and

b- a cornponelt Z2 which reflects what is known as arch action. since it arises fi'om an

archJike variation in the distance between the compressive resultaff, C. carried b¡r

the concrete st|ut, and the tensile resultant, I, carfied by the longitudinal

reinforcement.

The component I,i depends on the shear transfer along the crack and the dowel resistance

of the longitudinal reinforcement. It is suggested by Bazar.rt and Kim (1984) that a

rational expression of the coûcrete contribution, l'.. should include l,'1 as a function of

' ACI 3 1 8-95 code equarion I l -21

'ACl 318-95 code equatìon [1]-5]
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J[ ana p"t. and l/2as a function of p"t and a/d (: M /f,,Q. The ACI equation (7 -2) fot

I can be re\\riucn as lollous:

1 ¡ , 120 I/dv =r'+t"_ 7l / u.o ^ 
' 

, i,' n'd (7-+)

Despite the fact that the ACI equation (7-2) does not fulfill these lequirements for I,i. ir

gives a conservative prediction for the concrete contribution to the ultimate sheal strength

of concrete members.

The stirrup contribution, tr/,. given by equation (7-3), is detelmined based on the 45-

degree truss model assuming that all the stirrups crossing the shear crack reach yield and

hence equation (7-'l) govems the shear*yield (sheartension) mode of failure. To avoid

shear failure initiated by crushing of the concrete before r:tilizing the full capacity of

?r,
slrear reinforcement, ACI 3 l8-95 limits [/, Io ; I frb,,tl ; hence, the upper bound

condition of ACI equation (7-1) lor shear compression failure may be rewritten as

follou,:

r,Ì = ø't/,,

(l , . Ir-,,=r"+1;iin,rl (7-5)1

7,2,2 Av ailable experimental results

A total of 126 beams from experimental programs carried out by various researchers,

including the beams tested in the cunent investigation, are reported in Tables 7-1 Io 7-4.

t ACI 318-95 code equation u l-l5l
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The selected beams were reinforced with FRP as sllear and/or flexural reinforcemenl

The beams were classified into four gror"rps:

Group Reinforcement Details are

shown inflexure sheal

A FRP None Table (7- 1)

D FRP FRP Table (7-2)

C Steel FRP Table (7-3)

D FRP Steel Table (7-4)

Tlre detaìled dimensions, material properlies, nlaximurn shear force at failule. V¡""¡. anð,

observed mode of failure for the 126 beams are given in Tables 7- 1 to 7-4. The following

are the ranges of the parameters oftest data used to establish the ptoposed nodel:

Elfective depth olthe meûlber: i 50 < d < 500 mm

Shear span-to-depth ratio: 1.2 <u/d < 4.3

Concrete compressive strength: Ii . [, < 8'1 MPa

Flexural reinforcement ratio: 0.5o/o < p¡ < 4.6yo

Elastic rnodulus offlexu¡al reinforcement: 29 a Er < 200 GPa

Shear reinfòrcement ratio: 0.04%o <p¡, < 1.5Vo

Elastic r.nodulus of shear reinforcement: 3 1 < 8,. < 145 GPa

Shear reinf'orcement capacity 0.7 < p./r[rt,,,< 20 MPa

'ACI 318-95 code secrion ii.5.4.3
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All selected beams failed in shear, either by rupture of the stinups (shear-rupture) or

concrete crushing (shear compression). The lrrode of failure for rnost of the repotted

beams is given b¡' the corresponding reference. Complete details of the selected beams

can be found in chapters 3 and 6 and in the work of the original investigators as given in

colunn (2) of Tables 7 -1 Io 7 -4.

7.2.3 Influence of major factors

It is well knowr that the sheal strength of concrete beams is affected by many factors.

such as: a) the longitudinal reinfolcement raIio. p"ì b) the concrete compressive

strength l. ; c) the shear span-to-depth :zlio a/d (or M/Vct)'- arñ d) the shear

reinforcement index p",1",",

For beams reinforced with FRP, otller parameters ale found to affect the ultinale shear

stlength of concrete beams. These factols al'e: a) the strength reduction of FRP stirrups

due to bending the bars ilto a stirup configuration; b) the presence of cracks at an angle

with the direction of the fibles; c) the relatively lower'magnitude of the elastic r.nodulus

of tlre longitudinal leinfolcement, E¡; ald d) the low elastic modulus of the shear

reinforcement. E¡,.

The effect of these parameters on the ultimate shear slrength of concrete beams

reinforced r.vith FRP is discussed in the following sections, based or.r the available

erperimental l'esults. Each individual parameter is evaluated by proper separation of

other paranleters. The effect of FRP flexural reinforcement on ultimate shear stlength of

concrete beams without shear reinforcement is based on the results of ''Group A" beams.

The effect of using FRP stinups is based on the results of "Group C" beams, which ale
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leinforced \\,itli FRP as shear reinforcelnent and with steel as flexural reinforcement, The

effect of longitudinal reinforcement on the concrete coftribution. I¡., is based ot.r "Group

B" and "Group D" beams reinforced with FRP fol flexure.

7.2,3.1 Beams without shear reinforcement

The ultimate sheal capacity of leinforced concrete beams without sliear leinforcement is

deternrined in the ACI 3 18-95 code according to equation (7-2) which was mainly

derived based on the load conesponding to initiation of shear cracks. The test results of

beams reinforced with FRP as longitudinal reinforcement without shear reinforcement,

"Group 4", are compared to the prediction according to the ACI equation. Tl.re stlength

reduction factor in equation (7-1), þ, is set to 1.00 for direct comparison with the

rreasured shear strelgths of "Group A" beams. The ratio Vrcs/Vct,,¡t versus the relative

elastic nrodulus of tlie longitudinal reinforcement (E/8,) and the stiffness index p.fl(En/E)

are shown in Figules 7-l(a) and 7-1(b). respectively. lt is evident flom Figures 7-1(a)

and 7-1(b) that the relatively low elastic modulus of FRP used as longitudinal

reinfolcement does not influence the plediction of the shear strength as provided by the

ACI equation (7-1). This finding rnay be attributed to the fact that the second tern in the

ACI equation restated in equation (7-4) is a function of the reinfolcer.nent ratio. 4, and

contributes to the nominal shear strength, I/,n,t. by a telatively small amount ranging

fi'om 3 to 20 percent. Therefore, the ACI equation (7-1) can be satèly used for bean.rs

with FRP longitudinal reinforcement and without shear reinforcement. Behaviour of

concrete slabs reinfotced *.ith FRP leinforcement (Michaluk eî ul. 1.998) could be

different due to the small depth il comparison with the test data used in the current study.
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7.2.3.2 FRP Stirrups

The contlibutioll of FRP stinups to the shear strength ol leinforced cotlcrete beams is

affected by the strength capacity of the bend. lt is observed in the hrst expelimental

phase of the current study that the bend capacity could be as low as 35 percent of the

strength ofthe FRP bar parallel to the fibres. Test results of "Group C" beams reinforced

with steel for flexure that failed by rupture of FRP stirrups r.vere examined to determine

the FRP stiü'up contribution to the shear strengtlr. The concrete contribution. 2., rvas

calculated using equation (7-2) since these beams were reinforced wìth steel as

longitudinal leinfolcernent. The effective stress in the FRP stirrups at ultimate,.fi,, is

er aluateJ using the lollor,r ing expression:

r,,-j.Ú.., r,,.-,) \l -6)

The ratio of effective stress in the FRP stirrups at r-rltirnate, ./¡,, to tlle guaranteed tensìle

su'ength parallel to the fibres, /¡^,, is compared to p¡rf¡,.,, and p¡,(E¡/E,) in Figules 7-2(a)

and 7 -2(u:), respectively. for "Gr:oup C" beams that failed il shear-rupture. The

pararneter pflt^ ,t selected in Figure 7-2(a) to emphasize the effect of the nominal

capacity of the stirrups, whlle p¡,(E¡/E,) is selecled in Figule 7 -2(b) Io reflect the effect of

the stiffness ofthe FRP stinups. It can be seen in Figules 7 -2(a) and 7-2(b) that there is

no clear trend to identify the variation of fi,, as affected by prtfn,., or p.f,(En,/E). Based on

the available test results shown in Figule 7-2. an ave.rage value for'7 :Á,Í¿^, of 0.60 rvith

a standar d deviation of 0.07 is obtained. Therefore. a factor 7 is lecommended to

determine the contribution of FRP stirrups. I/_,¡ as follows:

Ad1.7 -, ¿t, -'{.l u-
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For design puposes and based on the following statistical expression given in equation

(7-8), the strength reduction faclor. X, is selected to be 0.,1 to ensure that rnore than 95

percent of beams ¡einforced with FRP for shear show an eflective stinup stress at

ultimate. fi,. higher than 40 percent of the guaranteed tensile strength palallel to the

fibres,S-. The 7 factor is based on the following equation:

(7-8)

u4rere ois tlre standard deviation for the rafio f¡/f¡,,,, and the coeflicient "2.0" reflects the

95 percent confidence level.

7.2.3.3 Concrete contribution to shear strength of beams reinforced with FRP

The contribution of the concrete to the shear resisting mechanism of concrete beams is

the summation of thlee conpoÍìeÍìts: the shear canied by the uncracked compression

zone, the aggregate interlock ald the dowel action of the longitudinal reinforcement. The

use oIFRP as longitudinal reinforcenent negatively affects the concrete contribution due

to its low elastìc rnodulus and low dowel resistance. The low elastic modulus of the

longitudinal reinforcement results in greater crack depth and a consequently smaller alea

of concrete in the compression zone. In addition, the use of FRP results in u'idel c¡acks

and minimizes the aggregate interlock component. To evaluate the effect of the elastic

modulus of the longitudinal reinforcement. Ufl, on the concrete contribution for beams

reinforced q'ith FRP, the concrete contribution. y'.¡ is estimated based on the test results

as follolvs:

, =(!-) -2.oao =o 4o' \f,,, ) ,

Adfr f/r,t -Yt.,t -fJ,t,'; (1-e)
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The ratio VlV,ro,'¡ is plotted for "Group B" and "Group D" beams reinfolced \\'ith FRP

as longitudinal reinforcement and failed in shear rupture. in Figures 7-3(a) and 7-3(b)

using a strength reduction factor 7 of 0.6 and 0.4. respectively. For the sake of

sinplicity. we assume thal V,y'V,¡""1 depends or (E¡/8"1''. recogrlizing that the scatter of

test data rnakes it impossible to calibrate any more ref,rned dependence. Based on the test

results given in Figure 7-3(a), the shear stlength ol beams reinlolced with FRP stinups

and longitudinal reinlorcement and failed in shear-rupture mode can be predicted using

the following proposed equation:

v, = L',t +I/rt

', -',,',,(r!")

(7- 1 0)

(1-11)

where ¡r : 0.5, V,¡o..4 is the concrete contribution to the nominal shear strength of

concrete beams, deternined by the ACI equation (7-1), and y'yis the contribution oIFRP

stinups as given by equation (7-7) whele X: 0.40. Figure 7-3(b) shows that eqnation

(7-10) provides a safe prediction for shear strength of beams reinforced with FRP and

failed il shear-rupture mode.

7.2.4 Maximum shear strength of beams reinforced rvith FRP

The shear strength of a reinforced concrete bearn is limited by rupture of the stirn"rps ot-

concrete c|ushing in the web. While the shear-rupture mode in FRP reinforced beams is

govemed by equation (7-10), there is a need to provide a limit for the shear +ompression

failure. The shear failure initiated by crushing of the web occurs when the compressive

strain in the concrete strut exceedsf,,,_', which is a function of the concrete compressive
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strength../4.', and the trans\¡el se tensile strain st as given by equation (2-10) ald sl-rown ilr

Figure 2-4e. Increasing the tensiÌe strain. rl. reduces the complessive stt ength../i,,?r,,r. The

tralsverse tensile strain, a1, is affected by rnany factors such as the shear reinforcement

ralio p,,. the longitudinal reinforcement ratio, pt, and the elastic moduli of borh types of

reinforcement 8,, and Et. The current ACI approach does not consider the shear

reinforcement ratio, p"", or the longitudinal reinforcement ntio, pd, fol bearns reinforced

with steel. as is evident from equation (7-5). To provide a design equation that is

compatible with the ACI code approach, a modification of equation (7-5) is introduced to

account for the presence of FRP reinforcement. Group B and C beams teinforced with

FRP as shear reinforcement and failed in shear-cornpression are analyzed to provide the

plopef modification for the ACI equation. The shear courpressior] r'esistanc e, I/,o,,,t,, was

estimated as follows:

=v (7 -12)

The lario t l(t,/ ó dì is plorted rersrrs rhe elasric nroduli rar¡o ol rhe lorrgirurlinaì'""'7 [j "' ''',]

Ìeinforcement A¿ and the stinups E¡, for Group B and C beams that failed in shear

compression in Figures 7-4(a) and 7-4(b), respectively. It is evident from Figure 7-4(a)

that no tlend can be drall,n for the variation ofthe shear-compression load as influenced

by the elastìc modulus^ E¿. Based on the test results gìven in Figure 7-4(b). a limit for the

shearcompression failure of beams reinforced ll,ith FRP can be estimated using the

following proposed equation:

/ Ã \0i
t:,*,,1{JV
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, li.J - 1; ' 
r n,,all'u' 

)
(7- l3 )

u'here ¡r - 0.5 and nt : 0.5. lt should be mentioned that ACI equation for V,,,,,(equation

7-5) is also provided to control shear crack width as proposed by the ASCE-ACI Task

Conrmittee (1973). Therefore. the use of E¡/8, to modify I,,,,,,,. in equarion (7-13)

plovides furthel contlol of shear cracks in concrete beams leinf'orced u'ith FRP stin.ups

with low elastic modulus.

Therefore, design of beams reinforced with FRP should be based on:

,'h V >V (7 -14)

where tr\, is the nominal shear strength based on the minimum of equations (7-10) and

(7 -13). V,, is the lactored shear force due to applied loads and fi is the str ength reduction

factor for members reinfolced with FRP.

7.2.5 Prediction of shear failure mode

The sheal strength of beams reinfolced with FRP can be determined as the minimum of

/,1, provided by equations (7-10) and (7-13). respectively. Equation (7-10) provides the

limit for the shear rupture failure, ivhile equation (7-13) provides the limit for the shear

compression failure. The capacity of FRP stìmups controls the type of failule of concrete

bearns reinforced with FRP. It is evideff from equation (7-10) that the shear'-rupture

lailL¡re is allected b¡ the FRP srirrup capacir¡. conseruatively estimated usìrrg a srrenpnh

reduction factor 1 of 0.4. As is evident from equation (7-13), the shear-compression

failure is a fuirction of the square root of the concrete compressive sttength. l. , and the
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square loot of the ratio E¡/8,. The relative stin'up capacity witlì respect to the concrete

str-ength ar,d the lnodular ratio. pntf,,t/ ,Çl t- ^ ¡¡\ versus I,',"", for Group B and C beams

reinforced with FRP as shear reinforcement is shown in Figule 7-5. In Figure 7-5. beams

that failed by rupture ofFRP stirrups (shear-rupture) ale differentiated from other beams

that failed by concrete crushing (shear'-compression). lt is evident fiom the trend shown

in Figule 7-5 that an increase of the stirrup capacity results in an increase ofthe ultirnate

shear capacity in the case of shear-rupture failure. However, furtlier increase in the

stirrup capacity above a cefiain level results in no fufther increase in the shear strength of

concrete beams as shear-compressìon becomes the governing mode of failure. The

criticaf valt¡e ol p,,t¡f,,,.,, , , ([. ¿,) lactor is lorrrd to be 1.0. uhich cotresporrds ro

pt,(,,,,.t \.1.'lE, A ) ol'1.5. For values ol p,,{[.,,,t. , f ]e¡s thair 1.5. Lhe lailure rnode is

expected to be shear'-rupture; and fol values higher than 2.5. the lailure mode is expected

to be shear compressìon.

7.2.6 Minimum shear reinforcement

Minimum shear leinfol'cemerrt is required to prevent sudden shear failule upon lolmation

of the .lirst diagonal tension clacking. It is also required to provide adequate control of

the diagonal tension cracks at the service load level. The 1995 ACI code requires a

rninimum amount of shear reinlorcement for nonprestressed members reinforced with

steel. as givel b¡ the follor'ring equation:

29t
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'1,, 0.i45

Ât' l f"'
(7- 1 5)

The minimum amount of shear reinforcement is required by the ACI code ir reinforced

concrete members where the factored shear fofce, 4,, exceeds oue-half the design shear'

strength, þV,, ptovtded by the concrete.

It is demonstrated by Fjgure 7-1 thaf the shear strength of a beânr u'ithout shear

reinforcement which equals tlie diagonal tension cracking load, V,,, is the same for beams

reinforced with steel or FRP reinforcement and can be safely taken as I/.¡o.¿. However,

the use of FRP in reìnforced concrete beams may result in a concrete contribution, f./,

less than the shear cracking force V",.. Therefore, fol FRP leinforcad beams without shear

reinforcement, additional sheat reinfolcement is required to provide shear sttength higher

than the diagonal tension cracking load. The additional shear reinforcement proposed to

provide shear resjstance is given by the follorving equation:

v,, . -1t",,,,(t- ^E,J\)
(7 -16)

Based on equation (7-16), the proposed amount of minimum FRP shear reirforcement is

^ .v. h.d ,, 0j45r'¡ rrt, ' x.+
(7 -17)

Equation (7-17) is eramined usir.rg the available test results of Gloup B bearns reinforced

with FRP as longitudinal and sheal reinforcement. Figure 7-6(a) shows the diagonal

tension cracking stless, ì,.,., which is equivalent to v,¡o..¡, versus the rleasured ultimate

shear stress, 1,,n,,. lt is evident from Figure 7-6(a) that for all 72 beams in Group B, except

one, the meâsured shear strength exceeded the predicted diagonal tension cracking load.

Figure 7-6(b) shows the required minimum shear reinforcemenf p.f,,,,,,,, versus the provided
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p¡, for Group B beams. lt is evident from Figure 7-6(b) that most of Group B beams

satisfy the proposed requirement for minimum shear reinforcemenl (equation 7-17).

Therefore, it can be concluded that satisfyìng equation (7-17) lor minimum shear'

reinf'orcement provides a nominal shear strength higher than the dìagonal tension

cracking load. The minimun amount of FRP shear reinforcement should be provided

where the lactored shear force, lj,, exceeds one-half of the concrete contributior.r in beams

reinforced with FRP. fitrla

7.2.7 Reliability of the proposed provisions

The proposed revisions to the ACI provisions for shear design o1'beams reinforced with

FRP are given by equations (7-l 0), (7-13) and (7-17). The proposed equations have been

used to predict the shear strength of Group B beams reinfolced with FRP longitudinal and

stinups and Group C beams reinforced rvith FRP stinups. It should be mentioned that

the extensive data used to develop the proposed equations utilized only results for beams

u'ith identified failure modes. which are only 60 percent of the total reported in Tables

'7-2 andT-3. The pledicted shear strength, v,,-V,,/bd, was based on the mininrul I{,, as

proposed by equations (7-10) and (7-13) and compared to the nreasured shear strength

r1",¡ in Figures 7-7(a) and 7-8(a) for Group B and Group C beams. r'espectively. The

calculated v6l¡6 1:,:V,,/bd shown in Figures 7-7(b) and 7-8(b) are accordir.rg to current

ACI code (eqr-ration 7-1, w'hele./.n,,, is assumed Io be f¡,,.). The other codes including

JSCE, BRI, CHBDC and the Eurocrete project recommendations are shown in Figures

7-7(c,d.e,f and 7-8(c.d.e,f); respectively. The equations used for these codes are given in

Chapter 3 (section 3.5). The calculated shear stress y,, was based on the nominal shear
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numerical values predicted in Figures 7-7 and 7-8 are given in detail in Tables 7-5 ald

1-6. The 45-degree broken lûres in Figures l-1 and 7-8 correspond to the exact

prediction. while other straight lines statistically bound 90 percent of the data points, as

given by:

slope ofthe bounding lines - (u,",,/",,)", t t.6+ * o (7-18)

where ois the standard deviation for the v,".,/y,, ratio.

It is observed that direct application of the cunent ACI code equations to available test

data results in an unsafe plediction fol the shear strength of concrete beams leìnforced

with FRP. Both JSCE and CHBDC models greatly underestimate the shear strength, due

to the fact tllat both models use the same expression for very lorv stirlup strain at ultimate

(equations 3-29,3-40) and hence lead to vely conservative values when compared to the

measured data. The recommended Eurocrete project (equations 3-41 and 3-42)

underestimates the shear strength for the shear-r'upture failule node since the

recommended stiri'up strain at ultimate is relatively low compared to the experintental

results. In addition, the Eurocrete project overestimates the she stlength for the shear'-

compression failure r¡ode as it does not introduce an expression to lìmit the shear

compression failure. The BRI design model (equations 3-36) shows good prediction

when compared to the JSCE, CHBDC and Eurocrete models. since it lequires the

experimental evaluation ofthe bend capacity ofFRP stilrups. The ploposed revisions to

the ACI code result in better distribution for the measured-to-calculated tatio, as shown ir-r

Figures 7-7 and 7-8. The relatively good perforr.nance of the proposed equations is

attributed to the fact that they account for the various factors affecting shear stlengfh of
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beams reinforced with FRP. and differentiate between the two different shear failure

modes.

The six design methods are compared in Tables 7-7 andT-8, using the ratio of measured

to calculated shear strelgth. r,,n,,/v,,, for 72 beams of Gloup B and the 28 bearns of Group

C. respectively. As is evjdent from Table 7-7, the proposed method shows a COV value

of 0.20 and 0.22 for Group B and Group C beams. respectively. which ale the lowest ol

all other available methods. It should be n.rentioned that statistical studies conducted by

Sarsam and Al-Musawi ( I 992) on 154 beams reinforced with conventional steel

reinforcemeft showed that the current ACI equations provide an average of 1.39 and a

COV of 0.24 for the ratio of measured to calculated shear strength. Therefore. the results

presented in Tables 7-7 andT-8 suggest that the proposed equations are quite reliable.

The ploposed equations are relatively simple and do not increase the computational etTort

over other recommended methods, Since the application of a fàctor to equations (7-10)

and (7-13) leaves unchanged the COV value (given by STD-Io-AVG ratio), the ploposed

equations provide a design method making more uniform prediction than other models.

The proposed value for the strength reductiol facfor þ¡in equatiolr (7-14) is 0.8. which is

snraller tlran lowest r,,"",/r,,, as repofted in Tables 7-7 andT-8. Therefore, equation (7-14)

results in a reasonably conservative design fonnula lor the shear st[ength of beams

reinforced with FRP.

7.3 Proposed provision based on CSA design approach

This section introduces a design provision for concrete beams reinfolced wjth FRP shear

and/or flexural reinforcement based on the shear design approaches adopted in the current
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CSA 23.3-94 code. lt is suggested to use consistent design approaches in the ACI and

CSA codes for conclete members reinforced with FRP. The rational apploach used to

nodify the cun'ent ACI shear equations \\ras also used to revise the current CSA 23.3

shear equations.

The follou'ing sections provide two shear design plovisions f'or concrete beans

leinforced with FRP, based or.r:

a- the simplified metliod of tl-re CSA 23.3-94 code

b- the general method of tl, e CSA 23.3-94 code

It should be mentioned that the CHBDC (1998) ploposes a shear design plovision for'

concrete members reinforced with FRP, based on the general method of the CSA code.

However, it is shown in the plevìous section that the CI{BDC equations result in ver¡,

conservative design for beams leinforced with FRP.

An expression for the minimum FRP shear reinforcement is also proposed. The ploposed

design equations were used to predict the shear strength of the Group B and C beams

reponed in Tables 7-3 andT-4.

7.3.1 Proposed design guidelines based on the simplified method

Tlre sinrplified method in the CSA 23.3-94 is based on the 2l5-degree truss model with an

effective depth ofd. The design shear strength can be determined using equations (2-35),

(2-36) and (2-37) for beams reinforced r.vith steel. The approach used to rlodify the shear

design method of the ACI 318-95, code as proposed by equations (7-10) and (7-13). u,as

used to modify the sir-npli1'red method in the CSA 23.3-94 code, as follows:

f¿ = I",t¿ +Vn,l
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where n - 05, X- 0.4, 1:0.5, )" equals 1.0 fol nonnal densil¡' conclete. /" is the

material safety factor for concrete (ø, - 0.60) and þ¡ is the rnatelial safety factor for FRP.

It is recommended to use a material safety factor, 4 equals to 0.85 and 0.75 for CFRP

and GFRP, r'espectively, as ploposed by the CHBDC (1998).

7.3.2 Proposed design guidelines based on the general method

The gelelal method in CSA 23.3-94 is based on the MCFT; however, it is formulated in

the form of a concrete contribution plus stinup contribution approach. The design shear

strength can be deten-nined using equations (2-39) and (2-40) and (2-37) tbr bearns

reinforced with steel. The approach used to modily the shear design method of the

ACI 318-95 code. as proposed by equations (7-10) and (7-13). was used to modify the

general method in the CSA 23.3-94 code. as follorvs:

l n t"
t',1., : 0.2Àó.,Eb, a I + I\L )

,. 160 -;;, ,l E 
If ,,= 

^ó 
^l f 'b Lll',,,- 1000_d "Y x,.""- lE )

A.d
v,', : ó' xf 

',,, 
L

,t

v,, = I/nu +v¡¿

r,Lt:r3 2ø,p {.f ,b,, jtl

Y.,, Ó'A''l'^ 
¡droto'J

d<300mm

t E., i 
l7-lo)

>0t).þ"Jl^.'h,ll ^ | d'i00nrm
\ ¿, ,l

(7-l1)

< o.rs J"b,, jd(?) (1-22)

(7-23)

(7 -24)
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w'here ¡z:0.5. f05 , P and e are determined frorn Figure 2-8 for sections with shear

reinforcement, where r¡ is the factored sheat stress (v¡ : It,/b"jd) and a¡ is the

longitudinal strain ofFRP flexural reinforcement. which can be estimated as:

M,, / id + 0.5V,,cot0
(7 -25)

E rAt,

where M, is the moment at the critical section, l/ is the cross-sectional area of

longitudinal FRP reinforcement in the flerural tension side of the beam and E7 is tl-re

elastic modulus of longitudinal FRP reinfolcement.

The proposed equation (7 -23) for V,¡¿ was not modified similarly to the proposed

equation for the ACI code (equation 7-11). Tlris is because the factor p in equation

(7-23) accourÍs fol the relatively high strain iri the FRP longitudinal reinforcement, a6.

tliat is detemined usìng equation (7-25).

There is no direct solution to find the shear strengtlì of a beam using the general method.

First, the applied shear load tr{, has to be assumed and then the design shear strength tr/.,,

can be determined by equation (7 -22). Thts process is itetated until /,, equals It¿.

7.3.3 Minimum shear reinforcement

The CSA 23.3-94 code uses equation (2-38) for minimum shear reinforcemeut for

concrete beams reinforced with steel. The approach used to modify the minimum shear.

reirforcemeff expression of the ACI 318-95 code as proposed by equation (7-17) u'as

used to modiô' the CSA 23.3-94 code equation, as follows:

r,,,,",(-,P,, 4,) n,,a o.06l f:
P ¡.,,,. t ft,,

(7-26)
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where V"¡",o1 is detelmined using equation (2-36) taking þ,:1 0

Equation (7-26) was examined with the a\¡ailable test results of Gloup B beams

reinforced with FRP as longitudinal and shear reinforcemellt. Figure 7-9(a) shows the

diagonal tension cracking stress, r).,.. which is equivalent lo v,¡,,o|, velsus the l¡easuled

ultimate shear stress, v,",,. It is evident from Figure 7-9(a) that fol all 72 beams in Group

B. the measured shear strength exceeded the pledicted diagonal tension cracking load.

Figure 7-9(b) shows the required minimum shear reinforcemenl prt,,¡u versus the provided

p¡, for Group B beams. It is evident from Figure 7-9(b) that most of Group B beams

satis$' the ploposed requirement f'or minimum shear reinforcelnent (equation 7-26).

Therefore, it can be concluded that satisfying equation (7 -26) for minimum shear'

reinforcement provides a nominal shear strength higl.rel tl.ran the diagonal telsion

cracking load. The minimum aurount of FRP shear leinforcemelt should be plovided

u'here factored shear force I,',, exceeds one-half of the concrete contribution in beams

reinforced with FRP, I/.¿, detenlined using equation (7-20).

7.3.4 Reliability of the proposed provisions

The proposed plovisions for the CSA shear design for beams reinforced with FRP are

given by equatiorls (7-19), and (7-22). Equation (7-19) is derived based on 1he simplihed

nretlrod in the CSA 23.3-94 code, while equation (7 -22) ts delived based on the general

rnethod in the CSA 23.3-94 code.

The ploposed equations have been used to predict the shear strength of Group B beams

reinforced with FRP longitudinal and stirups and Group C beams reinforced with FRP

stirrups. The predicted shear strength. v,,-V,,/bd, was compaled to the treasuled shear
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strength vru.,, in Figures 7-10 and 7-11 for Group B and C beams. respectively. The

calculated ,¿¡tr¿s r,:I/,/bd shown in Figures 7-10(a) and 7-11(a) were according to the

proposed simplified method (equation 7- 19). The values v,,:V,,tbd shorur in Figures

7-10(b) and 7-11(b) were calculated according to the ptoposed general method (equation

7-22). The calculated shear stress ¡',, was based on the nominal shear strength, I,1,, using

values of 1.0 for all material salety lactors (þ,, and þ¡). The numerical values predicted in

Figures 7-10 and 7-11 are given in detail in Tables 7-9 al'd 7-10. The 45-degree broken

lines in Figures 7-10 and 7-11 correspond to the exact prediction, while other str.aight

lines statistically bound 90 percent of the data points, as given by equation (7-19).

It can be observed from Figures (7-10) and (7-11) that the proposed simplified method

results in more uniform distribution for the measured versus calculated shear strength of

beams reinforced with FRP than the proposed general method. This is attlibuted to the

fact that the proposed general rnethod overestimates the shear strength lor the shear-

compression failure mode which is given by the limit imposed on equation (7-22).

The two proposed design methods and tl-re culrent CHBDC method are compared in

Tables 7-11 and 7-12 using the measured-to-calculated shear strength, v,",,/v,,. for 72

beams of Gloup B and the 28 beatns of Gloup C. r'espectively. While tlie proposed

simplified method results in the lowesl average fol the r1"",,rrr,, r'atio. it shou's a COV value

of 0.2 and 0.24 for Group B and Group C beams, respectively. which are the lowest of all

other nrethods. It is also evident from Tables 7-11 andT-12 that the proposed siniplified

method is more reliable than other methods, sir.rce it results in a namower distribution

around the average for the v,"",/v,, raIto.
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It is recommended to use a material safety factor. þ¡. eeual to 0.85 and0.75 for CFRP and

GFRP. respectively. as proposed by the CHBDC (1998). It should be mentioned that the

CSA 23.3-94 code uses a relatively low material safety factor, þ, (:0.60). The use ofthe

recommended \¡alues for the material safety factols in equation (7-19) results in a lower'

bound for fhe t, ¡"",/v,., ratio, which is higher than 1.00. Therefore. equation (7-19) of the

proposed simplified method results in a reasonably conservative design fonlula for shear

strelgth of concrete beams reinforced with FRP. In addition, the proposed simplified

method does not inclease the computational efforl as given in the proposed general

method. Therefore, the proposed simplihed method is recommended for the current

development of CSA design codes fol concrete merlbers reinforced with FRP.

7,4 Proposed provision for serviceability requirement

The control of crack q'idths at service load level is an irnpoftant serviceability cliterion

for reinforced concrete structures. Investigation of the shear clacli width in concrete

beams leinf'orced with FRP iras not been reporled in the available literature. Therefore.

the test results of the second experimental phase of the current study are the only

available data fol shear clacking behaviour ir conclete beams reinforced witli FRP.

These test results l','ere used to provide design guidelines for the serwiceability

requirement. The following section introduces the observed relationship between the

shear clack width and the slinup strain for tested beams, as influenced by the mechanical

properlies of the stirrup material. Prolisions for the serviceability requirement to conûol

shear crack widths in concrete beams reinforced u'ith FRP stirrups are proposed.
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The control of crack \Ä,idths at the service load level ìs an impofiant serviceability

criterion for reinl'orced conclete structures. Although current design codes iuclude

provisiors for the contlol olthe widths oftensile and flexulal cracks in bealns reinforced

with steel, nore of these codes int¡oduces provisions lor shear clacks. Howevet. the

previous versìon of the CEB-FIP Model Code-78 (1978) contains provisions 1'ol shear

cracks based on the recomneldation of Leonhañr. (1977), as given by equation (2-56).

The CEB-FIP code assumes that the u,idth of inclined cracks is a function of the stress in

the stirrups. which in turn is a function of (V-V"). The current ACI code (1995) uses an

indirect approach to control shear crack widths. based on the recommendation of the

ASCE-ACI Committee 426 (1973). As mentioned in section 2.6.1, the ASCE-ACI

Conrmittee 426 (1913) concluded that it may be possible to coutrol crack widths at

service loads by limiting the value of V, (:V,,-1,,) at the uhinate load. Thus, l'or steel

stirrups of a yield strength of 420 MPa and a load factor of 1 .6 and an upper limit on the

stirrup contriburion. V"/b.,.d, of 2l.f ' 

c f 
I . tne stiffnp stress. f"., "",., 

af ser-vice load

1.0(D+L) will be about 220 MPa (a,,,."n, : 0.11%), conesponding to a maximum shear

clack width of about 0.33 mm (0.013 in.).

The relationship between the shear crack width and the stinup strain observed in bearn

tests is shown in Figure 7-12 for a crack width range of 0 to 1.0 mm. For the bear¡

reinforced with steel stirrups, the measured shear clack width conesponding to a stirrup

strain of0.1I % was 0.35 mm (0.014 in.). as shown in Figure 7-12. Therefore. thele is

good agreement between the measured crack w'idth and the specified crack width at the

service load according to the ASCE-ACI Committee 426.

)02
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The current ACI code (1995) limits the crack width for members reinforced with steel to

0.33 mm (0.013 in.). As FRP reinforcement is generally considered to be non-conoding.

the maximum crack width could be relaxed \Ä,'hen reinforcement colrosìon is the plimary

reason for crack width limitation. The CHBDC (1998), JSCË (1997) and ACI

Committee 440 (1998) take into account the aesthetic point of view only and set the

ûaxinium allowable crack width to 0.51 rnm (0.020 in.) for concrete membeÌs reinforced

with FRP. It is observed for beams reinforced with CFRP stiffups that the average strain

in the stiffups conesponding to a she crack rvidth of 0.51 mm is 0.2. %o. as shown in

Figure 7-12. The corresponding straín value for beams reinforced wìth GFRP stiffups is

0.35 %, as shown in Figure 7-12. It should be noted that for the bearn reir.rforced with

steel stirlups, the average stlain in the stinups corresponding to a ctack u'idth of 0.51 mm

is 0.18 %.

The average strain in the stirups at se¡¿ice load level can be estirnated based on the 45-

degree truss model using the following equation:

" 
(r,., -( )t', = A!\

(7 -27)

where l" is the cross-sectional area ofthe stirrup. 4, is the elastic modulus of the stirrups.

d is the effective beam depth. s is the stirup spacing, 4"' is the unfactoled shear force al

service load load and 4 is the concrete contribution to the shear resisting nechanism.

Tlre concrete contribution. V, (= V,t*ì, can be determined using equations (7 -2) for

beams reinforced n'ith steel as longitudinal leinforcement. For beams reinforced with

FRP as longitudinal reinforcement. the concrete contribution. It, (- L',), can be

detennìned using equation (7-11).
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To control sllear crack widths jn concrete beams leinforced with FRP stilrups, it is

recommended to limit the strain in CF'RP and GFRP stirrups at the service load level to

0.2%o and 0.35 %, respectively. Therefore. equation (7-27) can be rewritten as follows:

€,, -s(l -4) < o.oo2o lorcFRPsrinups
A t,dE 1,

< 0.0035 for GFRP stinups

(7-28)

The use of equation (7-28) to limit the strain in FRP stiruups satisfies the serviceability

requirement to control the shear crack width. The manufacturer of the GFRP stinr:ps

(Marshall industries composites, 1997) recommends that C-BAR GFRP bars can be

designed for 25 o/o of the ultimate tensile strength (a stlain of 0.43 %) at the service load

level to satisfy the dulability requirements in a highly alkaline envilonment. The

proposed limitation on the strain in GFRP stiirups given by equation (7-28) satisfys these

durability requiremer.rts.

7,5 Design example

Appendix D gives a design example for shear in a concrete beam reinlbrced with FRP

reinforcement. The concrete beam considered in thìs example is designed according to

the proposed sheal design provisions based on the ACI and CSA approaches. as given in

sections 7.2 a¡d7.3. The beam is also designed to satisfy the proposed serviceability

requirements given in section 7.5.
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Table 7- I . Basic data for 20 test beams reinforced with FRP bars lor flexure and havins
no shear reinforcement

a is the shear span
column (14) DT = diagonal tension failure ST = shear faiiure by rupture of FRP ot yield ofsteel

SC : shear failure by concrete crushing
S : shear failure (type of failure was not identified in the corresponding reference)

Shear tehtorcernent

'ottori and
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Table 7 -2. Basic data for 72 test bearrs reinforced with FRP bars for flerure and FRP

stir:rups for shear

Reârn (et

D
b,,

lÏìtn llìl-n

a/d /;

MPa

Flex. reinf. Sheai reinlorcement
¡;,,',/bd
MPa

Mode
rf fa ilurePr Etl

GPa
PI\

l\4 Pa MPa lìP¿

(2) (3) t6l '7 8 '9) al0 i1 12 r3) I4

¡r

'ijay et al.
1996)

150 t tJ1. lRq ,1,+.8 1.43 54 0.93 655 248 + 196 ST

2 150 frr+ I.89 44.8 l .43 54 0.62 655 54 2.899 ST

150 64. r.89 064 54 09i 655 248 5,1 3.105 ST

4 150 t 64.: 1.89 I o.64 54 0.62 655 218 54 3.108 ST

) \lsayed e/ ¿¿l.

1996, 1997)

r00 i{}9 3 2:i 3 5.5 1 .3',7 36 0.21 565 nla 42 1.107 ST

6 200 3.23 3 9.5 1 .37 36 565 4 09 ST
,7 200 309 2.36 35.1 L3 4 0.4 565 îla 4 1.762 ST

lhao
r995)

et al
r50 250 l0:i 105 0.12 I t00 n/a 39 3.013 SC

9 150 250 34.3 3.03 t05 0.42 I300 n/a r00 SC

l0 150 250 34.3 2.27 105 0.42 1100 n/a 39 3.rr99 SC

150 250 2 i4 105 o42 ll00 nla :ì9 3.288 SC

150 250 J )4.3 t.5 I 105 0.42 1 100 n/a 39 955l SC

)uranovi e¡ a/
t997\

150 210 3.65 3 9.8 1.36 ¿15 0.3 5 1000 n./a 45 3.110 S'T

t4 t 50 210 4-l t9 1.36 4 1000 1 ST

l5

lagasaka el al
1993)

250 25 Ll9 2 8.9 1.9 56 0.5 ] ?R¡ 903 tt2 i.893 s-f
16 2i0 ? I 19 34.0 t.9 i6 1285 90i 1l 4.917 ST

JJU I tg 2.8 9 56 4 l28i 90'l 112 , 6'7'7 ìT
8 250 25 1.78 28.9 9 56 0.5 I285 903 112 226 ST
9 f50 25 I 78 28.9 9 56 1285 903 I l2 3',7 44 ST

20 250 25 1.78 28.9 9 56 48 t?R5 903 4 46'7 SC

2t 250 2.5 2.3'7 3 2.8 .9 56 0.5 1285 ll 5t ST
22 ,50 2 i'7 :ì2 I 9 56 1285 903 112 3.629 ST

23 250 25 '78 i3.4 I 56 0.5 t313 824 60 3.t79 ST
24 250 25 1.78 34.7 9 56 824 60 4.296 SC

25 250 7 -t 9 56 05 '716 ,181 44 2.6 8:i ST
26 250 t.78 3.1 9 56 '7 l6 4 +4 .846 ST

2 250 25 1.78 34.7 9 56 0.5 Ii54 608 46 776 ST
?50 ).4 t'78 rì6 0 9 56 t354 608 46 3.614 ST

29 250 5 l.'78 2a.5 9 5ó 9t)3 ì '7 SC
'i0 250 1.78 22.5 9 56 L48 1285 903 l1 3.5 05 SC

250 7 24i 9 56 t285 903 112 2.8 85 SC

250 253 2.37 22.9 9 56 r.48 128 903 I 'i 0r¿ sc
250 1.78 22.5 9 56 137 824 60 3.009 SC

i4 250 254 7R 9 56 I48 824 60 i 2tl SC

35 250 253 1.78 l 9 t6 716 ¿181 44 3.009 SC

36 250 253 3.5 9 56 1.48 716 481 3.3 50 SC
2s0 25: I 78 :ì 9.5 9 56 1 4.8 Ì285 90i n2 4.622 SC

8 250 5 2.3'7 39.2 9 56 I 4'{ s0'l iR SC

39
{akamura and

ligai (1995)

200 250 3 5.4 I.6l 29 0.3 5 828 544 668 ST
40 200 250 13.4 1.61 29 0.3 5 828 619 3l 001 ST

200 250 )9 lt R2R i44 | ).4 ST
') 200 250 l l .6l 649 ì.J ST
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Table 7-2 (cont'd). Basic data for 72 test beams reinforced with FRP bars for flerure and

FRP stirrups lor shear

colulnn (5) a is the shear span

column (i4) DT: diagonal tensjon fajlure ST: shear laiìure by ruptur-e ofFRP or yield ofsteel
SC: shear failule by concrete crushing
S: shear failure (type offaìlure was nor identified in the coresponding refèr'ence)

Rearll iel
D

b,

1Tìl-u mm

/;

MPa

Flex. reinl'. Shear rei¡forcement
t,",,ibd
MPa

Mode
rf 1àilurePjt Ert

GPa
P¡
%

t,,
MPa

f,.,,
MPa

Et,

GPa

4 r6l ,7\ l9 '10)
1 -.1

4

lotlol i and
Makui (1993)

200 325 o'7 t31 l5 '7 t6 nla 40 1.584 S

41 200 0.1 0.1 5 "Ì 16 n/a 40 1.6:i S

45 ?00 4¿1 g 1 11',7 t0; n/a 69 lf)i S

46 200 325 t5 +4.6 0.7 137 0.07 14) r/a I10 490 S

41 200 325 3.23 44.I 0.1 13'7 0.o'l t4l :i r¡la |0 2 8:l S

rt8 200 32.5 4.31 44 o'7 t31 0.07 1413 n/a It0 132 S

49 200 325 45.0 0.7 131 ).04 2040 n/a 144 509 S

50 200 i25 1.2i 44.7 0.7 140 ') 06 1',146 nla 11'7 .660 s

5t 200 25 3.23 44'7 0.7 t40 0.10 1746 ûa l3'7 415 S

52 200 325 3.23 39.4 0.7 140 0.1 r 089 nla 58 585 S

5i ?00 194 09? 58 0.09 236 nla 58 S

54 200 325 -) 39.4 0.92 58 0.I 1236 nla 58 509 S

55 200 :i 25 2 i94 0s2 58 02 t2:16 n/â 58 0:l

56 200 325 39.4 0.92 58 0.t2 1089 n/a 58 65 S

5',7 200 39.1 0.9 58 0.1 1089 n/a .20 S

200 i78 09? 5R 0ßg 58 65

59 200 325 39.4 091 58 0.04 1746 11/a t31 1.328 S

60 I50 250 2.5 3 5.5 0.5 5 94 0.12 128:l n/a 91 1.543 S

6I 150 250 1',7 ( 0 91 0.24 n/a 94 t 9'7

62 150 250 5 34.3 I 91 O,I 128 Íì/a 94 I 90u S

5',1 150 250 2.5 34.2 91 0.12 n/a 94 2.158 S

64 100 500 2.5 31 .9 0_5 94 0.06 r28 n/a 94 r.069 S

65 150 260 3.08 3.08 63 0.1 t'7 66 nla L54',7 S

200 250 2 7'7 5 0 9:ì li'7 0 28 I 864 nla 5:ì 5 209 s

67 200 250 0.93 137 0.3 8 1864 Dla 53 3.113 S

68 200 250 84.2 0.91 t37 0.t5 1166 nla t3'/ 3.885 S

200 250 84.2 0.93 l:i? 0.21 186,1 ¡la 5ti 2.806 s
70 200 250 0 g-ì I i7 I 17 66 n/a 137 i.65 9 S
,71

;hehata

r 9991
135 410 50 1.25 137 0.3 6 r 800 860 131 8t54 ST

72 135 410 50 1.25 13',7 1.05 713 346 41 8124 ST
Basic data al]d test results of beams aÌe in chapters-l
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Table 7-3. Basic data for 28 test beams reinforced with FRP stirrups for shear and steel

bars for' flexure

Basic data and test resulls foÌ these beams are repofted in chaPters 4 and 6

TableT-4. Basic data for 6 test beams reinforced with FRP bars fol flerure and steel

stirrups for shear

Beam ie1.

t)
b,

mm

d

Dtnl

q/d f"

MPa

I- lex inf Shear reinforcenrent
V'"''/bd
MPa

Mode
¡f failurtA.

GPa
Pt

MPa MPa
En

GPa

2 4 (5) '6 7\ (8) 9) 10 ( ) 14

)

Jsa¡ ed er a|" " 200 l0 216 0.99 200 ).40 565 n/a 42 i30 ST

2

,lasasaka e/

250 L78 26.0 r.89 tR4 '716 481 44 SC

250 253 L78 25.3 1.89 t84 0.5 12 85 541 ) 141 sc
4 1993) 250 t'7 254 1.89 184 1285 649 ll 3.645 SC

) 250 ) l.78 21 .6 r89 184 4f 1285 544 t12 SC

6

Jakamura al1d

Iigai (1995)

200 250 31.1 t.72 t80 828 649 31 929
"7 200 250 144 1 '12 I80 0.23 828 903 2.12',7 ST
I 200 250 5.6 I .72 I80 0.l4 s0'l 1596 ST

9 200 250 3 5.8 t.'7 180 0.l4 828 903 31 1.596 ST

lottor i and

Makui (1993)

200 85 'l 4lt/ l.06 054 602. nla 36 4.044 S

200 285 1l 37 .2 tl O'7 206 0.2'7 602 n/a 36 3 890

200 285 :1.1 6 4.O1 r06 0.54 602 n/a i6 2.977

200 3.16 3 5.3 4 0'1 )06 o 2'7 602 nla 16 2.409 S

4 200 285 3.16 3 5.3 4.O7 206 l8 602 n/a ) 065 S

200 285 4.21 3l .4 4.O',7 206 0.2'7 602 n/a 6 2.031

200 25 3.23 42.2 0R6 91. 0 4l 602 ¡la 36 430 S

200 325 71.6 0.86 t92 0.4 t 602 n/a 36 s

8 200 :l25 4 3l 50.6 0.86 192 0.41 602 nla ó 2.309

9 200 325 4.31 65.1 0.86 192 0 4l 602 n/a 36 2.:l54 S

20 i 50 250 2.5 29.4 2.06 20ó 0.I n/a 94 2.825 S

150 260 'ì 0R 't8 I 298 206 0. t:l l'766 nla 53 176 S

200 250 40.'7 4.65 206 0.3 8 t2'7I n/a 64 s

;h.-h

1999)
ata

135 4',70 i.2 54 1 .32 200 0.21 1800 860 137 4.311 ST

135 4',70 54 I ',j, ?00 0'ì6 r800 860 137 5.37 4 ST

5 135 4'70 51 1.32 ¿UU 0.4'7 1800 ß60 'l ST

26 li5 4',70 54 1 .32 200 0.71 7)3 346 4t 4.602 ST

135 470 200 I 05 '711 346 41 4.925 SC

8 135 470 |.32 200 1.4 7 \46 41 4.909 SC

Beam .el
D

h,,

mm

d

l'llnì

.t;

ì\4Pâ

Flex. reinl Shear reinf-orcement
Iltu,/bd
MPa

Mode
rf failurePÌ

%
Et

GPa
P1\

% MPa MPa
E,

GPa

I) -.1 6 7 8 ¡q (l0 ll (]]) (ìi) (14

200 309 -.ro r.30 4 ) if 286 200 1.675 ST

2 'onekura et al
ì ooll

70 180 2.6'7 6 L8l 145 I .69 ,00 1'|'tR sc
'70 r80 2 6',7 5 9.8 2.44 145 1.69 r83 200 8.2 t4 SC

4 agasaka ( 199.i 250 253 1.78 i.9 a(, 08 1432 206 4.281 SC

) ,lakamura and
lieai ( 1995)

200 250 3 8.6 I.6t 29 310 180 1.543 ST

6 200 250 71 16t 29 0.1:i 3',7 0 180 1.095 ST

308
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Table 7-5. Measured and calculated ultinate shear stress for Group B beams. reinforced
with FRP bats for flexure and FRP stinups for shear'

Ref
ID

MPa

ACI .ISCF BRI CHBDC l-urocr-ete

MPa

frnrt

MPa

lrnsr

MPa

la¡¡

MPa

I test 1't"r, I test

().\ 4 ) r6) 7) f8' 9 10) (1 14 5)

I

2

1

lijay et al.
1996)

3.20
2.90
3.1 l
3.ì1

2.89
2.19

2.07

Ll l
1 .32
L31
1.50

5.5 5

i.l 5

4.51
4.5'7

0.5 8

0.5 6

0.68
0.68

L09
1.02
0.69
0.65

2.94

4.49
4.7 5

2.68
2.57
1.95
M/

.19

.t3

.59
69

I. l5
1.08

0.8 5
o R1

2.68
3.64
2 C'.)

2.0 r

1.59

1.83
I 4t

59

70
21

5

6
7

\lsayed er

'1996 9'7'

L
0.94
t 16

0.87
0.89
t.33

) .27
r.05
l.32

2.12
2.16

0.52
0.43
0.55

0.66
0.69
0.'73

.68

.36

.40

nla
nla
nla

11/a

n/a
nla

0.84
0.85

800 L3 8

1 t 1

2.06
0.84
r.06

I0.8
.11

.66

ð

9

II
l0

12

,l1ao el ql
1995)

3.01
3.3 6
3.10
3.29
| .96

2.46
2..91

2.42

1.23
I .15
1.28

1.36
0.82

4.91
4.91
4.8 7

1.87
4.8 i

0.6 1

0.6 8

0.64
0.6 8

0.41

1.44
t.66
I .29
1.1 I
1.11

2.09
2.02
2.40
2.96
1 16

n/a
nla
lu/a

n/a

nla
nla
i'ì/a

nla

|.20
1.48
Ll3
r.r0
095

2.52
2.2',7

2.',14

2.98
). o'7

L62
2.26
r.5 1

1.37
1 i'7

.86

.05

.40
7,1

l3
14

)uralloYl
t ul (199'7

3.t l
4.23

1.85
1.87

l.68
2.26

4.45
4.48

0.70
0.94

0.85
0.85

3,65
4.96

nla
nla

n/a
n/a

0.90
0.90

3.44
4.6',7

t.l
1.1

t6
76

15

l6
17

18

19

20
21

22.

23
24
25
26
21
28
29
30
31

32
3i
34

36
37
38

\iagasa

r993)

ka

3.89
492
5.68
3.23

4.47
2.5 t
3.63
3.18
4.3 0
2.68
3.8 5

2.78
3.61
3.2'7

3.5 1

2.89
3.02
3.01
3.21
3.0 1

4.62
3.5 8

3.12
3.5 0

3.41
3.0'7

3. l9
i t9
3.08
3.37
2.66
2.70
1 .9',7

2.3s

2.48
2.89

2.91

2.20
2.20
1.98
L98
3.71

3.68

1.25

L40
r.65
r.05
t.31
l .40
0.82
L08
L20
t.59
1.36
I .64
1.14
1.46
Ll3
L24
0.99
t.0'7
t.31
1 .46
1 .52
1.69

0.97

+.oJ
5.00
4.92
4.54
4.54
4.54
4.'78
4.78
4.86
4.95
4.59
4.8 6

4.95
5.04
1.11
4.03
4.13
4.02
4.03
4.03
4.11
4.11
5.2',7

5.21

0.84
0.98
1.15

0.71
0.96
0.9 8

0.5 3

0.7 6

0.65
0.87
0.5 8

0.'79
0.5 6

0.72
0.8 0

0.8 7

0.70
0.15
0.7 5

0.80
0.73
0.81
0.8 8

0.69

L06
l.30
1.40
r.0ó
1.21

1.33

Ll2
L28
L02
l.l6
0.98
1.08
1.00
1.12
],t2
],20
1.13

1.21

0.98
l 05
0.95
L0l
1.51

1.50

3.66
3.'79
4.06
3.03
3.60

2.25
2.84
3.1 l
3.71

2.13
3.5 5

2.'71

3.22
2.93
2.93
2.55
2.5 1

3.0'7

3.06
3.i8

3.06

3.',79

4.5 6

4.87
298

2.6'7
3.17
2.79
3.19
2.50
2.13
2.63
2.94
3.27
3.6t
2.92
3.2s
2.13
2.99

2.52

3.12

1.03
1.08
1.11
1.08
|.26
l.t6
0.94
l.t5
1 .14
1.35
1.0'7

ì.4t
r.06
1.23

0.99
0.97
0.99
0.93
Ll0
t.07
1.28
l.33
1 .09
0.96

I .10
1.31
1.35
L00
Ll5
1.27
1.06
1.23

0.96
Lll
D.92
r.03
0.94
1.07
1.04
1.12
r.06
Lt3
0.8 9

0.97
0 95

0.93
1.48
1.48

3.55
3.59
1.21
3.24
3.80

2.96
3.3 0

2.91
3.',7 5

2.94

3.15
3.13
2.73
2.68
3.31

3.62
3.12
2.43

2.2t
3.6 5

5.00
2.21
3.62
1.19
2.25
3.65
L60
2.3 5
I i9
194
],42
2.00
3.5't
4.24
3.57
1.27
2.26
2.99
r.86
2.39
5.00
5.00

t.76
1.35
L l4
1 .46
1 .21

0.93
I .12
0.99
1.99

1.93
198
1.95
1 .81

0.92
0.83
0.8 1

0.71
1.33

1.07
1 .62
L40
0.92
0.'Ì2

39
40
4t
12

,,lakamura

nd Higai
1995)

1.6',7

2.00
t.l2
1.32

t.52
L51
0.94
094

Lt0
]'32
1.20
l.4l

3.82
2.39
2.39

0.43
0.52
0.41
0 55

0.69
0.68
0.66

.41

.95

.11
o)

1 .13
1.,13

1.31
l1/

1.r6
1 40
0.86
ôoo

0.8 r

0.19
0.7'7
011

2..06

2.5 5

1.,+6

L',72

0.92
0.92
0.'78
0.78

.18

.44

.70
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Table 7-5 (cont'd). Measured and calculated ultimate shear stress for Group B beams,

reinforced with FRP bars for flexure and FRP stirrups shear

The BRI is applied lor bean'ìs with a repofted vaÌue fol. the bend strength of FRP stin'ups.
** indicates the number ofbea¡ns (out ofthe rotal number) for which r,,.., < r,,,.

JealÌ Ref.
ll)

MPa

P¡ooosed ACI JSCE BRI CI.IBDC Eurocrete

ltest'

MPa

I r"rI

MPa

lr"rr

MPa

lrnr¡

MPa

I tort

MPa

Itnrt

) J (5) 6 (7) (8) (e) l0) (11) l2) 3) (14' l
43
44
45
46
4',1

48
49
50
51

52
53
51
55

5ó
57
58
59
60
6t
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

lottori anc
Valiu i
1993)

1.58
L63
l .3l
2.49
r.28
I .1i
L51
1.66
2.41
L59
L28
I .51

2.04
1.65
1.21

1.65

l.))
1,54

2.20
L90
2.16
1 .07
1.55
5.21

3.89
2.8 I

1.24
1.24
1 .26

1 .22
1.21

1.20
l.t5
1.23

1.5,1

1.31

0.96
t.t5
1 .62
L03
1.03

I .14
0.79
1.23

1.87

1.24
],29
0.89
L5 t
3.22
3.93
2.20
2.82
1.98

.28

.31

.04
_04

.06

.94

.31

.34

.51

.21

.34

.32

.25

.ó0

.11

.46

.6',7

.26

,t8

.67

.20

.03

.62

.88

.'7 6

.00

.85

2.04
2.05
2.08
1 .91
1.95

1.94
r.82
2.00
2.76

2.06
2.54

2.25
2.25

1.65

4.01
2.46
2.53
1 .62

6.60
7 .41

4.05
5.5 8

3.50

0.7 8

0.80
0.63
1.26
0.66
0.5 8

0.83
0.83
0.8 8

0.7 1

0.62
0.60
0.5 5

0.7i
0.54
0.6 8

0.80
0.63
0.5 5

0.77
0.85
0.66
0.47
4.79
0.46
0.96
0.50
1.05

0.80
0.8 1

0.80
0.8 l
0.8 r

0.8 1

0.8 r

0.82
0.85
0.7 8

0.63
0.64
0.65
0.ói
0.6 3

0.72
0.63
0.6 5

0.69
0,8 I

1 .04
0.5 1

1 .07
1 .21

1 .26
t.2'7
1 .22
1 .24

1.91
2.02
r.63
3.06
t.57
1.39
t.87
2.02
2.85
2.03
2..04

2.37
3. l2
2.61

1.90
2.28
2.11

2.36
3. 16

2.34
2.08
2.08
1.44
4.32
2.',?3

3.0 5

22.9
2.95

nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
nlà
n/a
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a

n/a
nla
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a

nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
r¡la
n/a
n/a
n/a
nla
n/a

0.82
0.83
0.82
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.8 3

0.84
0.8 8

0.79
0.'7'7

0.7 8

0.80
0.78
0.78
0.94
0.77
0.75
0.80
0.'7'7

0.97
0.69
0.90
1.15
t.23
1.25
1.17
1.20

t.92
L91
1.59
),.97

1.53

.97
t.73
t.0l
.66
.93

t.5 5

'..12.
.55
.76
.72

r.05

',',74

'..49

'..22
.54
.71

..52

t.8 0

.11

i.40
.05

0.84
0.84
0.83
0.86
0.8 6

0.86
0.84
0.87
0.94
0.86
0.69
0.72
0 '79

0.72
0.'72

0.72
0.7 0

0.80
0.95
0.91
l.r8
0.62.

1.lt
L08
1.15
Ll6
1.05
Ll0

.89

.95
1.58

r.9 t

.50

.32

.80

.91

r.5 6

.85
r.09
1.57

r.3 I

.69
r.3 l
.90
.92

t.32
.9',7

.8i

.73

.40
..8 

1

.01

.36
t.6 8

.31

7l
'72

;hehata

1999)
4.82
,1.81

3.3 9 |.42
r iq

5.'79
519

0.83
0 8'ì

t.38
I :ì6 'l 55

2.26 2.13
26i

1 .42.

l .:19

J.Jó

3.45
2.03
t92

2.31
2.5 I

Tota¡ no. of beams '/2 34* 72 '7)

AVG 1.3i '71 2.7 3 I rr 2.68 1.85

STD 2'7 ).11 0'19 ).3.5 1.82 ).7

COV ( = STD AVC ) ).20 ).21 0.29 ).29 l'i9
no. of unconseNative
predictions** ( < 1.0) 7 i9 0
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T able 7-6. Measured and calculated ultimate shear stress lor Group C beams, r.einforced
with FRP stirrups for shear and steel bars for flexure

+ The BRI is applied for beams rvith a repofted value for the bend strength of FRP stirrups
** 

indicates the nunber ofbeams (out ofthe total number) for whìch r,,,,, < v,.

Jea Ref
ID

MPa

Proposed ACt .ISCE BRI CH DC Euroclete

MPa

Itest

MPa

I test

MPa

fr"r/

MPa

Itnst

MPa

Ìt¿.r/

MPa

lrcst

i (2' l¿l l 5 (6) ,7\
8) (9) l0 t1 12 t:lt 4 15

I Alsavcd a t.82 1.28 3.i6 0.7 4 Ll8 r s8 n/a l .15 2.02 1.40 L66
2

J

1
j

Nagasaka

ef ql.

ir993)

3.29
2.19
3.61
380

2,5 1

L"Ì1
1.71
I 4l

l.3l
0.82
L07
1.07

4.31

2.11

0.7 6

0.66
0.86
0.86

] 6t
r.3ó
1.36

1.32

2,05
1.68
r.89
I .'7 3

2.3 8

1.48
1.51

L43

1.00

Ll l
1.02.

r.50
1.01

1.01

1.06

2.19
l.90
2.tl
l5l

2.3 0
i.43

I ',i6

l.43
1.08
0 91

0.8 I
6

7

8

9

!akamura
Lnd Higai
r995)

t.93
2.13
r.60
i.60

1.42

3.5 6

1.13

| .24
t. l3
t.t3

2.t 1

4.26
4.26

0.6'7

0.'74

0.'76
0.16

1.32.

t.66
1.93

2.20

L4l
1 .57
1.2t
l2t

r. ¿i

1.30
I .41

Lt2
t.l0

1.06

1.69
1.79
2.11

L50
1.65
2.04
1.80

r.36
2.59
3.99
4.68

t.35
t49
t.rI
t.t8

10

n
12

l3
t4
t5
16

17

18

19

20
21

22

fottori and

üy'altui

i 993)

4.04
3.89
2.98
2.11

2.07
2.03
2.43
2.5 5

2.31

-.r)
2,r8

2.51
1.86
2.48
1.',12

L5l
t .62
1.95
2.24
2.03
2.t7
1.94
1.54
? ne

r .61

2..09

1.25

I .40
1 .31
r.25

I .14
Lt4
L08
I.t2
I .84
1.25

4.4'l
2.84
4.34
2.70
2.16
2.60
3.12
3.71
3.50
3.64

2.46
5.41

0.90
t.37
0.69
0.89
0.96
0.7 8

0.71
0.69
0.66
0.65
0.66
1.15

0.7 1

1.7 )

1.61

1 .61
r.58
1.54
1.51

1.02
1.23

1.08

I .19
L54
L27
r.87

2.3'7

2.42
1.78
1.53

1.35

1.34
2.39
2.0 8

2.13
1.98
1.42
2.22
2.05

n/a
n/a
nla
n/a
n/a
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
nla

n/a
nla
nla
n/a
n/a
n/a
n./a

nla
nla
nla
nla
nla
n/a

t.64
1.5 I

1 .41

1.34
| .22
0.88
I.tl
0.95
1 .07
1.24
1.08
1.55

2.47
2.s8
2.t r

1.75
I.54
1.66
2.7 5

2.30

2.20
1.'76

2.62
2.17

I 85
Ll.
1.85

1 .13
1 .69
1 .'7 1

Lll
ì.ll
l.]l
1.11

l'5',7

1.43

2 0:i

2.r8
2.25
L61
1.39
t.22
r.t8
2.19
2.30
2.0 8

2.12
1.39
r.98
t89

24
25
26
27
28

ìhehata
t 999)

4.37
5.37
5.92
4.60
4.93
4.91

1.56
1.50
L35
|.46
1.88

1.87

).J i
6.02
5.85
6.02
4.'72

0.82
0.89
L01
0.'76

1.04
1.04

1.58

l,71
1.77

t.55
t.3'7
t.45

2.76
3.15

2.97
3.60
3.3 9

2.28

2.59
1.92
L63

| .92
2.1'7

2.29
2.40
3.02
2.84

1.48
| .64
1.1 |

L,l1
L36
1.:lu

2.96
3.2 8

3.17
3.27
3.62
i69

l .8l
2.20
2.60
1 .1t
2.05
)41

2.45
2.27
2.70
2.40
)04

Total no. ofbea¡ns 28 28 )R 4 8 zð
AVG 34 83 I1 L',7 .34 1.76
STD ),3 0 I't ).69 71 0.66 )54
]OV I:STD/AVGI ).22 21 4 0,28 I
ro, ofunconseryative
rredictions**l<l0l ¡3

he RI is applied for beams rv value bend FRP
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Desisn method ProÞosed A.C I JSCE BRI CHBDC tufocfete
(2\ 4 5) '6) 7

Total no. ofbearÌs 72 '72 '7) 1 72

Averace (AVC' 1.33 0.'7 7 l.Õð L85
Standald deviation
ISTDI

0 2'7 0.1'7 0.79 0.3 5 0.82 0.'72

COV (: STD/AVC) 0.20 0.21 029 o)9 0.3 0.3 9

Range- Low
High

High

Lot,,

0.82
2.2.6

2.76

0.4 r

t.26

3.07

L36
4.96

3.65

0.86
2.63

3.06

1.11

+.o /

4.21

0.7 1

4.8 1

6.77

No. of unconservative
oledictions*x I < 1.0'

'7 69 0 8 I

Table 7 -7 . Comparison between neasured, q?s/, and calculated. v,?, shear strength
for Group B beams, reinforced with FRP bars lor flexure and FRP
stirrups for shear

* The Bzu is applied for bearns wìth a reported value for the bend strength ofFRP stiffups.
** indicates the üur'ì'rber ofbeams (out ofthe total nuntber') for which r,,.,, < r,,,

Table 7-8. Comparison between measured, 1)r¿"r, and calculated, v/,, sllear strength
for Group C beams. reinforced with FRP stiüups for shear and steel bars
for flexure

*Tlìe BRI js appljed lor bearns wjth a reponed value tor the bend stlengllt ot fRP strnups
i+ indicates the nurlbel ofbeams (out of tl'ìe total ]lunrLrer) for rvhich r,,,, < r,,,

Desis¡r rÌethod P¡ooosed ACI JSCE Bzu CHBDC Eurocrete

I (2\ 4 l6l
Total no. of beams 14" 28 28

Averase IAVGì 1.i,1 0.83 2.11 1.'72 2.31 |.'76

Standard deviation
(STD)

0.3 0 0.1'7 069 0.'71 0.66 0.54

COV ( = STD AVC) 0.21 0.3 .,1 02R 0'ì
Range- Low

High

High

[,ott,

0.82
2.09

2.56

0.65
1.31

2.t2

1.21

3.60

2.98

I.00
3.02

3.02

1.50
3.69

2.46

0.8 1

2.',70

No. of unconseruative
Þredictions*' (< 1.0)

I 0 0 0 2

*Tlìe BRI is aûÞlied tor bearns \r ith the Stlen
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Table 7-9. Measured and calculated ultimate shear stress for Group B beams - CSA
design apploaches

Rel
ID

MPa

simplified nethod general method

MPa

I tnst

MPa

Itnrt

0) (2) (3) i4ì 5 t6)
I

2

4

Ìrjay et al.
r 996)

3.20
2.90
3.1 l
3.1 I

l4

2.90
21

.02

.25

.0'7

41

08
68

98
49

53
13

51
09

5

6
7

\lsayed el

'1996 9'7

l.1l
0.94
1.'16

0.98
l.0r
1 .41

Lt3
0.93
1.22

0.82
0.85
1.08

.34

.09

.63

9

10

ll
12

Lhao et ql
r 995)

i.01
3.3 6
3.10
3.29
r.96

2.69
3.03
2.69
2.69
2.69

t2
1l
l5
22.

73

2.70
2.8 r
2.24
)')ç
L65

.12

.19

.38

.44

.t9
l3
14

)uranovi
't.tl. (1997)

3.1 l
4.23

1.99

t .99

56
12

1.,11

1.41

.20

.99

15

16

17

r8
19

20
21

22

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3t
32

34
35
36
37
i8

lagasaka

r 993)

3.89
1.92
5.6 8

4.3'7
4.41
2.51

4.3 0

3.8 5

2.78
3.61
).- I

3,5 I

2.89
3.02
3.0 i
3.21
3.0 1

3.3 5

4.62
3.58

3.)4
4.)2
4.04
3.14
3.80
3.80

4.04
3.16
3.22
2.05
2..79

2.89
2.95

3.48

2.59
2.59
2.34
2.34
1.44
4.42

1.24
Lt9
L40
I.03
I .15

1.18
0.'79

0.90
1.01

1.33

1.31

l.38
0.96
1.23

0.96
I.05
0.83
0.89
1.16
1.24
) .29

1.04
0.8 1

2.13
3.'7'7

6.57
2.25
i.'73
5.'79
2.0'7
3."Ì6
2.19
4.00
1.90
2.3 9
2.32
3.96
4.7 1

4.5 l
4.8 6

4.59
3.31
3.3l
2.25
2.95
5.56
5.57

L6 t
r.30
0.86
1.11
1.1't
0.'7't
1 .21

0.96
1.45
1.0'Ì
L41
L6 t
l,20
0.9 1

0.70
0.78
0.59
0.66
0.9 1

0.9'7
1.34
l.t4
0.83
0.64

39
40
4t
4).

,,lakanlura

rnd Higai
1995)

1 .67
2.00
Lt2
1i2

62
60
03
0:l

.03

.25

.09
28

1.21
1 .22
0.8 8
0 88

r.35
t .64
L27
I 50
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Tat:le 1-9 (cont'd). Measured and calculated ultimate shear stress for Group B beams -
CSA design apploaches

* ildicales the number of beams (out of the total number') lor which r',,,., < v,,

Ref.
It)

MPâ

rliñed method general method

MPa

ll"rt

MPa

ltesf

4 5 t6l 7'

43
14
45
16
4'7

48
49
50
5t
52.

53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
6l
62
63
64
65
66
6't
68
69
70

fottori ana

Wakui
'1993)

.58

.63

.49

.28

.13

.51

.66

.4t

.59
,28
,5l
.04
.65
.21

.65

.54

.20

.90

.16
0'7

55
2t

89

8t

.51

.51

.53

.1'7

.47

.17

.42

.50

.80

.55

.11

.30

.78

.t9

.19

.33

.95

.44

.08

.42

.42

.98

.62

.57

.3¡

.59

.21

.05

.08

.86

.69

.'7',1

.06

.11

.34

.02

.16

.1ó

.15

.39

.02

.24

.40

.07

.06

.34

.52

.09

.95

.46

.80

.50

.88

1 .12
1.12
1.14
1.24
1 .10
0.93
r.09
1.13

r.24
1 .13
0.83
0.95
1.24
0.8 8

0.8 8

1.00
0.7 8

093
1.30
t.t7
1.54
0,82
1.68
2.46
2.52
1_',7'7

L90
1.70

.41

.45

.15

.01

.i6

.21

.Jò

.4',7

,95
.40
.54
.59
.64
.88
.3'.7

.65

.70

.65

.69

.63

.40

.3 I

92

.12

.3'/

.t9

l5
1t
'72

tlel']ata
1999)

82
8l

3.5 3

3.60
I.36
1.34

2.3 5

2.50
05
92

otal no. ofbea s 7 t2

AVG I 16 141
TD ).24 43

]OV (= STD'AVC ) ).21

ro. of unconsel vative
rredictions* l < 1.01 t4 ti
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Table 7-10. Measured and calculated ultimate shear stress for Group C beams - CSA
design approacl, es

J!-a

n
Ref.
ID

MPa

sirnûlitied rnethod genelal nlethod

MPa

l'¡¿sl

MPa

l'¡nr¡

(2) (3 4 l6l 7'
A.ls¡J (d' 2.08 l.l l .'7 t 1.36

2

1
5

tragasaka

r 993)

3.29
2.19
3.64
:1.80

2.94
3.58
4.03
1.20

1 .12
0.7 8

0.90
0.90

3.26
3.62.

5.08
5.53

L01
0.'7'7

0.72
0.69

6

1

8

9

!akamura
rnd Higai
1995)

tgl
2.13
1.60
r.60

95
95
66
66

99
09
96

75

74
55

11

22
0tì

t0
u
l2
t3
t4
t5
t6
17

18

19

20
2l
22

fottori and
,Vaku i
1993)

4.01
3.89
2.98
2.41
2.0'l
2.03
2.43
2.55
2.31

2.18
2.83
3.8rt

.53

.87

.50

.84

.62

.77

.26

.64

.38

.57

.li

.10

.19

.60

.07
l9

.21

.14

.08

.9'7

.9',7

.92

.02

.66

.20

.86

.30

.72

.06

.98

.98

.53

.'71

.47

.57

.25

.oö
4l

.42

.69

.10

.17

.04

.02

.59

.49

.57

.50

.97

.68

.12

23
24
25
26
27
28

;hehata
1999)

1.37
5.3'7

5.92
4.60
4.93
4.91

98

76
55
33
l0
l0

.4'7

.43

.30

59

.59

2.36
2.',78

3.0 r

2.54
2.93
3.3 9

.86
91
9',1

.8 t

.68

.45

Total no. ofbeans 28 28

AVC t.2l 3)
ìTD ).3 0 '7

-CIV I=STD,/AVCI )24 ).2 8

lo. of unconservative
rredictions+(<1.0)
I indicares llìe nL¡r)rber oJ-beams (our ofthe total nurnber) Ior rl lriclr v,
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Table 7-1 1. Comparison between measured, l¡er¡, and calculated. r,?. shear strel.ìgtl.ì

for Group B beams CSA and CHBDC design approaches

Design Ìnethod proposed
simplifìed

n-lethod

proposed
general
method

cuuent
CHBDC

'21 4

Total no. of beams 72 '72

A ver'âqe (AV(i) t.l6 I.41 2.68

Standard deviation
r'STDì

0.24 0.,1i 0.82

COV I: STD/AVCI 0.21 0.3 1 0.3 r

Range- Low
t'Iigh

Iligh

Lott

0.73
2.12

2.90

0.5 9

2.99

5.0'7

I.ll
4.67

4.21

No. ol unconservative
nredictìons+l<l0l

t4 t3 0

beams (out ofthe total number) fof \\'hich

Table 7-12. Comparison between measured, v¡es¡, and calculated, v/?. shear strengtlr
fol Group C beams - CSA and CHBDC design approaches

l)esisn !nethod proposed
sirnpliñed

r-l1e1hôd

ploposed
general

culTeÌ11

CHBDC

I (6)

Total no. of beams 28 28

Avelage (AVG) 2i4
Standard deviation
r/STDI

0.3 0 0.37 0.66

COV I: STD/AVG) 0.24 0.28 0.28
Range- Low

High

High

Lou,

0.78
2.0 8

2. 6',7

0.69
1 .97

2.86

1.50

3.69

2.46

No. of unconservative
nredictions* l< I 0l

9 4 0

number) lor u'hich r,,.,, < v,,
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Figule 7-3. Evaluation of concrete contribution to the shear strength of beams
reinforced $'ith FRP
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Figure 7-7. Measured ultimate shear stress versus calculated fi'on.r : (a) Proposed Design
equations (7-10) and (7-13), (b) ACl318-95 Code (1995), (c) JSCE method I (1997),
(d) BRI method (1997), (e) CHBDC Code (1998), and (f) Eulocrete project (1996); for
beams reinforced *'ìth FRP for shear and flexure and tested by many researchers
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Figure 7-10. Measured ultilnate shear stress versus calculated from proposed design
equations based on: (a) the simplihed method in the CSA23.3-94 code(equation 7-18),
and (b) the genelal method in the CSA23.3-94 code (equation 7-21); for beams

reinforced with FRP for shear and flexure and tested bv manv researchers
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Figure 7-11. Measured ultimate shear stress versus calculated from ptoposed design
equafions based on: (a) the simplified method in the CSA23.3-94 code(equation 7-18),
and (b) the general method in the CSA23.3-94 code (equation 7-21): for beams
reinforced u'ith FRP for shear and steel for flexure and tested by many researchers
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Chapter

I
Summary and Conclusions

8.1 Summary

The cunent study ìras investìgated the performance of FRP stinups as shear leinforcenent

for concrete structures. The scope of the study consisted of an experimental investigation

and an anall4ical investigation. Based on the findings of tl.re experimental and anal¡ical

investigations. desìgn guideliles are proposed to use FRP as shear reinforcement lor

concrete structures. The research also includes proposed analltical models to pledict the

shear strength and behaviour ofconcrete beams reinforced r.vith FRP.

The experimental program consisted of two phases. The first experimerfal phase, Phase I,

was designed to evaluate the strength capacity of a single FRP stirrup as ir.rfluenced by

bendirg of the FRP bars to achieve the approptiate anchorage and by the diagonal shear

cracks that have an angle to the direction of the fibres. Three types of FRP reinforcement

were used in this program. car-bon FRP Leadline stírups, carbon fibre composite cables

(CFCC) stimrps and Glass FRP C-BAR stinups. One hundred and thifieen specially

designed specimens were tested. These specimens included 94 bend specimens tested to
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evaluate the bend capacity ofthe FRP stilTups, and ten kink specinens tested to investìgate

the kink effect due to diagonal olientation with respect to the direction ofthe frbres. Seven

bend specimens and two kink specin-rens leinforced with steel stinups were also tested as

control specirnens. The test results ol the bend specimens were compared to difïerent

equations available in the literature to evaluate the strength capacity of FRP stilrups as

influenced by the bend. Two anal¡tical models were used to predict 1he behaviour ofFRP

stjrrups in kink specimens. The first model "Model A" assumes full bond between the

FRP stinups and the concrete. while the second model "Model B" assumes debonding

lenglh fol FRP stiruups at their intersection with the inclined crack.

The second experimental phase, Phase lI, comprised ten reinforced concrete beams tested

to failure to investigate the modes of failure and the ultimate carrying capacity of the FRP

stirrups in the beam action mechanism. The sheal deformation, crack width. and stirlup

strain wel'e examined. The ten beams included foul beams reinf'orced with carbon FRP

stiûups, four beams reinforced with glass FRP. one beam reinfolced u'ith steel stirrups and

one control bearn u'ithout shear leinforcement. The variables considered in the second

phase were the material of the stinups. material of the flexural reinforcement, and the

stirrup spacing. Two types ofFRP stinups were used as shear reinforcen'ìent: carbon FRP

(CFRP) and glass FRP (GFRP). Steel and CFRP strands were used as flexural

reinforcement for concrete beams. All the beams failed in shear. either by luptr"rre of FRP

stiruups at the bend or crushing of the conclete under the load and in the u'eb.

The analltical pliase included analysis of the test results to describe the various factors

affecting the strength capacity of the FRP stirrups. The test results for the beam specimens

were compared to different analltical models used to predict the shear strength and
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behaviour of beams reilforced with FRP. The analytical models used to predict the

behavìour of the beams included simplified shear design methods and recently developed

shear theories. 'Ihe shear design equations specified in the cun'ent ACI 318-95 code for

concrete members reinforced u'itli steel were used to predict the shear strength of the tested

beams. In addition, shear equations proposed by Japanese, Canadian and European task

committees for concrete members reinforced with FRP were used. The beams were also

analyzed using two well-established shear theories: the shear friction model (SFM) and the

modilÌed compression field theory (MCFT). Shear crack r.vidths in the tested beams were

also predicted using equations available in the lìterature. The predictiols of the shear

models were compared with the results of the experimental program. Based on the test

results of the beam specimens tested in this study ar,d ar.r additional 118 beams tested by

others, design guidelines are proposed to assist code wr-iters ìn establishing design

specifications for the use of FRP as shear reinforcement in concrete structures.

8.2 Conclusions

The curent study has showr.r that FRP stirrups can be effeclively used for shear

reinforcement in concrete structures. However. certain issues should be considered for the

design of concrete nembels reinforced with FRP slirrups. The findings of the current

study are summarized in the following sections.
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8.2.1 Strength of â single FRP stirrup

Based on the test results and analysis of the 101 bend specimens and 12 kink specirnens,

the following conclusions are reached:

2.

The test procedure used to examine the bend capacity of FRP stirrups is simple and

easy to perform. It is lecommended to adopt this procedure as a standald ASTM test

method for FRP stirrups and bent bals.

Failure in the CFRP Leadline stirups is n-rainly due to bond failure between the fibres

and the outer resin coating. This behaviour was observed for the CFRP Leadline

stiuups used to reinforce the bend and beam specimens.

The bond strength ofthe CFRP Leadline bar was determined based on bond tests as 8.7

MPa. The bond strength of the CFRP Leadline bal was found to be less than that of the

CFRP CFCC and GFRP C-BAR reinforcement repoúed in the literature.

Failure of the C-BAR stirrups occurred either at the bend or at the straight portion of

the stirrup, due to tl-re "waving" imperfection il the C-BAR stirrups. However, the

strength capacity of the C-BAR stirrups was forurd to be equal to or greater than 48

percent of the guaranteed strength palallel to the fibres, as reporled by the

ntanufacturer'.

A decrease in the ernbedment length. /¿, of the stinup increases the possibility of failure

at the bend zone of the stiruup, resulting in an average strength as low as 35 percent ol

the strength in the direction of the hbles.

Ar enrbedment length-to-diameter nfio, l¿/d", of 20 for the CFRP CFCC stirups u'ith

standard hook and minimum tail length l¿. of 6d",16 for the CFRP CFCC stirrups with
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continuous anchorage and 42 for the CFRP Leadline stinups. is sufficieff to develop

the full gualanteed strenglh parallel to the fibres. For an embedment length{o-diameter

ratio of less than the lìmiting values. the strength can be predicted using the equations

proposed in chapter 5.

The tail length. /¿-. of the type A stirrups did not significantl¡' affect the strength

capacity ofCFRP Leadline and GFRP C-BAR stirrups. Type A ancholed CFRP CFCC

stinups with a tail length-to-diameter ralio, l¿''/d", of 15 or greater developed the full

gualanteed strength in the dìrection of the fìbtes.

The following limitations are proposed for detaìling of FRP stinups and to achieve a

slirrup capacity olat least 50 pelcent of the guaranteed strength palallel to the fibles:

a- The bend radius, 16, should not be less than tbur times the effective bar diameter or

50 rnm, whichever is greater.

b- The tail length. /¿.. should not be less than six times the effective bal diameter or 70

nln. u h icher er is gleater'.

Test results of kink specimens were compared to equations available in the literature to

determine the diagonal tensile strength of FRP stirrups. The available equations, that

assume full bond betw-een the concrete and the FRP stin'ups, did not show good

agreelnent with test results. Two equations were proposed to determine the diagonal

tensile strength ofFRP stiuups as influenced b),the clack angle, 0.

The average measuled strain at failure was found to be higher than 80 percent of the

uitimate strain in the direction of the f-ibres for both CFRP and GFRP stirups.

Iî was shown that for ki¡k specimens the stress in an FRP stinup at failure could be as

low'as 65 percent ofthe guaranteed tensile strength parallel to the hbres. Meanwhile, it
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was observed for bend tests that the stress at failule could be as low as 35 percent of the

guaranteed strength in the direction of the fibres. Therefore. the bend effect on tl.re

strength capacity ol FRP stirrups is more clitical than the kink ellect and should be

used to limit the contlibution of FRP stirrups in bearn action.

8.2.2 Behaviour of FRP stirrups in beam action

Based on the test results of the ten beam specimens tested in the second experimental

phase, the follou'ing conclusions are reached:

12. All tested beams failed in shear. The beams that fàiled ìn the shear-compression mode

due to clushing of the conclete ga\¡e more warning before failure than those that failed

in the sheal rupture mode. This is attributed to the softening of the concrete that

occuned prior to failure.

13. Fol beams leinfolced rvith steel strands for flexure. the concrete contribution

cornponent, tr/. to the shear resistir.rg mechanism, at any load level, was highel thar.r the

shear lorce at the initiation ofthe first shear crack, tr/.,..

14. Beams reinl-orced with CFRP strands for flexure, showed less conclete contribution, I,'.,

than beams leinforced with steel strands. This is attributed to the wide cracks. small

depth of the compression zone and less dowel contribution associated with the use of

FRP as longitudinal reinforcement.

15. Using a srnall stinup spacing to increase the shear stlengths of colcrete beams,

increases the chance fo¡ shea cracks to intersect the bend zone of FRP stinups and

consequently causes a significant reduction ofthe effectiveness ofFRP stinups.
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16. Test results indicated that the elfective capacity of FRP stirrups in beam action might

be as low as 50 percent of the guaranteed strength parallel to the hbres, provided that

the failure occurs due to rupture ol FRP stinups.

17. The use of FRP as shear reinforcenlent in concrete beams did not affect the observed

load level of initiation of the first diagonal crack. The angle of shear cracks in concl'ete

beams reinforced by FRP stirrups varied between 42 to 46 degrees. These values are

typical for reinforced concrete beams.

18. The shear deformations are affected not only by the elastic modulus of the stinup

material but also by other factors such as the bond characteristics of the stirrups. The

beams reinf-orced with GFRP C-BAR stirups showed a better distribution of shear

cracks than thosc reinforced with CFRP Leadline stirrups.

19. The use of CFRP strands for flexure resulted in a slight increase in the shear crack

width at the same load level in comparison to beams reinforced with steel strands.

20. For the sarne stlain level in the stinups, the crack width in concrete beams reinf-olced

with CFRP or GFRP stinups was found to be smaller than tl.re crack rvidth in conctete

beams reinforced with steel stirrups.

21. The variation in the stirrup material and spacing does not significantly affect the load-

deflection characteristics oftest beams with span-to-depth latios gleater than 10.

22. Tìre relatively inexpensive GFRP stirnrps cal be a good alternative for shear

reinforcement ir conclete structures.
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8.2.3 Analysis of beâm specimens

Based on the analysis of the beam specin'ìens using the simplihed sl,ear desig:.t methods

and the recently developed shear theories. the lbllowing conclusions are made:

23. The direct application of the cunent ACI 318 code to concrete beams reinforced with

FRP overestimates the shear strength.

24. The shear equations in the available design guìdelines for concrete members reinforced

with FRP greatly underestimate the shear strength of tested beams. This is mainly

attributed to the fact that the recommended equations are based on low values of stirrup

strains to satisfy the serviceability requirement, while they are formulated to predict the

ultimate limit shear strength.

25. The shear hiction model (SFM) introduced by Loov (1998), used to predict the shear

strength of the ten concrete beams tested in the current study. provides an excellent

anal¡ical model fol the prediction of the behaviour of beams leinforced u'ith FRP

stiüups. However, the limit imposed on the SFM to avoid thc shear-con-rplession

failule has to be re-evaluated for beams reinfolced with either steel ol FRP. Although

the ploposed equation fol the shear lriction factor. h resulted in good plediction for the

shear strength of beams reinforced longitudinally \À,ith FRP. furlher development for

the theory is recommended to account fol the effect of using FRP as longitudinal

reinfolcement.

26. The use of the bend capacity of CFRP stirrups as a failule criterion for the MCFT

analysis of beams provides a reasonably conservative prediction for the shear strength

of beams reinforced w-ith CFRP stinups- The MCFT also lesults in good prediction for
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the shear behaviour in tenls of the average strain in CFRP stirrups. However. the

MCFT overestimates the shear crack n'idth in concrete beams reinforced with CFRP oi

steel stìrrups. The computer program "RËSPONSE'' r:sed to apply the MCFT analysis

needs ceÍain adjustment for GFRP leinforcement wìth a low elastic modulus.

27. A simplihed method lor the estimation of shear crack width in concrete beams

reìnforced wìth FRP as shear reinforcement and/or FRP or steel as longitudinal

reinforcement is proposed.

8.2.4 Design guidelines

Based on the test results of the bear-n specinens tested in the cuffent study and an

additional 118 beams tested by others, design guidelines ale proposed to establisl-r design

specifications for the use oIFRP as shear reinforcement in concrete strLlctures:

28. The most signihcant factors affecting tl.re shear strengtl.r of concrete beans leinfolced

widr FRP were found to be the elastic modulus of FRP and the strength teduction ol

FRP stirups due to bend and kink effects.

29. The sheal strength of beams reinforced with FRP without shear reinforcement can be

predicted by the cunent ACI equation for If, as long as the dìagonal tension clackilg is

considered as the ultimate liniit state. This is not the case for slabs reinforced bv FRP

due to theil srnall depth-to-sparl ratio.

30. The concrete contribution to the shear strenqth of conclete beams leintbrced with FRP

for slrear and flexure can be estimated urrnl ,,,,",rand a multipliel factol based on the

square root ofthe ratio E17iE,, where E, is the reference elastic modulus ({ : 200 GPa).
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31. The FRP stinups should be designed lor 40 percent of the guaranteed stlength parallel

to the fibres to account for the strength reduction due to the bend effect.

32. In the case of shear failure initiated by clushing of the concrete, the uhimate sl.rear

capacity of concrete beams reinforced with FRP is ploposed to be proporlional to the

square root of ð¡,/E,.

33. The shear-rupture tàilure mode might be distinguished from the shear-compression

failure mode by means of the parameter p¡(,,,1/ 
1,7.¡¡ , ¡ ¡. For vaìues of

pn6,)/ itþr| of 2.5 or less, shear rupture may occur, and for values highel than

2.5. a shear <ompression failure is expected.

34. The eflèct of the various factors are cornpiled into the ploposed revisiols to ACI as

given in equations (7-10) and (7-13). The proposed equations make it possible to

assess the ultimate shear strengtll of concrete beams reinl'orced witl-r FRP mole

accurately than other considered methods, although maintaining the same level of

computational efforl as the cur(ent ACI code.

35. Similar equations are proposed based on tl.re sheal design approaches currently adopted

ín tlre CSA 23.3-94 code. The ploposed equation (7-19) based on the simplified

CSA 23.3 approach was found to be more leliable and precise than those equations

based on tl,e general rnethod.

36. Explessions for mininum shear leinforcement in concrete beams reinforced with FRP

(equation (7-17) for ACI code and equation (7 -26) for CSA code) are proposed to

ensure that the shear strength erceeds the shear cracking load.
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37. Strain limits for CFRP and GFRP stirrups aÌe proposed to control the shear crack width

in concrete beams. The proposed lirnits provides appropriate limit for the sheal crack

uidth at :err ice load level.

8.3 Recommendations for future work

Based on the findings and conclusions ofthe cuüent study. the following recommendations

are rnade for future research in FRP shear reinforcenent:

1. The concrete contribution in concrete beams reinforced with FRP bars fot flexure needs

funher investigation. Experimental programs to evaluate the effect of the elastic

modulus of longitudinal reinforcenent on the shear behavioul of conclete beams are

recommended.

2. Research is needed for r.nore refinenent of the cunentlv available rational shear'

theories to incorporate the FRP as reinforcement in concrete structures.

3. Improverlent in tlie labrication of FRP stinups should be consideled to rninimize the

strength reduction due to tl.re ber.rd portions.

4. The behaviour of conclete beams prestressed by FRP and leinforced with FRP or steel

for shear should be considered for future investigations.
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Sample calculations using the sheal friction model (SFM) are plesented in this appendix

for beam SC-3. Beam SC-3 r'as reìnforced for flexure using steel strands and for shear

using CFRP Leadline stinups spaced at d/3.

Beam data:

Dinrensions: b.,,: 135 mm, d: 470 mm, ñ - 560 mm

Concrete strength: /, : 51MPa

Flexural reinforcement: steel strands l,/ : 780 mm2

Shear reinflorcement: CFRP Leadline stinups l¡ - 76.94 mmr. ,r - 1ó0 mni..ll,,, =

1800 MPa

Used equations:

Equation used to determine the stinup capacity as affected by the embedment length, /¿:

017 s !L--o+o+--!-t- < 08 (A-1)'
.t ,,, 70 d,

Equation used to detennine the shear friction factor, È:

k =2.1.1','-o' (A-2)

Equation used to determine the force, T, in the flexural reinforcement:

r ChapteÌ 5, equâtion (6-7)
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r=-., l -(*¡1!.1)-(r rls)), ,. rA-irl
lrt !t.1.

Equation used to detemrine the sheal strength. t',,:

.. T ll' 05lr , cot'l -cotll(l-.o,tB) --l ,o,en T <10 (A-4)r( L\0l5ii'( l (', ( t

Potential failure planes:

Six planes are assumed to be the most favorable failure planes, as shown in Figure A-1

The sarnple calculations are given in this appendix for planes no. Ø and E.

Plane no. Ø:

1. The angle ofthe plane: á= tan-r1500/480) = 46.2 deglees

C,,. -.1" b.,,h- 54.0* 135*560/1000 : 4082.4 kN

Using eqtration (A-2): k : 2.1.* 54-0 
4:0.426

2. As slrown in Figure A-2. the lowest embedureut length l¿- 166.7 mn,

ld/d":166.117 :23.8

Using equation (A-1):

û,- 1 800*(0.'++23.817 0): 1 332 MPa

3. The total number of stirrups intersecting the failule plane is 2.

Tlre stirrup contribution: 7., : 7 6.94*2+ 1332/1 000 : 205 kN

4. Detelmination olthe tensile force. Z:

a. As shown in Figure A-2'. xo= 1414 mm. -r1 - 154 mm andlcr:433 rnm

: Chapter 6, equation (6-9)
' Chapter 6, equatior (6-6)
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b. Using equation (A-3):

T: 1 41 4 I/,, I 433 - I 6.9 4+ 1 332+(1 54+(1 54+1 60)y433 = 3.27 r,, - 1 1 1. kN

5. Applyirg 0, C,,, k, T, and f to equalion (A-4). 'Ihe governing equatioll (A-4) can be

reduced to the following polynornial:

sôi.sfl. l-+2.;;rf n l-oooeao:=o (A-))-'-'[c ,] lc,.l

Equation (A-5) was solved to deten'uine I,',, :

r,,- 0.0849797 C,, :346.9 kN

Plane no. @:

1. The angle of the plane: 0:Tant(4651480):44.1 deglees

c,, :.f, b.,h: 54.0* I 35'r'560/1000 : 4082.4 lN

Using equation (A-2'): k : 2.1+ 54'0 
1: 0.426

2. As shown in Figure A-3, the lowest embedment lelgth /¿: 35 mm,

ld/d":3517:5.0

Using equation (A-1):

.6,: 1800x(0.4+5.0/70): 849 MPa

3. The total number of stirrups intersecting tl-re lailule plane is 3.

TlT e stirrup contributiorr : T, : 1 6.9 4* 3* 819/ 1 000 : 1 96.0 kN

4. Determinatiou of the telsiìe folce, I:

a. As shomr in Figule A-3: :r-,: 1289 mln, ,r1 =29 mnl aud¡,'¿-¡:433 n.rrn

b. Using equation (A-3):

T : 1414 I/,, t433 - 16.94*849* (29 +(29+160)+(29+2|-160))1433

3 5't
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:2.981/,, 85.5 kN

5. Appl¡'ing 0, C.,, k, 7,, and T to equation (A-4). The govelïing equation (A-4) can be

reduced to the lollou'ing polynomial:

41ir[t l'-,onuo[ t J-oloz:oz=o- lt',,1 [c ,]

Equatior.r (A-6) was solved to deter-mine 14' :

I/,.:0.08241617 C'., :336.,+ kN

(A-6)
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r!

ì

!

I

Figure A- 1 . Potential failure planes for beani SC-3

+JI"' Figure A-i. Intemal forces for potential failure plane 3

Internal forces for potential failure plane 2

t,l.
T:2.98r',,-85.5
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The input files for the "RESPONSE" program used to perform the MCFT analysis are

given in for the following beams:

1) beam SS-2 : reinforced for flexure using steel strands and for shear using steel

stirrups spaced at dl2, where d is the effective beam depth.

2) bearn SC-2 : r'einforced for flexure using steel strands and for shear using CFRP

stinups spaced at d/2.

3) beam SC-3 : reìnforced for flexure using steel strands and fol shear using CFRP

stirrups spaced at c//3 .

4) beam SC-,l : reinforced for flexure using steel stl'ands and lol shear using CFRP

stiuups spaced at d/4.

5) beam CC-3 : reinforced for flerure using CFRP strands and for shear using CFRP

stirrups spaced at r//3.
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Beam SS-2

Response Ve¡sion -t Deia-irfe
Cop- '9'r 't9A -. :. l.
liane of Section: tsean SS-2
Llni;s l'4/U '1.{ei.ic/U. S. Cuslo¡rrar.V' : l'l
Nunber oi Corclete Types (1-5): 1

Type i' c ec' fc. Tensiol Staffe:ling
Nrrnber [Mpa] ii'{ilÌi S-!ra.nl ll'lpal ¡acto.

1 51.00 -2.0C0 4.:2 O.iC
äumbel of ìeban l'ypes (1-5): 2

Type diastrc l{oduÌus fl¡ esh esrup'. iu
Nu¡rbe:: ll',ipa I lMpal :- l'{i1Ìi Srrei.n--l a¡{pal

1 2CC00C 40C 20.CC0 40.0CC 100
2 200000 660 4.0c0 20.0cc ?80

Number. of Tenoon Types (1-5): 1

Type lRanberg-Osgood-Factors I ¡faslic¡4odufus ipu eprupt
Nunber A ts C lMpal iMpal llis l

1 0.c25 118.000 10.000 200000 186c 40.c00
Height oi Sec:aoÊ: 560 rrn
Distance to !lonen-' Atis: 28A ;rüri

Shear Y,/N 'Yes/Nc': Y
l.deb width (bw) : i 35 r,rrL

Slear depch (jd) : 432 lr.rr

Disiance ro !"¡eb sarain ex : 30C rú1

Distance to center of lieb : 2A2 flriL

Lcngitudanal creck spacinE: 3CC nùt
þla:{ir¡r.rn Aggi.egate size : 1C ruî

st ifrups Y/\ 'Yes/L'Jo': Y

Transverse crack spacing : 300 r¡jn

Area oi Stirrups (Av) i 72'1 ¡il'n^ 2

Stirrup Spaclnq (s) : 235 nn
Stlrrîup (Rebar.) Type i 2

Nunber of Concreie Layers (1-20): 3

Layer y boi-f,om r{idth iop wldih heighl Type
Nurnber lrL¡rl lnllnl lr,l:ll ln¡ I NuÍ,be.

1 0 135 135 180 1

2 rBC 135 135 3C5 1

3 485 600 6c0 15 1

Nuinbe. of Rebar :ayers (0-10) : 1

Layer y A¡ee TYPe
Nùmber lmn l lmm^2I Nur,ber

i 523 2AA 1

NuÍ,ber of Te.don Layer.s (C-10) : 3

Layg¡ y Àrea Pt esirain Type
Nui¡be¡ lr¡¡1I l¡r,Ìr^ 2I :i'4i-rf i-Sttairl Nìjnoer

1 5C 280 0.000 l.

2 9C 280 C.CCO 1

3 130 28C 0. 000 1

Consider d.splaced Coiìcrete Y/N: N

Ther.nal t Shrinkage St¡ains Y/N : N

Inr'.ial S'Lrains Y/N : N
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Beam SC-2

Respolse ver.slon. Data-fi Le
Co¡,r'g'r -9c0 A. j b'.
i.lame ci Secrion: 3ean SC-2
Uni.ts ¡4,/U 'iqer.ic/U. S. Cusro(lery' : M

N,inber of Col]cr.ete Types (i-5): L

Typ" i' c ec' fc. Tensior Stlffenlng
Number iÌ{pal l!1rÌLi-S:ralnl lMpal FacLor

1 54.00 -2.00c 4.L2 0.10
Nunber o: Rebar lypes (1-5): 2

Type Elastic :qodulus -y es.. esi.upt iu
Nunìber f l'4pe l il.{pel i- i'4i L Li-Sirain--l i:lipal

1 2C000c 400 2c.00c 40.000 400
2 r3lCCA 1C0C 1.30C 8.159 .2aa

I'Jumbe. of iendon Types (1-5): i
Type lRenbe:q-Csgood-Faclors--l ELastlc Moctulus i,Ðu epfupt
N.rmber A B C i¡.{pal lMpal lL{si

1 0.025 118.CCO i0.000 2C000c 186C 4C.C00
Height o: Sec:ion: 560 run

Disaance to luioment A¡as: 284 rrull

Shear Y/N 'Yes/No': Y

lfeb rradth (avi) : r35 mr
Shear. depth (jd) : 432 r..rr

Disiance to Ì.,¡ell strea¡r ex : 30C lrLrir

Discarce lo cenrer of ,,'eb : 242 n]lt
LongitudireÌ cr.ack spacanq: 300 nr¡
Maxinun Agqreqete size : -0 ¡¡in

Stir.r.ups Y/N 'Yes,/No': Y

Transverse caack spacang i 2AA rurr

Area of Stirr.ups (Àv) : 11 rnm^2
Stir.rup Spaclnq; (s ) : 235 rùr,

SL .:' rP Docor .\Pe :

Numbei. of Concr:ete iayers (1-20): 3

Laye:r y bot¡or, \'ridth top t¡rdt¡ heaçih. Type
Nurnber lrfl,l i¡rml lr¡,1 i¡nnl Numller.

1 0 135 135 180 I
2 180 135 135 305 1

3 485 60C 600 15 1

Number of Rebar t-ayers (0-10) : 1

l,aye. y Area Type
l:umber lnn: lrun^ 2 j Numbe¡

1, 523 200 1

Numbe. of ?endon Lal,ers (0-i0) : 3

Layer y A¡ea Prestrain TyPe
Nu¡nber. ln¡n] lÍL-n^21 ll{aÌÌ1-S¡l:aini N'il¡ber:

1 5C 280 0.CC0 I
2 9C 28C 0.000 ''

3 130 28N 0. COC i
Conside. dispfeced Cc.crete Y/Ni: N

Thernef & Shrinkage S..ains Y/N : ¡í
Initial S-.rains Y/N : N
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Beam SC-3

Response VeLsron l Da!e-aafe-opt. . Jl. o0 -.. 1. be
liane cf Secrion: 3ean SC-3
Unr-, s Þl/U 'Meiric/Lr.S.Customary': M

Nulnber oi Concreie Tyc'es (i-5): 1

Type f 'c ec' fcr. ?enslon Stii:eni:,q
Nurnber lMpal aMiÌli-Str.einj lMpal lac.or

1 54.00 -2.C00 A.r2 0.10
Number oi Reber Types (1 5): 2

\p 
-crL c ]cd--L. :t s.. . p ..

NLÌnber lMpal i¡{pal l---Mi rli-StreÌr-r--l il{pal
1 200C00 100 20.0C0 40. C00 !AC)
2 13100c i0c0 r.30c 8.'159 i200

NunJler of Tendor Types (1-5): 1

Type iRar.berq-Osqood-iactors--l Efastic Modulus fpu epruÐi
Nunber A B C lMpal ll.fpal lMsl

1 0.025 118.C00 10.000 200c00 1860 40.00c
lieight of Section: 560 rTúÌ

Disiance to Momenr Axis: 28C lrril
Shear Y,/N 'Yes/No' : Y

I,ieb !":Ldth (br'r) : 135 n:n
Shear de]rih (jd) : 432 m,:n

Disterce io r./eb strain ex: 300 Í,'û
Distance to center oi Ì,Jeb : 242 Íûr
Longirudinai crack spacing: 300 n¿n

l4ari¡:,un Aggrege-Le slze : 10 mrn

Siirrups Y,/N 'Yes,/No' : Y

Transverse crack spacinq : 200 inú
Area of S.irr.ups (Av) i 'l'l nmr^2
Stirr:up Spaclnqi (s) : 160 rTir11

Siarrup (Rebar) Type : 2

Nijnber oi Conc¡ete Layers (1 20): 3
l-ayer y bottom lriclt¡l top r.rrdth height ìype
Nunber lmr,. i¡rdr, j lmm] lrun] Number

1 0 135 135 180 1

2 180 135 135 3C5 1

3 4Es 600 6C0 15 1

Number of Reba. Layers (0-10) : 1

Layer y Area Type
Number lÍml l¡,a.n^ 2 I Number

1 523 200 1

Nurnllef of Tenoon Lal¡ers (C-1C) : 3

Layer y Area ?resi:rain Type
Number. lnù¡,I lr¡.,1^2I lMalÌr-Sri:ain] Nurber

1 50 280 C.000 ':,

2 90 280 0.000 1

3 130 284 0. CCO 1

Cossider d:splaced Conc¡ete Y/N: l.J

The.maÌ & ShrinkaEe Strains Y/1\.- : N

In:lial Srrains Y/¡* : N
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Beam SC-4

Resporse Version 1 Dâ:a-!-i.Ie
Copyrigh-. 1990 A. Felber
N-ame of Secrion: Beâr¡. SC-4
Un:.s ¡!,/U 'l'ietr.lc/U. S.Cusrome.y': M

Ì'Jumber of Concl:ete Types (t-5 ) : 1

Type i' c ec' fcr Te¡ts lolt S.aifentlng
liur¡,be. lfJpal lMllÌ1-Strelrl ll'{pel Faci-or

1 51. CC -2.000 4.r2 C. I0
l',luÉÌre r cf Rebar Tl¡pes i1-5 ) : 2

Type iìasric Mocìu.rus ¡y esh esri.Ìrrt fu
Nurnbe. iMpal iMpel l---MrÌÌ:-Sirain--l ll'lpal

1 200c00 40c 20.000 40.000 40c
2 131000 10cc 1.300 8.159 :2AA

Number of Tendon ?ypes (1-5): I
Type lRanberg Osgood-Factors--l lÌasrrc l,loduLus ipu epr.upt:
Nünber: A 3 C ll{pel lMpal :l'1sl

1 4.425 118.0C0 10.C00 20CC00 1860 4C.C00
qerght of Sectron: 56C rm
Dastance ro Mome.rt Àxrs: 280 n¡l
- .ê. Y \ '--s/No': -

hleb ltidth (b ) : i35 rlr.
Shear depth (lC) : 432 rm
Dìstance to Ìieb saraln er : 300 ru(r

Dlstance to center of web : 2A2 rrrn

Longltuciinal crack spacing: 300 mlr
Maxlnum Aqqregaie slze : -0 rù¡i

Slirr.ups Y,/N 'Yes,/No' : Y
Transvease crack spacing : 20C r,ln
Area of Stjrrups (Av) . 11 rùn^2
Sti¡¡up Spacinq (s ) : I2A r¡jn
Stir.r.up (Reber) Type i 2

N .no^r o.[ on -_ ... ô _..t- erc 1 . 0 :

Layer y botiom r"/idth top \.ridrh he:ghl Type
Number inml lr,nl lr'nl l¡¡¡nl Númber.

1 0 i35 135 180 1

2 r8A 135 135 30s 1

3 485 600 6C0 ?5 |
Number of Rebar. Layers (C-10) : 1

Layer V ,qrea Type
lJuinber lnunl arúr^2I l',Junber

1. 523 2CC 1

Nuirtbêr. o: Tendon Leyers (0-1C) : 3

Layer y A.ea P¡es¡::ain Tlpe
Nunber lr¡.Ì I inrn^21 iMiÌÌi-Str.aiij Nijr¡Ìber

! 5C 280 0.0C0 7

2 9A 284 C. C00 r
3 130 284 0.000 i

Co!ìside. ciisplâced Concrete Y/N: N

ThernaÌ & Shrinkaqe Srrains Y/N : fl
lnrrÌal Sar.ains Y/¡¡ : N
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Beam CC-3

Respcrse Verslo¡ i leta-FÌìe
Copyriqht 1990 4.. lefber
¡i-a¡r,e of Sec!1on:
Unr;s M/U'Merric,/ü.S.CustcÍar:y' :

Number oi Concrete ?ypes (1-5) :

BearL CC- 3

!l
1

íc¡ ?ension S¡iife|]ing
Ii'Ìpa ] tacr o r

4.r2 0.lc
2

f.l,-,a¡"t ll"lpal lMaÌli-S.rajnl
1 50.0c -2.00c

Nuinber cf Rebar lvpes (i-5):
Type EÌastic McdìjÌus fy
Nu¡nber lMpaj il!ípa l

1 20C00c 400
2 137000 1000

Numbe. of Tendon Types (1-5):

esh e s rüp-L fu
I---t'{iÌli-Str.e1n--l lMç,a.

20.000 10.cc0 400
L 300 8.159 r2AC

1

Type lRanbe::g-Osgood-Faciors--l E lastic Modulus fp; epruut
Nurnber: Ä B C ll4pal lMpal lMsl

1 C.000 50.000 2c.000 13100c 2aar.) 40.0c0
Height cf Sectlon: 560 mm

Distance to i'{oment Axi.s: 28A rüll
Shear Y/N 'Yes/ì.Jo' : Y

vieb r,iid¡h (b ) : 135 mm

Shear depih (jd) : 432 ¡¡irÌ
Distence ro rneb straia ex : 100 :lrri
D:istence to cenler of wel¡ : 242 luri
Longitudtrnal c¡ack specing: 300 r.n
Meximum Aggregete size : 10 ¡n:n

St-nrups Y,/N 'Yes/No' : Y
Trans-/erse cr:ack spacing : 20C mr¡.

Area cf Stirrups (4,\¡) i 1l r,rïì ^ 2
S.irrùp Spâcing (s) : 16C mn
Stirrup (Reba¡) Type : 2-

Nu¡nber oi Concrete Layer:s 11-20): 3
Layer y boLtorn l"'ldth top \.ridtr Þeagbt ?ype
NurnL¡er i¡rur, t l¡nml i¡nml lnn l l.tumbei:

1. 0 135 135 180 1
2 78C 135 135 305 1
3 485 6C0 60C t5 1

Number. of Rebar Layers (0-10) : i
Layer y Area Type
Nunber ln¡nl lrùr,^ 2 I NurLber

1 523 2CC 1
Nuinber oi Tendon Layers (C-10) : -?

Layer y Area Preslraln fype
Nunber lnL'nl l¡nm^2I lMllli-St.airl ¡iunber

1 sc 28c 0. ccO 1

2 9A 28C 0. C00 1
3 ]30 28A C.000 i

Consiqer daspiaced Conc.ete ï/N: N

TherinaÌ & S¡r.iikaqe Strains Y/ñ : N

Initiei Srrai:rs Y/N : N
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Appendix C

Measured versus predicted shear crack width
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The figures presented in Appendix C compare test results to the different methods used to

predict the shear crack width in tested beams reinforced using FRP stirrups. Detailed

discussion of observed shear versus shear crack width relationships can be found in

section 6.5.2. The different methods used to predict the shear crack width, as indicated in

Figures C-1 to C-9, are:

1. The modihed compression field theory (MCFT): The sheal crack width is determined

according to the MCFT using the following equations (section 2.3.2):

where e1 is the principal tensile stlain. s,,,0 is the diagonal crack spacing and s,,,7 and

s,,,,, are the crack spacings indicative of the crack cortrol charactelistics of the

longitudinal and transvelse reinforcement; respectively. The principal tensile strain.

¿¡. is determined according to the MCFT using the conrputer program "RESPONSE"

(section 6.6.3).

2. Equation (C-5) proposed by Hassan (1991):

lt = €ts t]tê

, l( sine cosdls.,=Il I +
/ \. s,, t',, )

, , =:(,,+ll+0.:sr.4' t'1ol P.t

,, =:(" +ll+o:s¿4'' l't0) 'p,,

1. 8S /¿/"

r0Ú(l'. re 6)- 'pl,'

S,¡ = 8¡r1 or e., + 2x106 e]

(c-1)

(c-2)

(c-3)

(c-4)

I Equation (2-55)
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where S¿ is the slip of stin-up. s,,, is the measured stiflup strain at the load level undel

consideratiolr and d¿ is the bal diametel of the stirrup. It should be noted thal

equation (C-5) cannot be considered as a direct procedure for crack width estimation

as it requiles measured strain data.

Equation (C-6) proposed by Placas and Regan (1971):

s sina ( l, -l¡ \IUI
"' - 106p,, (f' | 'l b,,Ì )

units : lb, in (c-6)r

u'hele 4,. is the shear cracking load and is predicted using the ACI equation (2-27)

and ø is the angle ofthe stirrups (: 90o for vertical stirrups).

4) Equation (C-7)3 proposed for beams reinforced using FRP stirups:

(, ,.\
,l u,,¿ )

l76s (v I 'l
h -." ,j 

)Io'P"[;, 
Jtr''l,.' 

"'

units : lb. in (C-7a)3

,n 0,,(u;,)rr,"y

units : N. mm (c-7b)'

where Z" is determired using equation (2-27) for beams reinfolced lor flerute usìng

steel and using equation (7-11) for beams reinforced for flexure using FRP. E¡, is the

elastic modulus of the FRP shear reinforcement and -Es is the elastic modulus of steel

(:200 GPa).

- L,quatron (--J / )

r Equation (6-17)
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experitllental
equation (ó-16)

equarion (6-15)
300

z
ñ

U)

100

012
Crack width (mm)

Figure C-1. Measured versus predicted shear cÍack width for beam SS-2

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-2. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam SC-2
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proposed equation (6-l 7)

equation(6-15) ,"t

,2z
Ë 2oo
q.)

_c
U)

'100

z
Ë 200
0)
-ç(r)

100

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-3. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam SC-3

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-4. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam SC-4

equatiou r6-l5t / / --t 
experitnental

nrooosed
equalion (6-17)-."
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experinlentaÌ

eouation 16- I5l

proposed equation (6- l7)

z
l¿

Ë zooo
-c(t)

z
Ë 200
o
-c
u)

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-5. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for bearn SG-2

equation (6- l5)

experimentaJ

ploposed equation (6-ì 7)

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-6. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam SG-3
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z
h zoo
(D

-c(r)

equation (6- l5)

proposed equation (6-17)

experimeritaì

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-7. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam SG-4

z
Ë 200
q)
_c
U)

proposed
c-\ocl tlllcnlalequaron to-lt) '

equariorì{o-t5r /1-_"---

//,/

,4 MCFT

/,// ,.-/'

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-8. Measured versus predicted shear crack width for beam CC-3
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equatiorl (6- l5)
proposed equation (6- l7)

experimental
z
f<

Ë zoo
c)
E
(r)

Crack width (mm)

Figure C-9. Measured versus pledicted shear crack width for beam CG-3
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A,ppendíx D / Destgn exantple

The following exanple denonstrates the use of the ploposed ACI and CSA shear

provisions for the design of a concrete beam reinforced with FRP.

Examole:

A normal weight concrete beam (f,-40 MPa) needs to cany a service live load of

30 kN/m (assuming 50% is sustained) plus its owr weight over a 6.7 m single span. The

beam cross-section and longitudiral reinforcement are given ir Figure D-1. Detemrine

the required amount of shear reinlorcement using GFRP C-BAR stinups

Solution:

Given:

Dinrensions: lt,,:300 mm, d:600 mm, h-660mn, span - 6700 mn'r

Concrete stlength: I - 40 MPa

Flexural reinforcemenl: At= 1988 mm1. p1¡:An/b.,d=0.0 i 104, E7 - 44.8 GPa

Shear reinforcement: .fr,,,,:713 MPa; for #10 and #12 GFRP stirrups

E¡,:41 GPa

Design according to proposed ACI provision:

Calculate dead loads: r,¿ : 0.30 * 0.66 I 23.5 : 4.65 kN/t¡

Calculate fàctored loads: y,,,: |.41r¿ +1.711,¡ = 1.4 * 4.65 + 1.7 * 30 = 57.5 kN/m



Appendix D I Design exctuple

Calculate factored shear and moment at critical section:

V,, : u,,, (span,D - a) : 57 .5 * (6.7 12 - 0.70) : 1 52.4 kN

M,,: tt,,, + spanD. 'a 
ct - r't), a2n

: 57 .5 *. 6.712 ¿' 0.70 - 5'/ .5 s (.0.7q')D: 120.8 kt-J.m

Calculate concrete contribution (equations 7-2 and' 7 -11):

1l ,. I/J)V =.1 ^f tl]jp.--lb,,d= l88.4kN71" ' M,)

r' =v tIl' - r884,.I"+48Jo'=rn..**'-'l.al rlool

Determine the need for shear reinforcement:

Ó,V, = g.g* tr.t- 71.4 kN < I';,

.. shear reinforcement is needed

Determine minimum shear reinforcement (equation 7-17):

\
v,, =t..,. (r -Jr, r.I tss.+(t-J++s:oo)

= 99.2 kN

v , b. J 99:00 j00 * 600n = = 0.00l9jF" 
,' 04*7li

> 0345= 0345 
-0.00121xl"' o+"71i
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Determine required shear reinforcement:

v,t: t1,iþt-v,t:152.410.8 89.2: 101.3 kN

using equation (7-7)

,1 d
V,, =Xf,, \

.s

take .r : 200 mm

Af,.: 101300 t' 200 l(0.4 * 713 'F 600) - 118.4 mm2

use GFRP C-BAR stirrups #10 (2 legs); l¡, : 156 mm2

Check shear reinforcement ratio:

p, =-^]*r^ o.ootô > p., -ouotqj
?00 + ì00

Check shear-compression tnode (equation 7- 1 3):

r' -t/ -)l ç^rlf a 
J"-"' 'ì;n' ""'fl. r' ,]

= 8e.r + .]-l ¿6 * 3s6 * ooo lf 41 l"[3 J(:oo I

= 4 ìt.8 kN > t/ ¿ , t90.5 kN- | rl

Check serviceability requirement :

= o.k

= o.k

sustained service load v)set.: vtd + 0.50 {' vt

= 4.65 + 0.3 * 30

- 19.65 kN/rn
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V,", = rr,et. (sp0n/2 - ú)

:19.65 + (6.712 0.70):52.1 kN

v"", _ 52.1 kN < I/.r _ 89.2 kN - o.k

'. the beam is not cracked in shear under service load level

Design accordinq to the proposed simplilied CSA r¡rovision:

Calculate dead loads: 1,,¡: 0.30 + 0.66 * 23.5: 4.65 kN/m

Calculate factored loads: w,,:1.25u),j+1.511¡:1.25 * 4.65 + 1.5 * 30:50.8 kN/m

Calculate factored shear and momerf at critical section:

V,, - w,, (spanD - a) : 50.8 + (6.712 - 0.70) - 134.6 kN

M,,:1,,, aspctn/2*a vt, a)f2

: 50.8 * 6.712 + 0.70 _ 50.8r. (0.70)2/2 : 106.7 kN.m

Calculate concrete contribution (equation 7-20):

)60Y, 
rooà , ¿ 

Àó ,l¡'n ¿

= 260 *0.6*2r[6+3oo*6oo = irl.okN1000+600 1000

/ A, ln5 , 44 R ro't,¡=v.r.,l+] -r101 '" =515kN." l,¿. / ' l00 l
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Determine the need for shear reinforcement

tr¡ =5? 5l¿N<I-'tl

.. shear reinforcement is needed

Determine minimum shear reinlorcement (equation 7-26):

/ 

-\
V',,,, =V',',,,,\1 lE, I E' ì

/ , \
r r 1.0'ß(1 - J44 8 r00J=e7.4 kN

/, b,d 97400 i00i'600D - =0.UU190
v l. 0.4+7li

, goorT .ooor4o =o.oolii
/ 'l t"' o'4 * 713

Determine required shear reinforcement:

V:p: V,' Il"r¿t: 134.6 - 52.5 : 82.1 kN

using equalion (7-21)

Ad
V,,,, =þ,If ',,,LI

take .s : 200 mm

A^ 81100 + 200 t0.75 * 0.1* 71i t 600) 117.9 rnrn:

use GFRP C-BAR stirrups #10 (2 legs); l¡,: 156 mml

Check shear leinforcelrrent latio:

p, ="-"]+"" 0.001b > p,, =0001e3-o.k,
100 + i00
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Check shear-compression mode

= o.k

Check serviceability requirement

sustained Service load yt"",.-vt¿i 0.50 * v1

:4.65 + 0.50 '+ 30

- 19.65 kN/m

v,",.:19.65 ¿' (6712- 0.70):52.1 lN

i,-"",.:52.1 kN < Z.¡= 87.6 kN = o.k.

.'. the beam is not cracked in shear urder selvice load level

Detailing of stirru¡rs

The stirrup detailing is provided according to the proposed guidelines in section 5.7. The

10-mm GFRP C-BAR stinups should have a bend radius of 4d¿, (40 mm). and a tail

length of 70 mm beyond the bend. The configuration of the stinups is shown in Figure

D-1.

{^. ,lt a 
Iv, .-t",-puø./Adllr 
j

= 5r.5 - Jo 8 *o 6 * r 40 +ioo *ôoofl,1r]'

- 247.5 kN > I,-,, :134.6 hN
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7 #19 CFR? bars
l,r = 1988 mm2

EJ- 11.8 GPa

Cross-section

critical section
for shear

Elevation

Figure D- 1 . Dimensions and details of the beam

Stirrup detailing

'¿ = d +140
= 700 rnm


